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Preface to ”Modelling and Analysis of Sustainability
Related Issues in New Era”
The purpose of this Special Issue is to investigate topics related to sustainability issues in the
new era, especially in Industry 4.0 or other new manufacturing environments. Under Industry
4.0, there have been great changes with respect to production processes, production planning
and control, quality assurance, internal control, cost determination, and other management issues.
Moreover, it is expected that Industry 4.0 can create positive sustainability impacts along the
whole value chain. There are three pillars of sustainability, including environmental sustainability,
economic sustainability, and social sustainability. This Special Issue collects 15 sustainability-related
papers from various industries that use various methods or models, such as mathematical
programming, activity-based costing (ABC), material flow cost accounting, fuel consumption model,
artificial intelligence (AI)-based fusion model, multi-attribute decision model (MADM), and so on.
These papers are related to carbon emissions, carbon tax, Industry 4.0, economic sustainability,
corporate social responsibility (CSR), etc. The research objects come from China, Taiwan, Thailand,
Oman, Cyprus, Germany, Austria, and Portugal. Although the research presented in this Special Issue
is not exhaustive, this Special Issue provides abundant, significant research related to environmental,
economic, and social sustainability. Nevertheless, there still are many research topics that require
our attention to solve problems of sustainability. Finally, I am grateful to MDPI for the invitation to
act as the guest editor of this Special Issue, and I am indebted to the editorial office of Sustainability
for the kind cooperation, patience, and committed engagement. I would like to thank the authors for
submitting their excellent contributions to this Special Issue. Thanks are extended to the reviewers for
evaluating the manuscripts and providing helpful suggestions. Sincere thanks also go to the editorial
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1. Introduction
Smart Manufacturing of Industry 4.0 was first proposed in Hanover Fair, Germany in 2011, which
received great attentions from various nations [1]. Industry 4.0 utilizes new technologies such as 3D printing,
robot, and autonomous vehicle, and links all the components in the manufacturing systems by using
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) [2] and Internet of Things (IoT) [3,4]. Then, the system will real-timely collect
and monitor the activity data of all the components and give intelligent responses to various problems
that may arise in the factory by the real-time analysis results of Cloud computing [5] and Big Data [6].
Finally, the manufacturing process can be fine-tuned, adjusted, or set up differently with the customer
needs in order to achieve the goal of mass customization and customer satisfaction. Under Industry 4.0,
Manufacturing Execution System (MES) [7,8] is an online information system and a feedback and control
system for production. Under Industry 4.0, there are great changes on production processes, production
planning and control, quality assurance, internal control, cost determination, and other management issues.
However, it is expected that it can create positive sustainability impacts along the whole value chain.
The 2005 World Summit on Social Development identified sustainable development goals, such
as economic development, social development, and environmental protection [9], which are called the
three pillars of sustainability. Sustainable development goals are expected to provide the following
potential benefits: (1) Environmental benefits: “Environmental sustainability is the ability of the
environment to support a defined level of environmental quality and natural resource extraction rates
indefinitely [10].” It can enhance and protect ecosystems, improve air and water quality, decrease waste
streams to air and land, and preserve and restore natural and renewable resources; (2) Economic benefits:
“Economic sustainability is the ability of an economy to support a defined level of economic production
indefinitely.” [10]. It can decrease operating costs; create, expand, and shape markets for green products and
services; improve occupant productivity and optimize life-cycle economic performance; (3) Social benefits:
“Social sustainability is the ability of a social system, such as a country, family, or organization, to function
at a defined level of social well-being and harmony indefinitely. Problems like war, endemic poverty,
widespread injustice, and low education rates are symptoms that a system is socially unsustainable.” [10]
It can enhance occupant comfort and health; heighten aesthetic qualities; minimize strain on local
infrastructure; and improve overall quality of life [11].
The purpose of this special issue is to explore the topics related to sustainability issues in the new
era, especially in Industry 4.0 or other new manufacturing environments.
2. Summary of 15 Papers in this Special Issue
Table 1 shows the summary information of 15 papers in this special issue, including Research
Topic, Paper/Author, Method/Model, Research Object, and Industry/Field. From this table, we can
find that these papers are related to carbon emissions, carbon tax, Industry 4.0, economic sustainability,
and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). These 15 papers also can be classified as the papers of
environmental, economic, and social sustainability.
Sustainability 2019, 11, 2134; doi:10.3390/su11072134 www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability1
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3. Review of the Special Issue
3.1. Carbon Emissions/Carbon Tax
Sutthichaimethee and Kubaha (Contribution 1) use LS-ARIMAXi-ECM Model to forecast
energy-related carbon emissions for the construction sector in Thailand. The results indicate that
determining future national sustainable development policies requires an appropriate forecasting
model, which is built upon causal and contextual factors according to relevant sectors, to serve as an
important tool for future sustainable planning.
Wang and Huang (Contribution 2) present a proposal to determine an optimal carbon reduction
level and online return strategies under carbon tax policy when a firm produces and sells its green
products via an e-commerce platform. They find that if the residual value of the returned product is
relatively small, the firm should not offer an online return service; and the platform should reduce its
referral fee as the unit carbon tax increases.
Azizi (Contribution 3) applies a fuel consumption model to design an effective Proportional
Integral Derivative (PID) controller for controlling the active suspension system of a car in order to
eliminate the imposed vibration to the car from pavement and to reduce the fuel consumption and
contributes to environment sustainability.
3.2. Carbon Emissions/Carbon Tax/Industry 4.0
Contributions 4-8 are a series of papers presenting the green production decision models in Paper
(Contribution 4), Tire (Contribution 5), Aluminum-Alloy Wheel (Contribution 6), Steel (Contribution 7),
and Knitted Footwear Industry (Contribution 8) by using the methods of Activity-Based Costing (ABC)
and Mathematical Programming. In these papers, ABC is used to more accurately measure the costs
of activities in the manufacturing processes. Mathematical Programming is used to find the optimal
product-mix maximizing the company’s profit under the various resource, sale, and production related
constraints with the carbon tax costs. Among them, Contributions 4–7 explore the production decision
models under Industry 4.0. Industry 4.0 can utilize, collect, and monitor the activity data of all the
components in real-time by using various sensor systems, Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), and Internet
of Things (IoT), to give intelligent responses to various problems that may arise in the factory by
the real-time analysis results of cloud computing and big data and to attain the various benefits
of Industry 4.0 implementation. The parameters of the mathematical programming model will be
updated periodically from the new big data set. For example, ABC cost parameters can be updated
from more real data (see Contributions 5).
Besides this, Contribution 8 incorporates the concept of cap-and-trade in the production decision
model and considers the carbon emission cost, including carbon tax and carbon right costs. This paper
assumes that the company has the upper limit of carbon emission allocated from the government
and that the company can buy the carbon emission right from the market if the company have the
opportunity of the additional sales.
3.3. Industry 4.0
There are two papers related to Industry 4.0 with economic sustainability (Contributions 9 and
10). Yazdi et al. (Contribution 9) explore the relationship between Overall Equipment Efficiency (OEE)
and manufacturing sustainability for small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) under Industry
4.0 by using time study approach and agent-based algorithm. Müller (Contribution 10) investigates
the potentials and challenges of digital platforms for the purpose of generating an understanding
of the antecedents to the use of digital platforms under Industry 4.0 by established manufacturers.
This research uses a qualitative empirical research approach of the in-depth expert interviews with
managers of 102 German and Austrian industrial enterprises from several industrial sectors. Its
results indicate that the main potentials of digital platforms are reducing transaction costs, combining
strengths of enterprises, and realizing economies of scale as well as economies of scope.
3
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3.4. Economic Sustainability
De Oliveira Matias et al. (Contribution 11) propose a decision support approach to provide a
set of sustainable solutions from the market to the consumer for electrical appliances by adopting
a Multi-Attribute Value Theory (MAVT), combined with an optimization technique based on
Evolutionary Algorithms (EA).
Huang et al. (Contribution 12) utilize ISO14051-based material flow cost accounting as an
analytical evaluation tool to conduct a case study on a flat-panel parts supplier to determine whether
the efficient use of recycled glass could reduce company costs. The primary finding is that the film
layer on recycled washed glass tends to be stripped during the production process, causing increased
reprocessing costs and thus rendering the cost of renewable cleaning higher than that of reworking.
3.5. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
There are three papers investigate the issues of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), which
is belong to the issues of social sustainability. Liu (Contribution 13) uses Multi-attribute Decision
Model (MADM), DEMATEL, and VIKOR to assess the impact of Corporate Social Responsibility for
the implementation of internal control that includes Corporate Social Responsibility. The empirical
results indicate that a social responsibility-oriented internal control system may be a better strategy
than maintaining the original internal control objectives.
Liu (Contribution 14) utilizes Multi-Attribute Decision Model (MADM) to construct an analytical
framework containing the key decision-making factors for family business succession. The results
indicate that corporate characteristics, family capital, and niche inheritance are the most important
without consideration of whether the continuation of the business after succession will be doomed
to failure.
Hu et al. (Contribution 15) construct an artificial intelligence (AI)-based fusion model to examine
the relationship between CSR’s multidimensional characteristics and firm value by using the top 100
companies in China as a research sample. This research breaks down CSR into numerous dimensions
used to examine each dimension’s impact on firm value. The results indicate that “Environmental
responsibility” is the most essential element on firm value determination since the Chinese government
has placed much more emphasis on environmental protection in recent years.
4. Concluding Remarks
The purpose of this special issue is to investigate the topics related to sustainability issues in
the new era, especially in Industry 4.0 or other new manufacturing environments. There are three
pillars of sustainability, including environmental sustainability, economic sustainability, and social
sustainability. This special issue collects 15 sustainability-related papers in various industries by using
various methods or models. Although this special issue does not fully satisfy our needs, it still provides
abundant related material for environmental, economic, and social sustainability. However, there still
are many research topics waiting our efforts to study to solve the problems of sustainability.
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Abstract: The Thailand Development Policy focuses on the simultaneous growth of the economy,
society, and environment. Long-term goals have been set to improve economic and social well-being.
At the same time, these aim to reduce the emission of CO2 in the future, especially in the construction
sector, which is deemed important in terms of national development and is a high generator of
greenhouse gas. In order to achieve national sustainable development, policy formulation and
planning is becoming necessary and requires a tool to undertake such a formulation. The tool is
none other than the forecasting of CO2 emissions in long-term energy consumption to produce a
complete and accurate formulation. This research aims to study and forecast energy-related carbon
dioxide emissions in Thailand’s construction sector by applying a model incorporating the long-
and short-term auto-regressive (AR), integrated (I), moving average (MA) with exogenous variables
(Xi) and the error correction mechanism (LS-ARIMAXi-ECM) model. This model is established and
attempts to fill the gaps left by the old models. In fact, the model is constructed based on factors that
are causal and influential for changes in CO2 emissions. Both independent variables and dependent
variables must be stationary at the same level. In addition, the LS-ARIMAXi-ECM model deploys a
co-integration analysis and error correction mechanism (ECM) in its modeling. The study’s findings
reveal that the LS-ARIMAXi (2, 1, 1, Xt−1)-ECM model is a forecasting model with an appropriate
time period (t − i), as justified by the Q-test statistic and is not a spurious model. Therefore, it is used
to forecast CO2 emissions for the next 20 years (2019 to 2038). From the study, the results show that
CO2 emissions in the construction sector will increase by 37.88% or 61.09 Mt CO2 Eq. in 2038. Also,
the LS-ARIMAXi (2, 1, 1, Xt−1)-ECM model has been evaluated regarding its performance, and it
produces a mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of 1.01% and root mean square error (RMSE) of
0.93% as compared to the old models. Overall, the results indicate that determining future national
sustainable development policies requires an appropriate forecasting model, which is built upon
causal and contextual factors according to relevant sectors, to serve as an important tool for future
sustainable planning.
Keywords: long- and short-term; greenhouse gas; LS-ARIMAXi-ECM model; sustainability;
economic growth; exogenous variables; CO2 emissions
1. Introduction
Over the past few years and up to the present, Thailand has continuously made a firm effort
to enhance its economic development. As a result, the national economy has continued to grow.
The gross domestic product (GDP) has also grown at the same time [1]. In fact, Thailand has been
seriously engaging with exports to gain for them a bigger global market share, particularly penetrating
Sustainability 2018, 10, 3593; doi:10.3390/su10103593 www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability6
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the Chinese market. Also, the country is improving its tourism industry in order to generate more
national revenue. Among other major actions taken, it has set a clear goal and objective to promote
foreign investments in local industries by offering low tax rates and subsidies in some sectors in
order to attract more investment and create better revenues for its people. According to the Office of
the National Economic and Social Development Board (NESDB), Thailand’s economy has increased
its growth rate, resulting in the social growth rate increasing in a positive relationship with this.
However, energy consumption has also been found to be climbing steadily [2,3]. The increments in
energy consumption have influenced a continuing rise in greenhouse gas emissions. In particular,
greenhouse gas emissions in the industrial sector are projected to grow at a very high rate of 27% with
a growth rate of 4.3% (comparing 2017 to 2016). Besides this, the construction sector has been found to
be continuously emitting CO2 at a higher emission rate.
The CO2 emission in the construction sector has a 1.6% growth rate (2017/2016) [4].
The construction sector consumes a large amount of energy, causing massive greenhouse gas emissions.
In general, it releases 90% of the carbon dioxide and 75% of other greenhouse emissions out of all the
greenhouse gases in Thailand [3,4].
Thailand pursues its policy objectives by setting a sustainable development plan as the key to
achieve sustainability. This plan aims to develop three main areas simultaneously, ensuring economic,
social and environmental growth. In such development, the environmental aspect is very important
and challenging as it requires highly effective action plans and positive long-term effects.
Therefore, it is necessary to create an effective tool for its implementation and possible application
in the future. Engaging in future long-term planning is always challenging and complex as it requires
extreme care in all planning phases. If the planning fails, damage later is hard to resolve. Hence,
the most important tool for such long-term policy planning is a long-term forecasting model. This paper
has addressed research gaps by reviewing other relevant literature, and it is determined to fill them.
Some special causal factors are carefully selected in the modelling process so as to make use of both
the endogenous variables and exogenous variables, which are characterized as stationary at the
same level. The paper conducts an analysis of the co-integration test at the same level, examines the
appropriateness of the period of time (t − i) with respect to both types of variables, and investigates
the model falseness or model spuriousness. Additionally, it attempts to extend its forecasting capacity
to a long-term prediction of 20 years (2019–2038), and it can be extended to apply in other sectors and
various contexts. The structure of this paper is as follows:
1. We analyze stationary causal variables and those which are influential over the change of CO2
emissions based on the augmented Dickey and Fuller theory [5]. We select stationary variables at
the same level under the Sustainable Development Framework along with the use of data from
1990 to 2017.
2. We bring those stationary causal variables to the same level to analyze a long-term relationship
through a concept from Johansen and Juselius [6].
3. We apply co-integrated variables at the same level to construct the the long- and short-term
auto-regressive (AR), integrated (I), moving average (MA) with exogenous variables (Xi) and the
error correction mechanism (LS-ARIMAXi–ECM) model comprising endogenous variables and
exogeneous variables.
4. We examine the period of time (t − i) for the appropriateness of the LS-ARIMAXi
(p, d, q, Xt−i)-ECM model with Q-testing, as well as checking on spurious issues, consisting of
heteroscedasticity, multicollinearity and autocorrelation.
5. We compare the efficiency of the LS-ARIMAXi (p, d, q, Xt−i)-ECM model with other existing
models, including multiple regression, the grey model (GM (1,1)), grey model-autoregressive
integrated moving average (GM-ARIMA) model, artificial neural network (ANN) model,
autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model, and autoregressive integrated moving average
(ARIMA) model, through the performance measurement of MAPE and RMSE.
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6. We forecast future CO2 emissions from the LS-ARIMAXi (p, d, q, Xt−i)-ECM model during
the years 2019 to 2038, totaling 20 years of forecasting. The flowchart of the LS-ARIMAXi
(p, d, q, Xt−i)-ECM model is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. The flowchart of the long- and short-term auto-regressive (AR), integrated (I),
moving average (MA) with exogenous variables (Xi) and error correction mechanism (LS-ARIMAXi
(p, d, q, Xt−i)-ECM) model.
The remainder of this paper is as follows: Section 2 is a literature review. Section 3 discusses the
materials and methods. Section 4 shows the results. Section 5 summarizes the discussion. Section 6 is
the conclusion.
2. Literature Review
Developing an energy-forecasting model is a key step to promoting a supportive national policy of
an individual country. Having an efficient and effective model would allow all policy makers to make
better decisions. Many studies have highlighted the significance of forecasting the energy consumption
or other related areas. Ardakani and Ardehali [7] developed an optimized regression and ANN models
for a long-term forecasting for the years 2010 to 2030 on the electrical energy consumption (EEC)
of both developing and developed economies based on different optimized models and historical
data types. By using such an approach, they obtained the result of which usage of historical data of
socio-economic indicators produce more accurate EEC forecasting. Azadeh, Ghaderi, Sheikhalishahi
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and Nokhandan [8] applied two different seasonal ANNs in order to predict a short load in Iran’s
electricity market. As regards their prediction result, it reflected a significant correlation between actual
data and ANN outcomes. Hence, the ANN models outperform the regression models in terms of MAPE
in most cases. Zhao, Zhao and Guo [9] carried out a study to estimate the electricity consumption in
Inner Mongolia by using an integrated Grey model enriched by a Moth-flame optimization (MFO)
algorithm along with rolling mechanism (Rolling-MFO-GM (1,1)). From their study, it can be seen that
such a hybrid model can greatly enhance a forecasting performance for annual electricity consumption.
In China, monthly electric energy was also estimated with the implementation of a feature extraction,
and this study was investigated by Meng, Niu and Sun [10]. They found that the above method
performed better than traditional approaches in terms of expected risk and forecasting precision.
Hasanov, Hunt and Mikayilov [11] attempted to establish a model to forecast Azerbaijan’s electricity
demand in 2025 by applying co-integration and error correction approaches. In their study, Azerbaijan’s
electricity demand in 2025 was forecast between 19.50 and 21 TWh. Khairalla, Ning, AL-Jallad and
El-Faroug [12] investigated the stacking multi-learning ensemble (SMLE) model to forecast energy
consumption in the short term. The study’s result demonstrated that the mentioned model functioned
better and more accurately compared to other methods discussed in this paper.
In other studies, various methods are utilized differently, and their applications vary in context.
Chang, Sun and Gu [13] presented a novel quantum harmony search (QHS) algorithm-based
discounted mean square forecast error (DMSFE) combination model to forecast energy CO2 emissions.
This study’s finding was able to certify the validity of the presented approach, while it also
revealed that the forecasting precision can be enhanced to a certain degree. Zeng, Xu, Wang,
Chen and Li, [14] examined and forecasted the allocative efficiency of China’s carbon emission
allowance financial assets at a provincial level for 2020. In their study, they deployed a zero sum gains
data envelopment analysis (ZSG-DEA) model. As of their finding, an efficient allocation scheme for
all the provinces, based on the mentioned model, was achieved. With that, they therefore provided
a suggestion of which particular provinces have to cut off their CO2 emission. Also, Liang, Niu,
Wang and Chen [15] did an evaluation on the security early warning of energy consumption carbon
emissions (ECCE) in Hebei Province of China. They constructed an assessment index system according
to the pressure-state-response (P-S-R) model, as well as deploying the variance method and linearity
weighted method in order to compute such an early warning index of ECCE. Their finding has shown
the potential trend of growing improvement from the security index during 2015 to 2020, while
the security degree and the corresponding alarm are found to be negative. Prakash, Xu, Rajagopal
and Noh [16] presented a forecasting technique according to Gaussian process regression (GPR) to
estimate an energy load, and the result reflected that the above method outperformed precisely as
compared to other forecasting models. While Mehedintu, Sterpu and Soava [17] embarked on a study
to estimate and predict the share of renewable energy consumption in final energy use within the
European Union by 2020. This study’s analysis utilized three macroeconomic indicators and five
regression models (polynomial, ARIMA). Later, the finding showed a growing trend of the share.
Liang, Niu, Cao and Hong [18] conducted an analysis and constructed a model to forecast China’s
electricity demand, in terms of carbon emissions. They began the study with an integration of the
Grey relation degree (GRD) and induced ordered weighted harmonic averaging operator (IOWHA)
in order to construct the optimal hybrid forecasting model, based on multiple regression and an
extreme learning machine. Throughout the study, they drew the conclusion that the proposed model
performs better than other forecasting models, especially in boosting overall instability. Furthermore,
the study revealed that a low-carbon economy development will increase the demand for electricity,
while it impacts the adjustment of the electricity demand structure. In other studies, Zhai and
Wang [19] tried to predict the carbon emissions demands in India, under the balanced economic
growth path, from 2009 to 2050, using the economy-carbon dynamic model. In this study, they projected
that the cumulative energy demand and carbon emissions demand are 44.65 Gtoe and 36.16 Gt C,
respectively. Additionally, those two demands will peak in 2045 at 1290.74 Mtoe and 1045.98 Mt C,
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respectively, while their demands disclose maximum values of 0.81 toe and 0.65 t C, respectively.
On the other hand, in the case of China, Zeng and Chen [20] developed a low-carbon economy index
evaluation system, based on the entropy weight method, in order to forecast the allocation ratio of
carbon emissions in China for 2020 and 2030. They projected reasonable allocation ratios for carbon
emission allowances during the predicted period. Attaining such an allocation ratio can help China in
many respects, including economic development, energy conservation and emissions reduction. Zhou,
Yu, Guang and Li [21] analyzed and predicted CO2 emissions in China during the period of 2000 to 2014,
by implementing the logarithmic mean division index (LMDI) and genetic algorithm-support vector
machine (GA-SVM) model. Their finding reveals that the proposed model performs better than a
back propagation neural network (BPNN) model and a single SVM model in terms of forecasting CO2
emissions. Later, Xu, Gua, Liu and Dai [22] forecasted the final energy consumption of the Guangdong
Province of China from 2013 to 2016 using a newly established GM–ARMA model, based on a HP filter.
The study shows that this particular model has excellent precision and a higher level of reliability.
Additionally, it indicates that the study region will face a serious issue concerning energy conservation
and emission reductions in the next few years.
With different developed forecasting approaches, Zhao, Zhao, Liu, Su and An [23] conducted
a study to forecast wind speed using the self-adaptive auto-regressive integrated moving average
chaotic particle swarm optimization (SA-ARIMA-CPSO) approach. This approach was developed by
a SA auto-regressive integrated moving average, with an exogenous variables (ARIMAX) model,
through the optimization of the CPSO algorithm. Once the experimental result was revealed,
the developed model was shown to outperform the other models. Souza, Christo and Almeida [24]
proposed a method using the ARIMA model to locate the faults in power transmission lines.
In the study, they analyzed the voltage oscillographic signals. Their study results were found to
be satisfactory in a comparison with other used techniques in the literature. In addition, Farias,
Puig, Rangel and Flores [25] attempted to forecast the demand of water distribution networks by
deploying a multi-model predictor, qualitative multi-model predictor plus (QMMP+). In their study,
it was found that such a predictor enhances the forecasting precision. On the other hand, Chen,
Xu and Zhou [26] proposed a hybrid approach, combining the variational mode decomposition
(VMD) denoising technique and the autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) and GM (1,1)
models to predict the lifetime of a battery (RUL). Once the experiment was carried out, a result was
produced that indicates the accuracy of the proposed methods for lithium-ion battery on-line RUL
prediction. Other than the above studies, Yang, Park, Choi, Kim, Munkhdalai, Musa and Ryu [27]
conducted a comparative study on state-of-the-art techniques. They compared four different temporal
outbreak detection algorithms, namely, the cumulative SUM (CUSUM), early aberration reporting
system (EARS), ARIMA and the Holt–Winters algorithm. Here, the comparison results indicate
that the EARS C3 method performs better than any other studied algorithms. However, it can be
observed that the Holt–Winters outperforms the others when the baseline frequency and dispersion
parameter values are less than 1.5 and 2, respectively. Additionally, Kahsai, Nondo, Schaeffer and
Gebremedhin [28] investigated the relationship between energy consumption and economic growth in
Sub-Saharan Africa by deploying a panel co-integration approach. Their examination explains the
interdependence of energy consumption and economic growth in the study region. The results draw
a vital conclusion for formulating sustainable development policies in order to achieve the efficient
allocation of resources.
However, Xin, Zhou, Yang, Li and Wang [29] proposed a new method, which integrates the
Kalman filter, ARIMA, and generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH) to
predict a bridge structure deformation. The study reported the discovery of a new way of predicting
structural behavior, based on data processing, laying a basis for a bridge health monitoring system
based on sensor data using sensing technology. Li, Yang and Li [30] developed four time-series
forecasting techniques, including a metabolism grey model (GM), ARIMA, grey model (GM)-ARIAMA
and non-linear metabolism grey model (NMGM), to forecast China’s coal power installed capacity for
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the next 10 years (2017–2026). The prediction results present an average annual growth rate of 5.26% for
the predicted period. In addition to this, the average annual new added installed capacity for 2017–2026
is found to be 74 gigawatts. Kurecic and Kokotovic [31] examined the relevance of political stability on
foreign direct investment (FDI) in three different panels—small, developed, and instability threatened
economies—by implementing a Granger causality test, a vector autoregressive (VAR) framework and
an ARDL model. As a result, the study presents a conclusion that there is a long-term relationship
between political stability and FDI in the panel of small economies, while such a relationship is not
found in other panels of larger and more developed economies. Meanwhile, Li and Su [32] adopted the
VAR model to study the dynamic effect of renewable energy consumption on carbon dioxide emissions
in the US, from 1990 to 2015. They found that the use of renewable energy would greatly help to reduce
carbon emissions, yet natural gas consumption would have a negative impact on CO2 emissions in the
early stages. This could guide policy makers to develop energy-saving and emission-reduction policies.
Consequently, Dai, Niu and Han [33] proposed to adapt the MSFLA-LSSVM model for CO2 emissions
prediction in China from 2018 to 2025. They concluded that China’s CO2 emissions would exhibit slow
growth trend for the next few years. With this in mind, China’s CO2 emissions could be effectively
controlled in the future, which could start to reduce the greenhouse effect. In another approach.
Last but not least, Jiang, Yang and Li [34] carried out a comparative study of forecasting an
energy demand in India by deploying various methods, namely MGM, ARIMA, MGM-ARIMA,
and back propagation neural network (BP). Based on their predicted result, India’s energy demand
will potentially increase by 4.75% from 2017 to 2030.
Based on a review of previous research, many works have presented metrologies,
research methodologies, and various analytical results differently. Thus, this research is grounded
in unique features which other existing research has not undertaken before in terms of its modeling,
validation, spurious check testing, and the efficiency and effectiveness of its modeling regarding
decision-making. In addition, a key feature of this study is the possible application of the model to
other sectors according to their particular contexts.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Co-Integration Testing and Error Correction Mechanism Model Based on Johansen and Juselius
A co-integration test based on the concept of Johansen and Juselius [35] is developed to serve
as the relationship model of at least two variables. If the model comes with large sample properties,
the result generated may not be accurate as a reference. In practice, we will find that a regression
indicates that a modelling variable is co-integrated. If we perform a regression in the form of an order
or reverse order, this shows the variable as non-co-integrated. Hence, the second condition is taken





ln(1 − λ̂i) (1)
Equation (1) sets a hypothesis as follows:
Ho : r ≤ k
Ha : r > k, k = 0, . . . , n
λmax(r, r + 1) = −T(1 − λ̂r+1) (2)
Equation (2) presents a hypothesis as below:
Ho : r = k
Ha : r = k + 1, k = 0, . . . , n
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where λ̂i is an estimated value of the characteristic roots or eigenvalues derived from estimated
matrix π, and T is a number of observations for an estimation of the characteristic roots, retrieved from
the equation below: ∣∣∣ λSpp −Spo S−1oo Sop ∣∣∣ = 0 (3)




RitR′jt i, j = o, p
As for the residuals Rot and Rpt, they can be derived from a regression of Δut and Δut−p with
Δut−1, . . . , Δut−p+1, where xt and yt are the time series which are stationary at first differences I (1);
A is a constant where ui is I (0).
A likelihood ratio test statistic of the null hypothesis is shown below:
Ho: A rank of π that is less or equal to k, or written as Ho : r ≤ k
Hence,




1 − λ̂i (4)
Equation (4) tells us that α = (n × r) matrix, β = (n × r) matrix, r = a rank of matrix π where a
characteristic of matrix α and β is as follows:
π = αβ′ (5)
where matrix β is a parameter matrix of co-integrating vectors, and matrix α is a parameter matrix of
speed of adjustment parameters.
In estimating a parameter of the ECM for a co-integrated series, the multi-learning (ML) process
that we consider is determined by a sequence, wherein a dimension n can be written as NID (0.Λ).
The process of cointegration testing according to Johansen can be seen as follows:
Step 1: the procedure to evaluate the order of integration by testing and evaluating the order of
integration of all the variables is done by plotting the data to see whether the data-generating process
is a linear time trend or otherwise; the variables must be at the same level.
The lag length can be found through a test in VAR with undifferenced data, and later we can
estimate a vector autoregression. The process starts from the longest lag length which is deemed
reasonable, and we can check whether we can shorten the lag length or not. For instance, if we want to
test a significance of lag 2 to lag 5, we have to estimate the VARs as follows [36]:
y1 = A0 + A1yt−1 + A2yt−2 + A3yt−3 + A4yt−4 + A5y1−5 + u1t (6)
y1 = A0 + A1yt−1 + u2t (7)
where
yt = n × 1 vector of variables;
A0 = n × 1 matrix of intercept terms;
Ai = n × n matrix of coefficient;
u1i and u2i = n × n vector of error terms.
In practice, we take an estimation of Equation (6) with a lag equal to 5 for each variable in each
equation, and let ∑5 be a variance–covariance matrix of the residuals of Equation (6). Later, we estimate
Equation (7) with only one lag for all variables in each equation, and let ∑t be a variance–covariance
matrix of residuals of Equation (7).
As for testing, we use a likelihood ratio test statistic as proposed by Sims [37], although the
studied variables taken into account are non-stationary variables. The likelihood ratio test can be
demonstrated as below:
(T − c)(ln∣∣∑ 1∣∣− ln∣∣∑ 5∣∣) (8)
where:
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T = a number of observations;
c = a number of parameters in unrestricted system;
ln|∑1| = natural logarithm of determinant of ∑1;
ln|∑5| = natural logarithm of determinant of ∑5.
A statistical test has a distribution as X2 with a degree of freedom equivalent to the number of
limited coefficients. However, we have found that Ai has n2 coefficient. In Equation (7), we have a
limitation of A2 = A3 = A4 = A5 = 0, and that means that the limitation is equal to 4n2. Nonetheless,
Enders (2010) suggested that we can choose a lag length p by using AIC or SBC.
Step 2 estimates the modeling and value of rank of π. In this case, the use of ordinary least
square (OLS) is not appropriate for the estimation, because the restrictions must be inserted across the
equation in matrix π. Here, we may choose to estimate in three different forms: (a) a form that gives a
set of A0 equivalent to zero, (b) a form with a drift or (c) a constant term in a co-integrating vector as
shown below:
Δyt = A0 + π1Δyt−1 + πyt−2 + εt (9)
where the drift term A0 is given with restrictions to monitor an intercept appearing in the co-integrating
vector in the case of the intercept existing in the co-integrating vector. However, we have to analyze
the residuals of the model. If the errors are found not to be white noise, this means that the lag lengths
are too short. In terms of the residuals’ criteria, the first condition lies upon the residuals of a long-run
equilibrium, which must be stationary, and the second condition is that the estimation of short-term
deviation (that is εt in Equation (9)) must be white noise.
Thereafter, the characteristic roots of matrix π have to be estimated, and we compute the value of
λmax and λtrace.
However, to justify the hypothesis in which the variables are not co-integrated (rank π = 0),
we have two possible statistical tests based on an alternative hypothesis. This is to say that if we
want to test the hypothesis saying that the variables are not co-integrated (r = 0) where the alternative
hypothesis is a co-integrating vector equivalent to or greater than 1 (r > 0), we need to do a statistical
test of λtrace (0) as explained below. In the case of Equation (7), the value of the characteristic roots of
matrix π 3 (assume n = 3) is λ1, λ2, λ3 as shown in the following:
λtrace(0) = −T[ln(1 − λ1) + ln(1 − λ2) + ln(1 − λ3)],
λtrace(1) = −T[ln(1 − λ2) + ln(1 − λ3)] (10)
where λi = an estimated value of the characteristic roots (or known as eigenvalues) derived from
matrix π estimated by λ1 > λ2 > λ3 > . . . > λn, and T = a number of observations we can use and
compare with a critical value of λtrace.
Step 3 is a process of the coefficient analysis of co-integrating vectors, which have been normalized,
as well as the coefficients of speed of adjustment, as demonstrated below:
1. When we consider whether β0 = 0 or otherwise, we must impose one restriction into the
co-integrating vector with the use of the likelihood ratio test. This distributes X2 with a degree of
freedom equivalent to 1, and we assume that we cannot reject H0 where β0 = 0. Here, we may
need to reapply the model where the constants are absent in the co-integrating vector;
2. In limiting a normalized co-integrating vector at β2 = −1 and β3 = 1, we are imposing two
restrictions into the co-integrating vector. When the likelihood ratio test is used here, in this case
it is distributed as X2 with degrees of freedom equivalent to 2 due to two restrictions;
3. In testing whether β = (0,−1,−1, 1), we impose three restrictions including β0 = 0, β2 = −1,
β3 = 1 (β1 is equal to −1). In this case, the statistical test is the likelihood ratio test, which is
distributed as X2 with a degree of freedom of 3. This type of testing is known as a joint restriction.
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4. For a test that is β = (0,−1,−1, 1), then the constraint 3 is for −1. In this case, the test statistic
is the likelihood ratio test, which is a line of degrees of freedom equal to 3 tests (the joint
restriction test).
Step 4 is a stage called “innovation accounting” (which falls under an analysis of impulse response
and variance decompositions) designed as a useful tool to evaluate a relationship. If the relationship
among other innovations is very low, it indicates that an identification problem will no longer occur.
If the order is set differently, the impulse responses and variance decomposition would become similar.
In testing the innovation accounting and casual factors toward an error–correction model, this helps to
identify a structural model and answer the question of whether an estimating model is reasonable
or otherwise.
3.2. Long- and Short-Term Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average with Exogenous Variables and the
Error Correction Mechanism (LS-ARIMAXi–ECM) Model
The LS-ARIMAXi-ECM model is a newly developed model built upon a concept of the ARIMA
model with the following conditions: (1) factors used in modelling are both endogenous variables
and exogenous variables, and they must be stationary only at the same level; (2) when the first
condition is fulfilled, the above factors have to undergo a co-integration test to investigate the long-term
relationship of all factors at the same level only; (3) the next step is to build a forecasting model of
LS-ARIMAXi-ECM whose construction is structured based on autoregressive (AR), integrated (I),
moving average (MA), ECM (t − i) and exogenous variables (Xi), as explained in the next paragraph.
3.2.1. Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) Model
The ARMA (p, q) model is written as [38,39]:
Xt = α0 + α1Xt−1 + α2Xt−2 + . . . + αpXt−p + εt − β1εt−1 − β2εt−2 − . . . − βqεt−q (11)
where t = 1, 2, . . . , T. If we consider at time T, the ARMA model becomes:
XT = α0 + α1XT−1 + α2XT−2 + . . . + αpXT−p + εT − β1εT−1 − β2εT−2 − . . . − βqεT−q (12)
or it can be written in another form as:
α(L)XT = α0 + β(L)εT (13)
where α(L) = 1− α1L− α2L− . . .− αpLp and β(L) = 1− β1L− β2L− . . .− βqLq while the information
at time T can be replaced by IT = {X1 . . . , XT , ε1 . . . , εT} . Equation (12) produces XT−1 and XT−2 as
the equation below:
XT−1 = α0 + α1XT + α2XT−1 + . . . + αpXT+(1−p)
+εT+1 − β1εT − β2εT−1 − . . . − βqεT+(1−q)
(14)
XT−2 = α0 + α1XT+1 + α2XT + . . . + αpXT+(2−p)
+εT+2 − β1εT+1 − β2εT − . . . − βqεT+(2−q)
(15)
A forecasting of time series 1 and 2 from ARMA(p, q) can be made below:
X̂T(1) = E(XT+1|IT )= α0 + α1XT + α2XT−1 + . . . + αpXT+(1−p) − β1εT − . . . − βqεT+(1−q) (16)
X̂T(2) = E(XT+2|IT )= α0 + α1X̂T(1) + α2XT + . . . + αpXT−(p−2) − β2εT − . . . − βqεT+(2−q) (17)
While we can formulate XT+j in a general form as:
X̂T(j) = E(XT+j|IT ) (18)
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βiεT(j − i) (19)
where:
X̂T(j − 1) = XT+(j−i) when j − i ≤ 0




, i f j − i ≤ 0
, i f j − i > 0
Besides, we can also check ARMA(1, 1) as the above explanation when j → ∞ , and the forecasting
can be executed from:
X̂T(j) =
α0
1 − α1 − . . . − αp (20)
Equation (20) tells us when to forecast further where the forecasting result will approach
α0
1−α1−...−αp = E(Xt), and this is the average of time series Xt in the ARMA(p, q) model. In addition,
the j-step ahead forecast error and its variance can be easily executed when altering the ARMA(p, q)
model into MA(∞) as explained below.











1−α1−...−αp = E(Xt), which is the average. When
β0
α(L) εT is considered, it










= φ(L) = 1 + φ1L + φ21 L
2 + . . . (23)
Thus, Equation (21) with ARMA(p, q) can be formulated into the MA(∞) form as:
XT = μ + φ(L)εT (24)
We call this φi(i = 1, 2, . . .) the impulse response function of the ARMA model. When the time
series XT is stationary, φ1, φ2, φ3, . . . will rapidly decrease exponentially. However, Equation (24) can
be used to compute the j-step ahead forecast error and its variance through the following description.
From Equation (24), the time series XT+1, XT+2, and XT+3 can be written as follows:
XT+1 = μ + εT+1 + φ1εT + φ2εT−1 + . . . (25)
XT+2 = μ + εT+2 + φ1εT+1 + φ2εT + φ3εT+1 + . . . (26)
XT+3 = μ + εT+3 + φ1εT+2 + φ2εT+1 + φ3εT + φ4εT−1 + . . . (27)
Then, the forecasting value of 1, 2, and 3 ahead is derived from the following:
X̂T(1) = E(XT+1|IT ) = μ + φ1εT + φ2εT−1 + . . . (28)
X̂T(2) = E(XT+2|IT ) = μ + φ2εT + φ3εT−1 + . . . (29)
X̂T(3) = E(XT+3|IT ) = μ + φ3εT + φ4εT−1 + . . . (30)
While its error at 1, 2, and 3 ahead is as follows:
eT(1) = XT+1 − X̂T(1) = εT+1 (31)
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eT(2) = XT+2 − X̂T(2) = εT+2 + φ1εT+1 (32)
eT(3) = XT+3 − X̂T(3) = εT+3 + φ1εT+2 + φ2εT+1 (33)
Moreover, its variance at 1, 2, and 3 ahead is as below:
Var(eT(1)) = σ2 (34)
Var(eT(2)) = (1 + φ21)σ
2 (35)




However, the j-step ahead forecast error and its variance can be drawn in an equation as follows:
eT(j) = εT+j + φ1εT+(j−1) + φ2εT+(j−2) + . . . + φj−1εT+1 (37)
Var(eT(j)) = (1 + φ21 + φ
2




3.2.2. Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA(p, d, q)) Model
The non-stationary variables used in the modeling must be converted into a stationary variable
before being deployed into the modeling by differentiating. This is called ARIMA(p, d, q) and can be
explained through the equation below [38,39]:
ΔXt = α0 + α1ΔXt−1 + εt (39)
where t = 1, 2, . . . , T.
When the value X1, X2, . . . XT (otherwise denoted as IT) is known, Equation (39) can be illustrated
as follows:
X̂T+1 = α0 + α1ΔX̂T
X̂T+2 = α0 + α1ΔX̂T+1







Another explanation of ARIMA(1, 1, 0) can be seen as below:
Xt − Xt−1 = α0 + α1(Xt−1 − Xt−2) + εt (41)
Xt = α0 + (α1 + 1)Xt−1 − α1Xt−2 + εt (42)
where t = 1, 2, . . . , T
As for forecasting with ARIMA(p, 1, q), this can be applied as demonstrated below.
Assuming the ARIMA(p, 1, q) model is written as below:
ΔXt = α0 + α1ΔXt−1 + α2ΔXt−2 + . . . + αpΔXt−p + εt − β1εt−1 − β2εt−2 − . . . − β1εt−q (43)
Xt − Xt−1 = α0 + α1(Xt−1 − Xt−2) + α2(Xt−2 − Xt−3) + . . . + αp(Xt−p − Xt−p−1) + εt−
β1εt−1 − β2εt−2 − . . . − β1εt−q
(44)
when the ARIMA model is retrieved, we will apply it to establish a model called the
LS-ARIMAXi-ECM Model. This can be seen in the following.
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3.2.3. LS-ARIMAXi-ECM Model
The LS-ARIMAXi-ECM model can be written as below:
ΔXt = α0 + α1ΔXt−1 + α2ΔXt−2 + . . . + αpΔXt−p+


















ECMt−i = the error
correction mechanism test.
The LS-ARIMAXi-ECM model is a model that requires the testing of the appropriateness of the
time-period through Q-test statistics. Also, it needs to undergo an assessment of its heteroskedasticity,
multicollinearity, and autocorrelation. This is to ensure that the model will not be a spurious model.
Once we derive the best model, we must test the model performance for both MAPE and RMSE values.
Consequently, we can compare the above values of the model with other studied models to monitor
the effectiveness of the model for future use.
3.3. Measurement of the Forecasting Performance
There are many methods we can choose; we decided to utilize the MAPE and RMSE to compare
















(ŷi − yi)2 (47)
4. Results
4.1. Screening of Influencing Factors for Model Input
In this paper, we bring the causal factors to bear on the stationary status under the Sustainable
Development policy of Thailand. The time series data used ranges from 1990 to 2017 along with
8 factors, including carbon dioxide emissions (CO 2), per capita GDP (GDP), population growth
(Population), urbanization rate (URT), industrial structure (IST), total coal consumption (CCT),
oil price (OP), and total exports and imports (X − E).
The test was conducted based on the augmented Dickey and Fuller theory at Level I (0) and the
First Difference I (1), as illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1. Unit root test at one level and first difference I (1).
Tau Test at Level I (0) Tau Test at First Difference I (1) MacKinnon Critical Value
Variables Value Variables Value 1% 5% 10%
ln(CO2) −2.21 Δ ln(CO2) −4.69 *** −4.37 −3.05 −2.95
ln(GDP) −2.74 Δ ln(GDP) −5.95 *** −4.37 −3.05 −2.95
ln(Population) −2.13 Δ ln(Population) −4.44 *** −4.37 −3.05 −2.95
ln(URT) −2.59 Δ ln(URT) −5.61 *** −4.37 −3.05 −2.95
ln(IST) −2.77 Δ ln(IST) −5.74 *** −4.37 −3.05 −2.95
ln(CCT) −2.40 Δ ln(CCT) −5.45 *** −4.37 −3.05 −2.95
ln(X − E) −2.90 Δ ln(X − E) −5.59 *** −4.37 −3.05 −2.95
ln(OP) −2.83 Δ ln(OP) −5.61 *** −4.37 −3.05 −2.95
Note: *** denotes a significance, α = 0.01, compared to the Tau test with the MacKinnon Critical Value, Δ is the first
difference, and ln is the natural logarithm.
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Table 1 clarifies which of all the factors are analyzed in the unit root test and found to be
non-stationary at Level I (0) or insignificant at 1%, 5% and 10%. Therefore, it requires a first difference
analysis. This results in the fact that all the factors are stationary at Level I (1) or significant at 1%,
5% and 10%. Next, we bring the factors for co-integration testing using a concept of Johansen and
Juselius in Table 2.
Table 2. Co-integration testing using a concept of Johansen and Juselius.
1% 5%
Δ ln(CO2), Δ ln(GDP), Δ ln(Population), Δ ln(URT),
Δ ln(IST), Δ ln(CCT), Δ ln(X − E), Δ ln(OP)
None *** 275.41 141.25 20.15 15.05 I (1)
At Most 1 *** 82.45 96.05 5.25 3.40 I (1)
*** denotes significance α = 0.01.
The test results of co-integration are shown in Table 2. The test presents a trace test score of
275.41 and 82.45. At the same time, the results of the maximum eigenvalue test are 141.25 and 96.05,
which are higher than the MacKinnon critical values at the same significance levels. This signifies
a long-term relationship of all variables as well as a feasible use of variables in structuring the
LS-ARIMAXi-ECM model.
4.2. Formation of Analysis Modeling with the LS-ARIMAXi (p, d, q, Xt−1)-ECM Model
As for the LS-ARIMAXi (p, d, q, Xt−i)-ECM model, it is built with the aim of being applicable
in different contexts in various sectors. Hence, we seek to test an appropriate time period by using
Q-testing. This produces a conclusion in which the right time is a period (t − i) of p, d, q, Xt−i, and the
best fit is the period (t − i). They are embedded in the LS-ARIMAXi (2, 1, 1, Xt−1)-ECM model as
shown in Figure 2.
Note: AC means the value of the autocorrelation coefficient. PAC means the value of the partial
correlation coefficient.
Figure 2. The correlogram of the residual error of the LS-ARIMAXi (2, 1, 1, Xt−i)-ECM model.
Figure 2 reflects the fact that the LS-ARIMAXi (2, 1, 1, Xt−i)-ECM model becomes the best
forecasting model because all values of the Q test statistic at time (t − i) are in the criteria and
meet all conditions, or the insignificance falls as follows; α = 0.01, α = 0.05 and α = 0.1. Therefore,
this model can be used to forecast CO2 emissions. However, the authors have discovered the best
model currently to be the LS-ARIMAXi (2, 1, 1, Xt−i)-ECM model, and this allows us to know about the
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influence of the changes or elasticity of all independent variables causing changes in the CO2 emission
at time (t − i), as illustrated in Table 3.




Δln(CO 2)t−1 2.01 **









X − E)t−2 6.40 ***
Δln(OP)t−3 6.55 ***
ECMt−1 −3.87 ***
Note: In the above, Δln(CO 2)t−1 and Δln(CO 2)t−2 are the autoregressive model, MA is the moving average model,
*** denotes significance α = 0.01, ** denotes significance α = 0.05, R-squared is 0.94, adjusted R-squared is 0.93,
the Durbin–Watson statistic is 2.02, the F-statistic is 245.05 (probability is 0.00), the ARCH test is 31.05 (probability
is 0.1), the LM test is 1.45 (probability is 0.11), and the chi-square test represents the significance.
Table 3 illustrates the parameters of the LS-ARIMAXi (2, 1, 1, Xt−1)-ECM model at a statistically
significant level of 1% and 5%. Regarding the examination of the goodness of fit of the LS-ARIMAXi
(2, 1, 1, Xt−1)-ECM model, it has been found that R-squared is 0.93, and this indicates that the
independent variables can explain or predict the dependent variables by up to 93%. By investigating
the autocorrelation at the Durbin–Watson statistic of 2.02 and the LM test, of 1.45, the model was found
to be free from the autocorrelation issue. The F-statistic is 245.05 (probability is 0.00), and this shows
that the LS-ARIMAXi (2, 1, 1, Xt−1)-ECM model maintains a confidence interval of 99% and 95% and
eliminates the issue of multicollinearity. The value of the ARCH test is 31.05, and this guarantees that
the model is free from the issue of heteroscedasticity.
The findings have illustrated that when the per capita GDP (Δln(GDP)t−2 at time (t-2) changes
about 1%, it affects CO2 emissions (Δ ln(CO2)t) changing in the same direction equivalent to 6.78% at
a confidence interval of 99%. While the population growth (Δln(Population)t−1 changes by about 1%,
it influences CO2 emissions (Δ ln(CO2)t), changing in the same direction, equivalent to 2.33% at a
confidence interval of 95%. When the urbanization rate (Δln(URT)t−1) changes by about 1%, it changes
CO2 emissions (Δ ln(CO2)t) in the same direction, equivalent to 5.45% at a confidence interval of 99%.
When the industrial structure Δ ln (IST)t−1 changes by about 1%, it affects CO2 emissions (Δ ln(CO2)t)
changing in the same direction, equivalent to 4.62% at a confidence interval of 99%. When the total coal
consumption (Δ ln (CCT)t−2) changes by about 1%, it changes CO2 emissions (Δ ln(CO2)t) in the same
direction, equivalent to 3.15% at a confidence interval of 99%. Also, when the total exports and imports
Δ ln (X − E)t−2 change by about 1%, they influence CO2 emissions (Δ ln(CO2)t) changing in the same
direction, equivalent to 6.40% at a confidence interval of 99%. With the same effect, when the oil
price (Δ ln (OP)t−3) changes by about 1%, it affects CO2 emissions (Δ ln(CO2)t) changing in the same
direction, equivalent to 6.55% at a confidence interval of 99%. In the case of oil prices, although the oil
price has climbed, energy consumption is also increasing, which results in increased CO2 emissions.
This is because oil price is not a product based on the law of demand.
In case of ECMt−1 at a coefficient value of −3.87, the adjustment of the LS-ARIMAXi
(2, 1, 1, Xt−i)-ECM model toward the equilibrium is at a rate of 3.87%.
As far as the LS-ARIMAXi (2, 1, 1, Xt−i)-ECM model is concerned, we have compared it in terms
of its model efficiency with other old models by deploying MAPE and RMSE. The comparison
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between the new model with the old ones—multiple regression, GM (1,1), ANN, ARMA, ARIMA,
and GM-ARIMA—is undertaken as follows.
Table 4 shows that the LS-ARIMAXi (2, 1, 1, Xt−i)-ECM model comprises the lowest value of
MAPE and RMSE, equivalent to 1.01% and 0.93%, respectively. The GM-ARIMA model shows
an MAPE and RMSE at 4.27% and 3.45%, respectively. The ARIMA model shows an MAPE
and RMSE of 5.38% and 5.85%, respectively, while the ARMA model has an MAPE and RMSE
equivalent to 10.18% and 11.36%, respectively. The ANN model produces MAPE and RMSE of
12.55% and 13.65%, respectively, whereas the GM (1,1) has MAPE and RMSE of 12.94% and 17.39%,
respectively. Lastly, the multiple regression model generates an MAPE and RMSE equivalent to
20.05% and 19.49%, respectively. When comparing the studied model’s values with other models, it is
found that the LS-ARIMAXi (2, 1, 1, Xt−i)-ECM model is an efficient model and is suitable for future
long-term forecasting.
Table 4. The performance monitoring of the forecasting model. MAPE: mean absolute percentage error.
Forecasting Model MAPE (%) RMSE (%)
Multiple Regression model 20.05 19.49
Grey model (GM (1,1)) 12.94 17.39
Artificial Neural Natural (ANN) model 12.55 13.65
Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) model 10.18 11.36
Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model 5.38 5.85
GM-ARIMA Model 4.27 3.45
LS-ARIMAXi (2, 1, 1, Xt−i)-ECM 1.01 0.93
4.3. CO2 Emission Forecasting Based on the LS-ARIMAXi (2, 1, 1, Xt−1)-ECM Model
When the most suitable forecasting model of LS-ARIMAXi (2, 1, 1, Xt−1)-ECM is retrieved, we can
then use it to predict and estimate the carbon dioxide emissions in Thailand’s construction sector for a

























Forecasting results of CO2 emission (Mt CO2 Eq)
Figure 3. The forecasting results of CO2 emission from 2019 to 2038 in Thailand’s construction sector.
Figure 3 shows that the CO2 emissions for the next 20 years from 2019 to 2038 in Thailand’s
construction sector will increase along with a growth rate of 37.88%. In 2019, the CO2 emissions
are projected to be 43.31 (Mt CO2 Eq) with a continuous increase. By 2038, the CO2 emissions are
forecast to be 59.72 (Mt CO2 Eq). The above results reflect that the construction sector is a sector with
continuous emissions of CO2, resulting in a continuous rise in greenhouse gas emissions.
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5. Discussion
The result of this study is the establishment of the LS-ARIMAXi (2, 1, 1, Xt−i)-ECM model.
This model is built and used to forecast CO2 emissions in the construction sector in Thailand for
20 years in total (2019–2038). As for this model, only causal factors which are stationary at the same
level are selected, and the model is free from being a spurious model. In this study, the model efficiency
is evaluated by comparing the model performance with other old models, consisting of the multiple
regression, grey model (GM (1,1)), ANN, ARMA model, ARIMA model, and GM-ARIMA model.
The evaluation outcome reaffirms that the LS-ARIMAXi (2, 1, 1, Xt−i)-ECM model has better efficiency
and is more appropriate for long-term prediction than the other existing models. In its prediction,
the established model projects that there will be a continuous increase of CO2 emissions at a growth
rate of 43.31 (Mt CO2 Eq) (2019–2038). This suggests that Thailand has to take serious action in
policy planning as well as in following up evaluations in the construction sector. In the meantime,
Thailand has to develop other sustainability policies in line with existing policies. This study differs
from other previous studies as it builds a new LS-ARIMAXi-ECM model based on the concept of the
ARIMA model coupled with co-integration testing. In modelling, the LS-ARIMAXi-ECM model is
deployed with advanced statistics. Only the causal yet exogeneous factors are integrated, while an
error correction mechanism has been incorporated to clearly determine the magnitude of equilibrium
adjustment in both the short and long term. The unique feature of the LS-ARIMAXi (2, 1, 1, Xt−i)-ECM
model is that it can be applied to other sectors and areas. The model is not a spurious model as it is
free from heteroskedasticity, multicollinearity, and autocorrelation. As such, this allows the model
to accurately determine a magnitude of change of CO2 emissions better than other existing models.
Hence, it becomes supportive in the decision-making and long-term planning of Thailand in the future.
From the review of the literature, this kind of study has been shown to be relevant to other
past research in terms of model applications in CO2 emission forecasting. Zhao, Zhao, and Guo [9]
used GM (1,1) optimized by MFO with a rolling mechanism to forecast the electricity consumption of
Inner Mongolia; Chang, Sun, and Gu [13] forecast energy CO2 emissions using a quantum harmony
search algorithm-based DMSFE combination model; Zeng, Xu, Wang, Chen, and Li [14] forecasted
the allocative efficiency of carbon emission allowance financial assets in china at the provincial level
in 2020; Liang, Niu, Wang, and Chen [15] did an assessment analysis and forecast for the secure early
warning of energy consumption carbon emissions in Hebei Province, China; Li, Yang, and Li [30]
forecast China’s coal power installed capacity using a comparison of MGM, ARIMA, GM-ARIMA,
and NMGM Models.
However, the entirety of the literature is distinguished this paper in terms of its modeling process,
application capability, appropriateness assessment of the time period, prediction quality and usage.
In fact, this research aims to forecast energy-related carbon dioxide emissions in Thailand’s construction
sector for 20 years (2019–2038), which is constructed based on advanced research methodologies,
high-quality statistics and a detailed research process. In the past, many studies have focused on
research findings, not the research process. Therefore, some errors and potential risks occurred.
Nonetheless, our particular study is seen as better and more efficient than any other previous studies
in the field. Also, this study responds to a long-term need to have a model whose capacity is improved
for future application in different contexts.
In the selection of software for use in this research, we decided to use the EVIEWS 9.2 software as
a research tool to optimize the advanced statistics effectively. As for those who are interested in the
software, EVIEWS can be downloaded in a student version at no cost or license fee, or you may choose
other software as you see fit.
Regarding the limitations of this study, some factors of the sustainable development policy are
not taken into account, including oil prices. This is because the Thai government has a policy to ensure
diesel prices, and that is a major factor affecting energy consumption in Thailand. With government
interference, the price of diesel fuel does not fluctuate in line with market mechanisms. Due to this
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phenomenon, this study is not able to include that factor, as it does not determine the real magnitude
of the change in diesel prices on CO2 emissions.
6. Conclusions
This paper has developed and established the LS-ARIMAXi (2, 1, 1, Xt−i) model for a useful
application in forecasting the future trends of CO2 emissions in the construction sector of Thailand
for the next 20 years (2019–2038). This model is able to effectively and efficiently support sustainable
development policy planning in Thailand. Most importantly, it can reduce errors in the planning
so as to avoid mistakes of the past. In addition, the model is undertaken through careful research
methods, with a highly statistical use of data. Additionally, we have chosen 8 variables from the casual
factors. The variables are carbon dioxide emissions (CO 2), per capita GDP (GDP), population growth
(Population), urbanization rate (URT), industrial structure (IST), total coal consumption (CCT),
oil price (OP), and total exports and imports (X − E). All of the variables used are assessed by the unit
root test, at the first level, and analyzed using the co-integration test, resulting in the LS-ARIMAXi
(2, 1, 1, Xt−i) model. Additionally, they are tested for a proper time period (t − i). In fact, the model
is found to be free from the issue of heteroskedasticity, multicollinearity, and autocorrelation and
therefore, it becomes a most suitable model for forecasting CO2 emissions in Thailand’s construction
sector, while it is available for future applications in other sectors and contexts both in Thailand and
other countries.
One remaining aspect to reflect upon is that the LS-ARIMAXi (2, 1, 1, Xt−i) model has considered
not only the stationary causal factors on the same level, but also proportion and relationship analysis.
In addition to this, each factor of the model is analyzed based on rationality and the structure equation
model (SEM) so as to increase its utilization and optimization for future research and policy planning.
As a recommendation for applying this research, the model should be adapted for the context
of each sector and area. In particular, factors have to be stationary and influential over dependent
variables. At the same time, they must have a co-integration at the same level to avoid the model being
spurious and to decrease errors. Also, they must undergo an assessment of the appropriateness of
their time period in order to produce the most accurate prediction result.
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Abstract: Recently, consumers have been increasingly shopping due to the development of
e-commerce; thus, many traditional firms producing green products are entering e-commerce
platforms to sell products for their survival. In the contexts of online sales and carbon tax policy,
firms need to determine an optimal carbon reduction level and online return strategies. To address
firms’ decision-making challenges, we consider a firm producing and selling its green products via
an e-commerce platform. For optimal online return strategies, we find that if the residual value of
the returned product is relatively small, the firm should not offer an online return service; otherwise,
the firm should offer this service. Moreover, the results show that carbon tax policy is detrimental
to the firm and consumers, while increasing the average customer satisfaction rate of the product
benefits the firm and consumers. Interestingly, we find that the platform should reduce its referral fee
as the unit carbon tax increases.
Keywords: carbon tax policy; return policy; carbon reduction; e-commerce platform
1. Introduction
In recent years, environmental pollution has attracted increasing attention from governments,
firms and consumers. For instance, to curb carbon emissions, many countries such as Finland, Norway,
Sweden, Denmark, the Netherlands, Germany, United Kingdom and Australia have enacted carbon
tax policy [1]. In the context of a carbon tax policy, firms need to adopt green production technology
to improve product carbon reduction levels [2–4]. Moreover, with the development of e-commerce,
consumers are increasingly shopping online rather than shopping offline. A report shows that online
sales in the USA in 2017 reached $453.46 billion, which is an increase of 16% compared with that in
2016 [5]. In addition, some e-commerce giants such as Amazon.com and Tmall.com dominate the
e-commerce market, and some firms, as third-party sellers, therefore sell their products on e-commerce
platforms [6,7]. Compared with the case in the absence of online sales, a carbon tax policy taking
online sales into account may have different effects on the competition between e-commerce platforms
and third-party sellers and the optimal decisions of these members. Compared with the case in the
absence of carbon tax policy, the competition between platforms and third-party sellers in the presence
of a carbon tax policy may be stiff, and the optimal decisions of these members in the presence of a
carbon tax policy may be changed. Thus, considering the case of a carbon tax policy and the fact that
consumers are increasingly shopping online, firms producing green products and selling products
via e-commerce platforms need to determine an optimal product price and product carbon reduction
levels, and e-commerce platforms need to decide an optimal referral fee for firms per unit product
sold. How does carbon tax policy affect the optimal product price, carbon reduction level and referral
fee? These questions are worth studying.
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Firms who sell their products online need to consider the online return problem. Many scholars
have presented the fact that the online product return rate is much larger than the offline product
return rate [8]. In this context, firms face the challenge of whether or not to offer online return services.
Moreover, the psychological cost of consumers’ waiting times for online shopping and shipping costs
should be taken into account when addressing the problems of online strategies. It is important to
note that our paper focuses on firms who produce and sell green products. If firms do not offer online
return services, the firms offer free shipping services to consumers for online shopping, and consumers
who buy products need to wait for the arrival of products. After buying products, some consumers
find that the products are unfit for their use, but they cannot return these products, which certainly will
reduce consumer utility. In the context of firms without online return services, the firms do not need
to bear losses from returned products, but product demand may decline due to decreased consumer
utility. In addition, if firms offer online return services, consumers can return their products but need
to undertake the shipping cost of returned products. Considering that the product price is larger than
the shipping cost, increased consumer utility improves product demand. However, the firms need to
undertake losses from returned products. Thus, should firms offer online return services? How does
carbon tax policy affect the optimal online return strategy? There is no previous research studying
these questions; we are therefore addressing them here.
In our paper, we consider a firm producing and selling green products via an e-commerce platform.
The government enacts a carbon tax policy in which the government taxes the firm for their per unit
carbon emission. The firm is a third-party seller of the platform, and there is a Stackelberg game
between the platform and the firm. According to the firm with and without an online return service,
we develop two theoretical models: i.e., model NR (the firm without online return service) and model
YR (the firm with online return service). The paper investigates the optimal product retail price, carbon
reduction level, referral fee, the firm’s profit and consumer surplus under the models NR and YR,
respectively, and explores the optimal online return strategy for the firm. Some managerial insights
are obtained, which serve firms to determine their optimal carbon reduction and return strategies and
platforms to set an optimal referral fee.
The rest of our paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 presents related literature and the
contributions of this paper. In Section 3, the problems of determining the optimal carbon reduction and
return strategies under carbon tax policy have been described, and consumer utility functions, product
demand functions and cost structures have been proposed. Two theoretical models (i.e., models
NR and YR) are developed in Section 4, and we also present optimal solutions for the firm and the
platform. Section 5 analyzes the optimal return strategy and presents some other results. In tSection 6,
managerial insights are concluded. Finally, the Appendix presents the proofs.
2. Literature Review
The paper investigates optimal carbon reduction and online return strategies of a firm selling on
an e-commerce platform under a carbon tax policy. Thus, the related literature can be divided into two
streams, i.e., the research on carbon tax policy and the research on return strategies.
The first stream investigates operational and optimization problems considering carbon tax policy.
Some scholars have examined optimal carbon tax policy. In the last century, Poterba [9] investigated
the design and implementation of a carbon tax policy which can be used to curb carbon emissions.
Then, Roughgarden and Schneider [10] have taken the uncertainties of climatic effects into account
to get an optimal carbon tax via developing a dynamic integrated climate-economy model and show
that the optimal carbon tax policy considering most of these alternate damage estimates is more
aggressive than that considering a single damage function. Metcalf [11] designed a carbon tax policy
to reduce U.S. greenhouse gas emissions and provides a distributional analysis of a neutral approach.
Zhou et al. [12] explored an optimal carbon tax policy via maximizing the social welfare function and
also take consumer environmental awareness into account. Besides optimal carbon tax policy, many
scholars have studied the impacts of carbon tax policy on the optimal solutions of firms. Nordhaus [13]
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developed a “DICE” model to investigate the optimal greenhouse-gas reductions under carbon tax
policy. Goulder and Mathai [14] further studied carbon abatement considering induced technological
change and found that the effect on the timing of abatement is analytically ambiguous when knowledge
is generated via learning-by-doing. Chen and Hao [15] studied the impacts of carbon tax policy on the
sustainable pricing and production policies of two competing firms and showed that a firm obtains a
larger carbon emissions reduction percentage if they undertake a higher carbon tax. Yu and Han [16]
investigated the impacts of carbon tax policy on product retail price and total carbon emission in a
supply chain with a manufacturer and a retailer and designed two contracts to coordinate the supply
chain. Wang et al. [17] studied the optimal production decisions of new and remanufactured products
under carbon tax policy and found that manufacturers can offset the cannibalization and curb carbon
emissions via adopting low-carbon emission technology.
The first stream mainly focuses on optimal carbon tax policy for governments and optimal
decisions under carbon tax policy for firms. Although our paper takes carbon tax policy into account,
our paper analyzes the impacts of carbon tax policy on firm’s optimal product price and carbon
reduction level strategies and platforms’ optimal referral fees, which have not been studied before.
The second stream investigates return strategies. Return strategies analysis has sustained the
interest of many scholars [18–20]. For instance, Lau and Lau [21] studied the optimal product price and
return strategies of a manufacturer and showed that a shrewd manufacturer can use a return-credits
agreement to earn more profits. Mukhopadhyay and Setoputro [22] designed a profit maximization
model to investigate optimal return policy, and the results can serve firms to determine optimal
decisions. In contrast to the traditional offline return policies, online return policies with the advent
of e-commerce are increasingly receiving attention from firms and scholars. Mukhopadhyay and
Setoputro [23] developed a theoretical model to investigate optimal product price and online return
strategies. Li et al. [24] examined the relationships between return policy, product quality and pricing
strategy in the context of online sales. Bower and Maxham [25] used two surveys and actual customer
spending dates to indicate normative assumptions and the long-term consequences of fee and free
returns and presented the idea that online retailers should offer either a free online return policy or
a minimum fee return policy if they can determine consumers’ reactions to fee returns. Altug and
Aydinliyim [26] studied how consumers’ discount-seeking purchase deferrals affect the return policy
of online retailers and found that retailers in some conditions can gain a competitive advantage when
selling to strategic consumers. Sahoo et al. [27] explored the impact of online product reviews on the
optimal online return strategy and showed that unbiased online reviews benefit consumers and that
biasing reviews upwards results in more returns.
The second stream studies offline return and online return policies from multiple backgrounds
and perspectives. However, the online return policies of e-commerce platforms’ third-party sellers
have not been studied, which is our contribution to the research. Moreover, the impacts of carbon tax
policy and online return policy on carbon reduction level have also not been studied before, and these
have been considered in our paper.
3. Problem Description
We consider a firm who produces green products. The government enacts carbon tax policy,
which means that the government charges the firm for their per unit carbon emission. Under this policy,
the firm will improve its carbon emission reduction level to curb total emissions. Considering the
online shopping habits of consumers, the firm sells its products via an e-commerce platform. The firm
is a third-party seller of the platform and determines its product retail price and pays the referral fee to
the platform per unit product sold. Moreover, the firm needs to choose whether or not to offer a return
service, considering the relatively high online return rate. Based on a firm with and without online
return services, our paper develops two corresponding models. To clarify our model, some notations
are introduced in Table 1.
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Table 1. Notations.
Notation Description
p Product retail price
e Carbon emission reduction level
f Referral fee
eI Initial unit carbon emission
α Average customer satisfaction rate of the product
b Consumer’s sensitivity to carbon emission reduction level
c Unit production cost
hs Unit shipping cost
hw
Psychological cost of consumer waiting times for online
shopping
v Unit residual value of returned product
t Unit carbon tax
∏i The profit of the firm (i = F) or the platform (i = P)
According to the firm’s return strategies, there are two scenarios: one is a firm without an online
return service (NR) and the other is a firm with an online return service (YR). Moreover, we use the
superscripts NR and YR to represent the two scenarios in our paper. Note that if the average customer
satisfaction rate is equal to 1, there are no consumer returns, which means that YR is identical with NR.
Cao et al. [28] investigated the optimal trade-in strategies of a retailer with online and offline
sales channels and assumed that consumers are heterogeneous with respect to their valuation for a
new product. Similar to them, we assume that consumers are heterogeneous with respect to their
willingness-to-pay for the green product φ which is a random variable with cumulative distribution
function F(φ). To simplify our model, we assume that φ is uniformly distributed on [0, 1], and the
market size is normalized to 1. Moreover, the psychological cost of consumer waiting for online
shopping hw is considered in our model.
Under the case of NR, the firm does not offer an online return service. The average customer
satisfaction rate of the product is α, which means that consumers with 1− α percent will not be satisfied
by the products which are purchased by them. We assume that if products are unfit for consumers,
consumers under NR cannot obtain utility from these products. Thus, the utility function of consumers
from online shopping is given as follows:
uNR = α(φ − p + be − hw) + (1 − α)(−p − hw) (1)
If uNR ≥ 0, consumers will purchase green products from the firm. If setting uNR = 0, we have
φNR = (p + hw)/α − be, which means that, for a consumer at point φNR, there is no difference between




dF(φ) = [1 + be − (p + hw)/α] (2)
Under the case of YR, the firm offers an online return service. If the products are unfit for
consumers, consumers can return these products to obtain their paid prices but need to undertake the
shipping costs of returned products. Thus, the utility function of consumers under YR from purchasing
green products is
uYR = α(φ − p + be − hw) + (1 − α)(−hw − hs) (3)
if uYR ≥ 0, consumers will purchase green products from the firm. If we set uYR = 0, we have
φYR = p − be + (hw + hs − αhs)/α, which means that, for a consumer at point φYR, there is no
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difference between purchasing a green product and not purchasing it. Thus, the product demand




dF(φ) = 1 − p + be − (hw + hs − αhs)/α (4)
Moreover, we assume that the total carbon emission is equal to (eI − e)q, which can be supported
by Cao et al. [29]. Thus, the firms should pay t(eI − e)q to the government for its total carbon emission.
Similar to Ji et al. [2], we assume that the carbon reduction cost is e2/2. Besides this, we assume that
the firm offers a free shipping service to consumers who purchase products.
E-commerce giants such as Amazon.com, JD.com, Tmall.com are dominating e-commerce markets;
thus, there is a Stackelberg game between the firm and the platform, where the firm is the follower and
the platform is the leader. We assume that the platform will not charge the firm the referral fee if the
sold products are returned, which is in accordance with return policies of Amazom.com, JD.com etc.
4. Theoretical Models
In this section, there are two models: model NR (a firm without a return service) and model YR
(a firm with a return service). The platform who is the leader needs to determine the referral fee f .
The firm who is the follower needs to determine its product retail price p and carbon reduction level e.
4.1. Model NR
Under model NR, the firm does not offer an online return service. Thus, the problem of the firm
under NR is described as follows:
max ∏ NRF (p, e) = DNR[p − f − c − hs − t(e − e)]− e2/2 (5)
and the problem of the platform under NR is
max ∏ NRP ( f ) = DNR f (6)




[α(φ − p + be − hw) + (1 − α)(−p − hw)]dF(φ) (7)
By solving Equations (5) and (6) via backward induction, the optimal solutions under NR are
easily obtained, which are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. The optimal solutions.




= α[1 − (1 − bt − αb2)(α − c − hs − hw − eI t)/(2A)]− hw;
eNR
∗
= (t + αb)(α − c − hs − hw − eI t)/(2A);
f NR
∗
= (α − c − hs − hw − eI t)/2;




= 1 − (1 − bt − αb2)(α + v + αhs − c − 2hs − hw − αv −
eI t)/(2A)− (hw + hs − αhs)/α;
eYR
∗
= (t + αb)(α + v + αhs − c − 2hs − hw − αv − eI t)/(2A);
f YR
∗
= (α + v + αhs − c − 2hs − hw − αv − eI t)/(2α).
4.2. Model YR
Under YR, the firm offers an online return service. Thus, the problem of the firm under YR is
max ∏ YRF (p, e) = DYR[α(p − f ) + (1 − α)v − c − hs − t(e − e)]− e2/2 (8)
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and the problem of the platform is
max ∏ YRP ( f ) = αD f (9)




[α(φ − p + be − hw) + (1 − α)(−hw − hs)]dF(φ) (10)
By solving Equations (8) and (9) via backward induction, the optimal solutions under NR are
easily obtained, which are also presented in Table 2 above.
5. The Results and Analyses
In this section, we present the optimal return strategy of the firm and analyze the optimal product
retail price, carbon reduction level, referral fee, the optimal profits of the firm and the platform and
optimal consumer surplus.
In the contexts of carbon tax policy and online sales, how does the firm determine its online return
strategy? The following Theorem answers this question.
Theorem 1. The optimal return strategy depends on the magnitudes of the unit shipping cost and residual value
of returned product, i.e.,
(a) if 0 ≤ v < hs, we have ∏NR∗F > ∏YR
∗
F ;
(b) and if v ≥ hs, we have ∏NR∗F ≤ ∏YR
∗
F .
Theorem 1 shows that, if the residual value of the returned product is less (larger) than a
threshold, the firm under NR has a larger (lower) profit than that under YR. A relatively small
residual value of returned product means that the firm would undertake a huge loss from returned
products. Although offering an online return service can entice more consumers to purchase products,
the firm will not choose to offer an online return service considering the possible huge losses from
returned products. However, if the residual value of returned product is relatively large, the firm only
needs to bear a small loss from returned products. A firm which offers an online return service can
thereby entice more consumers to purchase green products. Thus, in this context, the firm will choose
to offer return service to pursue maximal profits.
Additionally, the conditions 0 ≤ v < hs and v ≥ hs also mean that the unit shipping cost is larger
and less than a threshold value. If the unit shipping cost is larger than the threshold, consumers who
want to return their products need to undertake a huge cost, which reduces consumer utility from
purchasing products. Thus, in the context of a relatively large unit shipping cost, if the firm offers an
online return service, product demand increases slightly, but the firm will bear losses from returned
products. Thus, the firm will not choose to offer an online service and vice versa.
Theorem 1 implies that, if the residual value of the returned product is relatively small, the firm
should not offer an online return service; otherwise, the firm should offer an online return service.
In other words, if the unit shipping cost is relatively large, the firm should not offer an online return
service; otherwise, the firm should offer it.
Besides the impact of the return service on the firm’s profit, the impact of the return service on
consumer surplus is also necessary to investigate, and is given in the following Theorem.
Theorem 2. The impact of the online return service on consumer surplus is presented as follows:
(a) if 0 ≤ v < hs, we have CSNR∗ > CSYR∗ ;
(b) and if v ≥ hs, we have CSNR∗ ≤ CSYR∗ .
Theorem 2 shows that, if the residual value of the returned product is less (larger) than a threshold,
consumer surplus under model NR is larger (less) than that under model YR. In the context of a
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relatively small residual value, a firm with an online return service has no motivation to entice
consumers to buy green products, thus consumers under model YR obtain less utility than that under
model NR. Otherwise, if the residual value of the returned product is relatively large, a firm with an
online return service has motivation to entice more consumers, and thus consumers under model YR
obtains more utility than that under model NR.
Theorem 2 implies that, if the residual value of the returned product is relatively small (large),
the online return service harms (benefits) consumers. Moreover, combining Theorem 1 and Theorem 2,
we find that a firm’s optimal return strategy harms consumers.
The firm’s online return strategy may affect the optimal product price, the optimal carbon
reduction level and the optimal referral fee. To investigate the impacts, we present the
following propositions.
Proposition 1. The impacts of an online return strategy on the optimal product retail price is given as follows:
if 0 ≤ v < v, we have pNR∗ < pYR∗ ; otherwise, we have pNR∗ ≥ pYR∗ , where v = 3α + c + eI t − 3hw +
[2(t2 − α2b2)(α − hs − hw) + 2αhs(1 − αb2 − bt)]/(α2b2 + tαb − α).
Proposition 1 shows that, if the residual value of the returned product is less (larger) than a
threshold, the firm under model NR should set a lower (higher) product retail price than that under
model YR. If the residual value of the returned product is relatively small, the firm will undertake
a huge loss from returned products, and thus a firm with an online return service will set a higher
product retail price than that without an online return service to make up for the loss from returned
products. Otherwise, the firm only bears a little loss from returned products, and thus a firm with an
online return service will set a lower product retail price than that without an online return service to
entice more consumers.
Proposition 1 implies that, if the residual value of the returned product is relatively small (large),
a firm with an online return service compared to that without a return service should set a higher
(lower) product retail price.
Proposition 2. The impacts of an online return strategy on the optimal carbon reduction level is given as
follows: if 0 ≤ v < hs, we have eNR∗ > eYR∗ ; otherwise, we have eNR∗ ≤ eYR∗ .
Proposition 2 shows that, if the residual value of the returned product is less (larger) than the unit
shipping cost, the optimal carbon reduction level under NR is larger (less) than that under YR. In the
context of a relatively small residual value, a firm with an online return service compared with that
without an online return service has no motivation to improve carbon reduction levels considering the
huge loss from returned products. Otherwise, a relatively large residual value entices a firm with an
online return service to improve its carbon reduction level to entice more consumers.
Proposition 2 implies that, if the residual value of the returned product is relatively small (large),
a firm with a return service compared with that without a return service should reduce (improve) its
carbon reduction level.
Proposition 3. The impacts of online return strategy on the optimal referral is given as follows: if 0 ≤ v <
2hs + c + hw + eI t − α, we have f NR∗ > f YR∗ ; otherwise, we have f NR∗ ≤ f YR∗ .
Proposition 3 shows that, if the residual value of the returned product is less (larger) than a
threshold, the optimal referral fee under model NR is larger (less) than that under model YR. In the
context of a relatively small residual value of returned product, a firm with an online return service
undertakes huge losses from these returned products, and thus the platform should reduce the referral
fee to entice the firm to adjust its product retail price, which affects consumers choices. Otherwise,
a firm offering a return service can obtain more profits from increased demands, and thus the platform
should improve its referral fee to obtain more profit.
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Proposition 3 implies that, if the residual value is relatively small (large), the platform under
model YR compared with that under model NR should reduce (increase) its referral fee.
From Table 2, it is easy to find that the unit carbon tax and average customer satisfaction rate of
the product affect the optimal solutions, profits and consumer surplus. To investigate these impacts,
we develop two numerical examples.
In the first numerical example, we set α = 0.8, b = 0.1, c = 0.2, hs = 0.05, v = 0.1, eI = 0.3,
hw = 0.05, and vary t from 0 to 0.1. The impacts of unit carbon tax on the optimal solutions, profits
and consumer surplus are depicted in following figures.
From Figures 1–5, we find that the optimal product retail price and carbon reduction level increase
with unit carbon tax. As unit carbon tax increases, the firm should improve carbon reduction levels
to reduce carbon emission costs and also should increase their product retail price to earn profit.
Moreover, it is demonstrated that with the optimal referral fee, the firm’s profit and consumer surplus
decrease with unit carbon tax. As unit carbon tax increases, the firm will increase their product retail
price, which will reduce consumers’ willingness-to-pay. Thus, the platform will reduce its referral fee
to entice more consumers to buy products indirectly. Furthermore, it is intuitive that increased carbon
tax has negative effects on the firm’s profit and consumer surplus.
Figure 1. The optimal p∗ with respect to t.
Figure 2. The optimal e∗ with respect to t.
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Figure 3. The optimal f ∗ with respect to t.
Figure 4. The optimal ∏F ∗ with respect to t.
Figure 5. The optimal CS∗ with respect to t.
Figures 1–5 imply that carbon tax policy harms the firm and consumers, and that the platform
should reduce its referral fee as the unit carbon tax increases.
In the second numerical example, we set t = 0.05, b = 0.1, c = 0.2, hs = 0.05, v = 0.1, eI = 0.3,
hw = 0.05, and vary α from 0.6 to 1. The impacts of the average customer satisfaction rate of the
product on the optimal solutions, profits and consumer surplus are depicted in following figures.
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From Figures 6–10, we can observe that the optimal product retail price, carbon reduction level,
referral fee, the firm’s profit and consumer surplus increase with the average customer satisfaction rate
of the product. As the average customer satisfaction rate of the product increases, a consumer’s utility
from purchasing a product increases, which increases product demand. In this context, a firm can
increase their product retail price to earn more unit profit, and the platform can increase their referral
fee to earn more transaction profit from the firm. Moreover, the firm has more motivation to improve
carbon reduction levels to entice more consumers to buy products.
Figure 6. The optimal p∗ with respect to α.
Figure 7. The optimal e∗ with respect to α.
Figure 8. The optimal f ∗ with respect to α.
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Figure 9. The optimal ∏F ∗ with respect to α.
Figure 10. The optimal CS∗ with respect to α.
Figures 6–10 imply that the increased average customer satisfaction rate of the product benefits
the firm, consumers and the environment.
6. Conclusions
With the development of e-commerce, consumers’ consumption habits have changed from offline
shopping to online shopping. Some e-commerce giants such as Amazon.com, Tmall.com, JD.com
dominate the e-commerce market. In these contexts, a few firms who produce green products under
carbon tax policy sell their products on e-commerce platforms. Considering the relatively high online
return rate, third-party sellers face the choices of whether or not to offer online return services. To help
these third-party sellers to determine optimal strategies, this paper considers a firm producing and
selling its product via an e-commerce platform. According to a firm with and without an online return
service, we develop two theoretical models: i.e., model NR (a firm without a return service) and model
YR (a firm with a return service). The paper investigates the optimal product retail prices, carbon
reduction levels, referral fees, the firm’s profits and consumer surpluses under models NR and YR,
respectively; some managerial insights are presented as follows.
The optimal return strategy: a firm should not offer an online return service if the residual value
of the returned product is relatively small; otherwise, the firm should offer it. Moreover, the optimal
return strategy of the firm harms consumers.
The impacts of online return service: if the residual value of the returned product is relatively
small (large), a firm will offer an online return service which harms (benefits) consumers. Moreover,
if the residual value is relatively small (large), a firm with an online return service compared with
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that without a return service should increase (reduce) its product retail price and reduce (increase) its
carbon reduction level while the platform should reduce (increase) its referral fee.
The impacts of carbon tax policy: Carbon tax policy harms the firm and consumers. Moreover,
carbon tax policy has positive effects on the optimal product retail price and carbon reduction level
while it has a negative effect on the optimal referral fee.
The impacts of the average customer satisfaction rate of the product: Improved average
customer satisfaction rate of the product benefits the firm and consumers. Moreover, as the satisfaction
rate increases, the firm should increase its product retail price and carbon reduction level and the
platform should increase its referral fee.
There is still much space for future research. In our paper, we only consider a firm in the context of
non-competition; thus, considering carbon reduction and return strategies in the context of competition
is a future research direction. In addition, we assume that consumers need to undertake the shipping
cost of returned products. Thus, it is interesting to investigate our problems if the firm undertakes the
shipping cost of returned products. The paper hypothesizes that the unit carbon tax is an exogenous
variable; thus, exploring the optimal carbon tax for the government via maximizing social welfare will
be an extension of this study.
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Appendix A
The Proof of Theorem 1. Based on Table 2 and Equations (5) and (8), we can figure out the optimal
profit of the firm under models NR and YR, which are given as follows:
∏ NR
∗
F = (a − c − hs − hw − eI t)2/(8A) (A1)
∏ YR
∗
F = (a + v + αhs − c − 2hs − hw − αv − eI t)2/(8A) (A2)
Comparing the size relationship between the two profits, we have
∏ YR
∗
F − ∏ NR
∗
F = (v − hs)(1 − α)(2a + v + αhs − 2c − 3hs − 2hw − αv − 2eI t)/(8A) (A3)
It is easy to verify that, if 0 ≤ v < hs, we have ∏YR∗F −∏NR
∗






The Proof of Theorem 2. Based on Table 2 and Equations (7) and (10), we can figure out the optimal
consumer surplus under models NR and YR, which can be presented as follows:
CSNR
∗
= α(a − c − hs − hw − eI t)2/(8A2) (A4)
CSYR
∗
= α(a + v + αhs − c − 2hs − hw − αv − eI t)2/(8A2) (A5)
Comparing the size relationship between the two optimal consumer surplus, we have
CSYR
∗ − CSNR∗ = α(v − hs)(1 − α)(2a + v + αhs − 2c − 3hs − 2hw − αv − 2eI t)/(8A2) (A6)
It is easy to verify that, if 0 ≤ v < hs, we have CSYR∗ −CSNR∗ < 0; otherwise, CSYR∗ −CSNR∗ ≥ 0.

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Abstract: The goal of this paper is to design an effective Proportional Integral Derivative (PID)
controller, which will control the active suspension system of a car, in order to eliminate the imposed
vibration to the car from pavement. In this research, Gaussian white noise has been adopted to model
the pavement condition, and MATLAB/Simulink software has been used to design a PID controller,
as well as to model the effect of the white noise on active suspension system. The results show that
the designed controller is effective in eliminating the effect of road conditions. This has a significant
effect on reducing the fuel consumption and contributes to environment sustainability.




Efforts to optimize fuel consumption have driven and inspired various industries, including
the automobile industry, to create a wealth of new inventions and technologies. Since the issue
of global warming was brought into the spotlight, the mechanics of the automobile industry have
evolved rapidly, due to the greenhouse gas emissions produced by internal combustion engines.
The advancement of technology within the power industry have helped in reducing fuel consumption,
as well as in the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions [1].
Greenhouse gases released by vehicles include carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide,
ozone and methane, among others. The repercussions of burning fossil fuels amount to more than just
a foul smell; the aftermath of these greenhouse gases impacts the health of humans, animals and plants
alike, thus disturbing the environment and its inhabitants [2]. Within the environment, greenhouse
gases disrupt the biogeochemical cycles that exist in nature resulting in problems, such as temperature
rise, erosion, and droughts. One problem is the melting ice caps; even a minute temperature rise can
result in rising water levels, which also increases the number of natural disasters occurring in various
areas. A rise in water levels also promises depletion in land mass, due to water levels overflowing,
and swallowing coastal areas. Furthermore, car emissions, along with many by-products of plants,
cause the radiation from the sun to be trapped inside the Earth’s atmosphere, resulting in the overall
raising of the temperature. The aforementioned consequences develop into bigger problems, such as
those which can already be observed in the La Nina and El Nino phenomena, and events in the Atlantic,
as well as increased cyclone activity in the Indian Ocean [3].
Regarding the impact on humans, these greenhouse gases play an important role in the
climate change that is affecting the entire globe (global warming), and may threaten the welfare
of humans—physically and economically. For example, when ozone levels increase in lower elevations,
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it can have a direct impact on human health, including harming the respiratory system. The economy
can also be affected, because of individuals who suffer from health problems caused by these issues.
Furthermore, as the automobile industry grows, the use of fossil fuels will grow exponentially,
bringing closer the possibility of a future with no fossil fuels, which will result in the economic
downfall of bigger entities such as countries. Other greenhouse gases, such as fluorinated gases, do not
interfere directly with human health, but do hurt the environment greatly, and on different levels [4].
Due to the rate at which fossil fuels are used annually (11 billion tons of oil and four billion
tons of crude oil, per annum), oil deposits on Earth are predicted to run out by 2052. Furthermore,
compensating the energy deficit of the oil deposits through using natural gas will only extend the
lifetime of fossil fuel energy by an additional eight years. After this, the only remaining form of
fossil fuel energy left would be coal. To fill in the energy gap of both the oil and natural gas deposits,
coal would be so extensive we run out of fossil fuels by the year of 2088 [5]. Fossil fuels have,
thus far, been the main source of energy, but with the passing of time, different sources of energy
alternatives have been developed to prevent the consequences that arise from using just fossil fuels.
For instance, instead of having only internal combustion engine vehicles, there are a variety of
eco-friendly vehicles available, which are being used instead. Some of these eco-friendly energy
sources include electronically powered vehicles, hybrid vehicles (using more than one source of
energy), compressed air, etc. [6]. There are many of problems that come with the use of fossil fuels,
out of which the issues with the greatest impact are its scarcity and the cost it imposes on the planet.
Fossil fuels are the only plausible option for many vital functions and processes; the most important of
these is transportation. Therefore, using this source of energy wisely and as efficiently as possible is a
must [7].
1.2. Factors Effecting Fuel Efficiency
Fuel efficiency can be described as how well the chemical energy of the fuel in question is
converted into kinetic energy, in terms of powertrains. Fuel efficiency varies according to several
factors, including the application, the size of the vehicle, the vehicles design, power, engine parameters,
and many others. Factors that affect fuel consumption are design-related, environment-related,
and motorist driving strategy-related factors. Together, and individually, these factors determine how
much energy needs to move the vehicle [8,9].
1.2.1. Vehicle Design Factors
To design a vehicle with the lowest fuel consumption rate (irrespective of the energy source)
is one of the main goals of modern car manufacturers. Car manufacturers have expended great
effort on developing, and successfully applying, different approaches to a vehicle’s design (especially
the vehicle’s size) in order to reduce its fuel consumption, as well as the harmful gases emitted.
There are several parameters falling under this design category, including the aerodynamic drag,
engine parameters, rolling resistance, load, and fuel type. The size of the engine refers to how much
fuel can be pumped into the engine, in order to be burned and converted into energy. Meaning,
the larger the capacity of the engine, the more power the car has (although that over simplifies the
concept). When a car has an engine with a capacity of two liters for instance, this means that the total
amount of fuel that can fit into the cylinders is two liters, regardless of the number of cylinders. That
power is measured in horse power, or brake horse power [10,11].
In terms of fuel efficiency, a bigger engine does not always mean worse fuel economy. For instance,
a car with a larger engine running at a high speed for a long time will use less fuel than a car with a
smaller engine running at the same speed for the same length of time. Furthermore, considering recent
technology, it is now made possible for a large engine, of for example six cylinders, to use only three
cylinders when that is all that is needed, therefore greatly boosting fuel efficiency [12].
The aerodynamic aspect of design is concerned with improving the cars exterior to better tackle
drag, and to cause lower resistance at higher speeds. At a speed of 50 km/h, the power needed from
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the engine to overcome air friction is not more than 40% of the engine’s power, yet when it comes to
speeds greater than 80–90 km/h, the power needed increases to 60%, and more of the engine’s power.
This is due to drag increasing proportionally to the square of the speed, and the power needed is
proportional to the cube of the speed [13].
Rolling resistance, or rolling friction, is the resistance against the motion of a tire when rolling on
a certain surface. Three forms of rolling resistance are in question, namely; permanent deformation,
hysteresis losses, and slippage between the surface and the tire. Interestingly, a worn-out tire gives
lower rolling resistance than a new one, due to the depth of the tread on the tire and its friction inducing
properties—which in turn, leads to lower fuel consumption. Hysteresis losses are the main reason for
rolling friction. Because tires are made of a deformable material, the tire is subject to repeated cycles of
deformation and recovery, there is energy dissipated as heat. The energy is lost basically when the
energy of healing/recovery is less than that of the deformation. Because of rubber’s properties, it does
not recover or heal over a short period of time—it needs a longer time. Some manufacturers include
silicone in the tread of the tires to cut down on the time needed for the tire to recover, and hopefully
cut down on the lost energy rates [14,15].
Fuel type also influences fuel consumption. A diesel engine delivers better fuel economy for
several reasons—the main reason being that diesel contains higher energy content than gasoline.
However, that does not mean it affects performance in terms of speed—it instead delivers more power
and torque, which is why most trucks have diesel engines. When comparing a diesel engine to a
gasoline engine, the difference in fuel economy shows the diesel engines to be 25–30% more fuel
economic, and in some cases, up to 40% more economic. The obvious cut back to using a diesel engine
is speed in terms of performance, on the other hand, when compared to a gasoline engine of the
same size; more economic [16]. A diesel-powered engine is a very sophisticated one and, in a sense,
more delicate than a gasoline powered engine. For example, if water somehow gets into the fuel tank
(whether it is the suppliers fault or a combination of heavy rain and bad luck), it could lead to many
problems, including the most obvious one—severe damage to the engine [17,18].
The load on the vehicle is another factor that affects fuel economy of car. When a vehicle is
overloaded, the power it requires increases. This is because the engine will need to produce more
power to move the vehicle at any given speed, in addition to the increased load on the tires, which in
return, increases rolling resistance (which also increases fuel consumption) [19].
1.2.2. Environmental Factors
The weather and climate influence the fuel economy of cars—although not drastically. In the
winter for example, the air is heavier and denser, therefore the air drag coefficient is larger. The tires
experience a decrease in pressure which decreases fuel economy. Lubricants, wherever they may be,
become cold and harder, and interfere with fuel economy, as well due to the increase in friction. In the
summer however, the air is lighter and less dense, making it easier to navigate in contrast [20].
The terrain in which a car travels can influence its fuel consumption in a positive or negative
manner. Rough terrain, ascents, slippery surfaces, sandy/muddy surfaces, and other types of terrain
affect fuel consumption negatively. The opposite of these terrains can either not affect the fuel
consumption or even affect it positively. For instance, climbing up a hill requires a significantly
more power (which means burning more fuel), while descending a hill requires little or no fuel to be
used [21].
Driving within a city uses much more petrol per km when compared to driving on a highway
or in the country side. The reason for this that there are limitations and conditions that exist in the
city, but not outside it or on the highway; such as traffic, speed bumps, more turns, pedestrians, etc.
When driving in the city, the driver must use their brakes a greater number of times, decreasing
fuel economy. Another active factor is the fact that in the city, the driver is forced to drive at lower
speeds. Speeds lower than the optimum speed also affect fuel consumption, and significantly more
when combined with the reasons mentioned. When driving on the highway or the countryside, the
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limitations faced in the city are either not faced, or significantly lower. The vehicle is much more likely
to be driven at optimum speeds, leading to a better fuel consumption rate [22–24].
1.3. Formulation of the Problem
One of the important factors which has a great influence on fuel consumption of transportation
vehicles is pavement condition [25]. It is a fact that, due to the interaction between tire and the
pavement, the tires of a vehicle partially deform; this deformation results in the stored potential energy
of the tires being converted to heat, which is partly absorbed by the rest of tire, with the remainder
being dissipated into the atmosphere [26]. Therefore, it is important to know that higher pavement
texture results in more fuel consumption [27]. In past decade, due the problem of global warming
and drawbacks of high consumption rate, modelling and simulating the effect of different type of
pavement conditions on fuel consumption rate, and its effect on environment, has been a topic of
interest for many researchers [28–32]. Interestingly, the results have continuously shown that pavement
smoothness has the highest impact on the rate of fuel consumption: The smoother the road, the less
fuel consumption [33–36].
There is also energy loss during vehicle transportation on the road. Energy is absorbed and
converted to a thermal energy form, by the suspension system and tires, meaning energy loss will be
reduced if the suspension system can eliminate the effect of the pavement condition, and make vehicle
bounces less [37]. Therefore, designing an effective suspension system to compensate the effects of
pavement conditions on vehicle is a way to reduce fuel consumption.
1.3.1. Methods of Improving the Fuel Efficiency
One of the ways to decrease the load/mass of the car is through choosing high-tech materials,
as to increase fuel efficiency without jeopardizing the safety of the passenger. Some automakers are
trying to use plastic fuel tanks and carbon fiber instead of steel. Alas, carbon fiber, a lightweight and
reliable material, is unlikely to be used, due to its hefty price in the market. A record by the EPA
(Environmental Protection Agency), shows that for every 45 kg of mass reduced, fuel efficiency can
increase by one to two percent (1–2%) [38,39].
Modifying the engine appropriately (e.g., adding/improving a turbo charger) can improve
efficiency of fuel consumption by up to 4%, and fixing a serious problem (such as a broken oxygen
sensor) can improve efficiency by a staggering 40%. Keeping the pressure of the tires in check (at
the adequate pressure accordingly) improves fuel consumption by up to 3.3%. Old cars that use
a carbureted engine are still in use and by keeping their air filters unclogged could help with fuel
economy and acceleration. In more modern cars however, it usually aids with acceleration only [40–42].
One crucial step in optimizing fuel efficiency involves developing analytical models to predict the
vehicle’s fuel consumption and to achieve the desired results. There have been models that compute
fuel consumption estimates in cars, with respect to their fuel consumption, characteristics and the
surrounding environment. However, these models only represent approximations to these estimates.
By adding more variables to the models, the outcomes will become more accurate—but this will result
in a less efficient model. This is because mathematical models represent approximations to the real
result, while having errors in each of the parameters used. Therefore, the more parameters one uses,
the more errors are involved, thus making the model less efficient [43].
There have been many attempts to enable mathematical models to predict fuel consumption,
with different variables in each. The first time metrics mathematical models were utilized to predict
vehicle fuel consumption and emissions was by Ahn et al. [44]. The proposed model is a function of
speed and acceleration, with constant parameters, and can predict fuel consumption or CO emission
rates for an assumed vehicle. According to Ross et al. [45] there are two factors that affect vehicle
fuel consumption: The efficiency of the powertrain, and the power required in working the vehicle.
He evaluated fuel consumption by finding the product of optimal specific fuel consumption into the
sum of the powers of the rolling resistance, air resistance, and inertial acceleration resistance, and then
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dividing it by the product of the efficiency of transmission with the average speed of the vehicle and
the fuel density. In another research, on analytic modelling of vehicle fuel consumption, it has been
shown that the fuel consumption can be found by using the calorific value of fuel per 100 km [43].
This was done by finding the sum of energies of the forces required to overcome resistance and the
kinetic energy required for episodic accelerations, and then dividing it by the calorific value of the
fuel used. In 2008, Smit et al. [46] conduct a study which examined how, and to what extent, models
used to predict emissions and fuel consumption from road traffic, including the effects of congestion.
In 2011, Rakha et al. [47] developed a fuel consumption model which can be easily integrated within a
traffic simulation framework. In 2015, Tang et al. [48] proposed a model to investigate the impacts of
the driver’s bounded rationality and the effect of signal lights on the fuel consumption. In 2017, a fuel
consumption model for heavy duty tracks has been proposed by Wang et al. [49].
1.3.2. Methods of Improving the Vehicle Suspension
From the point of view of ride safety, the most important element of the vehicle (which has a
direct impact on passengers comfort) is the suspension system [50]. Nowadays, with advancements in
the car manufacturing industry, companies attempt to provide a smooth ride for passengers through
the development and manufacture of more advanced vehicle suspension systems. These systems are
able to minimize the effects of uneven pavement conditions of roads on the passengers [51]. In 2016,
Kognati et al. [52] proposed a unified approach to model complex multibody mechanical systems, and
design controls for them. Pappalardo et al. [53], in 2017, proposed a novel methodology to address the
problems of suppressing structural vibrations, and attenuating contact forces, in nonlinear mechanical
systems; and in 2018 they developed an adjoint method—which can be effectively used for solving the
optimal control problem, associated with a large class of nonlinear mechanical systems [54]. Nowadays,
to optimize the quality of travel by cars, various types of controllers (such as adaptive control [55],
Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control [56], H-infinity [57], Proportional (P) controller [58],
Proportional Integral (PI) controller [59], and Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controller [60])
have been utilized, in order to control the car suspension system and to eliminate the vibration coming
from the pavement. In 2014, Li et al. [61] proposed an output-feedback H∞ control for a class of active
quarter-car suspension systems with control delay. In 2015, AENS et al. [62] performed a Comparison
between passive and active suspensions systems. In 2016, Buscarino et al. [63] investigated the role
of passive and active vibrations, for the control of nonlinear large-scale electromechanical systems,
which have also been investigated by Zhao et al. [64], in 2016, who utilized adaptive neural network
control for an active suspension system with actuator saturation. Taskin et al. [65], in 2017, investigated
the effect of utilizing fuzzy logic controller on an active suspension system based on a quarter car
test rig; and in 2018 a control scheme, utilizing Hybrid ANFIS PID, was proposed by Singh et al. [66],
in order to improve the passenger ride comfort and safety in an active quarter car model. Furthermore,
Fauzi et al. [67], in 2018, developed a state feedback controller to reduce body deflection caused by
road disturbance, to achieve the ride comfort of driver and passengers.
1.4. Scope and Contribution
The goal of this paper is to design an effective PID controller, to control the active suspension
system of a car, in order to eliminate the imposed vibration to the car from pavement, which has
a major role in the fuel consumption rate. In this research, the Ahn mathematical model has been
utilized to model the fuel consumption rate, and Gaussian white noise has been adopted to model
the pavement condition. The logic behind selection of this type of noise is the randomness property
of it. Generally, the term noise or random fluctuations characterize all physical systems in nature.
The apparently irregular or chaotic fluctuations were considered as noise in all fields, except in a few,
such as astronomy [68].
The term “white” refers to the frequency domain characteristic of noise. Ideal white noise has
equal power per unit bandwidth, which results in a flat power spectral density across the frequency
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range of interest. Therefore, the power in the frequency range from 100 Hz to 110 Hz is the same as the
power in the frequency range from 1000 Hz to 1010 Hz. The term “Gaussian” refer to the probability
density function (pdf) of the amplitude values of a noise signal. The color of the noise refers to the
frequency domain distribution of the noise signal power. Since the white noise contain all frequencies,
it can be considered as random input, which simulates the any type of pavement condition. In this
case instead of simulating the road conditions with different color noises simply the Gaussian White
Noise can be utilized [69].
In this research, MATLAB/Simulink software has been utilized to model the fuel consumption
rate, to design a PID controller and to model the effect of the white noise on the quarter car suspension
system. The results show that the PID controller has an effective performance to eliminate the
effect of road conditions and reducing the fuel consumption rate which has a significant effect on
environment sustainability.
1.5. Organization of the Paper
After the brief introduction the rest of the manuscript has been organized in following manner.
First, in Section 2 (Methodology), the fuel consumption mathematical model, steps of simulation
set up and data collection have been described in detail. Then in Section 3 (Results), the proposed
methodology has been verified by analyzing the results. Finally, in Section 4 (Conclusions and
Future Work) the summary of the manuscript has been provided, and possible future works have
been suggested.
2. Methodology
Vehicle handling performance and fuel consumption rate are two important factors which are
directly affected by vehicle suspension system [70]. Conventionally, in order to decrease the vehicle
vibration a combination set up of springs and dampers has been used. This set up is generally known
as passive suspension system. The input disturbance to the car from pavement condition cannot
be eliminated by passive suspension system, since the damping ratio is constant and not adjustable.
To eliminate the effect of the road condition, the best solution is to utilize an autonomous control
system, known as active suspension system, which can compensate for the noise input to the system
by exerting force to the system [71].
In this paper, the problem has been defined as how an effective controller can be designed to
control an active suspension system, to eliminate the pavement condition effects to reduce the fuel
consumption. To fulfil the task first in next section, the Ahn fuel consumption mathematical model has
been introduced, to model the fuel consumption rate before and after utilizing the PID controller. Next,
an active suspension system has been introduced, and later, with respect to the control engineering
concept, the introduced active suspension system mathematically has been modelled. In this third
stage, the effect of the pavement condition on the vehicle, introducing the white noise concept, has been
modelled, and in the next step, a PID controller (to control the proposed active suspension system) has
been designed. In fifth step, the proposed system has been simulated, utilizing MATLAB-Simulink.
This is followed by a performance analysis of the controller, and finalized by investigating the stability
of the proposed controller.
2.1. Fuel Consumption Model
As discussed previously, there have been several different approaches taken to model the fuel
consumption in a vehicle. Some of these approaches could be similar in terms of using the same
variables but might have a different mathematical representation of the data, while others would have
different variables all together with or without the same mathematical model. Most of the researches
led in this field do not include every variable affecting the outcome of a vehicle’s fuel consumption.
This is due to a reason mentioned previously, regarding the decrease in the efficiency of the model.
Because of this specific reason, the research conducted usually involves a limited number of variables.
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In this article, the Ahn mathematical model has been utilized to calculate the fuel consumption
rate. As shown in Equation (1), the model uses a vehicle’s speed and acceleration alongside constants
to find a vehicle’s fuel consumption [72]:
F(x, y) = ea+bx+cx
2+dx3+ey+fy2+gy3+hxy+ixy2+jxy3+kx2y+lx2y2+mx2y3+nx3y+ox3y2+px3y3 , (1)
where F is the rate of fuel consumption measured in (lit/h) as a function of a vehicle’s speed and
acceleration; y being the vehicle’s speed measured in m/s; and x the acceleration measured in m/s2.
The letters a to p are constants with the following values: a = −0.67944; b = 0.135273; c = 0.015946;
d = −0.00119; e = 0.029665; f = −0.00028; g =1.49 × 10−6; h = 0.004808; i = −2.1 × 10−5; j = 5.54 × 10−8;
k = 8.33 × 10−5; l = 9.37 × 10−7; m = −2.5 × 10−8; n = −6.1 × 10−5; o = 3.04 × 10−7; p = −4.5 × 10−9.
2.2. Active Suspension Model
In this paper, the quarter car dynamic vibration model has been chosen to represent the active
suspension model (see Figure 1). While this model has limitations, such as eliminating vehicle’s
pitching and roll angle vibrations, it also includes the most essential features for this research, such as
the change of the load and suspension system’s stress information, which has been utilized by many
researchers, to investigate the effect of pavement conditions on body vibration of a vehicle [73–77].
As shown in Figure 1, the vehicle body mass (known as the sprung mass) has been shown with
M1, and the mass of the axel and wheel, which has been shown with M2, represents the unsprung
mass. The tire is assured to maintain contact with the surface of the road when the vehicle is traveling,
and is modelled as a linear spring with stiffness K2. The linear damper, which average damping
coefficient is D, and the linear spring, which average stiffness coefficient is K1, consist of the passive
component of the suspension system. The vertical displacements of the M1 and M2 respectively have
been represented by the state variables X0(t) and X2(t), since vertical pavement condition has been
shown by X1(t). The active control force which has been created by the active suspension actuator is
shown by U.
Figure 1. Active quarter car suspension model. M1, vehicle body mass; M2, unsprung mass; K1, stiffness
coefficient of the suspension; K2, Vertical stiffness of the tire; D, damping coefficient of the suspension;
U, active control force; X0, road excitation; X1, vertical displacement of unsprung mass; X2, vertical
displacement of sprung mass.
Generating a mathematical model is the first step of modelling a system, followed by calculating
the design parameters. In an control engineering field, a system can be modelled mathematically
45
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in three different ways: (1) State space description; (2) transfer function description; and (3) weight
function description [78].
In this paper, the active quarter car suspension model (which has been presented in Figure 1)
has been modelled mathematically by the Transfer Function method. To fulfil the task, two degrees
of freedom motion differential equations have been generated (Equations (2) and (3), as follows),














+ k1[x2(t)− x0(t)] + k2[x2(t)− x1(t)] = −u. (3)
One must assume that all of the initial conditions are zero, so these equations represent a situation
when the wheel of a car goes over a bump. The dynamics of Equations (2) and (3) assume that all initial
conditions are zero, and there can be expressed in the form of transfer functions by taking Laplace
Transform of the equations. This is to represent the condition of when vehicle goes over a bump. It is



















(m1s2 + Ds + k1) −(Ds + k1)
−(Ds + k1) (m2s2 + Ds + (k1 + k2)
]
. (6)
G1(s) represents the effect of exerted force, on the vertical displacement of the car, which has been
produced by active suspension system; and G2(s) represents the effects of the pavement condition on
the vertical displacement of the car.
This means that vertical displacement of the vehicle is superposition of the effects of both active
suspension force and pavement condition. As mentioned in previous section, the goal of this research
is to eliminate the effect of pavement condition on the system by utilizing a controller (in other words,
this article proposes that, by adjusting the produced force by active suspension, the effect of the road
condition can be eliminated). To achieve this goal, a PID controller, proposed and explored in next
section, in order to control the amount of the produced force.
2.3. PID Controller
A PID controller is a closed loop controller type, which controls the plant output variable by
minimizing the error between real plant output, and desired output. A PID controller consists of three
controller modes: P as proportional controller, I as integral controller; and D as derivative controller
(see Figure 2) [79].
Figure 2. Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controller.
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In industrial control systems, the main mode of the PID controller, are mostly known as the
proportional control mode—which determines the controller response to the plant error by multiplying
the error to the P controller’s gain (Kp), so that a higher Kp will result in higher P action to the plant
error (see Equation (7)) [80].
P = Kp × e(t) (7)
The effect of the integral controller mode can be defined as decreasing, or increasing, the response
time of the controller to the plant error, by calculating the integral of the error, and multiplying it
to the I controller’s gain (KI), so that a higher KI will result in higher I action to the plant error (see
Equation (8)) [81].
I = KI ×
∫
e(t)dt (8)
The last mode of a PID controller, which regulates the plant’s output by calculating the derivative
of the error and multiply it to the P controller’s gain (KD), is derivative controller mode (see
Equation (9)). The D mode controllers are widely used in motion control systems, since they are
very sensitive against of noise and disturbances [82].
D = KD × de(t)dt (9)
It is important to know that a PID controller is the weighted sum of these three modes of control,
and based on the plant requirements, one or two modes can be eliminated. The response of the PID
controller, control signal u(t), to the plant error can be determined, as shown in Equation (10) [83].
u(t) = (Kp × e(t)) + (KI ×
∫
e(t)dt) + (KD × de(t)dt ) (10)
It is highly important to mention that knowing effect of the each of these three modes on the
response of the controller is an essential criteria in control theory; and any change in PID controller’s
coefficients can result in changing the status of the system from stable to unstable (see Table 1) [83].
Table 1. Response of PID controller.
Parameter Stability Steady State Error Settling Time Overshoot Rise Time
KP Degrade Decrease Small Change Increase Decrease
KI Degrade Eliminate Increase Increase Decrease
KD Improve For small KD No effect in theory Decrease Decrease Minor Change
As seen in Table 1, if the Kp is increased too much, the control loop will begin oscillating,
and become unstable. Furthermore, the system will not receive desired control response if Kp is set too
low. The similar rules exist for integral and derivative controller modes.
The controller response will be very slow if the integral time is set too long, and system will
be unstable the control loop will oscillate if KI is set too low. However, if KD increases too much,
then oscillations will occur, and the control loop will turn to unstable.
By knowing the active suspension model and PID controller concept, the next step is design an
effective PID controller for the quarter car model.
The goal of this paper is to design an effective controller by eliminating the effect of the pavement
on the vehicle passengers. The controller should be designed to make its system stable, by eliminating
the disturbance of the road, which shows itself as an oscillation of the vehicle; and, at the same time,
has a smooth and fast control signal to ensure that passengers comfort and safety are not compromised.
PID controllers are one of the best controllers that can be utilized for this purpose, since they are
capable to reach the steady state error by having a short rise time, and they can give stability to a
system by eliminating oscillations and overshoot of the system.
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The proposed PID controller in this paper consists of all three controller modes: Proportional,
integral and derivative. The proposed controller is capable of eliminate the noise of the pavement by
adjusting the force of proposed active suspension system (see Figure 3).
Figure 3. Proposed PID controller for active suspension system.
It is important to know that how the proposed PID controller works.
As mentioned previously, in this research, the effect of the exerted force on the vertical
displacement of the car, produced by active suspension system, has been mathematically modelled
as G1(s). The input of this mathematical model is the PID controller output, which results in the
displacement of body of the vehicle (sprung mass), with respect to the unsprung part. However,
there is one more element which affects this displacement, such as the pavement condition. The road
condition shows its effect as disturbance on the system, and, in this paper, it has been modelled
mathematically as G2(s).
Since the reference input should be equal to zero, so it can be concluded that the difference
between the reference input and total displacement, which is known as error function E(s), is the
superposition of the effects of the control signal and noise signal on vehicle. In this case, the PID
controller adjusts the active suspension force by calculating each mode signal, based on the error












Figure 4. Proposed quarter car model with PID controller.
The proposed PID controller for the modelled quarter car’s active suspension system has been
simulated in a MATLAB-Simulink environment. The simulation’s performance is based on the
parameters found in Table 2.
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Table 2. Simulation parameters.
Vehicle Model Parameters Symbol Numerical Value Unit
Sprung Mass M1 300 kg
Unsprung Mass M2 40 kg
Suspension Stiffness K1 15,000 N/m
Tire Stiffness K2 150,000 N/m
Suspension Damping Coefficient D 1000 Ns/m
3. Results
As seen in Figure 5, the proposed methodology has been implemented and modelled in a
MATLAB-Simulink environment. The model can be dived in two main parts: (1) Controlled parts;
and (2) uncontrolled parts. The controlled part consists of the proposed PID controller, to reduce
the effect of the imposed fluctuations by the pavement condition on the vehicle, and the effect of the
controller on reduction of the fuel consumption rate. The uncontrolled parts consist of the effects
of the pavement conditions on a vehicle’s vertical displacement, and the effect of these vibrations
on the fuel consumption rate. The pavement condition x0(s) has been modelled by Gaussian white
noise. The reason is that the road unevenness is kind of noise, which should be compensate—therefore,
any kind of colored noise such as pink, red, green, etc., can be utilize for this purpose [84]. Since white
noise contains all frequencies of colored noises, so it is a good approximation to simulate the
randomness of pavement roughness [85].
Figure 5. MATLAB-Simulink model of the proposed fuel consumption and noise cancellation system
for the active suspension system.
As seen in Figure 5, the reference input (which here is the desired output) has been simulated
by the step function. The reason is that the reducing and even elimination the vehicle oscillations is
desirable, and the oscillations is resulted by displacements of sprung mass, with respect to unsprung
mass. The displacement has been calculated as plant’s output (x0(s) − x2(s)). Since the target is to
eliminate it, the desired output should be considered as zero, and a step function (generating zero
value at t > 0) is a good model to generate the required data.
The effect of the random road pavement, which has been modelled by a Gaussian white noise
generator, has been illustrated in Figure 6. It can be observed that the vehicle follows the road condition,
with fluctuates with road fluctuations (which can be considered as unstable behavior). This will result
in increasing fuel consumption, decreasing effective life of the vehicle’s part, and compromising
passengers’ safety.
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Figure 6. Uncontrolled total system response, based on the random input.
As seen in Figure 6, this uncontrolled response is not convenient for the passengers. Therefore,
in order to reduce and eliminate the effect of the road pavement on the car, which shows itself as car
fluctuation (as described before), a PID controller has been designed.
By utilizing the PID controller, as it can be observed from Figure 7, the car does not follow the
road condition, and the active suspension controller cancels out the unpleasant pavement condition’s
effect on the car.
 
Figure 7. Controlled total system response, based on the random input.
To have a better understanding of how the proposed PID controller compensate for the effect of
the pavement, controlled and uncontrolled total system behaviors have been shown in Figure 8. As can
be observed, the first system shows an aggressive controlled response to the input noise, but after
three seconds it starts to cancel the noise, and prepares a convenient and safe ride for passengers.
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Figure 8. Controlled and uncontrolled total system behaviors.
As seen in Figure 5, in the proposed model, two fuel consumption blocks have been created to
calculate the changing of the fuel consumption rate. It is important to mention that the mathematical
model, inside both blocks, is the Ahn model, which has been discussed previously. The fuel
consumption model, in the lower part of the model, has the role of calculating the change of the fuel
consumption rate, based on the imposed vibration by the road conditions on the vehicle. It is essential
to remembered that here the proposed model is not capable of calculating the fuel consumption rate,
since it should be calculated via horizontal displacement of the vehicle, but the vertical fluctuations act
as a resistant in front of the engine acceleration. This means that the function of the block is simulating
the uncontrolled change in fuel consumption rate.
The results, as shown in Figure 9, indicate that since speed and velocity of the vehicle are
changing, during the simulation time, and the fuel consumption’s model depends on these two
variables, the fuel consumption rate changes under the random pavement conditions, which results in
more CO emissions.
 
Figure 9. Uncontrolled fuel consumption rate changes.
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As it is shown in Figure 10, after adding the proposed PID controller to the system, the fuel
consumption rate at the beginning of the simulation, and at the first control signal, has a change—but
it remains without any changes during the rest of the simulation period.
 
Figure 10. Controlled change of the fuel consumption rate.
To explore the stability status of the designed controller in this research, as it can be seen in
Figure 11, the compensator editor tool of the MATLAB software has been adopted. The system,
without considering the forced step function input, has only one negative pole at −100, and two
complex zeroes at −0.405 ± 1.19i. If the forced input effect is desired for consideration, another pole in
zero has to be added to the system. Since the system only has a one negative pole, it can be concluded
that the designed PID controller (based on the location of the poles) is a stable system, and (based on
the location of the zeros) it has a damping ratio of 0.3, and a natural frequency of 1.25 Hz.
 
Figure 11. Pole and zero information of the design PID controller.
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Now, by knowing the locations of the pole and zeros of the system, the Root Locus diagram
can be plot. As seen in Figure 12, it can be concluded that by moving to the left side of the real axis,
the system shows more stable behavior.
 
Figure 12. Root locus diagram.
4. Conclusions and Future Work
The main role of a suspension systems is to reduce fuel consumption, and to unsure passenger
safety. Road roughness yields fluctuations of the vehicle wheels, which is transmitted to the all parts
of the vehicle, as well as the passengers. It becomes clear that the role of the suspension system
is to reduce as many of these vibrations and shocks, which occur while driving, as possible. An
effective suspension system should result in a smooth driving, with less vehicle vibrations, and a
degree of comfort, based on the interaction with bumpy road surface. The vehicle behavior should not
consistent of large oscillations in presence of a good suspension system. To achieve this goal, in this
paper, an active car suspension has been modelled, and an effective PID controller has been proposed
and designed, to cancel the negative effects of the pavement conditions. Since the Gaussian white
noise produces random outputs, it has been adopted to simulate the pavement effects on the vehicle.
The Ahn mathematical model was utilized to simulate the change of the fuel consumption rate—both
in controlled, and uncontrolled conditions. Proposed plant and control architecture has been modelled
by using the MATLAB-Simulink software package, and the stability of controller has been investigated.
The results show that the proposed PID controller works, and has is effective, which in turn results in
the decrease of fuel consumption, and prevents premature damage to the vehicle. For future studies,
rather than the proposed linear model, nonlinear elements can be considered for the quarter car model,
and the PID controller’s coefficients can be optimized by Ring Probabilistic Logic Neural Networks
(RPLNN) Hybrid Algorithms, Genetic Algorithm, and other artificial intelligent techniques.
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Abstract: In the last 20 years, with the liberalization of the economy, and the trend of industrial
globalization, people have gradually paid more attention to environmental protection. With the
tremendous advances in information technology, enterprises facing such a severe impact on the
business operations, business administrative models must be innovative and adaptable in order to
survive and flourish. The paper industry is not only a highly polluting industry, but in the case of
long-term overcapacity, the price of paper products is often suppressed, which lowers profitability.
The purpose of this study, which is based on the production data of a paper company, is to pose
a mathematical programming decision model which integrates green manufacturing technologies,
activity-based costing (ABC), and the theory of constraint (TOC); this model should assist in preparing
the best production plans, and achieve the optimal profitable product mix. In addition, this study
also proposes that the most popular related technologies developed by Industry 4.0 be applied to
production control in recent years in order to enhance production efficiency and quality. The findings
of this study should contribute to the improvement of the competitiveness of the paper industry,
and provide insights into the value of an integrated mathematical programming model applied for
product-mix decision. At the same time, we have also applied the related technologies developed
by Industry 4.0 to machine maintenance and quality control in manufacturing workshops. With its
tremendous benefits, we can actively arouse the industry’s understanding of, and attention to,
Industry 4.0, thereby increasing the interest in industrial 4.0-related technology investments.
Keywords: activity-based costing (ABC); industry 4.0; integrated mathematical programming;
product-mix decision; theory of constraints (TOC); carbon tax
PACS: J0101
1. Introduction
The development of the Internet of Things (IoT) and the Cyber-Physical System (CPS) technologies,
after the new program of Industry 4.0 was launched in Germany at the Hannover Trade Fair in 2011,
signified the opening of the fourth industrial revolution [1]. Since then, many manufacturing research
institutes and companies around the world have studied this topic and are now emphasizing that
Industry 4.0 manufacturing will involve the automated and intelligent interoperation of the exchange
of information to control the production operation of the machine. With the characteristics of the
Internet of Things (IoT) and the Cyber-Physical System (CPS), the related items of materials, sensors,
machines, products, supply chain and customers can be interconnected to each other. Each machine can
independently and autonomously exchange information and control behavior during the production
process, making it possible for the product to control its own manufacturing process [2]. New IT
technology has made the development of manufacturing technology undergo a new paradigm
shift to the so-called Industry 4.0. Since then, the terminology of Industry 4.0 is one of the hottest
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manufacturing topics among the academia and industry globally. Taiwan is facing the same situation.
In addition to research already started in the academia, the industry is actively involved in the use of
related technologies developed by Industry 4.0 to enhance the competitiveness of enterprises.
Facing a highly competitive global market, the accuracy of product costs has become one of
the major strategic issues for modern companies. Since the conventional cost accounting in product
cost calculation mainly allocates the overhead cost by using the volume-related assignment basis
(such as direct labor hours, machine hours, direct material cost, etc.). When the overhead comprises
only a fraction of the product costs, this method has little effect on the accuracy of the product
cost. However, in the present manufacturing environment, with the increasing automation and
computerization of manufacturers, the overhead will increase rapidly (especially in the Industry 4.0
production environment). If conventional cost accounting is used, the product cost will be seriously
distorted. In 1988, Cooper and Kaplan [3] recommended using ABC to increase the accuracy of product
costs. On the other hand, product-mix design analysis is an important part of the cost allocation
view of ABC. In the early days, ABC researchers seldom illustrated how to use ABC costing in the
optimal product-mix. The ABC costing system had also been criticized because it did not apply to
production-related decisions [4,5]. Therefore, this paper suggests a mathematical programming model
to analyze product mix decisions under ABC that maximizes a firm’s profit with various constraints.
Furthermore, taking into account the increasing environmental protection awareness today,
environmental protection issues will become an important key factor in supporting the sustainable
development of enterprises. Some stakeholders have also begun to notice the companies’
environmental activities. For a long time, global climate warming has been worsening due to the
concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere increasing by about 30% [6]. In response to this situation,
the government has formulated a series of carbon reduction strategies [7–9]. Companies are also
now treating environmental protection as an indicator of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) [10],
emphasizing that business operations should consider not only their own operating and financial
conditions, but also their impact on the natural environment and society. A major issue facing all
countries in the world today is how to deal with the probable impact of carbon dioxide emission
reduction on economic development [11]. Many countries have tried to adopt a “carbon tax”
approach to increase the operating costs of high-energy-consuming companies to reduce carbon
dioxide emissions. Sathre and Gustavsson [12] believe that environmental taxation can prove to be
an innovative method that enables companies to both reduce their environmental impact and increase
their economic efficiency. Therefore, this article considers the cost of carbon dioxide emissions to help
the paper industry maximize their profits under the concept of environmental protection.
In light of this, the purpose of this paper is to use mathematical programming to incorporate
carbon tax costs and TOC into the ABC product-mix decision model. Simultaneously, this paper plans
to discuss the use of related technologies developed by Industry 4.0 in the production process control
(shop floor control) to contribute to the profitability and market competitiveness of the paper industry.
That is, the research question explored in this paper is how to determine product-mix to achieve the
maximal profit under the various resource and carbon emission constraints by using the mathematical
programming model in the production planning stage, and how to control the production and achieve
the planning targets by using Industry 4.0 technologies in the production control stage. The remaining
sections of this paper are as follows: the research background is described in Section 2; a green
production planning decision model under ABC for the paper company is presented in Section 3;
a numerical example is used to illustrate the application of the model is presented in Section 4; the shop
floor control under Industry 4.0 in the paper industry is described in Section 5; the discussions and
conclusions are presented in Sections 6 and 7, respectively.
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2. Research Background
2.1. Brief of Industry 4.0
In recent years, the European countries’ industries have been facing competition from developing
countries and the threat of population aging. According to the Economic Policy Committee and
the European Commission, the working-age population (24–60 years old) will be reduced by 16%
to about 48 million [13]. In 2011, the share of industrial value in Western European countries fell
by 25%. In contrast, the share of industrial value in developing countries (such as India, China,
and Brazil) increased by 179% compared to 1990. Due to labor shortages and the need to shorten
product development time and improve the effective use of resources, these issues have already
driven the development of industrial technologies, including the Internet of Things (IoT) and the
Cyber-Physical System (CPS). These are the two state-of-the-art technologies developed in the past
few years. In the current factory, CPS is supported by information technology such as Manufacturing
Execution System (MES), Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) and Remote Maintenance concepts.
It combines various self-abilities to connect the virtual with the physical world. Therefore, the operation,
monitoring, diagnosis, and troubleshooting functions of the automated production system are realized,
which not only improves the level of automation, but also optimizes industrial and network efficiency
and achieves the goal of smart factories.
2.2. The Application of Related Technologies Developed by Industry 4.0
Application of related technologies developed by Industry 4.0 mainly includes the following
four aspects:
(1) Manufacturing aspects
In the production environment of Industry 4.0, the future factories will not only automatically connect
and exchange information with manufacturing resources (such as sensors, machines, conveyors, robots,
actuators, etc.), but the factories will also become conscious and smart enough to predict the current status
of machines. On the other hand, the functions such as product design, production engineering, production
planning, and control will be modeled as modular aspects and closely linked, which means that these
functions are not only commanded by the decentralized system, but also controlled interdependently.
Future factories with this mechanism are called Smart Factories [14].
(2) Business aspects
Industry 4.0 means a complete communication network, which exists among the production value
chains of suppliers, companies, factories, logistics, customers, etc. It will optimize their configuration in
real time according to the needs and status of relevant network departments. In addition, the reduction
of costs, pollution, raw materials, and carbon dioxide emissions will bring maximum profits to the
cooperative departments of all value chains [15].
(3) Products aspects
Because Industry 4.0 is embedded with sensors, identifiable components, and processors,
these smart products can hold information and knowledge to measure product status and track
products based on information analysis results. Moreover, a complete log of production information
can be embedded into the products to help product developers achieve the optimal design, prediction,
and maintenance [16].
(4) Customers aspects
Industry 4.0 allows customers to order any function and any number of products. Additionally,
customers can not only change their orders at any time during the production free of charge, but also
understand the product’s production information [17].
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The Cyber-Physical System (CPS) is a key technology underlying Industry 4.0. It uses sensors,
network technology, and computers to connect various devices, machines, and digital systems,
enabling various machines to communicate and interact with each other, thereby realizing the seamless
integration of the virtual and physical worlds. Many CPS-based researchers have deconstructed
Industry 4.0 into five levels: Connection, Conversion, Cyber, Cognition, and configuration [18].
(1) Connection Level
The first stage in developing a CPS appliance is to acquire accurate and reliable data from the
machine or its elements. Data can be directly acquired from the enterprise’s IT systems, such as ERP,
MES, SCM, etc., or be measured by sensors.
(2) Conversion Level
Data analysis techniques must be used to transform raw data into useful information that brings
self-awareness to the machines for use in prognostics and health management.
(3) Cyber Level
The cyber level plays the role of the Central Information hub in the CPS architecture; in order to
better understand the status of each machine in the fleet, it uses specific analyses to extract additional
information from the massive amount of information collected. These analyses provide the machine
with the ability of self-comparison, to predict the future behavior of the machine.
(4) Cognition Level
At this level, you can gain insight into the systems being monitored and provide the right
knowledge to make decisions, as you can get the available comparison information and the status
of individual machines. Therefore, an expert user can make the right decision on the task priority of
optimizing the maintenance process.
(5) Configuration Level
At the configuration level, due to its supervisory control function, the machine can be
self-configured and self-adaptive. Therefore, the configuration level plays the role of an artificial
intelligence in the network, which is considered as a future attribute of manufacturing.
This study applied the related technologies developed by Industry 4.0 to the field of production
control, such as mechanical condition detection and process quality control. At the same time, various
types of sensors are installed in the machine so that more accurate and reliable production data can be
collected, which enhances the accuracy and immediacy of the ABC cost calculation.
2.3. Green Production and Environmental Protection in the Paper Industry
2.3.1. Green production
The deterioration of the environment is a serious threat to social development. Highly polluting
products are the main source of environmental pollution in the manufacturing industry. Therefore,
minimizing the impact on the environment stemming from production has become an important issue
for all manufacturers [19,20]. The pursuit of green product manufacturing can reduce the burden
on the environment. Green products are products that have little or no impact on human health.
In general, green products may be made from recycled waste, manufactured in a more energy-efficient
manner or supplied to the market with less packaging. Green products have become an important
focus of environmental policy planning. The common criticism of green environmental protection
is that environmental practices will increase costs and reduce the net income. However, the larger
question is: How does the manufacturing industry implement green production? Boons [21] proposed
the following six options for green production chain management:
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(1) Reduce the quantity of material used: Reduce the quantity of material needed to produce the product.
(2) Search for alternative materials: Replace the original materials with alternative materials that have
a less environmental impact.
(3) Recycling of materials: Recycling of the materials that make up the product.
(4) Search for alternative products: Replace the original product with another product that performs
the same function.
(5) Product Recycling: Recycling and reuse of the product after its use.
(6) Eliminating excessive functions: Stop production of unused or less used product features.
2.3.2. The Paris Agreement
The Paris Agreement is a climate agreement signed by the UN’s 195 member countries on
12 December 2015 at the UN Climate Summit in 2015; hopefully, it can jointly deter global warming.
Article 2 of the Paris Agreement states that, in the future, efforts will be made to control the increase
in the temperature of the earth within the range of up to 2 ◦C in comparison with the pre-industrial
age, and efforts must be made to pursue the above-mentioned harder target of increasing the warming
rate to within 1.5 ◦C, in understanding that this will highly decrease the risk and impact of climate
change [22].
Due to the growing global competition and changing consumer needs in recent years [23],
increasing environmental considerations and energy shortages have made green issues a topical
subject in many industries [24]. Enterprises attempt to recover renewable raw materials in order
to obtain profits while simultaneously protecting the environment [25], and are devoted to the
sustainable development of the environment [26]. In the production processes, energy, resource
consumption, and virgin material consumption are actively reduced, thus, reducing waste output in
the production processes.
The essence of environmental management is to solve ecological environmental problems during
the process of business growth [27], as well as to provide enterprises with production efficiency and the
efficient use of raw materials, including using smaller quantities of raw materials, recycling, reusing
raw materials, and reducing the cost of waste, thereby enhancing the efficient use of raw materials and
reducing wasted resources [28].
The government has considerable authority to dominate or push the industry, including making
regulations and industrial plans and assisting enterprises with adequate funds and resources when
implementing environmental strategies for continuous proceedings, and planning [29]. However,
as various governments are stressed by limited natural resources and waste disposal, they have
actively established resource recovery policies [25], and as the public continues to increase pressure
on governments regarding environmental pollution, it compels governments to establish strict
environmental legislation and substantial fines for environmental pollution, with the intention of
reducing enterprise-induced pollution through proper environmental management [30].
2.3.3. Environmental Protection Measures in Typical Paper Industry
Some environmental protection measures in the paper industry are described as follows:
(1) Purchasing various waste papers as raw material to make paper products in order to reduce
environmental pollution and because it is more economical than using pulpwood.
(2) Using cogeneration equipment (also known as electrothermal co-production), where the energy
released from the combustion of fuel simultaneously generates electric and thermal energy,
and surplus electricity and heat can be sold in order to use energy more efficiently.
(3) Using contamination control equipment for pollution treatment, such as electrostatic precipitators
(ESP) and flue gas desulfurization (FDG), in order to reduce solid suspended particles and SOx.
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(4) After coagulating the sedimentation of wastewater treatment, the resulting sludge, which contains
high contents of organic substances and fertilizing ingredients, can be supplied to farmers for use
as a soil amendment or for composting (high magnesium fertilizer).
(5) The ash from the bottom of the boiler can be supplied for use in construction landfill, brick-making,
artificial aggregate, and building materials.
2.4. Brief of the ABC (Activity-Based Costing) Method
As mentioned before, since the traditional cost accounting system allocates overhead to the
product cost through the use of volume-related allocation criteria (such as direct labor hours, machine
hours, direct material costs, etc.), its main disadvantage is that in the modern manufacturing
environment as manufacturing processes become more automated and computerized, overhead
cost will increase rapidly. If traditional cost accounting is also used, product costs will be seriously
distorted. In addition, in the market environment with a low product demand and diversified products,
there are many volume-unrelated production activities, such as product design, mold replacement,
and handling; these differ from the volume-related measures. In other words, mass production may
consume more machine hours than small production, but mass production does not necessarily spend
a higher batch activity cost than small production. Therefore, in the higher overhead industries,
using traditional cost accounting will overestimate or underestimate product costs. In view of this,
Cooper and Kaplan [3] suggest using activity-based costing (ABC) to improve the accuracy of product
costs. Research on implementing ABC exists in various industries, such as manufacturing, logistics,
hotels, libraries and construction, airlines, etc., [31–35]. In addition, the ABC method is also applied
to various fields, such as quality improvement, project management, software development, product
outsourcing, environmental management, and so on [32,35–41].
The cost assignment of the ABC two-phase model is shown in Figure 1 [42–44]. ABC regards
markets, channels, customers, processes, product lines, and products as the cost objects. The cost
calculation of a cost object requires identifying the various activities required to complete the cost
object first, and then to trace the various resources consumed by each activity. Therefore, ABC uses
two-phase assignments to calculate the costs of cost objects. In the first phase, various resource
costs are allocated to activity cost pools through resource drivers. Resources used by manufacturing
companies may include raw materials, machinery, personnel, utilities, and energy, whose costs will
be allocated to activities by using the appropriate resource drivers. Resource drivers represent the
resource consumption in production activities, such as machine hours, kilowatt-hours, and square
feet. In the second phase, each activity cost pool is allocated to cost objects by using appropriate
different types of activity drivers, for example, the number of machine hours for machining, and time
for setting up machines [31]. An activity driver is used to measure the activity consumption of the cost
objects [45]. Manufacturing activities can be divided into the following categories [46]:
• Unit-level activities: performed once for each unit of product, such as processing and
100% inspection.
• Batch-level activities: performed once for each batch of products, such as installation, handling,
and sampling inspection.
• Product-level activities: performed to benefit all units of a specific product, such as product
design changes.
• Facility-level activities: performed to sustain manufacturing facilities, such as a factory guard.
The cost information obtained from the cost object can be used for strategic decisions related to
quoting, purchasing, outsourcing, profit analysis, product-mix, and so on. In the process of product-mix
decision-making, this paper considers the cost of facility activities as a fixed cost.
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Figure 1. The cost assignment of the ABC two-phase model.
2.5. The Theory of Constraints (TOC)
The theory of constraints, as proposed by Dr. Eliyahu M. Goldratt in The Goal in 1984, was created
as a method of continuous improvement. He believed that each enterprise body is an organic
system with its own goals, and there are bound to be constraints in the system that affect the goals.
The constraint theory starts from bottleneck management, and moves through the continuous removal
of bottlenecks and constraints, thus improving the overall operations and achieving maximum benefits.
Since TOC’s goal is achieving maximum throughput through short-term optimization procedures for
managing resources and eliminating bottlenecks under given overheads and operating expenses [47],
some researchers have proposed that TOC can be used for product mix decisions in short-term
production [48]. Plenert [49] also believed that if TOC is used for multiple resource constraints,
the resulting product mix may not be the optimal product-mix, as the determination of the product
mix may lead to a bottleneck shiftiness; however, this limitation can be overcome through integer
linear programming (ILP) [50].
This study constructs a mathematical programming model that establishes the optimal product
mix in the short term through the flexibility of using restricted resources. The use of such restricted
resources will affect the results of the ABC costing, which in turn affects the optimal product mix.
For example, exceeding the limit of carbon dioxide emissions will increase the carbon tax cost; if it
exceeds normal working hours, it will use overtime, which increases the direct labor time with a higher
wage rate.
2.6. The Relationships between ABC, TOC, and Industry 4.0
ABC can calculate product costs more accurately, while TOC is a step-by-step improvement for
bottlenecks to increase profits. In terms of product costing, as TOC is short-term, it uses restricted
resources in the production process (for example, total carbon emissions limits, available labor hours
and machine hours, restrictions on raw material supply, etc.), which will affect the results of ABC
costing, which in turn affects the best product mix. For example, exceeding the limit of carbon dioxide
emissions will increase the carbon tax cost. When production takes longer than normal working
hours, it is necessary to use overtime, which increases direct labor costs due to the higher wage rate.
In the case of Industry 4.0, various types of sensors can be installed in a machine, thus, more accurate
and reliable Resource and Activity driver data can be collected, which improves the accuracy and
immediacy of the ABC cost calculation. On the other hand, the related technologies developed by
Industry 4.0 can be applied to the production control of actual production. Under the functional
structure of MES, it can respond to the changes in production-related parameters and production
resource constraints caused by actual production conditions, and give back information to managers
to respond effectively, and adjust the production plan in time. At the same time, it can timely detect
the actual situation of production, quality and machine operation, and give back to the manager to
take effective improvement measures in time to achieve the planned production target [51]. For the
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above description, a mathematical programming model of ABC production planning and control
under Industry 4.0 is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. The relationship between the mathematical programming model and Industry 4.0 in
this research.
3. Green Production Planning Decision Model under ABC for a Paper Company
3.1. A Production Process for a Typical Paper Company
The production process for a typical paper company is shown in Figure 3. The processes of
paper-making are briefly described as follows:
 
Figure 3. The production process of paper-making.
Pulping:
The fundamental purpose of pulping is to stir the pulp, waste paper, and additives in the pulper
into a mud or porridge. The pulp, waste paper, and additives are uniformly mixed in a pulp chest in
appropriate mix proportions; there are different mix proportions for different product specifications.
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Papermaking:
The pulp prepared in the pulping process enters the paper machine system, and the pulp
fibers are hydrated with water. By water flow, the fibers are dispersed over a metal mesh, and form
into longitudinal and transverse fibers to enter the paper machine, where the fibers adhere to the
papermakers’ felt; most of the moisture in the fibers is removed by a water press.
Rewinding and packing:
Finally, after drying and calendering, the fibers are made into usable paper. The final step is to
pack the paper products in boxes and deliver them to customers.
3.2. Assumptions
In this paper, we take the papermaking industry as an example. The product-mix decision model
of the Green ABC Optimal Production Plan presents the following five assumptions:
(1) The activities in the paper mill process have been classified into four level activities (unit, batch,
product, and facility). The company’s ABC study team selected the appropriate resource drivers
and activity drivers for the current production process.
(2) The unit sales price of the product and the unit purchase price of the direct material do not change
with the increase or decrease of the purchase quantity.
(3) Machine capacity expansion is not considered.
(4) With two shifts, the normal working time for each shift is 8 h, and can be extended by 4 h overtime
with a higher wage rate to extend the direct working hours.
(5) Carbon tax at different tax rates according to the level of CO2 emissions and the cost of carbon
dioxide emissions are regarded as a piecewise variable cost.
3.3. Notations
This paper uses the following variables and parameters notations:
Decision variables:
Xi is the production quantity of product i, i = 1, 2, 3, ..., n;
(δ1, δ2) is an SOS1 set of 0–1 variables, where only one variable is 1;
(γ0, γ1, γ2) is an SOS2 set of non-negative variables, where at most two adjacent variables can
be non-zero;
Nij is the number of batches of batch-level activity j (j ∈ B) of product i;
(λ1, λ2, λ3) is an SOS1 set of 0–1 variables, where only one variable must be non-zero;
(Φ0, Φ1, Φ2, Φ3) is an SOS2 set of non-negative variables, where at most two adjacent variables
can be non-zero;
Parameters:
Pi is the unit sales price of product i;
Cm is the unit cost of the mth material, m = 1,2,3,....,s;
Aim is the demand for the mth material of product i
Ei is the process yield rate of product i;
Qm is the available quantity of the mth material;
HC1 is the total direct labor cost of HQ1;
HC2 is the total direct labor cost of HQ2;
HC3 is the total direct labor cost of HQ3;
TLH is the total hours required for direct labor;
HQ1 is the total normal available hours of direct labor;
HQ2 is the total direct labor hours after 2 h of overtime;
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HQ3 is the total direct labor hours after 4 h of overtime;
LHi is the required labor hours per unit of product i;
TMC is the total costs of the machine;
Hip is the machine hours required per unit of product i in the pth process, p = 1, 2, 3, . . . , k;
Up is the hourly cost of the machine for the pth process;
Mp is the available machine hours of the pth process;
dj is the activity cost of each active driver for activity j;
Kij is the units number of each batch for batch-level activity j (j ∈ B) of product i;
Nij is the number of batches of batch-level activity j (j ∈ B) of product i;
Rij is the time required of the activity driver of batch-level activity j (j ∈ B) of product i;
Tj is the time restriction of the activity driver of batch-level activity j (j ∈ B);
TVOC is the total CO2 emissions;
COV1 is the carbon tax cost at COQ1;
COV2 is the carbon tax cost at COQ2;
COV3 is the carbon tax cost at COQ3;
COQ1 is the upper limit of total CO2 emissions of the first carbon tax range;
COQ2 is the upper limit of total CO2 emissions of the second carbon tax range;
COQ3 is the upper limit of total CO2 emissions of the third carbon tax range;
Vi is the CO2 emissions per unit of product i;
3.4. A Mathematical Programming for the Decision-Making Model
In this section, the general model proposed in this paper will be described, and a numerical
example for illustration of how to apply this model to a real case company is presented in Section 4.
A numerical example for illustration.
The optimal green product-mix decision model under ABC is depicted as follows:
Maximize Z = Total Revenue
- Total Unit Activity Cost (Direct Material Cost, Direct Labor Cost, Machine Cost)
- Total Batch Activity Cost (Inventory Handling Cost, Set-up Cost)
- Carbon Tax Cost
























djRijNij − (COV1Φ1 + COV2Φ2 + COV3Φ3)− F
(1)
3.4.1. Total Revenue
The total revenue is represented by ∑ni = 1 PiXi, where Pi is the unit sales prices of products i; Xi is
the number of sales of the ith product.
3.4.2. Total Direct Material Cost: Unit-Level Cost
In this paper, we assume that direct materials are purchased at a fixed price. Therefore, the direct
material cost function is a linear function. Aim represents the mth material requirement of the ith
product; there are 1 to n products and 1 to s raw materials. Ei represents the process yield rate of
product i. The decision-maker decides the maximum resource (Qm) available for each raw material
according to the actual cost information previously provided by the accounting department. The total
material costs are represented by [ ∑ni = 1 ∑
s
m = 1 CmAim(1 ÷ Ei)Xi ], which is associated with the
constraints expressed in Equation (2). The function of material cost is shown in Figure 4.
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Aim(1 ÷ Ei)Xi ≤ Qm m = 1, 2, 3, . . . . . . ., s (2)
Figure 4. The direct material cost function.
3.4.3. Total Direct Labor Costs: Unit-Level Cost
According to the government’s labor law, the direct labor time and direct labor cost of paper mills
can be expanded at a higher wage rate through overtime or night shifts in the short term. Figure 5
shows the detailed total labor cost conditions. The normal direct working hours available are given as
HQ1 and the corresponding direct labor costs are a fixed amount of HC1. Next, direct labor hours can
be extended to HQ2 and HQ3 through overtime or night shifts, and the total labor costs are presented
as HC2 and HC3, respectively. The total direct labor costs are expressed as [HC1 + (HC2 − HC1) γ1
+(HC3 − HC1) γ2] as in Equation (1).
Figure 5. The piecewise direct labor cost function.
Equations (3)–(8) represent the total labor hours required under the relevant constraints.
The TLH indicates the total labor hours required for a papermaking mill, as shown in Equation (3).
In Equations (4)–(8), (δ1, δ2) is an SOS1 set of 0–1 variables, where only one variable will be 1; δ1 = 1
and δ2 = 1 indicate that the total labor hour falls within the second range [HQ1, HQ2] and the third
range [HQ2, HQ3] of labor hour, respectively, in Figure 5. (γ0, γ1, γ2) is an SOS2 set of non-negative
variables, where at most two adjacent variables can be non-zero [52]. When γ0 and γ1 are non-zero,
it means that the total labor hour falls within the second range [HQ1, HQ2]; when γ1 and γ2 are
non-zero, it means that the total labor hour falls within the third [HQ2, HQ3]. Besides, when γ0 = 1,
γ1 = 1, and γ2 = 1, it means that the data point will be B, C, and D, respectively. When δ1 = 1, δ2 = 0,
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γ0 = 1, and γ1 = γ2 = 0, the data point will fall within the first segment AB, where TLH ≤ HQ1, and the
total direct labor cost is HC1.
For instance, if δ1 = 1, then δ2 = 0 from Equation (8); γ0 ≤ 1, γ1 ≤ 1, γ2 = 0, γ0 + γ1 = 1 from
Equations (4)–(7), which means that the paper mills will need to work overtime. However, if γ0 = 1,
then γ1 = γ2 = 0; this means that overtime work is not required. Furthermore, if δ1 = 0, then δ2 = 1 from
Equation (8), γ0 = 0, γ1 ≤ 1, γ2 ≤ 1, and γ1 + γ2 = 1 from Equations (3)–(7), then the total required
labor hour is HQ1 + (HQ2 - HQ1) γ1 + (HQ3 - HQ1) γ2, indicating that the paper mills need production
overtime. The total direct labor costs are represented by [HC1 + (HC2 − HC1) γ1 + (HC3 − HC1) γ2].
Unit-level direct labor hour constraints:
TLH = HQ1 + (HQ2 − HQ1)γ1 + (HQ3 − HQ1)γ2 (3)
γ0 − δ1 ≤ 0 (4)
γ1 − δ1 − δ2 ≤ 0 (5)
γ2 − δ2 ≤ 0 (6)
γ0 + γ1 + γ2 = 1 (7)
δ1 + δ2 = 1 (8)
3.4.4. Total Machine Cost: Unit-Level Cost
In this paper, we assume that the machine cost function is a linear function, Hip represents
the machine hours required per unit of product i in the pth process and there are n products and r
machines. The maximum machine hours available for each machine per month are 528 h (24 h/day
× 22 days/month), and regarding machine depreciation hourly as machine cost per hour for each
machine. Up represents the hourly cost of the machine for the pth process. The total machine costs are
represented by (∑ni = 1 ∑
r








HipXi ≤ Mp p = 1, 2, ....r (9)
3.4.5. Batch Activity Cost Function for Inventory Handling and Setup Activities
The total batch activity costs are represented by (∑ni = 1 ∑j∈B djRijNij), where the associated
constraints are shown in Equations (10) and (11).
Batch activity constraints:




RijNij ≤ Tj, i = 1, 2, . . . n; j ∈ B (11)
3.4.6. Carbon Tax Function
Although new green production technologies can reduce carbon dioxide emissions, there are still
carbon dioxide emissions from the steam supply device of the paper-making machine. Equation (12) is
used to quantify CO2 emissions during the production process. It also assumes that taxation is taxed
at different tax rates based on the quantity of CO2 emissions, so as to support the government’s carbon
tax policy and fulfill the company’s social responsibility. In other words, as carbon dioxide emissions
increase, the carbon tax will also increase. Therefore, the total cost of carbon dioxide emissions will be
a piecewise linear function consisting of three different tax rates as shown in Figure 6. Carbon dioxide
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emissions could increase from COQ1 to COQ2 and COQ3. Therefore, the total carbon tax costs are
COV1, COV2, and COV3 at COQ1, COQ2, and COQ3, respectively [53].
In Equations (13)–(18), (λ1, λ2, λ3) is an SOS1 set of 0–1 variables, where only one variable must
be non-zero; (Φ0, Φ1, Φ2, Φ3) is an SOS2 set of non-negative variables, where at most two adjacent
variables can be non-zero [51].
The first segment: if λ1 = 1 (λ2, λ3 = 0, from Equation (18)), then Φ0 ≤ 1; Φ1 ≤ 1; Φ2 ≤ 0; Φ3 ≤ 0;
and Φ0 + Φ1 = 1 from Equations (13)–(17). Then the total CO2 emission and the total carbon tax
costs of the paper-making mill are COQ1Φ1 and COV1Φ1, respectively. This expresses that (COQ1Φ1,
COV1Φ1) is the linear combination of (0, 0) and (COQ1, COV1).
 
Figure 6. The carbon tax cost function.
The second segment: if λ2 = 1 (λ1, λ3 = 0, from Equation (18)), then Φ0 ≤ 0; Φ1 ≤ 1; Φ2 ≤ 1;
Φ3 ≤ 0; and Φ1 + Φ2 = 1 from Equations (13)–(17). Then the total CO2 emission and the total carbon
tax costs of the paper-making mill are COQ1Φ1 + COQ2Φ2 and COV1Φ1 + COV2Φ2, respectively.
This expresses that (COQ1Φ1 + COQ2Φ2, COV1Φ1 + COV2Φ2) is the linear combination of (COQ1,
COV1) and (COQ2, COV2).
The third segment: if λ3 = 1 (λ1, λ2 = 0, from Equation (18)), then Φ0 ≤ 0; Φ1 ≤ 0; Φ2 ≤ 1; Φ3 ≤ 1;
and Φ2 + Φ3 = 1 from Equations (13)–(17). Then the total CO2 emission and the total carbon tax costs of
the paper-making mill are COQ2Φ2 + COQ3Φ3 and COV2Φ2 + COV3Φ3, respectively. This expresses
that (COQ2Φ2 + COQ3Φ3, COV2Φ2 + COV3Φ3) is the linear combination of (COQ2, COV2) and (COQ3,
COV3). In short, if the paper-making mill generates excessive carbon dioxide emissions, this will lead
to an increase in the carbon tax rate. The total costs of carbon dioxide emissions are expressed as
(COV1Φ1 + COV2Φ2 + COV3Φ3), whose associated constraints are shown as follows:
CO2 emission constraints:
TVOC = COQ1Φ1 + COQ2Φ2 + COQ3Φ3 (12)
Φ0 − λ1 ≤ 0 (13)
Φ1 − λ1 − λ2 ≤ 0 (14)
Φ2 − λ2 − λ3 ≤ 0 (15)
Φ3 − λ3 ≤ 0 (16)
Φ0 + Φ1 + Φ2 + Φ3 = 1 (17)
λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = 1 (18)
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3.5. Energy Recycling
In reducing environmental pollution, the use of recycled waste paper as raw material is more
economical than using pulpwood [54]. In this paper, Company P used recycled paper as a part of raw
materials; to decrease costs and reduce the environmental impact, the quantity of recycled paper used
will increase in the future. In addition, by using cogeneration equipment (also known as electrothermal
co-production), the energy released from the combustion of fuel simultaneously generates electric and
thermal energy, and surplus electricity and heat can be sold in order to use energy more efficiently.
After coagulating the sedimentation of wastewater treatment, the resulting sludge contains fibers
from pulp dishing and filler from the white water dishing of paper mills. Its principal components
include calcium carbonate, magnesium carbonate, and fiber, which can be used as a soil amendment
after drying, and is mainly sold to farmers for composting (high magnesium fertilizer). When coal is
combusted in a boiler to generate power, heavier dust particles are discharged from the bottom of the
boiler, called bottom ash; it can be used for construction landfill, brick making, artificial aggregate,
and building materials.
3.6. Other Sale and Production Constraints
The use of paper is very extensive and is mainly divided into the following six purposes:
(1) Culture Paper: As the information transmission and cultural heritage used, it is closely related
with the printing industry, for common cultural paper such as coated paper, Dowling paper,
newsprint, etc.
(2) Industrial paper: Used to manufacture paper boxes, cartons, paper cups that need to be processed
by the operation; it is called industrial paper, common industrial paper such as Liner board,
corrugating medium, Coated whiteboard, Chipboard, etc.
(3) Packaging paper: Manufacturing paper bags, shopping bags of paper, such as wrapping paper,
Kraft paper, etc.
(4) Household paper: Paper used related to health care or home life, such as toilet paper, facial tissues,
napkins, etc.
(5) Information paper: In response to the rise of office automation and computer list machines, the rapid
development of paper in recent years, such as plain copy paper, inkjet printing paper, thermal
paper, no carbon required paper, etc.
(6) Other paper: Paper made for other uses, such as rice paper, banknote paper, rust-proof paper, etc.
The case company (Company P) in this paper is a small and medium-sized company with
a monthly output of about 3000 tons. Its products are mainly for the packaging market. For example,
product 3 is used for the fruit protection of fruit trees to prevent sunburn and insect or bird bites.
Product 2 is used for the packaging of fried foods to prevent oil leakage. In particular, product 3 is
used for the packaging of department store boutiques. As the monthly demand in Taiwan is limited to
500 tons per month, there are fewer mills producing product 3, but the prices are relatively higher.
Thus, the model proposed in this paper is used to find the optimal product mix to achieve the
maximum profit under the constraints of production resources, market demand, and carbon emission
quota. Therefore, when these limit variables change, the optimal product mix will change accordingly.
If there are market demand limits of products, we can add the constraints for the product demand’s
upper limits. Similarly, if there is a minimum efficient scale of production, we can add the constraints
for the products’ lower limits. This means that the model should be built based on the real situations;
then we can use the model to find the useful solutions.
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4. A Numerical Example for Illustration
4.1. Example Data and Optimal Decision Analysis
This article provides a numerical example to illustrate how the ABC (Activity-based Costing) is
applied in a mathematical programming model to decide the optimal product-mix. The illustrative
data are shown in Table 1.
Assume that Company P (case company) uses three kinds of direct materials (m = 1, 2, 3) to
produce three kinds of products 1, 2 and 3 (i = 1, 2, 3). When Company P uses the ABC cost system to
determine the optimal product-mix, it is required to compute the following basic activity costs: (1)
unit-level activity cost: These costs include material, labor and machine costs; (2) Batch-level activity
costs such as, the costs of inventory handling and machine set-up; (3) Facility-level activity costs,
including plant management costs and compliance with environmental regulatory costs. Table 1 lists
the relevant data for this example. The cost of compliance with environmental regulation refers to
the cost of dealing with routine inspections, waste discharge and disposal, and ensuring that the
production process complies with local government laws and environmental regulations. This study
assumes that the cost of compliance with environmental regulatory is a fixed cost, represented as
a constant $30,000 per month.
Company P has to determine the optimal quantity of products for each product based on its
current capabilities. Equations (1)–(18) are the equations for the green production planning decision
model in this model, which are specifically expressed as follows:
Maximize Z = Total Revenue
- Total Unit Level Activity Cost (direct material cost, direct labor cost, machine cost)
- Total Batch Level Activity Cost (inventory handling cost, set-up cost)
- Carbon Tax Cost
























djRijNij − (COV1Φ1 + COV2Φ2 + COV3Φ3)− 30, 000
(19)
= (1700 × X1 + 1400 × X2 + 1200 × X3) − [(670 × 0.80 + 200 × 0.15 + 2500 × 0.05)/0.89 × X1 +
(670 × 0.70+ 200 × 0.20 +2500 × 0.10)/0.9 × X2 + (670 × 0.65 + 200 × 0.30 + 2500 × 0.05)/0.91 ×
X3] − [190,080 + (253,440 − 190,080) × γ1 + (332,640 − 190,080) × γ2] − [(50 × 0.12 + 250 × 0.22
+ 12 × 0.13) × X1 + (50 × 0.12 + 250 × 0.18 + 12 × 0.12) × X2 + (50 × 0.12 + 250 × 0.17 + 12 ×
0.11) × X3] − [(18 × 1) × N11 + (18 × 1) × N21 + (18 × 1) × N31] − [(100 × 5) × N12 + (100 × 4)
× N22 + (100 × 4) × N32] − (10,000 × Φ1 + 19,000 × Φ2 + 31,000 × Φ3) − 30,000
Subject to sales quantity:
X1 ≤ 500
Subject to direct material:
0.80/0.89 × X1 + 0.70/0.90 × X2 + 0.65/0.91 × X3 ≤ 2200
0.15/0.89 × X1 + 0.20/0.90 × X2 + 0.30/0.91 × X3 ≤ 700
0.05/0.89 × X1 + 0.10/0.90 × X2 + 0.05/0.91 × X3 ≤ 300
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Subject to direct labor hour:
18 × X1 + 16 × X2 + 15 × X3 − 31680 − (39600 − 31680) × γ1 − (47520 − 31680) × γ2 ≤ 0
γ0 − δ1 ≤ 0
γ1 − δ1 − δ2 ≤ 0
γ2 − δ2 ≤ 0
γ0 + γ1 + γ2 = 1
δ1 + δ2 = 1
Subject to machine hour:
0.12 × X1 + 0.12 × X2 + 0.12 × X3 ≤ 528
0.22 × X1 + 0.18 × X2 + 0.17 × X3 ≤ 528
0.13 × X1 + 0.12 × X2 + 0.11 × X3 ≤ 352
Subject to batch-level inventory handling:
X1 − 100 × N11 ≤ 0
X2 − 100 × N21 ≤ 0
X3 − 100 × N31 ≤ 0
1 × N11 + 1 × N21 + 1 × N31 ≤ 528
Subject to batch-level setup:
X1 − 400 × N12 ≤ 0
X2 − 600 × N22 ≤ 0
X3 − 600 × N32 ≤ 0
5 × N12 + 4 × N22 + 4 × N32 ≤ 528
Subject to VOC emission:
1.2 × X1 + 1 × X2 + 0.9 × X3 − 2500 × Φ1 − 4000 × Φ2 − 5500 × Φ3 ≤ 0
Φ0 − λ1 ≤ 0
Φ1 − λ1 − λ2 ≤ 0
Φ2 − λ2 − λ3 ≤ 0
Φ3 − λ3 ≤ 0
Φ0 + Φ1 + Φ2 + Φ3 = 1
λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = 1
We use the mathematical programming decision model and LINGO 16.0 software to examine the
sample data and derive an optimal solution as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. The optimal solution for example data.
X1 = 500 X2 = 1415 X3 = 910
δ1 = 0 δ2 = 1
γ0 = 0 γ1 = 0.2815657 γ2 = 0.7184343
N11 = 5 N21 = 15 N31 = 10
N12 = 2 N22 = 3 N32 = 2
λ1 = 0 λ2 = 1 λ3 = 0
Φ0 = 0 Φ1 = 0.7773333 Φ2 = 0.2226667
Φ3 = 0
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According to the results of the above-mentioned production plan decision model solution,
the monthly optimal product-mix of the green production plan decision is (X1, X2, X3) = (500, 1415,
910), which requires 2200 tons ( = 0.8 ÷ 0.89 × 500 + 0.7 ÷ 0.90 × 1415 + 0.65 ÷ 0.91 ×910) of
the first kind of material; 698 tons (=0.15 ÷ 0.89 × 500 + 0.20 ÷ 0.90 × 1415 + 0.30 ÷ 0.91 ×910)
of the second kind of material; 235 tons (=0.05 ÷ 0.89 × 500 + 0.10 ÷ 0.90 × 1415 + 0.05 ÷ 0.91
× 910) of the third kind of material; 45,290 (=18 × 500 + 16 × 1415 + 15 × 910) direct labor hours;
339 machine hours (=0.12 × 500 + 0.12 × 1415 + 0.12 × 910) of the first process of machinery;
520 machine hours (=0.22 × 500 + 0.18 × 1415 + 0.17 × 910) of the second process of machinery;
335 machine hours (=0.13 × 500 + 0.12 × 1415 + 0.11 × 910) of the third process of machinery,
and 2834 tons (=1.2 × 500 + 1 × 1415 + 0.9 × 910) of CO2 emissions. The maximum profit (Z) is
$1,154,258. This entails that the total direct labor hours are expanded to 45,290 h by adding 13,610
overtime hours, and CO2 emissions are expanded to 2834 tons; there are 343 extra CO2 emissions
requiring a higher carbon tax.
4.2. Sensitivity Analysis
In recent years, the world has been suffering from PM2.5, and Taiwan is no exception. PM2.5
often reaches the red alert level in Central and Southern Taiwan in the winter. According to reports
by Taiwan’s Environmental Protection Agency, one-third of Taiwan’s PM2.5 is mainly derived from
industrial development. The government is planning to double the carbon tax rate in order to effectively
guide Company P to reduce air pollution emissions. If so, the CO2 emission costs of Company P will
increase by $72,024 (=24 × 2500 + 36 × 334) and the maximum profit will be reduced to $1,082,234.
The details are shown in Table 3. Therefore, this year, Company P will blend RDF-5 with coal as a fuel
for boilers to effectively reduce CO2 emissions.











(λ1 = 1) 2500 24 60,000 48 120,000 60,000
(λ2 = 1) 334 36 12,024 72 24,048 12,024
Total 2834 72,024 144,048 72,024
In addition, Green purchase refers to purchasing products that fully consider reducing the
environmental burden [55], and express a preference for the environment by purchasing products or
services that can improve environmental protection [56]. Company P also attaches great importance to
the use of recycled paper as a raw material. Although recycled paper with a higher quality is usually
costs about 30% higher than the average purchase price, the case company is still actively developing
pulping technology and plans to increase the proportion of recycled paper usage to 50% to fulfill its
social responsibilities and reduce production costs. If this goal can be achieved, the monthly optimal
product-mix of the green production planning decision will be changed into (X1, X2, X3) = (500, 1141,
1250), with the maximum profit increased to $ 1,519,473.
5. Shop Floor Control under Industry 4.0 in Paper Industry
5.1. Status Monitoring
Due to the innovation of production technology, the pattern of our industrial production has
been transformed from labor-intensive into capital-intensive and technology-intensive. The original
hand-made products have been replaced by automated production equipment. To be able to maintain
a high competitiveness in the international market, it is necessary to improve the product quality
and production efficiency. Toyota’s Toyota Production System (TPS), developed in the 1970s, is also
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synonymous with Lean Production. The TPS integrates a set of methods and tools with management
concepts to completely eliminate seven forms of waste (Muda), including overproduction, excessive
inventory, poor quality, unnecessary conveyance, over processing, unnecessary motion, waiting for
work, and to produce profit through cost reduction. [57]. Lean Production (TPS) defines everything that
does not create value as waste [58], and is widely recognized and accepted in industrial environments.
It involves a rigorous integration of human manufacturing processes, continuous improvement,
and a focus on value-added activities by avoiding waste [59]. However, to achieve the goal of lean
production, the reliability of production equipment is an important determinant. That is, the production
efficiency and product quality depend on the effective maintenance of the equipment. There is a famous
statement in the factory: “maintenance is more important than repair, and repair is more important
than purchase”; it fully expresses the importance of maintenance in equipment management.
To ensure the safe and stable operation of equipment, while taking into account the reliability and
availability of the equipment, the early diagnosis, control, and prevention of equipment failures
provide an important guarantee for the safe operation and smooth production in the factory.
The implementation of equipment monitoring is based on the past usage of the equipment and
the current operating conditions combined with maintenance records. It is thus possible to determine
whether the equipment is abnormal, and to predict the useful life of the equipment without stopping
the equipment and disassembling the selected components; therefore, equipment monitoring can
maximize the economic benefits under a fully safe environment.
Under Industry 4.0, experts are establishing a machine-specific model to track the changes, regimes
and health status of each machine, such as by building cyber-twins to manage various components of
bearings and gearboxes. The cyber-twins can offer self-awareness and self-prediction to machines and
their components. The self-awareness can provide machines with the ability to assess the operational
status of individual machines, while self-prediction can help to predict the future behavior of each
machine and provide proper alerts and maintenance instructions [60]. The diagram of the data and
information flow in a cyber-physical system-enabled plant is shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7. The diagram of the data and information flow in a Cyber-physical system-enabled plant.
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Company P, in this paper, is using vibration diagnosis to detect paper machine bearing fault
conditions. A general paper machine is 25 m in length and 8 m high; the vibration measurement
process uses a dual-channel spectrum analyzer and accelerometer on the roller bearing position
to select 9 measurement points for horizontal, vertical and axial vibration measurements in three
directions, and the measured vibration signal transmitted to the laboratory through the 8 channel
signal recorder to do a detailed analysis, in order to determine the deterioration of the bearings for
preventive maintenance. Implementation results in the machine operating rate increasing by 15%,
and the product non-performing rate decreasing by 20%.
5.2. Quality Control
IoT and smart manufacturing comprise the basic core of Industry 4.0. In the production process,
machines and related detection components can collect and share production data in real time as the
ultimate result of the production process. Produce quality can supply insights into machine status
through reverse reasoning algorithms. It can also supply feedback for system management to adjust
the production schedules [61]. SPC (Statistical Process Control) mainly refers to the statistical method
applied to real-time quality monitoring in the production process. The product quality information in
the production process is divided scientifically into random fluctuations and abnormal fluctuations.
When the quality abnormality trend is significant in the production process, it will alert managers in
real time to take appropriate measures to eliminate anomalies and recover the machine to its normal
state of stability in order to achieve quality control [62]. The basic principles and methods of SPC
were proposed by Dr. Shewhart in the 1930s. The purpose of SPC is to effectively monitor and control
the quality of the products in the production process. After World War II, Japan was the first to
widely promote and apply SPC in the industrial field during the period 1950–1980. As a result, Japan’s
products are among the best in the world in terms of quality and productivity.
In the past, Company P used manual data collection and statistical analysis when applying
the SPC method; the main shortcoming was that the processing time was too long and difficult to
implement. Sensors are now used to collect data (Product quality data: Thickness, Dryness; Production
parameters: Pulp concentration, Production speed, Pressure roller clearance, Vapor supply; Input data:
Raw materials, working hours, machine hours, carbon emissions, overhead) and use PLC, MES and
IoT for data statistics, analysis, transmission and monitoring. When the thickness of the product
exceeds the control boundary, the monitoring system will transmit the abnormal information to the
manager. The manager immediately adjusts the production parameters to restore the product quality
to normal and avoids a large number of defective products due to delayed processing. At the same
time, through the quality abnormality correction mechanism (cause analysis, propose improvement
measures, implement improvement, improve quality performance: improve yield rate/reduce quality
cost), we eliminate the cause of poor quality, prevent abnormal recurrences, and improve the quality
performance. The schematic diagram of SPC joint correction improvement is shown in Figure 8.
In addition, in terms of the cost of the product, when the actual product cost calculated by the
ABC cost system is higher than the standard cost, the ABC traceability function can be used to find
the over-consumed resources, and the improvement mechanism is implemented according to the
above-mentioned correction and improvement mechanism, and various improvement methods are
used to improve or break through the limitations of resource bottlenecks to improve production
efficiency and effectively reduce product costs.
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Figure 8. The schematic diagram of SPC joint correction improvement.
6. Discussion
6.1. Managerial Insights for Industrial Practitioners
In addition to the accurate and complete product cost estimation, the ABC cost method can
provide company managers with a clearer understanding of the resource consumption of different
products and processes [63], in order that cost management and product mix can be improved,
which enables optimal pricing and production decisions. In addition, timely and reliable acquisition
of production-related data is an important factor in order to obtain accurate product cost estimates.
Currently, due to the development of related technologies in Industry 4.0, various Sensor devices
can be installed on machines, and production data can be obtained in a more timely and accurate
manner [64], which improves the use efficiency of ABC and greatly reduces the cost of manually
collecting production data, as conducted in the past.
However, in the process of pursuing the most profitable product mix, enterprises are often limited
by their limited resources in the short-term, which affects the company’s profit target. Therefore, in the
long run, enterprises must use various improvement technologies to enable the internal resources
of the company to be effectively used, which can simultaneously break through the limitations of
bottleneck resources and achieve the effect of improving business performance [65].
The lack of laborers and rising labor costs are the current operational difficulties faced by
enterprises all over the world, which forces companies to work hard to gain production automation,
as IT technology has promoted the boom of Industry 4.0 in recent years [66]. Enterprises can use
industry 4.0 related technology to integrate software and hardware in production control, in order
that the replenishment, manufacturing, monitoring, adjustment, and timely improvements of the
production process can be automatically completed in the production environment of Industry 4.0,
which significantly improves the efficiency of business operations [67].
In summary, a company manager can fully integrate the methods and technologies of ABC,
TOC, and Industry 4.0 in business management. With the use of timely and accurate production
cost information, a company can break through the limitations of the internal bottlenecked
resources of the company through the improvement of related technologies developed by Industry
4.0. Business managers can make the right business decisions and help their company become
a world-class company.
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6.2. Related Issues & Future Research Directions
There are some related issues not involved in this research. These could be possible future
research directions.
6.2.1. Multiple-Objective Problem
This paper only considers the production resources and carbon dioxide emission costs invested
in the current production process of the paper industry and uses the product mix decision model to
obtain the best product mix to achieve the single goal of maximum profit. Future research may attempt
to extend these technologies to a variety of industries and different activities. This is because volume
discounts, including product sales prices and material procurement costs, are placed in product mix
decision models to reflect changes in real-world economic operating environments. In addition, in the
face of the diversified needs of consumers, business operators need to exert their creativity to pursue
current trends, but also take measures to foster product diversity and fast supplying in order to win
the competitive advantage. Therefore, while planning their own profit targets, companies must also
consider the multi-objective considerations of customer service levels and supplier profits [68]. This is
also the direction of future research.
6.2.2. Efficiency Using DEA (Data Envelopment Analysis)
In 1978, Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes proposed “Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)” as a tool to
measure the efficiency and productivity of decision-making units [69]. DEA is considered a relatively
new “data-oriented” approach for evaluating the performance of peer decision-making units (DMUs)
with multiple performance measures that convert multiple inputs into multiple outputs [70]. The single
objective of this paper is to determine the product mix for the maximum profit through ABC’s
accurate cost calculation according to the cost structure, price, and resource constraints of each product.
Therefore, it is slightly different from the purpose of using DEA and can be listed as a direction for
future research.
6.2.3. Cap-and-Trade Issue
With the rapid development of human economic activities, carbon emissions have been further
aggravated. In recent decades, the global temperature has risen much faster than in previous
periods; therefore, reducing carbon emissions is an important issue for the world’s governments.
Many governments have developed policies to regulate carbon emissions. The European Union
Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS), as established in 2005, actively promotes cap-and-trade
regulations. Therefore, companies must make a tradeoff between spending in the carbon market
and reducing carbon emissions. At the same time, the Eurobarometer survey found that nearly 50%
of consumers have a preference for low-carbon products and are willing to pay higher prices to buy
low-priced products [71]. Based on the above background, the impacts of cap-and-trade regulations
and consumers’ preference for low-carbon products during business decision-making is the direction
of future research.
In addition, governments in various countries have been seeking many policies to reduce carbon
emissions, and integrated carbon taxes and carbon trading are considered to be the most effective
regulatory mechanisms. The government determines the mechanism of carbon taxes and the quota
allocation for carbon emissions and pursues social welfare as its biggest goal. Enterprises, on the other
hand, consider the cost of carbon emissions between carbon taxes and carbon trading, and determine
their output and sales volume under the goal of maximizing profits [72]. Therefore, how to use the
carbon tax and carbon trading model structure to strike a balance between environmental protection
and enterprise development, in order that both parties are satisfied, is also a direction for future studies.
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6.2.4. The Cost of Stopping Due to Problems in Machines
The tangible losses caused by machine failure and shutdown roughly include reduced production
losses and losses due to poor quality, such as remanufacturing, scrapping, customer complaints, etc.
While intangible losses include credit losses, reduced safety, low employee sentiment, etc.
This shows the importance of preventive diagnosis and maintenance of machines. Therefore,
this study specifically proposes the use of related technologies developed by Industry 4.0 to implement
status monitoring [60] in Section 5.1, in order to reduce the machine failure rate and improve production
performance. However, since the relevant sensors for production data collection have not yet been
fully installed in Company P, it is difficult to calculate the cost of these actual losses in detail, which is
a limitation of this study. The impact of machine downtime on production costs can be incorporated
into future research models.
6.2.5. The Cost of the Periodic Maintenance of the Machines
Regarding the periodic maintenance of machines; in the past, general mechanical maintenance was
performed on a regular basis through the estimated lifetime of the components according to intuitive
experience. However, the service life of components, as estimated by intuition experience, is often
inaccurate, and the data of the actual use time of parts is difficult to collect, which makes it difficult to
conduct regular maintenance on machinery. Therefore, companies usually wait until a machine has
a problem or fails to repair a fault, thus, in addition to the original maintenance costs (mainly including
parts costs, labor costs, and downtime production loss), losses may also include huge quality failure
costs. Now, through the development of Industry 4.0, companies can collect mechanical operating
parameters through sensors, and diagnose production line equipment through the Internet of Things
and big data analysis technology to reduce the chance of sudden equipment failure [73]. Generally,
the estimated benefit can reduce Maintenance costs by 20–25%, eliminate unexpected downtime by
70–75%, and increase productivity by 20–25%, thus, it can be seen that the stability and normality of the
production line equipment of the factory has deeply affected the competitiveness of the manufacturing
industry. Therefore, this study specifically proposes the use of Industry 4.0 technology to implement
status monitoring [74] in Section 5.1 to arouse the attention and interest of industry in promoting
Industry 4.0. However, since the relevant sensors for mechanical operating parameters collection have
not yet been fully installed in Company P, it is difficult to calculate the maintenance costs in detail,
which is a limitation of this study. The cost-benefit analysis of using related technologies of Industry
4.0 for the periodic maintenance of machines is listed as the direction for future research.
6.2.6. The Application of Related Technologies Developed by Industry 4.0 in Environmental Pollution
Prevention and Control
It is well known that carbon dioxide emissions and sewage discharge are the main causes of
environmental pollution [75]. In the past, the Taiwan Environmental Protection Agency did not
regularly assign auditors to factories to conduct the monitoring of carbon dioxide emissions and
sewage discharge. However, due to insufficient manpower, the results were not significant. Now we
can use sensors to sample in the environment of Industry 4.0, and then analyze and monitor the
issues through the Internet of Things, big data, and cloud technology, and display the results for
relevant management units in a timely manner to achieve the effects of saving manpower and
real-time automatic monitoring. “The application of related technologies developed by Industry
4.0 in environmental pollution prevention and control” can be incorporated into future research.
6.2.7. The Model Validated against Real Data
Since Taiwan’s current carbon tax system is still under review by the Legislative Yuan, the case
proposed by this study is based on the pre-determined carbon tax rate in its draft to try to calculate the
possible impact. This is a limitation of this study. Other data, such as product prices, material prices,
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labor costs, and mechanical depreciation, are the actual average data from the past six months. Due to
the formal implementation of the carbon tax system in Taiwan, the impacts of carbon emission costs in
this research model are included in the direction of future research.
6.2.8. The Detail Diagram of Circular Economy in Paper Industry
In recent years, the circular economy (CE) has received more and more attention around the
world. CE promotes the use of closed-loop production models within the economy. Its purpose is
to improve resource utilization efficiency, especially focussing on the recycling of industrial waste,
to achieve a better balance and harmony between the economy, the environment and society [76].
Figure 3 presented in this study is the main process of the ABC cost calculation in the paper industry.
In the future, the concept of a circular economy will be used to incorporate the cost-benefit analysis of
energy improvement and waste recycling into the future research scope. Figure 9 shows a detailed
diagram of the circular economy in the paper industry.
Figure 9. A schematic diagram of the interaction of the circular economy in the paper industry.
6.2.9. The Application of Related Technologies Developed by Industry 4.0
Industry 4.0 has become a hot topic in recent years, as it can be applied to various industries [66].
This study briefly introduces the role that Industry 4.0 can play in data collection and production
control, thereby arousing the attention of Taiwanese industries to understand and apply related
technologies developed by Industry 4.0, which is in its infancy in the paper industry. This study,
adds “What Industry 4.0 can do for the paper industry” as a topic for future research.
7. Conclusions
As economic environments are changing rapidly, the prices of products and raw materials are
volatile. In addition, as the government’s environmental laws and regulations have become more
rigorous, the awareness of social responsibility has gradually increased, and these factors affect
company costs and profits. Therefore, from the point of view of the enterprise, how to establish
a suitable mathematical programming model for a production planning mechanism to deal with
changes in business environments, and provide timely access to the optimal product-mix to obtain the
highest profit are the most anticipated issues for managers.
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The purpose of this paper is mainly to integrate the TOC constraints (such as direct labor
constraints, available machine constraints, and direct material supply constraints) under the ABC
costing system, and integrate piecewise linear functions to estimate direct labor costs and carbon
dioxide emission costs. A mathematical programming model was developed and used to prepare
a production plan with the optimal green product mix. An illustrative numerical example was used
to illustrate the application of the model. This model allows companies to make timely production
decisions for the optimal production mix, as based on the changes in the production environment
and constraints (e.g., fluctuations in supply and price of production resources, changes in product
market demand, adjustments to environmental regulations, etc.). This is the primary contribution of
this research. In addition, this paper proposes the use of Industry 4.0-related technologies for the paper
industry; for example, Industry 4.0 can be used in shop floor processes to monitor machine status
and quality control. Its benefits actively cause the business community to understand and consider
Industry 4.0, which promotes interest in Industry 4.0-related technology investments.
In the literature, there are some related research articles. For example, Tsai et al. (2012) used
the mathematical programming model to make the best decisions for green production capacity
expansion in for food industry [77], and Tsai et al. (2013) used the ABC method to accurately calculate
environmental costs and proposed the production decision model math by using mathematical
programming for the automotive industry [78]. Recher et al. [79] also used the ABC method to
develop the Activity-based Emission (ABE) Analysis approach for measuring the carbon footprint of
business processes. This research extended these research articles and Industry 4.0 to propose a green
production and planning approach for the paper industry.
The research model of this study fully demonstrates the relationship between ABC, TOC,
and Industry 4.0 in Section 2.6; while Section 6.1 details its management implications, which can
be used as an important reference model for companies to improve their cost structure. This is the
most important value of this research. Therefore, when enterprises use this model to measure their
resource costs, carbon emission costs, and related resource constraints currently used, if the enterprise
cannot obtain the profit it deserves, it means that their manufacturing costs are too high. At this
time, the function of ABC’s resources tracing can be used to identify costly resources and inefficient
processes or activities (including CO2 emissions), and then, improve them by various improvement
methods (including Industry 4.0 related technologies), thus, gradually optimizing the optimal product
mix, and finally, achieving the goal of obtaining the most profit.
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Abstract: In recent years, the international community has placed great emphasis on environmental
protection issues. The United Nations has also successively enacted relevant laws and regulations to
restrain international greenhouse gas emissions and some countries implemented carbon tax levies
to reduce air pollution. The tire industry is a manufacturing industry with high pollution and high
carbon emissions; therefore, the purpose of this paper is to propose a framework of production
planning and control with carbon tax under Industry 4.0 and use the tire industry as the illustrative
example. In this framework, the mathematical programming model, with Activity-Based Costing
(ABC) and Theory of Constraints (TOC) for production planning, is used to achieve the optimal
solution under various production and sale constraints in order to find the optimal product-mix
maximizing the profit. On the other hand, Industry 4.0 utilizes new technologies such as 3D printing,
robot and automated guided vehicle (AGV) and links all the components in the manufacturing
systems by using various sensor systems, Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) and Internet of Things (IoT)
to collect and monitor the activity data of all the components in real-time, to give intelligent responses
to various problems that may arise in the factory by the real-time analysis results of cloud computing
and big data and to attain the various benefits of Industry 4.0 implementation. The parameters of the
mathematical programming model will be updated periodically from the new big data set. In this
paper, an illustrative example is used is used to demonstrate the application of the model. From the
optimal solution and sensitivity analyses on increasing the raw material’s prices and carbon taxes
will affect the profits. This framework can provide a general approach to help companies execute
production management in the way of more efficiency, less cost, lower carbon emission and higher
quality across the value chain for the tire industry and other industries.
Keywords: Activity-Based Costing (ABC); Industry 4.0; tire industry; carbon emission; carbon tax;
mathematical programming; sustainability
1. Introduction
While Industry 4.0 has emerged in the manufacturing industry in recent years, the introduction
of Industry 4.0 in the manufacturing industry is still rare [1]. In recent years, consolidating the real
economy has been emphasized by governments at all levels as one of the important components of the
economy, thus, modern manufacturing industries are receiving great attention by related industries
and governments at all levels. Hermann et al. [2] pointed out that interoperability and modularity
result in the processing of huge amounts of data, as produced by these heterogeneous devices; data
processing and integration with other systems for industrial processes, including the core context of
Industry 4.0, remain research challenges.
In recent years, the international community has placed considerable emphasis on environmental
protection issues and the United Nations has also successively enacted relevant laws and regulations
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such as international greenhouse gas emissions and the 2015 Paris Accord (UNFCC, 2016), in the hope
that the environment we live in will not continue to deteriorate. Due to the developments of science and
technology and the result of high industrialization, anthropocentric greenhouse gases are continually
generated and accumulated, leading to increased global warming with deteriorating climate and
environmental ecology. In the past decade, it has been well recognized that environmental and
economic performance are mutually reinforcing, such as improved environmental performance leading
to lower costs, increased sales and raising economic efficiency. Different perspectives and empirical
studies suggest that more attention should be paid to the causal relationship between eco-efficiency
and different environmental management approaches [3,4], as well as their economic consequences.
For example, the implementation of the carbon tax will help to improve the environment.
The purpose of this paper is to propose a framework of production planning and control with
carbon tax under Industry 4.0 and use the tire industry as the illustrative example. This framework is
shown in Figure 1. In this framework, the mathematical programming model is used to imitate the real
situation of business to achieve the optimal solution under various production and sale constraints,
where Activity-Based Costing (ABC) [5] is used to calculate the accurate costs of activities and products
for the tire industry and Theory of Constraints (TOC) [6,7] is used to formulate the constraints related
to production and sale or cost-associated. This is the “production planning” part of the framework,
which will give the optimal production and sale target and the profit target in the manufacturing
operation for the management, that is, it uses the mathematical programming model to find the optimal
product-mix maximizing the profit under various constraints.
Figure 1. Framework of this Research—The Linkage of Mathematical Programming Model and
Industry 4.0.
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On the other hand, the related technologies of Industry 4.0 are used to control the manufacturing
activities to achieve the profit and sale targets. Industry 4.0 is composed of three tiers of technologies
including the automation technologies for manufacturing activities, the Manufacturing Execution
Systems (MES) for shop floor control [8–11] and the Enterprise Resource Planning Systems (ERP) [12]
for big data analysis [13–15] and cloud computing [16]. That is, Industry 4.0 utilizes new technologies
such as 3D printing, robot and automated guided vehicle (AGV) [17,18] and links all the components
in the manufacturing systems by using various sensors systems, Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) [19,20]
and Internet of Things (IoT) [15,21,22]. Then, the system will real-timely collect and monitor the
activity data of all the components and give intelligent responses to various problems that may arise
in the factory by the real-time analysis results of cloud computing and big data [22]. The parameters of
the mathematical programming model will be updated periodically from the new big data set. For
example, ABC cost parameters can be updated from more real data.
Based on the framework mentioned above, the remainder of this paper is organized into five
sections. Section 2 describes the research background of this research. Section 3 develops the green
production planning model for the tire industry with ABC and TOC. An illustrative example is
presented in Section 4 to demonstrate how to apply the model proposed in this paper and to conduct
the sensitivity analysis. Shop floor control under Industry 4.0 in Tire industry is explained in Section 5.
Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 6.
2. Research Background
2.1. Brief of Industry 4.0
The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) addresses the economic, ecological and social aspects
of sustainable value creation for manufacturers. The core of technology is more important than its
technical foundation and economic discussions are still in infancy. Using exploratory multi-case
research methods and semi-structured interviews with experts from manufacturing companies in
three major German industries, Kiel et al. [23] found that achieving sustainable industrial value
creation can be achieved through expanding technology integration of data and information. The rise
of the third industrial revolution was mainly driven by the computerization of manufacturing and
manufacturing processes supported by business processes and information technology, beginning
with the development of smart goods, three-dimensional printers and substantive core links [15]. The
development of the Internet of Things (IoT) and big data is the key concept and core of Industry 4.0.
The implementation of Industry 4.0 has had profound impact on industrial value creation. Therefore,
the relevance of the relevant opportunities and challenges in Industry 4.0 is studied. As a driving factor
for the implementation of Industry 4.0 in the context of sustainable development, different perspectives
are adopted from different company scales and industry sectors. It was found that strategy, operations,
environmental and social opportunities were positive drivers of Industry 4.0 implementation, while
competitiveness and future viability, as well as organizational and production challenges, hampered
its progress [24]. The system is continuously developed for a variety of industries, including big data,
personnel, animal or atmospheric phenomena and so forth it can instantly collect these constantly
updated data for analysis.
The world is currently facing the challenge of growing capital and consumer demand, while
ensuring sustainable human survival and environmental and economic development. In order to cope
with this challenge, industrial value creation must be sustainable and the development of Industry
4.0 offers tremendous opportunities for sustainable manufacturing. Recent research and practice
developments have outlined the different opportunities for sustainable manufacturing that showcase
Industry 4.0, which use cases of retrofitting manufacturing equipment as a specific opportunity
for sustainability [25]. The growth of Industry 4.0 requires more sustainable production plans to
continue producing high quality products. The intelligent production systems of the future will be
able to automatically configure the production of a variety of products and use it as the driver for
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the implementation of Industry 4.0 in terms of sustainable development [26,27]. Information needs
analysis can help reduce big data to smart data and identify possible contextual key elements. A
demonstration application has been developed for the provision of context-related information [28].
2.2. Green Production and Environmental Protection in the Tire Industry
In recent years, due to environmental concerns, new green manufacturing technologies have
been widely explored and applied to improve operation technology and have also been used in
the manufacturing investments [29–32]. In recent years, the issue of global warming has drawn
ever-greater attention and carbon taxes have been adopted by various countries, such as Denmark,
Norway, Sweden and the Netherlands, to reduce their carbon dioxide emissions. Economists and
international organizations demand the introduction of carbon taxes as a cost-effective way to decrease
greenhouse gas emissions [32,33]. Moreover, carbon duty guidelines can also promote the growth
and application of renewable power sources, lay a solid foundation for implementing environmental
measures and assist in the growth of the global economy [33–35]. With rapid technological progress,
the tire industry has been pushed to recognize the need for environmental protection for the sustainable
development of enterprises in regard to indispensable factors, such as raw materials. By embracing the
concept of environmental protection, processes and products must support care of the environment
and cherish resources, as well as improved product designs, equipment and surrounding operations.
In addition, with the increase in corporate social responsibility awareness, the tire industry must
consider the cost of carbon emissions, in order to accurately predict tire production costs and reduce
the impact on environmental pollution.
2.3. The Current Application of Industry 4.0 in Tire Industry
In recent years, the consolidation of the economy has been emphasized by governments at all levels
and this industrial production is classified as the Industrial Internet of Things (IoT) or Industry 4.0 [36];
the modern manufacturing industry receives great attention by related industry and governments at all
levels. Various industries are working hard to improve manufacturing efficiency [37]. Beier et al. [38]
proposed a way to support manufacturing execution systems to provide support for developers and
practitioners. As the tire production process is complex [39], the Manufacturing Execution System
(MES) in the tire production process becomes more complex. Due to the complexity of the tire process,
as compared with common process industries, the design of the system architecture and the realization
of an information network are much more complex; with the influence of many types of uncertain
factors in the production process, the difficulty of implementing MES is increased. Thus, we must
improve the traditional MES [8,9], as based on the actual situation of tire production processes, in
order to meet the requirements of tire production processes.
Since 2014, with the rise of German Industry 4.0, which proposed and implemented the big
data analytics architecture [40] and agenda, the data analysis of literature points out the existing
deficiencies and potential research directions as the foundation for future Industry 4.0 research and
related topics [41]. The tire manufacturing industry has had to abandon traditional manufacturing to
achieve intelligent chemical plants; the former labor-intensive production methods oriented throughout
the factory production process now sees workers replaced by smart robots. Workers only need to
confirm the key activities and adjustments and press a few buttons; intelligent robots can complete
the vast majority of work. Previous manual preparations of very heavy materials required a lot of
labor; now, the AGV car [17,18] will automatically carry the material to its destination. After the tires
are formed, the robot will automatically take the tire and move it directly to the next manufacturing
process. The entire process of things, people, tooling, equipment and location information intelligent
matching can truly achieve quality tracking and traceability, which enables the global tire industry
to achieve the whole process of an intelligent enterprise. Through Industry 4.0 intelligent plants, the
future tire industry can significantly reduce the labor intensity of employees, thus, enabling the product
to achieve high-end, high value-added, high quality and energy efficiency to reach the advanced global
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level. In the era of intelligent manufacturing [42], the tire industry has to seize the opportunity to
transition from a traditional manufacturing enterprise to an internet platform business.
2.4. Sustainability and Industry 4.0
Kamble et al. [43] proposed a sustainability Industry 4.0 framework which included three tiers:
(1) Industry 4.0 related technologies (IoT, Big data, Cloud computing, Simulation & prototype,
3D printing, Augmented reality and Robotic systems), (2) Process integration (Human-machine
collaboration, Shop floor-equipment) and (3) Sustainable outcomes (Economic, Process automation
and safety and Environmental protection). This framework means that companies can uses the related
technologies of Industry 4.0 to achieve the process integration which interconnect all the elements
(machines, equipment, people, work-in-process and products) of the manufacturing systems in order
to efficiently execute the manufacturing tasks using the least resources, time and energy and generating
least waste and emissions. This will result in three pillars of sustainability [25,44,45]: (1) economic
sustainability through using least resources, time and energy, (2) social sustainability through placing
importance on the right or health of employees, community and other stakeholders, (3) environmental
sustainability through using least energy, generating least waste and emission and recycling the
resources [46–50]. Sustainable Industry 4.0 concept was applied in supply chains [51,52] and industrial
value creation [23–25,45]; it also was investigated in different countries [38].
3. Production Planning Model with ABC and TOC
ABC was developed in mid-1980 and had been a general costing method since then. In the
model proposed in this paper, ABC is used to measure the costs of activities. ABC cost system can be
applied to solve the shortcomings of the traditional cost system. While traditional cost system allocates
factory (indirect) overhead to products by using the volume-related allocation bases (such as direct
labor, direct material and machine hour), ABC allocates factory (indirect) overhead to products by
using volume-related or volume-unrelated allocation bases which consider the causal relationship
between overhead and products [53,54]. Especially, two-stage ABC assignment method first assigns
the overhead (or resource) cost to activities by using resource drivers and then assigns activity costs to
products (or cost objects) by using activity drivers [55]. That is, activities is the intermediate of ABC
cost assignment and there are four levels of activities in the factory: (1) unit-level activities (performed
one time when a unit is produced such machining, 100% inspection, etc.), (2) batch-level activities
(performed one time for a batch such as material handling, set-up, scheduling, sampling inspection,
etc.), (3) product-level activities (performed one time for each kind of product such as product design,
advertising, etc.) and (4) facility-level activities (performed for maintaining the factory operation) [56].
The ABC method can be customized to analyze different types of board decision making, which
includes price and product-mix [56,57], environmental management [58], green building project,
strategy and construction method selection [59–62], green supply chain management [63,64], green
airline fleet planning [11], outsourcing solutions [65] and green airline fleet planning [66]. This article
applies mathematical programming models and analyzes the most profitable tire product mix using
the ABC approach. The ABC system has four benefits: (1) accurately identifying product costs and
expenses; (2) identifying activity drivers and obtaining accurate information on value-added and
non-value-added activity costs; (3) assigning costs to products or activities that consume resources by
a causal way; (4) determining of non-value-added activity costs to find the opportunities and priorities
of cost reduction [55,67]. These benefits can be applied to the ABC mathematical programming model
of the tire industry.
In addition, systematic analysis of overhead cost be used to find the optimal product mix decisions
through linear programming and TOC [56]. Patterson [68] focused on the concept of throughput
accounting, which directly links product mix solution to the TOC theory. Plenert’s (1993) [53] economic
planning includes using an integer linear programming method and TOC to find the optimal product
mix with various restricted capital. Tsai et al. [60] employed TOC-based arithmetic to obtain the best
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product mix solution. This study also uses the TOC approach to determine production priorities, as
this approach can be applied to a variety of study themes for deriving the best product mix [56–58,69].
When Germany introduced Industry 4.0 in 2011, it symbolized the beginning of the fourth
industrial revolution. While previous linear programming models were widely used to solve
production planning problems [70–75], another important feature combined with today’s Industry
4.0 [35] is the capability to gather and make use of large amounts of data. An important driver
behind Industry 4.0 is the internet and related connectivity elements, as used on the shop floor, enable
machines to communicate and collaborate for production control. Therefore, this paper considers
that these concepts can be used to solve the complex processes of producing tires and collect a large
amount of follow-up production and control data by means of the real-time interconnection, which
can propel the future research of the tire industry into the Industry 4.0 structure [25].
3.1. A Production Process for a Typical Tire Company
In the tire industry, the production process can be divided into six major activities: kneading,
pressing out, cutting off, forming, vulcanizing and inspecting: (1) Kneading (j = 1): All the rubber
materials, such as soot and so forth, are sent to a kneading machine, in order to change the strength
of the rubber, plastic, elasticity, durability and conduct mixed rubber manufacturing of tire products.
(2) Pressing out (j = 2): The pressing out activity applies glue and friction to produce heat to cook the
rubber. (3) Cutting off (j = 3): In the cutting-off activity, the product is sent to the cutting machine to cut
the tire size and add other different elements using the cutting machine. (4) Forming (j = 4): It is then
sent to the molding assembly to carry out the forming activity, with all the materials, strips and steel
rings, a prototype of the tire will be formed. (5) Vulcanizing (j = 5): The fifth activity is to carry out
the vulcanizing activity, which is to rearrange the rubber molecules; the heating and molding works
will be carried out by means of steam. (6) Inspecting (j = 6): The next inspecting activity is carried out
and the finished goods are transported to the warehouse. The tire manufacturing flow chart is shown
in Figure 2. In this model, assume that (1) these six activities are unit-level activities which use the
resources of direct material, direct labor and machine hour, (2) there is only one batch-level activity
considered in the model, that is, material handling and (3) it does not consider the product-level and
facility-level activities since their costs are included in the other fixed cost.
 
Figure 2. Tire manufacturing flow chart.
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3.2. Assumptions
In the production planning model proposed in this paper, there are the following assumptions:
1. The unit price of products remains unchanged within the relevant range of planning.
2. The unit direct material costs are constant within the relevant range of planning.
3. By working overtime with higher wage rates, direct labor resources can be expanded.
4. The activities required for the tire production process and their activity drivers and the resources
required for each activity and their resource drivers has been determined through ABC analyses.
5. There are hundreds of materials for producing tires. This paper assumes that the five materials
(natural rubber, soot, synthetic rubber, cord and bead) with the highest proportion in the
manufacturing process are used as the direct material inputs. Other materials are not included in
the research of this mathematical programming model.
6. Carbon tax cost is considered as a variable cost, which is dependent on the quantity of carbon
emissions and different carbon tax rates are used for different carbon tax ranges. Assume that all
kinds of emissions have been calculated to the carbon equivalent.
7. The data assumed in this study are in metric tons for carbon emission and U.S. dollars for
amounts, as shown in Table 1.
3.3. Green Production Planning Model
3.3.1. Notations
The following notations for variables and parameters were used in this paper:
Variables:
Qi the production quantity of product i for Company T;
∅1, ∅2
a set of 0–1 variables of SOS1 (special ordered set of type 1), where only one variable will be
non-zero [76,77];
ε1, ε2, ε3




a set of non-negative variables of SOS2 (special ordered set of type 2), where at most two
adjacent variables may be non-zero in the order of a given set [76,77];
φ0, φ1, φ2
a set of non-negative variables of SOS2 (special ordered set of type 2), where at most two
adjacent variables may be non-zero in the order of a given set [76,77];
bi the number of batches for material handling of product i;
Parameters:
Si the unit sales price of product i;
Ck the unit cost of the material k;
αik the requirements of material k for producing a unit of product i;
Wk the quantity of material k available for use;
LH0 the normal direct labor hours available;
LH1
the maximal working hours at the first overtime rate plus the normal direct labor hours
available;
LH2
the maximal working hours at the first and second overtime rate plus the normal direct labor
hours available;
LC0 total direct labor costs at the normal direct labor hours available (LH0);
LC1
total direct labor costs at the maximal working hours at the first overtime rate plus the normal
direct labor hours available (LH1);
LC2
total direct labor costs at the maximal working hours at the first and second overtime rate plus
the normal direct labor hours available (LH2);
ej the actual operating activity costs for each activity driver in activity j;
aij the number of machine hours required to produce one unit of product i in activity j = 1~6;
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uij the number of machine hours required to transport one batch of product i in activity j = 7;
nij the quantity of product i for a batch in activity j;
li the requirement of direct labor hours for one unit of product i;
TDL total direct labor hours used from Equation (3);
MHj the number of machine hours available for activity j;
CEC1
the total carbon tax cost at the upper limit of total carbon emission quantity of the first carbon
tax range (CE1);
CEC2
the total carbon tax cost at the upper limit of total carbon emission quantity of the first carbon
tax range (CE2);
CEC3
the total carbon tax cost at the upper limit of total carbon emission quantity of the third carbon
tax range (CE3);
TCEQ the total quantity of carbon emission from Equation (15);
CE1 the upper limit of total carbon emission quantity of the first carbon tax range;
CE2 the upper limit of total carbon emission quantity of the second carbon tax range;
CE3 the upper limit of total carbon emission quantity of the third carbon tax range;
qi the cost of material handling for one batch of product i;
vi the quantity of carbon emission for producing one unit of product i.
3.3.2. The Objective Function
The objective function of the green production planning model under ABC and Industry 4.0 is to
maximize profit (π), as follows:
Maximize π = (Total revenue)− (Direct material cost)− (Direct labor cost)
















− {[LC0 +φ1(LC1 − LC0) +φ2(LC2 − LC0)]}
− n∑
i=1
uijbi − (CEC1δ1+CEC2δ2+CEC3δ3)− F
(1)
The profit function π in the model is shown in Equation (1). ∑ni=1 SiQi, the first term of Equation
(1) is total revenue. ∑sk=1 {Ck ∑ni=1 (αikQi)}, the second term of Equation (1), is total direct material
cost. Direct labor cost is [LC0 +φ1(LC1 − LC0) + (φ2LC2 − LC0)] of Equation (1) in the third term.
∑ni=1 uijbi of Equation (1) in the fourth term is the material handling cost, where the activity of material
handling is the batch-level activity. Carbon emission cost is (CEC1δ1 + CEC2δ2 +CEC3δ3) of Equation
(1) in the fifth term. Other fixed cost is F of Equation (1) in the sixth term. Tire environmental regulatory
costs, including the handling of regular inspections, the relevant costs and environmental standards
value specifications, in accordance with local government laws and regulations, are fixed costs, thus,
they can be expressed as a constant (USD $20,000 in the example data). Company T will make the
green product-mix decision based on the current capacity.
3.3.3. Direct Material Quantity Constraints
Total direct material cost is ∑sk=1 {Ck ∑ni=1 (αikQi)}, the second term of Equation (1) and the
associated constraint is shown in Equation (2):




(αikQi) ≤ Wk k = 1, 2, . . . , s (2)
where, αik is the requirements of material k for producing a unit of product i and Wk is the quantity of
material k available for use.
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3.3.4. Direct Labor Cost Function
Suppose that direct labor hours can be extended by overtime work at higher pay rates. The direct
labor cost function is shown in Figure 3. The normal labor hours available is LH0 and it can be extended
to LH1 and LH2; the total direct labor costs are LC0, LC1 and LC2 at LH0, LH1 and LH2, respectively.
The third term in Equation (1), that is, [LC0 +φ1(LC1 − LC0)+φ2(LC2 − LC0)] is the total direct labor
cost. LC0 is the cost of non-discretional labor hours and φ1(LC1 − LC0)+φ2(LC2 − LC0) is the cost of
total overtime work at two different higher pay rates. The constraints associated with direct labor are
shown in Equations (3)–(11):
Direct labor hour constraints:
TDL = l1Q1 + l2Q2 + l3Q3= LH0 +φ1(LH1 − LH0)+φ2(LH2 − LH0) (3)
φ0 −∅1 ≤ 0 (4)
φ1 −∅1 −∅2 ≤ 0 (5)
φ2 −∅2 ≤ 0 (6)
φ0 +φ1 +φ2 = 1 (7)
∅1 +∅2 = 1 (8)
0 ≤ φ0 ≤ 1 (9)
0 ≤ φ1 ≤ 1 (10)
0 ≤ φ2 ≤ 1 (11)
Figure 3. Direct labor cost.
The total direct labor constraint in Equation (3) is the TDL. ∅1 and ∅2 is a SOS1 set of 0–1 variables,
where only one of these variables will be non-zero; φ0, φ1 and φ2 is a SOS2 set of non-negative variables,
where there may be up to two adjacent variables in the order given to the group, which are non-zero.
If ∅1 = 1, then ∅2 = 0 from Equation (8), φ2 = 0 from Equation (6). φ0, φ1 ≤ 1 from Equations (4)
and (5) and φ0 + φ1 = 1 from Equation (7). Therefore, total direct labor hours and total labor costs
are LH0 +φ1(LH1 − LH0) and LC0 +φ1(LC1 − LC0), respectively. It means that the company works
overtime at the first overtime rate. On the other hand, if ∅2 = 1, then ∅1 = 0 from Equation (8), φ0 = 0
from Equation (4), φ1, φ2 ≤ 1 from Equations (5) and (6) and φ1 + φ2 = 1 from Equation (7). Thus, the
total direct labor hours required is LH0 +φ1(LH1 − LH0)+φ2(LH2 − LH0) from Equations (3) and
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total labor cost is LC0 +φ1(LC1 − LC0)+φ2(LC2 − LC0), respectively. It means there will be overtime
work at the second overtime rate.
3.3.5. Machine Hour Constraints
In the tire manufacturing process, each activity has a different machine for operation. Due to the
complexity of the tire manufacturing process, in this study, the mathematical programming model
assumes that the related cost of a machine for an activity is included in the fixed costs, F, meaning
the last term of Equation (1). Let aij be the number of machine hours required to produce one unit of
product i in activity j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; Therefore, the associated machine hour constraints are shown in
Equation (12):
Machine hour constraints:
∑ni=1 aijQi ≤ MHj, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 (12)
3.3.6. Batch-Level Activity Cost Function for Material Handling
In the tire manufacturing process, we must first obtain the relevant materials from the warehouse
for mixing operations and the finished goods are moved to the warehouse. In this study, we assume
the material from the warehouse is to be carried out at a specific number for a batch. Therefore, the
total material handling cost is ∑ni=1 qibi and the constraints associated with material handling are
shown in Equations (13) and (14):
Material handing constraints:
Qi ≤ nijbi, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n, j = 7 (13)
∑ni=1 uijbi ≤ MHj, j = 7 (14)
where, nij is the quantity of product i for a batch in activity j; bi is the number of batches for material
handling of product i; qi is the cost of material handling for one batch of product i; uij is the number
of machine hours required to transport one batch of product i in activity j = 7. Note that the material
required for each batch is transported in one time. Thus, Equation (13) is the constraint for the
production quantity for product i and Equation (14) is the constraint for the resource hours of material
handling. The total material handling cost is ∑ni=1 uijbi, the fourth term of Equation (1).
3.3.7. Carbon Tax Function
Wang et al. [78] showed that levying taxes can slightly increase the GDP. Energy taxes have impact
on the cost of the energy industry due to rising energy costs. Shrinking production scale, capital
and labor may require transfer to low-energy, low-emission industries. Energy taxes can reduce the
concentration of air pollutants, thereby, improving air quality. In addition, the calculation of capital
and operating expenses is based on a simulation of carbon emissions and economic performance
under efficiency taxes, as based on the quality and energy balances obtained; the results show
that all of the assessed environmental impact indicators are performing well [79]. Therefore, such
economic, environmental and health improvement will have positive impact on the country’s energy
tax. According to Tsai et al. [31], the new green manufacturing technology (GMT) can reduce carbon
emissions and the cost of carbon emissions should be measured using the life cycle assessment (LCA)
method. LCA is a method to compare the impact on the environment from the fluoroscopy of the
entire life cycle of a technology, product, or service. Based on previous research, we consider all the
environmental impacts of carbon emissions in the tire manufacturing process. According to the method
of Ward and Chapman [80], Equation (15) is used to quantify carbon emissions. Since carbon emissions
are also considered taxable at different rates, the total carbon tax cost function is a piecewise linear
function, as shown in Figure 4. As carbon emissions increase, taxes will increase. Carbon emissions
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can be increased from CE1 to CE2 and CE3. Therefore, the total carbon tax costs are CEC1, CEC2 and
CEC3 at the quantities of CE1, CE2 and CE3, respectively. Total carbon tax cost is the fifth term in
Equation (1), as follows:
The total cost of carbon emission = CEC1 δ1 + CEC2 δ2 + CEC3 δ3
The constraints associated with carbon emissions are shown in Equations (15)–(21):
Carbon emission constraints:
TCEQ = v1Q1 + v2Q2 + v3Q3= CE1δ1 + CE2δ2 + CE3δ3 (15)
δ0 − ε1 ≤ 0 (16)
δ1 − ε1 − ε2 ≤ 0 (17)
δ2 − ε2 − ε3 ≤ 0 (18)
δ3 − ε3 ≤ 0 (19)
δ0 + δ1 + δ2 + δ3 = 1 (20)
ε1 + ε2 + ε3 = 1 (21)
Total carbon emission quantity is TCEQ = v1Q1 + v2Q2 + v3Q3= CEQ1 from Equation (15). In
Equations (16)–(21), (ε1, ε2, ε3) is a SOS1 set of 0–1 variables, where only one of these variables will be
non-zero from Equation (21). (δ0, δ1, δ2, δ3) is a SOS2 set of non-negative variables, where there may be
up to two adjacent variables in the order given to the group, which are non-zero. If ε1 = 1, then ε2, ε3 =
0 from Equation (21); δ2, δ3 = 0 from Equations (18) and (19); δ0, δ1 ≤ 1 from Equations (16) and (17);
and δ0 + δ1 = 1 from Equation (20). Thus, the total quantity of carbon emissions and the total carbon
tax cost are (CE1δ1) and (CEC1δ1), from Equation (15) and Equation (1), respectively. It means that
the quantity of carbon emission falls within the first range of carbon tax, that is, [0, CE1δ1]. If ε2 = 1,
then ε1, ε3 = 0 from Equation (21); δ0, δ3 = 0 from Equations (16) and (19); δ1, δ2 ≤ 1 from Equations
(17) and (18); and δ1 + δ2 = 1 from Equation (20). Thus, the total quantity of carbon emissions and
the total carbon tax cost are (CE1δ1 + CE2δ2) and (CEC1δ1 + CEC2δ2), respectively. It means that the
quantity of carbon emission falls within the second range of carbon tax, that is, [CE1δ1, CE2δ2]. If
ε3 = 1, similarly, it means that the quantity of carbon emissions falls within the third range of carbon
tax, that is, [CE2δ2, CE3δ3].
Figure 4. Carbon tax costs.
4. Illustration
As an illustration, company T in the tire industry has been established in Taiwan for more than
50 years. There are 11 tire manufacturing companies in the world, with more than 24,000 worldwide
employees and paid-in capital exceeding 30 billion yuan. The main products are various kinds of tires
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and rubber products. Company T is used to illustrate how to apply the green decision-making model
proposed in this paper.
To implement air pollution control, tire companies have changed all heavy oil boilers to natural
gas boilers; however, this equipment exhausts gas for production process combustion and cannot
effectively reduce carbon emissions. As a result, carbon emissions have seriously affected air pollution
and have to be controlled.
4.1. Example Data and Optimal Decision Analysis
Assume that the following costs for producing the products of Company T have been calculated:
(1) direct material cost; (2) kneading activity cost; (3) squeeze out activity cost; (4) cut activity cost; (5)
forming activity cost; (6) vulcanization activity cost; (7) inspection activity cost; (8) material handing
activity cost; (9) carbon tax cost; (10) direct labor cost. Assume also that Company T has three main
products: PCR (Passenger Car Radial) (i = 1), TBR (Truck & Bus Radial) (i = 2) and MC (Motorcycle)
(i = 3) and that these products consume the same direct materials. In this illustration, the quantity
of each product is in the thousands and the cost and input costs are in U.S. dollars. The data for this
illustration are shown in Table 1. Total fixed cost is USD $20,000; the green product-mix decision model
















− [LC0 +φ1(LC1 − LC0) +φ2(LC2 − LC0)]
−(q1b1+q2b2+q3b3)− (CEC1δ1 + CEC2δ2 + CEC3δ3)− F
= (300Q1 + 1000Q2 + Q3)− (20 × 4 + 10 × 2 + 5 × 5 + 37 × 2 + 21 × 2)Q1 − (20×
6 + 10 × 10 + 5 × 15 + 37 × 6 + 21 × 15)Q2 − (20 × 2 + 10 × 1 + 5 × 2 + 37 × 1 + 21×
1)Q3 − 7040 − 3960φ1 − 8800φ2 − 50b1 − 150b2 − 10b3 − 7000δ1−
10, 000δ2 − 13, 000δ3 − 20, 000
Subject to:
Direct material quantity constraints:
4Q1 + 6Q2 + 2Q3 ≤ 10, 500, 000
2Q1 + 10Q2 + 1Q3 ≤ 8, 000, 000
5Q1 + 15Q2 + 2Q3 ≤ 8, 600, 000
2Q1 + 6Q2 + 1Q3 ≤ 7, 000, 000
2Q1 + 15Q2 + 1Q3 ≤ 7, 800, 000
Direct labor hour constraints:
1Q1 + 1.5Q2 + 0.5Q3 − 1760 − 2200φ1 − 2640φ2 = 0
φ0 −∅1 ≤ 0
φ1 −∅1 −∅2 ≤ 0
φ2 −∅2 ≤ 0
φ0+φ1+φ2 = 1
∅1 +∅2 = 1
0 ≤ φ0 ≤ 1
0 ≤ φ1 ≤ 1
0 ≤ φ2 ≤ 1
∅1,∅2 = 0, 1
Machine hour constraints:
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5Q1 + 10Q2 + 1Q3 ≤ 13,200,000
2Q1 + 4Q2 + 1Q3 ≤ 22,000,000
2Q1 + 3Q2 + 1Q3 ≤ 22,000,000
3Q1 + 5Q2 + 1Q3 ≤ 26,400,000
2Q1 + 3Q2 + 1Q3 ≤ 13,200,000
3Q1 + 6Q2 + 1Q3 ≤ 6,600,000










Maximum demand: (thousand) ej j Qi 1000 100 1500
Selling price: (USD) Si 300 1000 150
Direct material: k = 1 20 αi1 4 6 2 W1 = 10,500
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vi 0.2 0.1 0.1




Q1− 5b1 ≤ 0
Q2− 10b2 ≤ 0
Q3− 1b3 ≤ 0
2b1 + 3b2 + 1b3 ≤ 1,760,000
Carbon emission constraints:
0.2Q1 + 0.1Q2 + 0.1Q3 − 700δ1 − 850δ2 − 950δ3 = 0
δ0 − ε1 ≤ 0
δ1 − ε1 − ε2 ≤ 0
δ2 − ε2 − ε3 ≤ 0
δ3 − ε3 ≤ 0
δ0+δ1+δ2+δ3 = 1
ε1+ε2+ε3 = 1
We solved this mathematical programming model with LINGO 16.0 software and obtained the
optimal solution with product-mix, resource consumption, carbon emission and tax and total profit as
shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Optimal solutions, Resource consumption, Carbon emission and tax and Total profit.
Q1 =1,020,000 Q2 =60,000 Q3 =1,300,000
φ0 =1 φ1 =0 φ2 =0
b1 =204,000 b2 =6000 b3 =1,300,000
δ1 =0.49 δ2 =0 δ3 =0
δ0 =0.51 ∅1 =1 ∅2 =0
ε1 =1 ε2 =0 ε3 =0
Machine hours Direct material quantity Direct labor hour = 1,760,000
1 7,000,000 1 7,040,000 Carbon emission quantity = 340,000
2 3,580,000 2 3,940,000 Carbon tax = $3,400,000 (USD)
3 3,520,000 3 8,600,000 Total profit π = $57,320,000 (USD)
4 4,660,000 4 3,700,000
5 3,520,000 5 4,240,000
6 4,720,000
7 1,726,000
According to Table 2, the optimal solution is (Q1, Q2, Q3) = (1,020,000, 60,000, 1,300,000), which
requires 7,040,000 units (= 4 × 1,020,000 + 6 × 60,000 +2 × 1,300,000) of the first kind of material,
3,940,000 units (= 2 × 1,020,000 + 10 × 60,000 + 1 × 1,300,000) of the second kind of material,
8,600,000 units (= 5 × 1,020,000 + 15 × 60,000 + 2 × 1,300,000) of the third kind of material, 3,700,000
units (= 2 × 1,020,000 + 6 × 60,000 + 1 × 1,300,000) of the fourth kind of material, 4,240,000 units
(= 2 × 1,020,000 + 15 × 60,000 + 1 × 1,300,000) of the fifth kind of material, 7,000,000 (= 5 × 1,020,000 +
10 × 60,000 + 1 × 1,300,000) of the first kind of machine hours, 3,580,000 (= 2 × 1,020,000 + 4 × 60,000
+ 1 × 1,300,000) of the second kind of machine hours, 3,520,000 (= 2 × 1,020,000 + 3 × 60,000 + 1 ×
1,300,000) of the third kind of machine hours, 4,660,000 (= 3 × 1,020,000 + 5 × 60,000 + 1 × 1,300,000)
of the fourth kind of machine hours, 3,520,000 (= 2 × 1,020,000 + 3 × 60,000 + 1 × 1,300,000) of the
fifth kind of machine hours, 4,720,000 (= 3 × 1,020,000 + 6 × 60,000 + 1 × 1,300,000) of the sixth kind
of machine hours and 1,726,000 (= 2 × 204,000 + 3 × 6000 + 1 × 1,300,000) material handing machine
hours. In addition, it will consume 1,760,000 direct labor hours (= 1 × 1,020,000 + 1.5 × 60,000 + 0.5
× 1,300,000); and the carbon emission quantity is 340,000 (= 0.2 × 1,020,000 + 0.1 × 60,000 + 0.1 ×
1,300,000) tons, which is just within the first carbon tax range. The total profit π is USD $57,320,000.
Company T obtains the optimal solution through the above green ABC mathematical
programming model. In the future, Company T will engage in green production and introduce
the related technology of Industry 4.0 step-by-step. Then, its relevant ABC data can be acquired
directly from the relevant departments (e.g., accounting, research and development, procurement and
production departments) with direct access to materials, sales price and other related costs. Regarding
carbon tax costs, information on carbon emission regulations and carbon costs can be obtained from
government agencies and the company’s management. However, the TOC program used in this study
provides the tire industry with the opportunity to identify and use the most restrictive new green
manufacturing technologies in the future, which enables the tire industry to find the best combination
of various products. While investing in new green manufacturing technologies can be prohibitively
expensive, good environmental investments in the tire industry can maximize profits by adopting the
TOC process.
4.2. Sensitivity Analysis
The green tire manufacturing ABC decision model of this study does not consider the significance
of capacity expansion. The possibility or profit of expanding capacity must be evaluated by sensitivity
analysis, which conducts successful assessment of the resources invested to expand capacity. Tire
managers may end up with suboptimal solutions when the level of expansion of various tire resources
is determined in the wrong way. In addition, with the ABC decision model for green tire manufacturing,
it is difficult to simultaneously consider two or more capacity expansions. Suppose the tire company
plans to maximize profits by conducting sensitivity analyses to change the costs of carbon emissions
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and material prices, in order to explore their effects on product-mix and profit. In this study, the
above assumptions are applied to ABC mathematical programming model and sensitivity analysis is
conducted. Tire material prices and carbon taxes increase and decrease by 10%, 20%, 30% and so forth
(as shown in Table 3).
The finding show that the material price and carbon tax cost increased from 10% to 30%, while the
total profit decline rate increased from 78% to 226%, indicating that, under these three circumstances,
the original total profit of USD $57,320 of the tire industry will take place (as shown in Figure 5), thus,
turning profit to loss and total profit declines. On the contrary, if the material price and carbon tax cost
are reduced from 10% to 30%, the increase in total profit would increase from 78% to 235%, indicating
that the tire industry would have a total original profit of USD $57,320 in these three cases; increase
total profit and exceed 2.35 times the original total profit (as shown in Figure 6).
Sensitivity analysis of the above six conditions found that the change in the total profit of the tire
industry was mainly due to the increase and decrease of the material price and the carbon tax cost.
Therefore, the tire industry should strictly increase the total profit in the case of Control costs, in order
to avoid any loss of profit.
Table 3. Sensitivity Analysis on direct material and carbon cost.








(C) = (B − A)
Decrease/Increase (Compared
with the Initial Value) (%)
(D = C/A)
−30% 57,320 192,062 134,742 235%
−20% 57,320 147,148 89,828 156%
−10% 57,320 102,234 44,914 78%
−0% 57,320 57,320 0 0%
30% 57,320 −72,268 −129,588 −226%
20% 57,320 −29,952 −87,272 −152%
10% 57,320 12,406 −44,914 −78%










- 3 0 % - 2 0 % - 1 0 % 0 % 1 0 % 2 0 % 3 0 %
Original profit Profit after change
Figure 5. Sensitivity analysis of changes in gross profit.
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- 3 0 % - 2 0 % - 1 0 % 0 % 1 0 % 2 0 % 3 0 %
Decrease/Increase (compared with the initial value) (%)
Figure 6. Sensitivity analysis of changes in total profit increase and decrease.
5. Shop Floor Control under Industry 4.0 in the Tire Industry
Shop floor control (SFC) mainly comprises a collection of production process-related
information [81], meaning it is a method to parameterize the real-time shop floor data for control [11],
as collected by the Manufacture Execution System (MES); however, MES focuses on the control of
field-related equipment. Due to the complicated manufacturing process of tires and the development
of related control technologies, the cost of manufacturing equipment for tires is high. Compared with
other traditional industries, the tire industry MES should integrate Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP), including measurement, analyzing and improving the consumption of resources for sustainable
development in manufacturing, the standards for environmental performance assessment and
optimization and real-time energy indicators for production systems to gather relevant data in a
real-time manner [82]. SFC may include the following functions to control the production to achieve
the production/sale and profit target under various constraints.
(1) Status Monitoring: Analysis of huge data sets (Big Data) could allow quick and accurate
decision-making. For example, productivity improvements can be achieved by analyzing
device performance and degradation for real-time feedback on configuration and optimization.
Herman et al. [2] proposed a cloud-based IoT application architecture that will improve the
deployment of intelligent industrial systems for remote monitoring and scrolling. Additionally,
this can generate huge amounts of data during operation time due to the potential presence of
hundreds or even thousands of sensors, considered as Big Data [83]. While cloud computing
employed in industrial environments can bring benefits, it also poses challenges for the storage of
Big Data, which describes cloud computing as a cloud-manufacturing counterpart to industrial
environments [84], with the focus on increasing agility in the industrial environment and enabling
the supply chain to capture the largest data sets [16,85,86].
(2) Work-in-process tracking: With the development of ERP, more and more manufacturing enterprises
are interested in the integration of ERP and MES systems [87,88]. The MES system architecture
is designed for short-term production support. Simulation testing can be used to support the
decision-making process; the real-time dynamics of MES and WIP can be performed more
accurately [89]; RFID and wireless information networks can capture real-time field data from
manufacturing plants to monitor and reduce WIP inventory [90,91]. The correct use of materials
according to the actual needs can reduce the investment in production material and the integration
of ERP and MES can achieve the purpose of sharing resource and integrating the related
information in management decision-making. MES uses RFID technology to improve the
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efficiency of data collection [92,93]. Another data collection approaches under Industry 4.0 were
proposed such as the multi-mode data acquisition method [94] and the Sophos-MS’s practical
solution design and development [95].
(3) Throughput tracking: We can track the tire manufacturing process-related information; however,
in order to understand whether the production quantity of tire manufacturing can be completed
as scheduled, we can integrate ERP with the MES to truly track the progress of tire production;
we can also immediately review the reasons for handling backward production and then find the
possible solutions [96,97].
(4) Capacity feedback: In the Industry 4.0 environment, the right application of big data management
is one of the most important factors. The “Product Planning Software” concept and structure is a
new process planning, operation sequencing and scheduling method, as presented by [97]. In
order to track the utilization of capacity, sensors are added to each machine to track its utilization.
By knowing the utilization of capacity, the tire manufacturing process can be controlled without
increasing idle costs or inventory costs. In addition, bottleneck detection with the sensors systems
and IoT in production can improve production efficiency and stability in order to increase capacity
utilization [98,99]. This capacity utilization tracking can assist in the application of Theory of
Constraints in the production planning stage.
(5) Quality control: The MES and ERP systems collect information for production process control
through automated equipment and the management software system mode of operation, tire
quality is detected [100]. The production control system of smart manufacturing under Industry
4.0 should be able to real-timely respond to various production problems and to effectively
coordinate different resources of different departments to solve the problems encountered [96].
Beyond this, Industry 4.0 can focus on predictive maintenance for machines before the production
problems occur through the big data analyses of troubling sounds or images [101–103]. Besides,
Rødseth et al. [104] developed an integrated planning (IPL) approach which simultaneously
executed production and maintenance planning in production scheduling.
(6) Real-time interconnection: Delima and Balaunzarán [105] claim that smart manufacturing under
Industry 4.0 has four characteristics: (1) self-awareness of current state of the production process,
(2) real-time predictive capabilities for possible production problems arise such as products’ bad
quality and machine breakdown, (3) a high level of real-time automation of activities across the
production process, (4) real-time interconnection. The characteristic of real-time interconnection
is to connect all the system components of machines, equipment, persons, materials and products
at the factory level through Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) [106,107] and Industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT) [108–112]. It also can connect with suppliers and customers at the external supply
chain level [105,106]. Under these circumstances, companies can do the works from product
development to after-sale services with more efficiency, lower cost, lower carbon emission and
higher quality [113].
6. Discussion
In the mathematical programming model, this research considers the carbon tax cost in addition
to the related costs of the tire industry. This model is used to get the optimal product-mix maximizing
the profits of the tire company under various constraints at the stage of production planning. As the
costs of the tire industry are mainly affected by the fluctuations of the raw materials and increasing
of carbon tax, profits will be seriously affected; therefore, this study further tests sensitivity by using
the proposed mathematical programming model. If the cost of materials and the cost of carbon taxes
increase or decrease by 10% to 30%, the six situations are analyzed and tested. When material and
carbon costs are increased by 10% to 30%, the results show that the total profit will be substantially
reduced from USD $72,268,000 to USD $57,320,000 and the percentage of the total profit reduction will
be up to negative 226%. Conversely, if the material and carbon costs are reduced by 10% to 30%, the
results show that the total profit will increase substantially from USD $57,320,000 to USD $192,062,000
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and the gross profit percentage will be increased up to 235%. The mathematical programming model
of this study shows that the fluctuation of raw materials and the increased carbon tax are the factors
affecting the maximum profit of the tire industry. As a result, the tire industry should carefully consider
the costs of raw materials and carbon emissions to successfully obtain the appropriate profits.
One of the main features of Industry 4.0 is mass customization through integrating all components
in the manufacturing system [113]. However, this feature is not suitable for the tire industry. Industry
4.0 can provide tire companies the following benefits: (1) improved efficiency and productivity through
process automation, visualization and control (2) reduced costs through improved efficiency and
productivity and efficient resource utilization, recycling and reuse, (3) increased and quick innovation
through computer-aided design (CAD) or 3D design capabilities and reduced product launch time,
(4) improved product quality through predictive maintenance and quality monitoring by using big data
analysis, (5) improved sustainability through monitoring and control of carbon and other emissions,
(6) increased customer satisfaction through better customer services of the rapid responsiveness and
deep information availability and then (7) achieving higher revenues and profits [114,115].
This paper claims that the related technologies and techniques of Industry 4.0 can be used to
efficiently control the production to achieve the targets of sales and profits set at the production
planning stage and to attain the benefits mentioned above through status monitoring, work-in-process
tracking, throughput tracking, capacity feedback, quality control with predictive maintenance and
real-time interconnection across the value chain [116]. In addition, the activity cost calculation and
activity improvement of Activity-Based Costing (ABC) will be easily achieved since all the components
in the manufacturing systems can be connected and monitored under Industry 4.0. In the literature,
seldom research explored the combination of the mathematical programming model and Industry 4.0
except the applications in the textile [117] and paper [118] industries, which have different production
processes and activities.
7. Conclusions
This paper aims to propose a linkage of the mathematical programming model for production
control and Industry 4.0 for production control. At the stage of production control, ABC is used to
measure the costs of activities and TOC is used to identify the constraints of production or sales, which
form the mathematical programming model for production planning. The outputs of production
planning model will be the targets of business operation, including production/sale and profit targets.
Industry 4.0 is used to control the production to attain the production/sale and profit targets by
using three tiers of technologies including the automation technologies, the Manufacturing Execution
Systems (MES) and the Enterprise Resource Planning Systems (ERP). Sections 3 and 4 proposed a
production planning model with ABC and TOC and presented an illustration for demonstrating the
application of the model; Section 5 discusses the shop floor control techniques for production control
with status monitoring, work-in-process tracking, throughput tracking, capacity feedback, quality
control with predictive maintenance and real-time interconnection across the value chain in order to
achieve the planning targets and various Industry 4.0 benefits. The main contribution of this paper is
to provide a framework for production planning and control with carbon tax through mathematical
programming model and Industry 4.0 related technologies.
At present, there are few studies in the literature combining the mathematical programming
model and Industry 4.0 related technologies in production planning and control with carbon tax. The
managerial implication of this framework is that it can provide a general approach to help companies
execute production management in the way of more efficiency, less cost, lower carbon emission and
higher quality across the value chain for the tire industry. Besides, this framework also can be applied
to other industries.
However, there are some research limitations in this research which can derive the future research
directions. First, the model assumes that the unit prices of products and the unit costs of direct materials
are constant within the relevant range of planning. It may be extended to consider the relationship
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between the product prices and the market demands and to consider the purchase quantity discounts of
materials within the relevant range of planning. Second, the model uses a continuous piecewise linear
carbon tax function of three carbon tax ranges with the increasing carbon tax rates, called “Carbon tax
function with extra progressive tax rates.” It can consider the discontinuous carbon tax function with
full progressive tax rates which uses the increasing carbon tax rates for all carbon emission quantity
at the different carbon tax ranges. It also can consider the free carbon tax quantity for the carbon tax
function mentioned above. Third, the model only considers a batch-level activity, that is, material
handling, in order to simplify the model. It can consider other batch-level activities such set-up and
scheduling and consider the product-level activities such as product design and product advertising.
Fourth, the framework in Figure 1 provides the periodic feedback and updated parameters to next
period’s production planning. However, the next ideal approach is providing various decision models
in the model base of Industry 4.0 for Cloud Computing and Big Data analysis in order for frequent
adjustment to the situation at that time.
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Abstract: The industrial revolution has grown to the fourth generation, or so-called Industry 4.0.
The literature on Industry 4.0 is quite extensive and involves many different dimensions; however,
production costs under Industry 4.0 have seldom been discussed. On the other hand, environmental
problems are increasingly serious nowadays. Activity-Based Costing is a mature accounting method
that can easily trace direct and indirect product costs, based on activities, as well as trace the carbon
tax to products, which may lead to different product combinations, in order to reduce environment
problems. Thus, the purpose of this paper is to propose a green activity-based costing production
planning model under Industry 4.0. In order to make the paper more realistic, we suggest three
models with five possible scenarios: normal and material cost fluctuation, material cost discount, and
carbon tax with the related cost function. The Aluminum-Alloy Wheel industry was chosen as the
illustrative industry to present the results. The model provides managers with a way to deal with
the cost problem under Industry 4.0 and to be able to handle the environmental issues in making
production decisions. This paper also provides suggestions for governments that have not considered
carbon taxation.
Keywords: Activity-Based Costing (ABC); Industry 4.0; aluminum-alloy wheel industry;
mathematical programming
1. Introduction
With maturing information, improved communication, and industrial technology, the industrial
revolution has grown to the fourth generation, so-called Industry 4.0 [1]. In order to meet the trend,
corporations around the world are now facing the huge changes from the traditional factory to the
intelligent factory [2]. On the other hand, people around the world are now facing environment
problems, such as the ozone hole [3], global warming with its attendant melting arctic ice [4], the
emergence of extreme weather [5], etc.; all of these are the result of human destruction of the
environment. The green issues have been of concern for many years; governments, corporates,
and scholars around the world have also spent much time in exploring different types of green issues.
The current studies on Industry 4.0 have been growing rapidly since the Hannover Fair in
Germany (April 2011). The related papers on these issues involve many different dimensions.
In engineering, the issues of concern include how to implement, apply or re-engineer [6–13].
In computer science, scholars are not only concerned about the application of the technology of
Industry 4.0 [14–16], but also the Internet of Things (IoT), Internet of Services (IoS), Cyber-Physical
Systems (CPS), and so on. They are also interested in adding various Information Technology (IT)
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elements to improve communication between humans and machines, as well as data utilization [17–25].
In business, management and accounting, the topics include management, control and business
strategies [26–30], such as supply chain management, life cycle management, shop floor control, and
production control.
The discussions on green issues have continued for more than two decades, from the Kyoto
Protocol announced in 1997 to the Paris Agreement announced in 2015, and beyond; the literature
also covers various fields. Some of which investigate the relation between society factors and carbon
emissions, for example, Begum et al. [31] used econometric approaches to investigate the dynamic
impacts on CO2 emissions with GDP growth, energy consumption, and population growth in Malaysia.
They found that both per capita energy consumption and per capita GDP has a positive impact with
per capita carbon emissions. Friedlingstein et al. [32] and Meinshausen et al. [33] investigated the 2 ◦C
limitation of global warming, they both point out that the current emission of greenhouse gas may
exceed the limit and provide a suggestion or a comprehensive probabilistic analysis for further help.
There also exist technological ways to reduce the emission quantity of greenhouse gases [34,35].
There are also researchers using mathematical programming to calculate the emission costs
in different fields, such as, airlines [36,37], green buildings [38–41], the electrical and electronic
industry [42–44], the pulp and paper industry [45], the pharmaceutical industry [46], and the
automotive industry [47]. These papers use the Activity-Based Costing method to collect the carbon
cost based on activities, they also combine different ways to make the data more realistic, such as
stepwise linear function, fuzzy method, and multiple criteria decision making (MCDM).
Both Industry 4.0 and green issue studies have developed to a certain degree; however, cost
calculations of green issues under Industry 4.0 have not yet emerged. Moreover, cost issues are always
the mainly concern of the entire enterprise, and these concerns differ for each company. Thus, this
paper aims to fill this gap by using the Activity Based Costing (ABC) method to collect data, which
could increase the accuracy of cost-related data to control the costs of projects [44,48–50] after the
implementation of Industry 4.0, as well as the taxation of carbon tax on each product to address
green issues. This paper also tries to provide different models and possible scenarios to deal with
complicated real world business situations, such as material cost fluctuations, price discounts with
high quantity purchases, etc.
As illustrated above, this paper selects the Aluminum-Alloy Wheel industry as the example
industry, and designs three kinds of models with five possible business scenarios, which include
normal, material cost fluctuation, material cost discount, and the carbon tax scenario for further
scenario analysis. Considering the cost issues in Industry 4.0, we use labor cost as the linkage. The
results show different optimal solutions, based on each scenario. Further explanations for each model
and scenario are also proposed.
The remaining sections of this paper are organized, as follows: Section 2 discusses the research
background; the literature on Industry 4.0, the green production approach, and environmental
protection in the Aluminum-Alloy Wheel industry will be introduced. Section 3 presents a green
production-planning model under ABC and Industry 4.0; in this section, the cost of each activity can be
calculated, as based on the proposed model and assumed scenarios. Section 4 deals with the example
data, which show the results based on Section 3. A brief discussion and conclusions are given in
Section 5.
2. Literature Review
2.1. Brief Introduction to Industry 4.0
The term “Industry 4.0” was revealed for the first time at the Hannover Fair in April 2011 [1].
According to the dream car report [51], the origin of this term can be traced back to the vision
of the industry of the future by the Communication Promoters Group of the Industry Science
Research Alliance. With the promotion of this group, the federal government adopted the project
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“Industry 4.0” in November 2011 as part of its High-Tech Strategy action plan. At the same time,
the Communication Promoters Group initiated the Working Group Industry 4.0, and the first
implementation recommendations on Industry 4.0 were developed from January to October 2012; they
also accomplished the final report, which included eight fields of action, and proposed it to German
Chancellor Angela Merkel at the Hannover Fair in 2013.
The term “Industry 4.0” is a collective concept which contains technologies and concepts of value
chain organization [9], such as CPS, IoT, IoS, Smart Factory, and so on. With CPS, the real world and
virtual world can be connected together, for example, the refrigerator, washing machine, or other
physical objects with a sensor, storage or other intelligent components can deliver the data through the
internet to communicate with each other. CPS is also a key factor as a technological enabler of Industry
4.0 [51]. With IoT, objects with internet components, such as Wi-Fi devices, can be easily connected
together [52]. The IoT is also a key component in Industry 4.0; it not only can help CPS communicate
with each other, but also provide information to humans in real time [9].
The cost issues related to Industry 4.0 already exist in the literature. Ślusarczyk [53] offered
an overview on Industry 4.0 and illustrated the expected level of cost reduction, which included
weighted average with 3.6% decrease, transportation and logistics with 3.2% decrease, metals with
3.2% decrease, industrial manufacturing with 3.6% decrease, forest, paper, and packaging with 4.2%
decrease, engineering and construction with 3.4% decrease, electronics with 3.7% decrease, automotive
with 3.9% decrease, and aerospace, defense, and security with 3.7% decrease. Lee et al. [54] illustrated
the trends of manufacturing service transformation in big data environments. The author made some
conclusions and mentioned that “labor costs will reduce due to the new trend of industry” and “costs
will be reduced by energy-saving, optimized maintenance scheduling, and supply chain management”.
2.2. Industry 4.0 and Aluminum-Alloy Wheel Industry
Although literature regarding the impact of the introduction of Industry 4.0 on the aluminum-alloy
wheel industry is scarce, current application has already been shown in exhibitions around the
world. In the 2018 Taipei Intelligent Machinery & Manufacturing Technology Show (iMTduo), the
Aluminum-Alloy Wheel industry first presented their applications of Industry 4.0. These applications
included Automatic Virtual Metrology (AVM), Augmented and Virtual Reality (AVR), and Intelligent
Predictive Maintenance (IPM). With AVM, real time data is sent to the cloud, where anyone can monitor
the production process in real time; it also can reduce waste and defect loss during the production
process. With AVR and IPM, engineers can obtain the current status and remaining life of each machine
part, as well as the ability to conduct remote maintenance.
2.3. Green Production and Environmental Protection in the Aluminum-Alloy Wheel Industry
Green issues have led to many entities trying to reduce carbon emissions. In the aluminum-alloy
industry, reducing the material weight is a popular method; for example, Yilmaz et al. [55] used
three kinds of aluminum alloy to reduce the weight of vehicle doors. Other scholars also employed
a lightweight approach to reduce fuel consumption in order to reduce emission quantities [56–59].
Another relevant way, but still related to weight, employed by the aluminum alloy wheel industry
involves structural changes or using different casting methods. Deschamps et al. [60] examined the
interplay between improving the alloys and the part’s geometry in seeking to reduce the weight;
Peng et al. [61] added other materials in the casting process to reduce the weight.
3. Green Production Planning Model under ABC and Industry 4.0
3.1. A Production Process for a Typical Aluminum-Alloy Wheel Company
The traditional aluminum alloy wheel companies’ production process is simplified, as shown in
Figure 1. In this figure, the oval signifies the input/output of an aluminum alloy wheel, where the
input will be aluminum ingot or aluminum alloy and the output will be saleable products; the square
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means the production process of the aluminum alloy wheel. The overall process can be divided into
four parts: Casting, Heat Treatment, Computer Numerical Control (CNC) Processing, and Painting.
The CNC Processing can be broken down into first time and second time processing, the use of second
time processing will depend on different product types. For example, the typical car wheel may only
need the first time CNC process, but the customized vehicle wheel may need both the first time and
second time of CNC processing.







(j = 2) 
CNC 
Processing 
(j = 3) 
CNC 2nd 
Processing 
(j = 4) 
Painting 
(j = 5) 
Finish 
Product 
Figure 1. Aluminum alloy wheel production process.
This section is divided into subheadings, which provide concise and precise descriptions of
the experimental results, as well as their interpretations and the experimental conclusions that can
be drawn.
3.2. Assumptions
In this paper, as assumed, the example of company’s profit comes from three types of green
products: Car rims (i = 1), Truck rims (i = 2), and Customized car rims (i = 3). In order to be more
realistic, this paper proposes three models with five different business scenarios. Where Model A
includes the normal scenario and the material fluctuation scenario, which includes rising and falling
material costs; Model B is a material discount scenario; and Model C is an environment scenario. Other
assumptions used in this green production-planning model are listed below:
1. All activities in this green ABC model are divided into unit-level and batch-level.
2. The related resources driven and activity driver have been chosen by the example company.
3. The unit-selling prices of all products remain the same in the relevant period.
4. The material cost remains the same in the relevant period during the normal and fluctuation
scenarios, but when the total purchasing material quantity exceeds that of the first segment, the
purchase receives a 1.4% discount for all material, and a 4.2% discount for all material when the
purchase quantity exceeds that of the second segment.
5. The direct labor hours according to government policy can be extended by using first overtime
work and second overtime work.
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6. The carbon tax is taxed at different rates of different emission quantities.
7. The direct labor resources and machine hour resources cannot use outsourcing to expand.
The remainder of this section is, as follows. In Section 3.3, Model A, the ABC model without
other business scenarios is introduced. It includes objective function, unit-level labor cost function,
batch-level activity cost function, and other sales and production constraints. In Section 3.4, Model B,
the material discount scenario is introduced. The objective function and other functions and constraints
are based on the Model A mentioned in Section 3.3; a discount function and constraint are added in
this scenario. Lastly, Model C considers the carbon tax scenario. The objective function and another
constraint are based on Model B, as mentioned in Section 3.4, and the added carbon tax function and
constraint are illustrated in Section 3.5.
3.3. Model A: ABC Model without Other Business Scenarios
Model A considers the basic business situation, and contains the objective function with Equation
(1A), the constraints of unit-level direct labor cost function with Equations (2) to (7), the constraints
of batch-level activity cost functions for material handling and setup activities with Equations (8) to
(11), and other sale and production constraints with Equation (12) and Equation (13). The following
subsection introduces the objective function in detail, as well as the associated constraints.
3.3.1. Objective Function
The objective function of the green production-planning model under ABC and Industry 4.0 is
as follows:
The company’s maximized profit π = the sales revenue of each product − total direct material
consumption cost − labor hour cost − unit-level activity cost − batch-level activity cost − carbon tax




















π The company’s profit
Pi Unit prices when selling one unit of product i
Xi Total produced quantity of product i
Ck Costs of material k when each unit consumed
qik The consumption quantity of material k when producing one unit of product i
LC1, LC2, LC3 Total direct labor cost for normal labor hours (LC1), first overtime (LC2) and second overtime
(LC3) work
σ0, σ1, σ2 A special ordered set of type 2 (SOS2) variable, which must be a set of positive variables; at
most two variables in ordering can be non-zero [62]
dj The activity cost when executing one unit of activity j
ηj The batch-level activity (j ∈ B) driven requirement for material handling activity
γij The batch-level activity (j ∈ B) driven requirement for product i at a setup activity
Bj The quantity of batch-level activity (j ∈ B) at material handling activity
Bij The quantity of batch-level activity (j ∈ B) for product i at setup activity
F The company’s reaming fixed costs
The detailed description of the above model will be introduced in the subsection below; however,
the direct material cost is simpler than the others so we included it here instead of in an independent
subsection. The term ∑ni = 1 ∑
2
k = 1 CkqikXi in the second set of Equation (1A) represents total direct
material cost. Based on the assumption proposed in Section 3.2, this model’s material cost under
normal scenario will be the fixed direct material costs at any quantity. Other cost functions and
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constraints: the detailed description of other functions and constraints, such as labor cost function,
batch-level activity function, etc., are described in the following sections.
3.3.2. Unit-Level Direct Labor Cost Function
The term [LC1 + σ1(LC2 − LC1) + σ2(LC3 − LC1)] in the third set Equation (1A) represents the
unit-level direct labor cost. Equations (2) to (7) represent the constraints of the direct labor resources.
The direct labor resources and their costs are separated into normal, first overtime, and second overtime
work hours. The relevant work hours and wage rates can be composed into three segments of piecewise
linear function, as shown in Figure 2. In Equations (2) to (7), (β1, β2) is a special ordered set of type 1
(SOS1) variable, so, when one of the variables is set to one, another variable must be exactly zero; (σ0,
σ1, σ2) is an SOS2 variable, which must be a set of positive variables; at most, two variables in the
ordering can be non-zero [62]. If β1 = 1, then β2 = 0 (Equation (7)), σ0, σ1 ≤ 1 (Equations (3), (4)), σ2 = 0
(Equation (5)), and σ0 + σ1 = 1 (Equation (6)). This means the direct labor hours and cost are σ0LH1 +
σ1LH2 and σ0LC1 + σ1LC2, respectively. It also means that the point (σ0LH1 + σ1LH2, σ0LC1 + σ1LC2)
is located at the second part of the unit-level direct labor cost function with the first overtime work;
this point is also a combination of (LH1, LC1) and (LH2, LC2). On the other hand, if β2 = 1, then β1 = 0
(Equation (7)), σ1, σ2 ≤ 1 (Equations (4), (5)), σ0 = 0 (Equation (3)), and σ1 + σ2 = 1 (Equation (6)). This
means the direct labor hours and cost are σ1LH2 + σ2LH3 and σ1LC2 + σ2LC3, respectively. It also
means that the point (σ1LH2 + σ2LH3, σ1LC2 + σ2LC3) is located at the third part of the unit-level direct
labor cost function with the second overtime work, and this point is also a combination of (LH2, LC2)
and (LH3, LC3). The first segment of the unit-level direct labor cost function was set to a fixed cost,
which means: (1) no matter how many labor hours were used, the cost remains the same; and (2) no
matter whether β1 = 1 or β2 = 1, the cost will always be added.
Costs 





LC: labor costs; LH: labor hours 





(li1 + li2 + li3 + θi li4 + li5)Xi ≤ LH1 + σ1(LH2 − LH1) + σ2(LH3 − LH1) (2)
σ0 − β1 ≤ 0 (3)
σ1 − β1 − β2 ≤ 0 (4)
σ2 − β2 ≤ 0 (5)
σ0 + σ1 + σ2= 1 (6)
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β1 + β2= 1 (7)
where
li1, li2, li3, li5 The usage of labor hours at the first to third and fifth activity when producing one unit of
product i
θili4 The usage of labor hours at the fourth activity when producing one unit of product i, and
multiplying a coefficient use to determine how much work should be done in the fourth
activity
LH1, LH2, LH3 Maximum capacity of direct labor hours at normal (LH1), first overtime (LH2) and second
overtime (LH3) work hours
β1, β2 An SOS1 variable, when one of the variables is set to one, another variable must be exactly
zero [62].
3.3.3. Batch-Level Activity Cost Function for Material Handling and Setup Activities
The terms djηjBj and ∑ni = 1 djγijBij in the fourth and fifth set of Equation (1A) represent batch-level
activity cost functions for material handling and setup activities. Equations (8) and (9) are the
constraints of material handling, and Equation (10) and (11) are the constraints of setup activities. We
assumed that the material handling stage only considers the procedure from raw material storage
location to factory, but the setup activities were considered at each activity. For example, the setup
hours are used to measure the setup activity, where Tj represents the setup hours that can be used, γij





qi1Xi ≤ ∅jBj (j = 6) (8)
ηjBj ≤ Tj (j = 6) (9)
where
∅j The quantity per batch of batch-level activity (j ∈ B) at material handling activity
Tj The capacity of batch-level activity (j ∈ B)




γijBij ≤ Tj (j = 7) (11)
where
Mij The quantity per batch of batch-level activity (j ∈ B) for product i at setup activity
3.3.4. Other Sale and Production Constraints
The constraints in this part do not influence the profit directly, but will indirectly influence the
profit because of the limitation of the resources. Equations (12) and (13) represent the machine
hour constraints for activities 1, 2, and 5 and for activities 3 and 4 so-called CNC, respectively.
In Equation (12), when the factory produces one unit of product i, it will need hi hours at activity
j. Each activity has its own capacity MHj. In Equation (13), when the factory produces one unit of
product i, it will need hi3 hours and additional reprocessing hours with coefficient θihi4 at activity CNC;








(hi3Xi + θihi4) ≤ MHCNC (13)
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where
hij The requirement hours when producing a single unit of product i at activity j
MHj The total available machine hours of activity j
hi3 The requirement hours when producing a single unit of product i at the third activity
θihi4 The requirement hours when producing a single unit of product i at the fourth activity, and
multiplying a coefficient use to determine how much work should be done in the fourth activity
MHCNC The total capacity of machine hours of the third and fourth activities
3.4. Model B: ABC Model with Material Discount
Model B considers material discount from the basic business situation of Model A. Model B
includes the objective function with Equation (1B), which was changed based on Model A. The related
constraints associated with material discount are Equations (14) to (18). The constraints associated with
other cost functions from Equations (2) to (13) remain the same. That is, Model B includes the objective
function with Equation (1B) and the related constraints with Equations (2) to (18). The following
subsection introduces the objective function and material discount function in detail.
3.4.1. Objective Function
In this subsection, the material discount business scenario is considered and the objective function
which was changed based on Equation (1A), is also proposed. In Model B, assume that only the first

















C2 Unit costs of the second material
qi2 The consumption quantity of the second material when producing a single unit of product i
DC1, DC2, DC3 Unit costs of the first material at normal (DC1), first (DC2) and second (DC3) discount
situations
Q1, Q2, Q3 The consumption quantity of first material at normal (Q1), first (Q2) and second (Q3)
discount situations
3.4.2. Material Discount Function
The material discount is a very common business scenario in the real world. This study uses three
segments of piecewise linear function, as shown in Figure 3. In Equations (14) to (18), (ϕ0, ϕ1, ϕ2) is an
SOS1 variable; when one of the variables is set to one, another variable must be exactly zero. If ϕ1 = 1,
then ϕ2, ϕ3 = 0 (Equation 18), Q2, Q3 = 0 (Equations (15) and (17)), Q1 ≥ 0, Q1 ≤ ϕ1R1 (Equation (16)).
This means that the material quantity and cost are Q1 and DC1Q1, respectively, and are on the first
segment of the material cost function. On the other hand, if ϕ2 = 1, then ϕ1, ϕ3 = 0 (Equation (18)), Q1,
Q3 = 0 (Equations (16) and (17)), Q2 ≥ ϕ2R1, Q2 ≤ ϕ2R2 (Equation (15)). This means that the material
quantity and cost are Q2 and DC2Q2, respectively, and are on the second segment of the material cost
function. The third segment of the material cost function does not set the bundle, which means the
quantity more than R2 will be at the same cost DC3Q3.
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DC: material costs; R: purchase quantity 





qi1Xi = Q1 + Q2 + Q3 (14)
0 ≤ Q1 ≤ ϕ1R1 (15)
ϕ2R1 < Q2 ≤ ϕ2R2 (16)
ϕ3R2 < Q3 (17)
ϕ1 + ϕ2 + ϕ3= 1 (18)
where
R1, R2 Maximum purchase quantity of material at normal (R1) and first discount (R2) situation
ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3 An SOS1 variable; when one of the variables is set to one, another variable must be exactly
zero [62].
3.5. Model C: ABC Model with Material Discount and Carbon Tax
Model C considers carbon tax with a material discount and the basic business situation. Model C
contains the objective function with Equation (1C), which was changed based on Model B. The related
constraints with the carbon tax function are Equations (19) to (24). Other cost functions from Equation
(2) to Equation (18) remain the same. That is, Model C includes the objective function with Equation
(1C) and the related constraints with Equation (2) to (24). The following subsection introduces the
objective function and carbon tax function in detail.
3.5.1. Objective Function
In this subsection, the material discount and carbon tax business scenario is considered, and the
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CCE1, CCE2 The CO2 emission cost at the first extended (CCE1) situation and second extended (CCE2)
situation
δ0, δ1, δ2 An SOS2 variable, which must be a set of positive variables; at most two variables in the
ordering can be non-zero [62]
3.5.2. Carbon Tax Function
The carbon tax is considered in this paper. This study also uses three segments of piecewise linear
function shown in Figure 4. In Equations (19) to (24), (λ1, λ2) is an SOS1 variable; when one of the
variables is set to one, another variable must be exactly zero. If λ1 = 1, then λ2 = 0 (Equation 24), δ0, δ1
≤ 1 (Equations (20), (21)), δ2 = 0 (Equation (22)), and δ0 + δ1 = 1 (Equation (23)). This means that the
emission quantity and cost are δ1CE1 and δ1CCE1, respectively. It also means that the point (δ1CE1,
δ1CCE1) is on the second segment of the carbon tax function. On the other hand, if λ2 = 1, then λ1 = 0
(Equation (24)), δ1, δ2 ≤ 1 (Equations (21), (22)), δ0 = 0 (Equation (20)), and δ1 + δ2 = 1 (Equation (23)).
This means that the emission quantity and cost are δ1CE1 + δ2CE2 and δ1CCE1 + δ2CCE2, respectively.
It also means that the point (δ1CE1 + δ2CE2, δ1CCE1 + δ2CCE2) is on the of carbon tax function. The
first segment of the carbon tax function was set to a free cost, which means: (1) no matter how much
carbon was emitted, the cost remains the same; and (2) no matter λ1 = 1 or λ2 = 1, the cost will always
be free.
Costs 




CCE: CO2 emission costs; CE: CO2 emission quantity 





eiXi ≤ CE0 + δ1(CE1 − CE0) + δ2(CE2 − CE0) (19)
δ0 − λ1 ≤ 0 (20)
δ1 − λ1 − λ2 ≤ 0 (21)
δ2 − λ2 ≤ 0 (22)
δ0 + δ1 + δ2= 1 (23)
λ1 + λ2= 1 (24)
where
ei The CO2 emission quantity when producing one unit of product i
CE0, CE1, CE2 The CO2 emission quantity at normal (CE0), first extended (CCE1) situation and second
extended (CCE2) situation
λ1, λ2 An SOS1 variable; when one of the variable is set to one, another variable must be exactly
zero [62]
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4. Illustration
In this section, a numerical example is proposed to find the optimal production combination in
each model proposed. Company L was chosen as our example company, as an international company
that not only sells basic aluminum alloy wheels, but also customized ones.
Following the global trend, Company L decided to implement Industry 4.0; however, this entails
changing the production line process and entailing costs. Thus, this paper presents mathematical
decision models to help Company L find the best product combination based on Industry 4.0 under an
ABC model. LINGO is the best software to solve such complex mathematical decision models.
4.1. Example Data and Optimal Decision Analysis
Company L mainly produces three kinds of products: Car Rims, Truck Rims, and customized
Car Rims. Due to the basic product, car rims and truck rims are set with the minimal requirements.
Each product consumes two kinds of material: aluminum ingots (m = 1) and pigment (m = 2), where
aluminum ingots encounter material discounts and material fluctuation. Each product requires eight
kinds of primary activity, six for the unit-level activity, and two for the batch-level activity. Because of
Industry 4.0, the labor hours can be efficaciously reduced. The example data are presented in Table 1,
the normal labor hours LH1 total 44,000 with a wage rate of $133 per hour and costs of 5,852,000 (LC1).
It is possible to increase labor hours by using overtime work. Labor hours LH2 and LH3 represent the
first and second time overtime work, the additional labor hours are 11,000 and 55,000 with wage rates
$177 and $200 per hour and costs of 9,735,000 (LC2) and 19,800,000 (LC3), respectively. Each activity
has its own capacity: 46,200 hours for casting (MH1), 50,400 for heat treatment (MH2), CNC 1st and 2nd
processing shared same machine hours, 18,900 hours (MHCNC), 2,070 hours for painting (MH5), 17,600
batches for material handling (T6) and 17,600 batches for setup (T7).










Minimize Requirement Xi 3000 3000 -
Selling Price Pi 4000 6000 8000
Unit-level Direct Material
aluminum
ingots (m = 1)
normal situation C1 = $70/unit
qi1 10 20 10material fluctuation with
higher cost C1 = $100/unit
material fluctuation with
lower cost C1 = $50/unit
pigment





Casting 1 hi1 2 3 2 MH1 = 46,200
Heat Treatment 2 hi2 3 4 3 MH2 = 50,400
CNC Processing 3 hi3 1 1 1 MHCNC = 18,900CNC 2nd Processing 4 θihi4 0 0 0.9
Painting 5 hi5 0.1 0.1 0.2 MH5 = 2070
Labor
hours
Casting 1 li1 1.2 1.7 1.2
Heat Treatment 2 li2 1.5 2 1.5
CNC Processing 3 li3 1 1 1.6
CNC 2nd Processing 4 θili4 0 0 1
Painting 5 li5 0.3 0.3 0.7
Batch-level
activity
Handling d6 = $2,500/batch 6
ηj 1 T6 = 17,600
∅j 100
Setup d7 = $200/batch 7
γi 1 1 2.5 T7 = 17,600Mi 2 2 1
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Carbon tax CCE1 = $10,000,000 CCE2 = $50,000,000 ei 1 1.5 2.5
Emission quantity CE1 = 25,000 CE2 = 50,000
Rate 400/m.t. 1000/m.t.
Direct labor constraint-Cost LC1 = $5,852,000 LC2 = $9,735,000 LC3 = $19,800,000
Labor hours LH1 = 44,000 LH2 = 55,000 LH3 = 99,000
Wage rate $133/h $177/h $200/h
Material cost with discount $14,000,000 $34,500,000
Quantity R1 = 200,000 R2 = 500,000 >500,000
Cost DC1 = $70 DC2 = $69 DC3 = $67
4.2. Data Analysis with Different Business Scenarios
In this subsection, the maximum profit was derived by using LINGO; the data are presented in
Table 1. The material aluminum ingots contain three kinds of prices, the C1 = $70/unit was used in the
Model A (normal scenario), Model B, and Model C; the C1 = $100/unit was used in Model A material
fluctuation with increasing price; and the C1 = $50/unit was used in Model A material fluctuation
with decreasing price. Each business scenario with its objective function and the related constraints
of various cost functions is presented in Tables A1–A5. Tables 2–4 show the optimal solution for
each scenario.
Table 2. Optimal solution for Model A.
Scenario 1: ABC Model without other business scenario
π = 38,471,730; X1 = 3000; X2 = 6730; X3 = 4826; β1 = 0; β2 = 1; σ0 = 0; σ1 = 0.5544091; σ2 = 0.4455909; B6 = 2129;
B17 = 1500; B27 = 3365; B37 = 4826
Scenario 2a: ABC Model with material fluctuation (material cost increase)
π = 32,159,560; X1 = 3000; X2 = 5910; X3 = 5257; β1 = 0; β2 = 1; σ0 = 0; σ1 = 0.5888182; σ2 = 0.4111818; B6 = 2008;
B17 = 1500; B27 = 2955; B37 = 5257
Scenario 2b: ABC Model with material fluctuation (material cost decrease)
π = 42,728,930; X1 = 3000; X2 = 6730; X3 = 4826; β1 = 0; β2 = 1; σ0 = 0; σ1 = 0.5544091; σ2 = 0.4455909; B6 = 2129;
B17 = 1500; B27 = 3365; B37 = 4826
[Note] The models for Scenario 1, 2a, and 2b are shown in Tables A1–A3 of Appendix A, respectively.
Table 3. Optimal solution for Model B.
Scenario 3: ABC Model with material discount
π = 38,684,590; X1 = 3000; X2 = 6730; X3 = 4826; ϕ1 = 0; ϕ2 = 1; ϕ3 = 0; Q1 = 0; Q2 = 212,860; Q3 = 0; β1 = 0;
β2 = 1; σ0 = 0; σ1 = 0.5544091; σ2 = 0.4455909; B6 = 2129; B17 = 1500; B27 = 3365; B37 = 4826
[Note] The models for Scenario 3 is shown in Table A4 of Appendix A.
Table 4. Optimal solution for Model C.
Scenario 4: ABC model with material discount and carbon tax
π = 31,001,270; X1 = 3014; X2 = 5894; X3 = 5258; ϕ1 = 0; ϕ2 = 1; ϕ3 = 0; Q1 = 0; Q2 = 200,600; Q3 = 0; β1 = 0;
β2 = 1; σ0 = 0; σ1 = 0.5892273; σ2 = 0.4107727; B6 = 2006; B17 = 1507; B27 = 2947; B37 = 5258; λ1 = 0; λ2 = 1;
δ0 = 0; δ1 = 1; δ2 = 0
[Note] The models for Scenario 4 is shown in Table A5 of Appendix A.
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4.2.1. Model A: ABC Model without Other Business Scenarios and ABC Model with Material
Fluctuation Scenario
The optimal solution of the ABC Model without other business scenarios is shown in Table 2. The
maximum profit π was 38,471,730; three kinds of product with production quantities of 3000, 6730, and
4826, respectively; labor hours at less than half of the third segment (σ1 = 0.5544091; σ2 = 0.4455909;
β2 = 1), which means it is at the second overtime work hours. The result indicates that only product
1 involves minimal requirements; although the material and other resources used are smaller than
the other two products, the profit provided by product 1 is too little to cover the costs. This scenario
provides the basic view and different overtime work situation, which means managers can use this
example data to optimize their distribution of human resources.
The ABC Model with material fluctuation scenario is price adjusted based on Model A. This paper
divides this scenario into two parts: the ABC Model with material cost increase and the ABC Model
with material cost decrease. Here, we assume that the cost of the main material, meaning aluminum
ingots, will fluctuate based on the real-world situation; the price was based on the international average
price of $70 per kilogram, $50 at lowest price and $100 at highest price. The maximum profit π with
the lowest material cost: 42,728,930, and with highest material cost: 32,159,560. The major difference in
this scenario is product combination: three kinds of product with production quantities of 3000, 6730,
4826 at lowest price and 3,000, 5,910, 5,257 at highest price. As we can see, the material costs directly
affect the production quantity and profit. With the lowest material cost, the product combination is
the same as in the normal scenario but with 11% profit increment; with the highest material cost, the
product quantity X2 decreases by 820 units, the product quantity X3 increases by 431 units, and the
profit decreases by 16.4%. This scenario provides a guideline when a corporation has less power to
deal with price contracts and faces material fluctuations; it also helps them to adjust their production
quantity and other resources when the material cost is moving higher or lower.
4.2.2. Model B: ABC Model with material discount scenario
This scenario is an extension of Model A; assume that the corporation has the power to deal
with contract prices. Three kinds of price and quantity combinations were set to $70 per unit from
1 to 200000 units, $69 per unit from 200001 to 500000 units, and $67 per unit after 500001 units. As
shown in Table 3, the maximum profit π was 38,684,590, and the first discount segment was activated
with quantity 212,860 (ϕ2 = 1); three kinds of materials and other resources, such as labor hours and
machine hours are the same as in the normal scenario. Although the only difference is the profit, this
scenario provides a guideline to deal with product combinations when managers face such situations.
4.2.3. Model C: ABC Model with Material Discount and Carbon Tax Scenario
This scenario is an extention of Model B where carbon taxes are also considered. According to the
results in Table 4, three kinds of product quantity: 3,014, 5,894, and 5,258 units, differ from the other
scenarios; maximum profit π was 31,001,270; the material discount level is as same as in the material
discount scenario, but the material quantity decreased to 200,600 units; the carbon emission level is
exactly at the boundary of the second to third segments (λ2 = 1; δ1 = 1). The results indicate that the
emission cost not only affects the profit but also the product combination, since product 1 with 1 unit
of emission quantity, 1.5 units for product 2, and 2.5 units for product 3. Although product 3 entails
high emissions, the product quantities still rise to the maximum profit. This scenario includes the
carbon tax situation, which is facing big challenges as in the real world now. It can also help managers
to rearrange their production strategies in order to maximize their profit and minimize the impact on
the environment.
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4.3. Summary
This subsection offers a brielf summary of all the assumed scenarios. First, the product
combinations are different among each scenario. In Model A, only the material costs are different,
while other resources remain the same; Model B is very similar to model A, but adds the material
discount cost function. The three scenario material costs in Model A are $70, $100, and $50 respectively,
while in Model B, the first discount segment with material cost of $69 is activated. If costs are below or
remain at the average price, the company can continue using such product combinations to make the
maxinum profit. Model C is more complicated, and may not be suitable for this pattern, as it requires
further consideration of the added carbon tax on each product.
Second, the labor hour usage among each model has little difference, each model uses the second
overtime rate of 1.66 times the wage rate. Under Industry 4.0, the requirements of labor resources
will gradually decrease, and be replaced by machines; althought the current human resources are
seemingly insufficient, it is not recommended that the company add human resources, but instead
select machine capacity.
Third, in these models, the bottle neck occurs at the batch-level setup activity. In this paper, 1, 1,
and 2.5 times the setup activity for each product has been assumed. The example company mainly
uses laborers for setup activity. As in human resources, the adoption of Industry 4.0 will gradually
replace human laborers, thus, at that time, many activities will depend on machines, and bottle necks
will shift to machine hours.
Finally, the carbon tax cost function has been added in Model C. In this scenario, the profit is
significantly decreased. However, the carbon tax is just a beginning, as governments around the world
must consider both carbon tax and carbon rights. The continued development of society will bring
more environmental damage, which will lead to increased environmental protection costs.
5. Discussion and Conclusions
Industry 4.0 was a hot issue when it was first announced at the Hannover Fair in April 2011;
green issues were also recognized as urgent problems that need to be dealt with, and have already
lasted for more than two decades.
In this paper, the green activity-based costing production-planning model under Industry 4.0
was proposed. In order to meet the real world situation, this paper proposed three models with five
scenarios, which include, Model A: ABC Model without other business scenarios and ABC Model
with the material fluctuation scenario; Model B: ABC Model with the material discount scenario; and
Model C: ABC model with both the material discount and carbon tax scenario. These models includes
several kinds of cost functions, such as the direct labor cost function, direct material cost function,
batch-level activity cost function, and carbon tax function. LINGO software was chosen, as it is the
best software to solve such complex mathematical decision models, in order to deal with the example
data based on these scenarios. This paper provides a way for managers to not only be able to deal
with the complex cost problem based on Industry 4.0, but also to handle the environmental issues in
making production decisions.
Although this paper provides various scenarios to deal with the possible situations in the real
world, there are still some limitations. First, in this ABC model, additional labor hours cannot be used
when normal labor hours have not been fully used. Second, the carbon emission costs only consider
the cost of usage quantity, while carbon rights and carbon tax have already started to be considered in
some countries. Due to these limitations, we suggest that future research considers both carbon tax
and carbon rights. We also suggest that countries should engage in comprehensive consideration of
the carbon tax system, which will not only create additional taxation, but will also have benefit on
lowering global warming.
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Appendix A
Table A1. Objective function and constraints for Model A: scenario 1.
Objective function
Maximum π = 4000*X1 + 6000*X2 + 8000*X3 − (700 + 100)*X1 − (1400 + 150)*X2 − (700 + 200)*X3 −
5852000 − 3883000*σ1 − 7408000*σ2 − 2500*B6 − 200*B17 − 200*B27 − 1000*B37 − F
Constraints
subject to direct labor hour:
4*X1 + 5*X2 + 6*X3 ≤ 44000 + 11000*σ1 + 55000*σ2
σ0 − β1 ≤ 0
σ1 − β1 − β2 ≤ 0
σ2 − β2 ≤ 0
σ0 + σ1 + σ2 = 1
β1 + β2 = 1
subject to machine hour:
j = 1: 2*X1 + 3*X2 + 2*X3 ≤ 46200
j = 2: 3*X1 + 4*X2 + 3*X3 ≤ 50400
j = 3,4: (1+0)*X1 + (1+0)*X2 + (1+0.9)*X3 ≤ 18900
j = 5: 0.1*X1 + 0.1*X2 + 0.2*X3 ≤ 2070
subject to batch level - material movement:
10*X1 + 20*X2 + 10*X3 ≤ 100*B6
1*B6 ≤ 17600
subject to minimize requirement:
X1 ≥ 3000
X2 ≥ 3000




1*B17 + 1*B27 + 2.5*B37 ≤ 17600
Table A2. Objective function and constraints for Model A: scenario 2a.
Objective function
Maximum π = 4000*X1 + 6000*X2 + 8000*X3 − (1000 + 100)*X1 − (2000 + 150)*X2 − (100 + 200)*X3 −
5852000 − 3883000*σ1 − 7408000*σ2 − 2500*B6 − 200*B17 − 200*B27 − 1000*B37 − F
Constraints
subject to direct labor hour:
4*X1 + 5*X2 + 6*X3 ≤ 44000 + 11000*σ1 + 55000*σ2
σ0 − β1 ≤ 0
σ1 − β1 − β2 ≤ 0
σ2 − β2 ≤ 0
σ0 + σ1 + σ2 = 1
β1 + β2 = 1
subject to machine hour:
j = 1: 2*X1 + 3*X2 + 2*X3 ≤ 46200
j = 2: 3*X1 + 4*X2 + 3*X3 ≤ 50400
j = 3,4: (1+0)*X1 + (1+0)*X2 + (1+0.9)*X3 ≤ 18900
j = 5: 0.1*X1 + 0.1*X2 + 0.2*X3 ≤ 2070
subject to batch level - material movement:
10*X1 + 20*X2 + 10*X3 ≤ 100*B6
1*B6 ≤ 17600
subject to minimize requirement:
X1 ≥ 3000
X2 ≥ 3000




1*B17 + 1*B27 + 2.5*B37 ≤ 17600
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Table A3. Objective function and constraints for Model A: scenario 2b.
Objective function
Maximum π = 4000*X1 + 6000*X2 + 8000*X3 − (500 + 100)*X1 − (1000 + 150)*X2 − (500 + 200)*X3 −
5852000 − 3883000*σ1 − 7408000*σ2 − 2500*B6 − 200*B17 − 200*B27 − 1000*B37 − F
Constraints
subject to direct labor hour:
4*X1 + 5*X2 + 6*X3 ≤ 44000 + 11000*σ1 + 55000*σ2
σ0 − β1 ≤ 0
σ1 − β1 − β2 ≤ 0
σ2 − β2 ≤ 0
σ0 + σ1 + σ2 = 1
β1 + β2 = 1
subject to machine hour:
j = 1: 2*X1 + 3*X2 + 2*X3 ≤ 46200
j = 2: 3*X1 + 4*X2 + 3*X3 ≤ 50400
j = 3,4: (1+0)*X1 + (1+0)*X2 + (1+0.9)*X3 ≤ 18900
j = 5: 0.1*X1 + 0.1*X2 + 0.2*X3 ≤ 2070
subject to batch level - material movement:
10*X1 + 20*X2 + 10*X3 ≤ 100*B6
1*B6 ≤ 17600
subject to minimize requirement:
X1 ≥ 3000
X2 ≥ 3000




1*B17 + 1*B27 + 2.5*B37 ≤ 17600
Table A4. Objective function and constraints for Model B: scenario 3.
Objective function
Maximum π = 4000*X1 + 6000*X2 + 8000*X3 − 70*Q1 − 69*Q2 − 67*Q3 − 100*X1 − 150*X2 − 200*X3 −
5852000 − 3883000*σ1 − 7408000*σ2 − 2500*B6 − 200*B17 − 200*B27 − 1000*B37 − F
Constraints
subject to direct labor hour:
4*X1 + 5*X2 + 6*X3 ≤ 44000 + 11000*σ1 + 55000*σ2
σ0 − β1 ≤ 0
σ1 − β1 − β2 ≤ 0
σ2 − β2 ≤ 0
σ0 + σ1 + σ2 = 1
β1 + β2 = 1
subject to machine hour:
j = 1: 2*X1 + 3*X2 + 2*X3 ≤ 46200
j = 2: 3*X1 + 4*X2 + 3*X3 ≤ 50400
j = 3,4: (1+0)*X1 + (1+0)*X2 + (1+0.9)*X3 ≤ 18900
j = 5: 0.1*X1 + 0.1*X2 + 0.2*X3 ≤ 2070
subject to batch level - material movement:
10*X1 + 20*X2 + 10*X3 ≤ 100*B6
1*B6 ≤ 17600
subject to minimize requirement:
X1 ≥ 3000
X2 ≥ 3000




1*B17 + 1*B27 + 2.5*B37 ≤ 17600
subject to direct material discount:
10*X1 + 20*X2 + 10*X3 = Q1 + Q2 + Q3
0 ≤ Q1 ≤ ϕ1*200000
ϕ2*200000 < Q2 ≤ ϕ2*500000
ϕ3*500000 < Q3
ϕ1 + ϕ2 + ϕ3 = 1
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Table A5. Objective function and constraints for Model C: scenario 4.
Objective function
Maximum π = 4000*X1 + 6000*X2 + 8000*X3 − 70*Q1 − 69*Q2 − 67*Q3 − 100*X1 − 150*X2 − 200*X3 −
5852000 − 3883000*σ1 − 7408000*σ2 − 2500*B6 − 200*B17 − 200*B27 − 1000*B37 −
10000000*δ1 − 50000000*δ2 − F
Constraints
subject to direct labor hour:
4*X1 + 5*X2 + 6*X3 ≤ 44000 + 11000*σ1 + 55000*σ2
σ0 − β1 ≤ 0
σ1 − β1 − β2 ≤ 0
σ2 − β2 ≤ 0
σ0 + σ1 + σ2 = 1
β1 + β2 = 1
subject to CO2 emission:
1*X1 + 1.5*X2 + 2.5*X3 ≤ 0 + 25000*δ1 + 25000*δ2
δ0 − λ1 ≤ 0
δ1 − λ1 − λ2 ≤ 0
δ2 − λ2 ≤ 0
δ0 + δ1 + δ2 = 1
λ1 + λ2 = 1
subject to batch level - material movement:
10*X1 + 20*X2 + 10*X3 ≤ 100*B6
1*B6 ≤ 17600
subject to minimize requirement:
X1 ≥ 3000
X2 ≥ 3000




1*B17 + 1*B27 + 2.5*B37 ≤ 17600
subject to direct material discount:
10*X1 + 20*X2 + 10*X3 = Q1 + Q2 + Q3
0 ≤ Q1 ≤ ϕ1*200000
ϕ2*200000 < Q2 ≤ ϕ2*500000
ϕ3*500000 < Q3
ϕ1 + ϕ2 + ϕ3 = 1
subject to machine hour:
j = 1: 2*X1 + 3*X2 + 2*X3 ≤ 46200
j = 2: 3*X1 + 4*X2 + 3*X3 ≤ 50400
j = 3, 4: (1+0)*X1 + (1+0)*X2 + (1+0.9)*X3 ≤ 18900
j = 5: 0.1*X1 + 0.1*X2 + 0.2*X3 ≤ 2070
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Abstract: According to the advanced technologies of digitalization and automation, the
interconnection with each individual object is created from data acquisitions into data feedback
in the integrated platform of the Manufacturing Execution System (MES). MES automatically and
immediately links various functional systems. The time of electronic production management is
coming soon, and Activity-Based Standard Costing (ABSC) will be used in the new era. On the
other hand, there are environmental protection issues; thus, the high-tech method of the Electric Arc
Furnace (EAF) uses the complicated recycling material of steel-scrap, which hypothetically enhances
product-mix decisions, as based on the ABSC theory, with a mathematical programming approach.
Keywords: Activity-Based Standard Costing (ABSC); Manufacturing Execution System (MES);
Activity-Based Costing (ABC); Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
1. Introduction
This study integrates two important issues that have received a lot of attention. One attempts to
create the Activity-Based Standard Costing (ABSC) theory for the future Digital Era, which follows
the simultaneously automatic technology of Data Acquisition in the Manufacturing Execution System
(MES) [1–3]. The other is the environmental protection issue of steel manufacturing [4], as conducted
in a steel factory case, which adapts the complicated recycling of steel-scrap material [4,5] and further
examines more value-enhancing measures regarding the quantity of the output and profit produced
during the production processes of steel products. Furthermore, we design the various operating
resource parameters of the steel company-related data, which includes the diversified information of a
public steel company report, an interview with a top steel manager, seminars, government agencies,
etc., in order to fulfill the ABSC product-mix decision goals of a steel factory case.
Traditionally, the Activity-Based Costing (ABC) development was from Cooper and Kaplan (1988)
for creating accurate cost management in the accounting field. ABC has been applied to various
industries and used in efficiency improvement, set-up time reduction, performance measurement,
product-mix analysis, and budgeting [3,6]. The ABC theory is applied to activity analyses related
to factory, company, product, and customer levels [3,7,8] by using the various levels of activities,
including unit-, batch-, product-, and facility-level activities [7,8]. The ABC model uses two stages
in cost assignment: (1) to assign resource costs to activities using various resource drivers and (2) to
assign activity costs to various cost objects (parts, products, channels, districts, etc.) using various
resource drivers. [3,6,7]. However, while the ABC method has been used in the Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) system for a long time, in the Industry 4.0 environment, there is a huge gap regarding
how to deal with ABC [9–11]. Some researchers have used the five CPS (Cyber-Physical system)
attributes of connection, conversion, cyber, cognition, and configuration to further develop industry
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4.0 digital environments [1,12,13]. Additionally, Internet of Things (IoT) technology network smart
objects, the internet, and mobile devices [1,9,12] can be automated for real-time data acquisition [1,9,14].
In other words, the data of resource drivers and activity drivers consumed by products during all
manufacturing processes can be recorded in real-time using the technologies of sensor-monitoring,
the Internet of Things (IoT), CPS, and Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) under Industry
4.0 [1,9,15]. Therefore, Activity-Based Standard Costing (ABSC) is the future trend in cost accounting
under the smart ERP and links the modern MES of Industry 4.0 [10,15]. Practically, the standards
of material, labor, and manufacturing overhead data should be installed into the MES database
using the advanced technologies of digitalization before starting production [1,16,17]. All resources
used in all manufacturing processes should be tracked, and their real-time status data should be
displayed in the MES system [1,18]. The above technologies and approaches can integrate all activity
data to automatically manage and control production processes in real-time and measure operating
performance in all operating departments in a digital manner [1,19,20].
Indeed, the functions of MES, including data acquisition and information systems, make
production management computerization possible in the digital age [1,2,9]. An MES can
automatically communicate with all subsystems of the enterprise operations management-related
applications through a workshop, including resource management, interface management, information
management, personnel management, quality management, data acquisition, data processing, and
performance analysis [1,10,14]. Certainly, MES can easily integrate all production management
subsystems into its system from data acquisition to data collection, calculation, and storage, as
well as data analysis and data application [2,16,20]. However, creating a powerful MES platform
in a manufacturing factory must consider the different industry production models for various
industries, such as continuous or process manufacturing, batch manufacturing, lot-oriented continuous
manufacturing, or item-oriented manufacturing [2,3,7]. The data acquisition order in any production
line is from resource input, to work-in-process (WIP), to finish goods, and then, the data is tracked,
collected, and stored in a timely manner [1,18,20]. Its advantage is the strict control of all the operating
processes to execute the standard procedures of each process, which shows real-time reporting,
including various management reports and analysis. All data can be stored in the MES system, which
can be used to control all operating activities for the incoming order, from production planning,
machining process, assembly process, quality process, and logistic process [1,2,9]. Importantly, MES
plays an integrating role that links various individual function systems for data collection, combination,
and evaluation, which will synchronize to perform related tasks regarding interfacing about orders,
materials, machines, tools, and the latest status information of personnel [1,10,15]. Smartly, when
the production process cannot be run according to the original plan, all information is automatically
pooled and appropriately prepared to facilitate good decisions [1,16,18].
In the digital era of global competition, it is noteworthy that MES and ABSC are indivisible and
have become more and more important issues. This paper offers an important future development
for the study of the relationship between MES and ABSC. There are two main points of view in
this business strategy. First, in the market-based view, smart business models should be optimized
to communicate with customers, products, and services [9,18,20]. Second, in the resource-based
view, the integration of resources, capabilities, and processes can create smart business strategic
decision capabilities. As all future manufacturing resources can automatically connect and share
information, factories will become more intelligent and consciously predict and maintain production
lines by autonomously controlling and managing the machines [1,9,18]. Furthermore, the Smart
Business Model (SBM) will connect its smart products already sold to customers to monitor product
components and provide customers with more services [17–19].
Regarding another issue of environmental protection, the Paris Agreement is an agreement within
“the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)”, which is for mitigating
gas emissions around the world. The 195 UNFCCC members signed the agreement in August 2017 [21].
How to protect the environment has become a very important global issue. This paper introduces
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the literature on steelmaking production by using the complex recycled material of steel-scrap, which
largely replaces the global natural resources of iron ore and coal [5,22].
The traditional steelmaking process of a Blast Furnace (BF) has caused serious air pollution
and water pollution due to the use of the raw materials of iron ore and coking coal [4,5,22]. The
manufacturing process of a BF not only causes severe decay of the natural global resources of iron
ore and coke but also causes the huge problems of global environmental pollution and gas emission.
Fortunately, the development of the modern green manufacturing technology of the Electric Arc
Furnace (EAF) replaces the traditional high polluting manufacturing process of a BF; moreover, the
recycled raw material of steel-scrap substitutes the natural raw materials of iron ore and coal [4,5,22].
An impressive 97% of all global steel product waste can be recycled to achieve an 86% recovery
rate [5,22]. As EAF manufacturing technology can use any kind of steel-scrap as its material and
remanufacture any new steel product, steel-scrap has become the greenest material of the steel industry.
The transformation of modern EAF steelmaking technology and traditional raw materials replaces the
processes of mining, ore dressing, coking, and ironmaking to save our natural resources and energy;
thus, the steelmaking industry will truly become a natural eco-industry [4,5,22].
In this paper, the first major contribution is to propose a concept of ABSC (Activity-Based Standard
Costing) integrated into ERP and MES for achieving efficient production management in a digital
environment. Smart ABSC analysis and operations will support smart manufacturing, including work
forecasting, status monitoring, WIP tracking, throughput tracking, and capacity feedback for all objects
because various standard data (including Material Master and Master Data) are installed into the
related objects prior to the production process. Smartly, each object can automatically display its
information and then share its information with the related requesters in a timely manner through the
smart MES platform and the smart subsystem of ERP.
The second major contribution of this study is for environmental protection. The rubbish of
steel-scrap has become a raw material for producing steel billets (P#1) because of EAF technology.
Next, the steel billets (P#1) produce various new steel products, which certainly help to improve
environmental protection. Moreover, enhancing the value of recycled steel-scrap and improving its
quality can produce more steel billet (P#1) outputs in its process. On the other hand, reusing iron ore
and coking coal can significantly reduce mining.
The remainder of this paper is as follows: Section 2 presents the research background including
(1) the evolution of cost management from the traditional ABC to the innovative ABSC, (2) how to
integrate functional subsystems into an MES system for immediate and automatic data acquisition
in the system, and (3) a description of the green steelmaking industry. Section 3 creates the ABSC
concept by combining the basic theory of ABC and the standards for the resources and activities
of MES. Further, it defines ABSC and describes how to automatically calculate the costs of various
cost objects by using the two stages of ABC, where related data can be immediately used for various
managerial tasks and decisions, and finally, can build “a powerful MES integrating system“. Section 4
describes an ABSC mixed decision model by using mathematical programming for the steelmaking
manufacturing industry. Section 5 discusses an illustrative case study. Finally, a numerical example is
provided to illustrate how to use the model to obtain an optimal solution using LINGO software. In
Section 6, a scenario analysis of four cases is used to demonstrate the profit analysis [7,8,23] to achieve
the maximum profit for steelmaking production. Finally, the summary and conclusions are presented
in Section 7.
2. Research Background
The era of global high-tech digital is coming. MES systems can automatically and immediately
integrate a large amount of software from specific internal functions to external suppliers and
customers [2,10,18]. A Smart Network and unified interface technologies create a powerful MES
integration system, which automatically connects various independent subsystems via networking
technology and exchanges data in real-time via interfaces [1,9,18]. Moreover, as it can support
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simple input devices, conduct accurate plausibility checks for erroneous inputs, and has convenient
information use [1,19,20], MES can provide a reliable and available system for production
management [2,9]. However, the readiness of the ABSC model is necessary for the future digital era.
In this steelmaking case, the development of EAF steelmaking technology and the creation of
demand for recycled steel-scrap materials will effectively improve climate change [4,5,22]. This steel
company wants to focus on accurately evaluating its relevant production costs, including the costs
of the raw steel-scrap material, operating costs, and environmental costs, in order to develop their
core competencies.
2.1. The Evolution from the Traditional ABC to the Innovative ABSC
The traditional ABC was developed around 1988 and has been widely used by most enterprises
until now. The accurate cost accounting ability of the ABC model was highly recognized during the
mass production of Industry 2.0 and the automated production era of Industry 3.0 [7–9]. However,
the 4th industrial revolution, which began in Germany in 2011 [13–15], has the aim of reducing
manpower, shortening product lifecycle between design and production, and making efficient use
of all resources [10,12]. Industry 4.0 develops towards smart factories, smart products, and smart
services in the Internet of Things (IoT) environment [13,16,17]. In this paper, the innovative ABSC
model, which is based on the traditional ABC theory, will be used in the future industry 4.0. The
following presents the technological gaps between ABC and ABSC as well as three key points for the
innovative ABSC in the future Industry 4.0 environment.
• CPS: All smart objects can be intelligently connected together and can continuously interchange
data in a timely manner [1,24].
• IoT: The IoT is a ubiquitous virtual infrastructure, also called industrial internet [25,26].
• Sensor technology: Smart objects are embedded with various different sensors and can be
perceived, observed, and understood through computers without the need to enter data [10,16,27].
On the other hand, the ABC model has been used in the ERP system for a long time. Assuming
that the ABSC model will be used in the ERP system, we must consider the issue of system integration.
For example: (1) Smart data are embedded in the ERP system and can share all smart data to related
smart objects before production [10,15]. The system-to-system issue, ERP, and MES system-related
data issues are from data acquistion to data feedback [15,24,27].
Finally, the ABC model has been adopted by many industries to improve efficiency [3,6]. From
the point of view of business strategy and planning, the ABC/ABSC product-mix decision model can
be solved by using the LINGO software to obtain the optimal decision solution to maximize profit,
which is helpful to enterprises [7,8,23]. In the future Industry 4.0, Big Data and cloud computing can
be used to make real-time decisions [14,28,29]. In this subsection, we recommend that the ABC/ABSC
product-mix decision model can be used to determine the optimal solutions regarding business strategy
and enterprise budget [23,28,29] in the Industry 4.0 era. On the other hand, we recommend that the
reference LINGO software system be part of the specification for Big Data policy systems.
To sum up, this subsection describes the evolution of cost management from the traditional ABC
model to the innovative ABSC model, including the technological developments and the application
of ABSC in Industry 4.0, as shown in Table 1. Figure 1 shows a smart ABSC operational roadmap from
strategy to planning and execution in the future industry 4.0 Environment.
2.2. Integrating Functional Subsystems into an MES
Obviously, a large number of traditionally independent software (such as ERP) can only
provide a one-way supply of the related data; however, MES plays a dialogue platform and
integrates all independent systems [2,15]. Smartly, various resources are applied to different systems
individually, which execute during the production process to manufacture the products [15,20,30].
Many independent systems are applied and integrated by MES systems [2,9], meaning MES systems
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can integrate a variety of various independent function systems, and this subsection will introduce
some of the functional systems. First, in the production area, MES integrates a Programmable
Logic Controller (PLC) system [2,25], which is a digital control system that prevents operational
errors and automatically collects all relevant manufacturing information [1,2,18]. The Statistical
Process Control (SPC) system is a quality management system [1,10] which features rapid reaction to
production-line abnormalities and effective dispatch of expert personnel to repair and immediately
eliminate mechanical or personnel processing anomalies. In addition, the Shop Floor Control (SFC)
system can carry out quantity control and transfer on the production line [1,2,10]. Second, in the
warehouse area, MES integrates the Warehouse Management System (WMS) for accurate inventory
management [2,15,30]. Third, in the inventory area, MES can be vertically integrated into the Supply
Chain Management (SCM) system [2,10,14] with its suppliers to achieve “Just in time” (JIT) [7]
management to reduce inventory. Fourth, in the data area, currently, Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) provides complete information about a company or group; however, the actual details of
manufacturing processes are difficult to provide [2,15]. Therefore, a wide variety of individual
hardware and software have been developed, and all hardware are distributed in one factory in
order to generate their data in a timely and automated manner, which is due to CPS and the IoT
technologies [31–34]. MES can immediately receive data from all individual systems and send real-time
data to those in demand.
Table 1. Innovative Activity-Based Standard Costing (ABSC) and applications.
Traditional Activity-Based Costing
(ABC)
Technological Development Innovative ABSC
Resources
1. Technology environment: Cyber-Physical system (CPS)
and Internet of Things (IoT)
2. Software and hardware: Integrated Manufacturing
Execution System (MES) and various independent
systems (system-to-system)
3. Data acquisition infrastructure (ID reader,
Scales interface)
4. Connection of the automation level (Scale, Bar
code, RFID)
5. Smart Data: Standards of Material Master and
Standards of Master Data
6. Applications: Automated and real-time data acquistion
 data feedback Machine-to-Machine (become
conscious and intelligent)
Smart resources:
1. Resource standards: Smart Data
2. Smart resource objects: Advance Robots,
Automatic Machines . . .





Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
ERP data, including all standard costs
1. Using system: Smart ERP Smart ERP-data,
including: smart data and their
standard unit-price
2. A powerful platform: MES system
3. Smart Data applications/data feedback
ABC/ABSC Application: product-mix decision model
Method: various constraints and mathematical programming
Using strategic system: Decision Support System
Results: an optimal decision solution for maximizing profit
ABSC application in the Big Data of Industry 4.0:
Recommendations:
1. Strategy: ABSC Product-mix decision support model as part of Big Data strategy
2. Reference LINGO software system as part of a Big Data strategy system specification
3. Plan: the optimal decision solution as budget target
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Figure 1. Smart ABSC operational roadmap.
Indeedly, the MES system can solve ERP-related problems and easily collect massive amounts
of data during the production process. Finally, in the data application area, the Business Intelligence
(BI) system [2,10,15] can be horizontally integrate through an internal database in an ERP system, and
all department managers can easily obtain their analysis information if they are authorized access to
such related information [2,15,30]. It is entirely conceivable that MES can become the backbone of
production management; MES integrates a large number of digital products and systems to improve
information processing capabilities, which allows it to become a powerful production management
system for achieving the goal of intelligent manufacturing [35–37].
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2.3. Automatic Data Acquisition in Real-Time in an MES System
Data acquisition is automatically collected via a variety of reading systems, including counters,
scales, balances, and comparable devices [34,37,38]. For example: (1) the technology of an ergonomic
touch screen is for conducting data acquisition [2,10,12,13]; (2) staff members log their work time using
PDA (production data acquisition) [13,28,39], and a cell phone is convenient for conducting immediate
mobile data acquisition [2]; (3) RFID (radio frequency identification) [2,18,38] can conduct remote data
acquisition [2,9] in the harshest production environments; (4) counter pulse operating signals can
automatically and immediately collect the yield data [2]; lastly, (5) using barcodes or batch labels that
can be scanned at their storage location is to collect data in real-time [2,13,15]. In other words, MES
can collect all kinds of data (such as the characteristic curves of quality data, labor time data, wage
data, and material data), and all data of the operational processes are stored in the MES database [2].
Remarkably, production process mapping [2] is embedded into the smart MES, which will connect
with all the data collection systems via a uniform interface, and all devices will automatically collect
messages and perform all data acquisition activities from the start to the final workstation [1,2,9]. Thus,
all information will be supplied to managers, customers, and suppliers in a timely manner [9,34,37].
2.4. Background of Steel-Scrap for Green Steelmaking Manufacturing
The use of modern EAF technology instead of the traditional BF technology and adopting the raw
material of steel-scrap to reduce the natural energy excavation of iron ore and coal will save 35% of the
oil manufacturing costs [22]. Furthermore, the modern production processes of EAF can significantly
reduce 75% of carbon emissions [22], as compared to the traditional BF, in order to promote and
maintain a healthy global environment.
In the future, the EAF production model will gradually replace the traditional BF manufacturing
method in the global steelmaking industry, as steel-scrap raw materials will replace iron ores in large
quantities. Every city has a large number of discarded old steel products, which are the source of
steel-scrap, including motorcycles, automobiles, rails, furniture, appliances, building demolition,
etc. [5]. Steel-scrap will become a secondary mineral due to the large number of recycled old
steel products, rendering the steelmaking industry a recycling eco-industry [22]. Through the two
concepts of automatic data acquisition and green steelmaking manufacturing, it provides an important
development for the ABSC literature in steelmaking manufacturing.
3. ABSC in ERP Applications and Linking MES
The ABC model uses a two-stage procedure to calculate product costs: resource drivers and
activity drivers. Resource costs are traced to activities using resource drivers, and then, activity costs
are traced to cost objects using activity drivers as shown in Figure 2. In the first stage, various resource
drivers are used to assign resource costs to the related activities. In the second stage, the activity costs
are assigned to the products using the activity drivers. Each activity center usually consists of related
activities through a clustering process [27,30,39]. Additionally, all elements of each activity cost pool
come from different resource costs and can be traced to their related activity center [23,28,29].
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Figure 2. The detailed ABC model.
It is assumed that ABSC (Activity-Based Standard Costing) is embedded in the ERP link with
MES, which creates the data storage and information exchange and updates each other every 15
minutes [2,10,31]. From the business practice point-of-view, all industry-relevant objects, such as
raw materials, products, machines, customers, and supply chain, can connect with each other for
exchanging information and controlling actions independently or autonomously [2,9,15]. Various
resources and activities in the ABSC are embedded in an intelligent ERP [10,15], which is also a
subsystem of MES. MES is a powerful platform that automatically connects to all independent systems
and immediately delivers accurate costs for each product due to its smart integrated data stream
including data acquisition, data collection, data storage, data calculation, and data analysis [12,20,27].
Thus, MES’s data application can be applied to customers, channels, or markets in a timely manner to
fulfill computerized production management [11,24] in the future digital era.
From the management accounting point-of-view, while the traditional ERP system seems to
provide all the information of a company or group, the actual data of the manufacturing process can
hardly provide all detailed records in real time, such as working hours; utilization of machines; or
equipment, material loss, WIP quantity control, etc. [10,15]; therefore, real-time data acquisition will
overcome the above problems [15,24,35]. The following describes the standards for the resources and
activities in a digital factory.
3.1. Resource Standards
Input manufacturing resources include raw materials, machines, tools, laborers, etc. The costs of
all resources must be properly assigned to the related operating process using the standards of the
Material Master and Master Data lists [9,27,37]. A Material Master list, such as the bill of materials
information, includes drawings and required quantities [2,15,24]. Another Master Data list is for the
work plan, including work instructions, work centers for planned production, set-up time, running
time, and standard speed installed to each related machine; all of which are the standards for all
production process mapping [2,15,20]. For example, the above various resource standards are installed
in the related advanced robots or automatic machines, and they are embedded with a variety of sensors
to collect all the data from production operations in a timely manner. The process of collecting data is
called the data layer for comprehensive perception [10].
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Additionally, different functional workers, including material controllers, production schedulers,
production labors, and logisticians, use the online MES information platform to integrate various
independent functional systems [2,15,39] to make preproduction plans. Furthermore, data acquisition
from all the input resources are via various reading systems [2,13,27], which automatically receives the
information into the data acquisition station [2,19] while simultaneously transferring the information
into the MES database [2]. After that, the MES database will feed the data back to all the related
independent systems [2,15,18]. Data feedback is the data layer of reliable transmission.
According to the above explanation, the various data acquisitions and data processes will
follow three steps. First, set the various standards of the Material Master and Master Data, which
are embedded in the advanced robots or automatic machines [2,11,27]. Second, the data layer of
comprehensive perception by various sensors and multi-sensor systems automatically acquires data in
a timely manner during the operational process [2,15,38]. Lastly, the data layer of reliable transmission
collects feedback data and transfers them to the related systems in real-time [2,10–13,15,16,18,34,35].
According to the above data acquisitions, they will automatically collect various Big Data and thus can
achieve the submission goals of a smart factory [1,9,24].
3.2. Activity Standards in the Future Production Process
A powerful MES system automatically connects with various functional systems to successfully
conduct production management [1,2]. The following introduces the different operational activities.
3.2.1. The Simulation of Production Strategies
Smart design management can use 3-D printing to make a perfect design prototype before starting
production [1,2]. Then, the smart software system will be used to simulate the manufacturing process
beforehand [2,24]. MES will make the best plan for production management [2,31,37] by considering
how to arrange all the types of intelligent automatic machines within the factory and how to conduct
good production operations. For example, it can calculate the consumption of various resources in
each production process, such as people, space, energy, materials, equipment, etc [2,19], which can
help significantly reduce the operating time. An advanced planning and scheduling (APS) system [2]
can be used to make detailed manufacturing plans, including listing all the allocated resources and
integrating them into this modern MES system. From the manufacturing process point-of-view, a
production line using the MES system can be broken down into the individual machines in each
production process to collect the data, including the quantity of raw materials, machine time, tool
time, manpower time, etc. [1,2,19]. On the other hand, the quality data achieved from the production
processes using the visual mode can achieve the goals of quality management [2].
3.2.2. Tools
The technology of Augmented Reality (AR) [13] has made great breakthroughs in production
management. For example, for job training, workpeople can wear smart glasses to scan their working
sites by creating a smart virtual screen that simulates the working conditions. In other words, Standard
Operating Procedures (SOP) can be visualized in a timely manner by using the AR’s technology in
production process simulations [13]. In this way, we can reduce the cost of training and avoid the loss
of production.
3.2.3. Information Technology for Horizontal and Vertical Integration
The MES system creates an important internal and external integrated system by connecting
various independent horizontal and vertical systems, meaning it can effectively enhance all functions
and support all related requests to achieve efficient digital factories [2,26,27].
Horizontal integration means that a company can integrate all of its internal functions and systems,
such as engineering, production, and sales service. All data from all departments are automatically
entered into their individual system, and the data can be shared with other related departments (each
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15 minutes) by the powerful MES platform [1,2,15]. For example, the data layer of reliable transmission
through the MES platform can integrate the data from all departments into the ERP system every
15 minutes [2,9,15]. On the other hand, vertical integration is a thinking of an industry chain; it
means that a smart company can develop a cooperative information platform for their suppliers and
customers to facilitate their timely exchange of related information [26,34,35]. For example, if the
machines are broken down, the suppliers can use the platform’s data to know when they should
support the machines.
3.2.4. Machine-to-Machine Communication
The most significant change in the new manufacturing environment is that all auto-machines can
send their information to each other in a factory or different factories [10,27]. From a supply chain point
of view, the information of all machines is connected together through MES, and the MES data can be
linked to a cloud system [18,26,34]. In other words, each industry chain data will be connected together,
and they can know each other. For example, if our suppliers are out of stock, we can know it through
cloud system and MES and make a good decision to resolve our inventory problem. Furthermore, the
technologies of cloud and IoT [18,26,34] can also store data for each industry chain and can collect
marketing information to make real-time decisions using Big Data and cloud computing [1,18,32].
3.3. ABSC Application in a Digital Manufacturing
ABC is widely used in a variety of industries to manage and control businesses [3,23,28], and ABSC
can be used to timely analyze the functional costs of its departments [26], such as production, sales,
human resource, research and development, information systems, procurement, project management,
product design, performance measurement, efficiency improvement, product-mix analysis, set-up time
reduction, quality cost measurement, environmental quality management, budgeting, etc. [7,28,29].
In digital factories, all components can indeed be controlled at any time in a powerful MES
system: Smart design, smart development, smart manufacturing, and smart selling in a perfect
industrial chain system that uses a reliable information technology of horizontal and vertical
integration [18,26,35]. All components have autonomous perception, independent forecasts, and
self-configuration capabilities to make standard productions or service practices for achieving perfect
human–machine interaction [1,2,27]. These technologies will rapidly improve productivity. On the
other hand, setting the various standards of the Material Master and Master Data in all smart systems
will easily fulfill a variety of standard costs at the unit, batch, product, and facility levels to achieve the
needs of factories, businesses, products, and customers in a timely manner [1,2,18].
In the digital era, a smart infrastructure of data acquisition terminal equipment includes scale
interfaces, data interface bus systems [2,24,33], counter pulses operating signal, process values,
accompanying document labels and ID reader in the environment of a Cyber-Physical System (CPS),
and the Internet of Things (IoT) technologies [1,9,37]. The first automatic data are from the data
layer of comprehensive perception, which creates the automatic huge-data from data acquisition
and data collection to data storage [2,10]. Then, these huge-data become a useful information
media that can share various information to related individual systems or devices, including
machine-to-system, system-to-system, or machine-to-machine [1,2,27], which we call the second data
layer of reliable transmission. The huge-data can be stored in cloud systems for the needs of customers
or suppliers [1,34,35]. The cloud systems [26] can also automatically calculate their huge-data and
become a variety of smart information for different requesters, which we call the third data layer of
intelligent processing.
Specifically, MES plays a backbone role, integrating all the independent horizontal and vertical
systems [2,15,26]. Importantly, data acquisitions and data processes automatically collect large amounts
of data during the production process from input resources and activities to finished products [2,15,24].
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Figure 3 displays the relationship between ABSC and digital factories through smart MES and
ERP. Huge-data are entered into the MES data station through a variety of sensors, and then, the data
feedback are entered into the ERP database [1,2,18].
Figure 3. Achievement of ABSC goals through Smart MES and ERP systems.
3.4. ABSC Definition and Various Cost Calculation
Cooper and Kaplan (1988) adapted ABC for improving the cost of products in an automated
manufacturing environment; however, that is not enough for the individual objects required in the
digital age. In an MES system, all resource smart objects [18,24,27] are installed with the related
standards of the Material Master and Master Data [2,10] before those objects enter the production
process, which we call Activity-Based Standard Costing (ABSC). Those operation-related detailed
huge-data are collected by various sensors, and massive amounts of data will automatically be created
during the production process, which will facilitate the implementation of ABSC in ERP and MES
systems [1,2,15].
According to the previous discussion, ABSC can be embedded in a Smart ERP system and
connected to the MES system in a digital factory [10,15,24]. The ABSC approach for a steel company
can be successfully implemented by following four steps (see Figure 2):
• Step 1. Calculating Resource Costs: The various resources used in a factory may include
direct materials, direct laborers, machine hours, and other resources [3,6,28]. Resource costs
are calculated using the quantity standards of the Material Master and Master Data [2] in the
production process, as well as the standard of each resource unit price [7,8,28]. All detailed
quantity data throughout the whole operation process can automatically be summed up for each
resource element and then be tracked to its processes. As a result, resource costs can be calculated
immediately in a smart ERP system.
• Step 2. Tracing Resource Costs to Activities: According to the various automatic data acquisitions
in the data processes, some direct resource costs can automatically be traced to specific activities if
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a resource is consumed only by the specific activity [15,18,27]. Otherwise, the resource cost should
be assigned to activities that consume the resource by an appropriate resource drive [2,10,27].
• Step 3. Standardized Activity Costs: An activity may be related to more than one process; thus,
its indirect costs will be distributed to the related processes in the MES system [2,15,23]: For
example, inspecting incoming material, moving materials, and indirect labor costs; maintaining
and repairing machines; and other costs that are beneficial to all the manufacturing processes [15].
In other words, standardized activity costs can be traced to their related activities and
processes [2,10,15], and the cost of each activity can be automatically calculated by adding the costs
of the resource elements assigned to the activity [7,10,15]. In the new manufacturing era, mass
customization is the key focus of manufacturing processes. Traditional standard costing should
be changed to setting the detailed standards for elementary cost elements [2,15,18]. Thus, we will
have the standard cost rate for each activity executed in the productions system. The standard
cost of a specific product unit will be calculated by adding the products with standard activity cost
rates and standard activity driver quantities consumed by this specific product unit [15,23,28].
• Step 4. Tracing Activity Costs to Products: The product cost for a specific product unit can
be automatically calculated by summing up the resource and activity costs traced to a specific
product unit [15,23,28].
3.5. ABSC in ERP and linking MES in A Smart Factory
To sum up Section 3, the resource standards use the standards of the Material Master and Master
Data [2,15,27], which are installed in the related smart objects prior to production. After that, all smart
objects will automatically operate their operational activities and acquire their data in a real-time
manner [2,10,15]. Regarding the software, this powerful MES system not only integrates all automatic
and real-time data from all reading systems into the MES database [2,12,24] but also shares the relevant
requirement data through the platform [2,12,24]. Additionally, the MES system automatically connects
the internal and external independent systems for horizontal and vertical integration to achieve the
goals of smart factories [2,10,24].
From a cost accounting point-of-view, one should understand a smart factory, including how to
connect the ERP and MES; the following steps can be followed. Firstly, the structure of a smart factory
has four levels, Production Operation, Production Management, Business Operation, and Commerce,
with multiple control systems: MES system, ERP system, and BI system. Secondly, Sections 2 and 3
provide many different MES information, including operation processes, functions, and software, to
design a powerful MES integrated system for a smart factory. Finally, in particular, the SAP-ERP system
mainly includes the following seven modules in order to display ABSC in the CO module: SD (Sales
and Distribution), PP (Production Planning), MM (Materials Management), QM (Quality Management),
HCM (Human Capital Management), CO (Controlling), and FI (Financial Accounting) [40]. Figure 4
shows a smart factory can use the MES integrated systems in the future Industry 4.0 era.
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Figure 4. A powerful MES integrated system.
4. Formulation of an ABSC Product-Mix Decision Model for a Steel Factory
Jadicke (1961) applied the Product-Mix model in management accounting to determine the optimal
product-mix [23,29] that maximizes total profit under various constraints (e.g., sales, production, and
cost elements) in a multiproduct company. Additionally, ABC uses various mathematical programming
approaches and conducts a product-mix decision analysis [23,29]. The ABSC theory will be applied in
new manufacturing.
4.1. Process Descriptions and Cost Categories for the ABSC Mixed Decision Model for a Steel Factory
Bottom line results (e.g., the income statement in the accounting field) are from sales and various
costs to profit, which can be used to evaluate the competitiveness of a company [23,29], and such
results are absolutely related to the performance of each functional department. All cost information
must be shown, in order for business operators to make good assessments and accurate judgments.
This study classifies six cost categories as follows:
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1. Material cost: The purchase of steel-scrap raw materials should be based on the needs of EAF to
clean, cut, and fracture for finishing all kinds of different sizes. The available steel-scrap will be
poured into the hopper of EAF according to size in order for the EAF to be fully loaded and then
will start the production of P#1 products.
2. Labor cost: Including personnel normal and overtime costs;
3. Electrical power cost: Including the high electrical bills for EAF, etc.;
4. CO2 emission cost: Environmental and social costs in the form of a carbon tax for
environmental protection;
5. Machine cost: Machines and equipment are fixed costs in each process;
6. Other indirect costs (overhead): With the exception of the above 1–5 costs in this subsection, other
indirect costs per product are calculated as a percentage of the total amount sold for each product.
The flowchart in Figure 5 describes the processes in steel manufacturing. This study includes
two main stages. On the one hand, we focus on incorporating the above costs (e.g., Material cost,
Labor cost, Electrical power cost, CO2 emission cost, Machine cost, and other indirect costs) through a
mathematical programming approach and obtain the optimal decision using the LINGO software. On
the other hand, we hypothesize and enhance the value of steel-scrap raw materials for P#1 products in
the process of steelmaking to achieve maximum profit. The flowchart of the steel factory is shown in
Figure 5.
Figure 5. The production process of the steel factory of the case company.
4.2. Assumptions
Assuming that the ABSC product-mix decision in a steel factory considers all operating costs
in this paper, there are several assumptions. The following assumptions will be incorporated into a
mathematical programming model:
1. The revenue includes steel products and slag byproducts;
2. The direct raw material cost of steel-scrap with different purity levels and recycled materials for
byproducts are assumed;
3. Direct labor is related to the time of the production machine;
4. The model complies with government policies, including direct labor overtime and tax cost for
carbon dioxide emission;
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5. The direct costs include direct materials, machines, CO2 emission, labor, and electrical
power costs;
6. The machine cost of each process is fixed, regardless of any special overtime;
7. The variable costs of other indirect costs are based on the total sales percentage for each product.
4.3. Notations
The variables and parameters used in this paper are defined as follows:
Ω The total profit;
P#i The notation of products;
Pi The sales unit price of Product i;
Qi The sales quantity of the products (P#i);
USi The sales upper quantity limit constraint of Product i;
LSi The sales lower quantity limit constraints of Product i;
S1, S2 The notations for the byproducts for both slag (S1) and steel-scrap (S2);
Qp The selling quantity of the byproduct;
K1 The unit sales price of the byproduct;
B The amount of input per batch of steel-scrap in the steelmaking process;
Xj The number of batches of steel-scrap of the jth level purity in a period;
Mj The purchase of steel-scrap of the jth level steel purity;
Mcj The unit purchase cost of the jth level steel-scrap;
M2r The output of the steel-scrap byproduct (S2) in a period
Mc2r The unit cost of the steel-scrap byproduct (S2);
Rj, Rj’ The output of each batch of P#1 using the steel-scrap of the jth steel purity level; Rj’ is the
output by enhancing the steel purity of steel-scrap for more value;
Ti The output of the ith product after the steelmaking process;
H, H1, H2 The total labor hours (H) including the normal hours (H1) and overtime hours (H2);
h1, h2, h3 The direct labor hours for each batch (h1) in the steelmaking process and other processes
for direct labor hours are per mt = 1000 kg (h2 and h3), including in the steel forging
process and beam pressing process;
Lc, Lc1, Lc2 The total direct labor costs (Lc) including the normal (Lc1) and overtime (Lc2) direct
labor costs;
η1, η2 (η1, η2) is an SOS1 (special ordered set of type 1) set of 0–1 variables within which exactly
one variable must be nonzero (Williams 1985);
μ0, μ1, μ2 (μ0, μ1, μ2) is an SOS2 (special ordered set of type 2) set of non-negative variables within
which at most two adjacent variables, in the order given to the set, can be nonzero
(Williams 1985);
θ1 The wage rate for normal direct labor hours;
θ2 The wage rate for overtime direct labor hours;
nh The working hours per working day;
nd The working days within a period;
eecb The total CO2 emission cost;
eeqb The total quantities of CO2 emission;
γ1, γ2, γ3 An SOS1 (special ordered set of type 1) set of 0–1 variables within which exactly one
variable must be nonzero (Williams 1985);
ψ0, ψ1, ψ2, ψ3 An SOS2 (special ordered set of type 2) set of non-negative variables within which at
most two adjacent variables, in the order given to the set, can be nonzero (Williams 1985);
cr The carbon footprint calculated from production batches, which generate the quantity of
cr mts carbon footprint emissions;
rb The carbon tax rates including a free (r1) tax rate and USD2 (r2) and USD9(r3) carbon tax
rates per mt;
Fh1, Fh2, Fh3 The machine hours for each process;
Dci The total direct electricity power cost including batch level in process 1 and unit level in
Processes 2 and 3;
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Du The unit cost of 1 KW of electricity power;
Dn1, Dn2, Dn3 The electrical power consumed by processes 1, 2, and 3 are Dn1, Dn2, and Dn3,
respectively;
Fi All machine costs in each process are fixed;
Oci and pri Other indirect cost (Oci) for product i; allocating its cost based on the percentage of
revenue of product i (pri).
4.4. Mathematical Programming Model
According to Section 4.1, assume that there are six cost categories in the case steel factory, including
material cost, labor cost, electrical power cost, CO2 emission cost, machine cost, and other indirect costs.
The following discusses the combination of related cost elements and the mathematical programming
model; then, we can use a LINGO software to obtain the results for determining an optimal decision. In
addition, we conduct a scenario profit analysis by gradually increasing the purchase cost of steel-scrap,
where steel purity is from the lowest, to middle, to highest level in order to enhance the yield of P#1
and maximize profit.
4.4.1. The Model
The objective is to maximize total profit, Ω:
Maximize Ω = (A) Sales amount (A1. Steel products + A2. Slag byproduct)
(B) Direct material cost (B1. Steel-scrap − B2. Recycling the byproduct of steel-scrap)
(C) Direct labor cost (C1. Normal cost + C2. Overtime cost)
(D) Direct electrical power cost
(E) Direct machine cost
(F) CO2 emission (Environmental and social cost)
(G) Other indirect cost
= {∑3i=1 PiQi+K1 ∗ [∑3j=1 Xj(B − Rj)]}−{(B ∗ ∑3j=1 Xj∗Mcj)− [(∑3i=1 Qi/Ti) ∗ (1 − Ti)]∗
Mc2r} − (Lc1∗μ1 + Lc2∗μ2)− {Du∗[Dn1 ∗ (∑3j=1 Xj) + (Dn2∗Q2) + (Dn3∗Q3)]}−
∑3i=1 Fi − (eec1∗ψ1 + eec2∗ψ2 + eec3∗ψ3)−∑3i=1 Oci
(1)
which is subject to
A. Product sales upper limit constraints
Qi  USi (2)
Product sales lower limit constraints
Qi  LSi (3)










C. Direct labor hour constraints





Xj) ∗ h1 + (Q2/T2) ∗ h2 + (Q3/T3) ∗ h3 = H1μ1 + H2μ2, (6)
μ0 − η1  0, (7)
μ1 − η1 − η2  0, (8)
μ2 − η2  0, (9)
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μ0 + μ1 + μ2 = 1, 0  μ0,μ1,μ2  1 (10)
η1 + η2 = 1, η1,η2 = 0,1, (11)
E. Machine hour constraints
Fh1  nh ∗ nd; Fh2  Q2 ∗ h2; Fh3  Q3 ∗ h3, (12)





Xj) ∗ cr = eeq1 ∗ψ1 + eeq2 ∗ψ2 + eeq3 ∗ψ3, (13)
eeqb = eeq1*ψ1 + eeq2*ψ2 + eeq3*ψ3 (14)
ψ0 − γ1 ≤ 0, (15)
ψ1 − γ1 − γ2 ≤ 0, (16)
ψ2 − γ2 − γ3 ≤ 0 (17)
ψ3 − γ3 ≤ 0, (18)
ψ0 +ψ1 +ψ2 +ψ3 = 1, 0 ≤ ψ0,ψ1,ψ2,ψ3 ≤ 1, (19)
γ1 + γ2 + γ3 = 1, γ1,γ2,γ3 = 0, 1 (20)
4.4.2. Sales Amount
According to Figure 5, the sales amount comes from the following products: steel billets (P#1),
steel reinforcing bars (P#2), and H beams (P#3), which are produced in the different processes. In the
production of steel billets (P#1), slag byproduct (S1) can be produced and sold. In this paper, the weight
of the input batch of raw material in process 1 must be equaled to 100 mts (B) regardless of the steel
purity (Mj) of every batch because of the capacity of the furnace. On the other hand, the total number
of batches in a period is Xj, which includes different j levels that will affect the number of output P#1
(Rj) and byproduct S1 (B – Rj) per batch. Assume also that Qi is the selling quantity of product P#i.
The quantity of byproduct [Xj(B – Rj)] is the difference in the quantity between the input quantity of
the steel-scrap and the output of the steel billet (P#1). In this case, the steel-scrap has j kinds of steel
purity levels and j equals 3. Therefore, the total sales amount in Equation (1), i.e.,∑3i=1 PiQi and K1 ∗
[Xj(B – Rj)] represent the total sales amount of products and byproducts, respectively. Furthermore, the
products may have sales upper limit constraints (Qi  USi) due to market demand limits, as shown
in Equation (2); the products may also have lower sales limit constraints (Qi  LSi), as shown in
Equation (3), due to considering the economics of scale or satisfying the original customers’ needs.
4.4.3. Direct Material Cost
The second term in Equation (1), i.e., {[B ∗ (∑3j=1 Xj∗Mcj)] − [(∑3i=1 Qi/Ti) ∗ (1 − Ti)] ∗ Mc2r},
stands for the total direct material cost by purchasing steel-scrap and saving the material cost due
to recycling steel-scrap byproducts. Firstly, Equation (4), i.e., (B∗∑3j=1 Xj ∗ Rj) = (∑3i=1 Qi/Ti), is the
quantity of material associated with different steel purity levels in the steel-scrap that is equal to the
total sales quantity of products 1–3 (P#1, P#2, and P#3). In this subsection, B, Xj, and Rj, as described in
the above Section 4.4.2. Sales Amount), and Mcj are the unit costs of steel-scrap at the jth purity level;
thus, the total cost of the direct material for the purchase of steel-scrap is (B ∗ ∑3j=1 Xj∗Mcj) Secondly,
the byproduct of recycled steel-scrap is from Process 2 and Process 3. The Qi was also introduced in the
above Section 4.4.2. Sales Amount), and Ti is the output of P#i in the production process. Additionally,
Mc2r is the byproduct of steel-scrap (S2) recycled from Processes 2 and 3, and the unit cost of S2 is fixed;
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thus, [∑3i=1 Qi/Ti ∗ (1 − Ti) ∗ Mc2r] is the cost of the direct material for the byproduct of steel-scrap
(S2). To sum up, the direct material cost is the second term in Equation (1), i.e., {[B ∗ ∑3j=1 Xj ∗ Mcj) −
[(∑3i=1 Qi/Ti) ∗ (1 − Ti)] ∗ Mc2r}
4.4.4. Direct Labor Cost
Figure 6 shows a piecewise linear cost function, which represents that labor hours can be expanded
to overtime; thus, the labor cost rate will also increase. In the normal working hour range, the highest
labor hour and cost are H1 and Lc1, respectively. In the overtime labor hour range, the highest overtime
labor hour and cost are Lc2 and H2, respectively. However, the total labor hour (normal + overtime) is
represented in Equation (5): H = H1μ1 + H2μ2. On the other hand, the associated total direct labor cost
is shown in the third term in Equation (1), i.e., Lc1μ1 + Lc2μ2.
Figure 6. A piecewise linear function for direct labor.
For direct labor hours, the associated constraints are shown in Equations (5)–(11). Particularly, the
direct labor hours in each process (Processes 1–3 as in Figure 5) are shown in Equation (6), which is
also equal to Equation (5).
(η1, η2) in Equation (11) is an SOS1 set of 0–1 variables, where only one variable will be one. η1
and η2 are indicator variables; if η1 = 1, it means that the data point will fall within the first segment of
Figure 6, and if η2 = 1, it means that the data point will fall within the second segment of Figure 6. On
the other hand, (μ0, μ1, μ2) in Equation (10) is an SOS2 set of non-negative variables, within which
at the most two adjacent, in the order given to the set, can be nonzero (Williams 1985). In Equations
(7)–(11), if η1 = 1, then η2 = 0 from Equation (11), μ2 = 0 from Equation (9), μ0,μ1  1 from Equations (7)
and (8), and μ0 + μ1 = 1 from Equation (10). It means that the data point will be the linear combination
of points (0, 0) and (H1, Lc1); the labor hours used and the associated labor costs will be H1μ1 and
Lc1μ1, respectively. Similarly, if η2 = 1, then η1 = 0 from Equation (11), μ0 = 0 from Equation (8),
μ1,μ2  1 from Equations (8) and (9), and μ1 + μ2 = 1 from Equation (10). Thus, the data point will
be the linear combination of points (H1, Lc1) and (H2, Lc2); the labor hours used and the associated
labor costs will be (H1μ1 + H2μ2) and (Lc1μ1 + Lc2μ2) as shown in Equation (5) and the third term of
Equation (1), respectively.
4.4.5. Direct Electricity Power Cost
In this subsection, the direct electricity power cost (Dci) is divided into two parts, one by batch
in process 1 and another by the unit of mt in Processes 2 and 3. The fourth term in Equation (1), i.e.,
{Du∗[Dn1 ∗ (∑3j=1 Xj)]}, and {Du∗[(Dn2 ∗ Q2) + (Dn3 ∗ Q3)]} represent the total direct electricity power
cost of this case. Du is the unit cost of electricity power. Dn1 is the quantity of electricity power used
for each batch in process 1, and Dn2 and Dn3 are the quantities of electricity power used in Processes 2
and 3 per mt.
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4.4.6. Machine Costs
The total cost of the machines in each process is fixed, regardless of whether the machines are
used during non-normal working hours. The fifth term in Equation (1), i.e.,∑3i=1 Fi represents the total
cost of machines in all processes (Processes 1–3 as shown in Figure 3).
4.4.7. CO2 Emission Costs
In the literature of recent years, carbon tax cost has received considerable attention in various
industries such as the construction industry [3,41], the electrical and electronic industry [42], the
pharmaceutical industry [43], the tire industry [44–46], the textile industry [47], the knitted footwear
industry [48,49], the paper industry [50], the aluminum-alloy wheel industry [51], and so on. The sixth
term in Equation (1), eec1∗ψ1 + eec2∗ψ2 + eec3∗ψ3, represents the total CO2 emission cost (i.e., carbon
tax cost). The steelmaking process, studied in this paper, has successfully operated the manufacturing
technology of EAF and adopts the recycling material of steel-scrap to produce the P#1 steel billets.
The factory disclosed the carbon footprint information for each product to identify and implement
the philosophies of the energy-conserving design and low-carbon emissions [22], which have the
purpose of proactively and actively promoting CO2 emissions reduction. According to the concept of
the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) of a public company and its carbon footprint as a strong
tool, the quantity of CO2 emission from the steelmaking process is determined and estimated [22,23].
The manufacturing technology of EAF supports lower CO2 emission quantities and a tax policy.
Regarding the quantities of CO2 emissions, the associated constraints are expressed in Equations
(13)–(20). In Equation (13), the total amount of CO2 emissions is divided into three segments with
different constraint quantities, as shown in Equation (14), as well as different tax rates. It is a piecewise
linear cost function for the carbon tax cost function, as shown in Figure 6.
(γ1, γ2, γ3) in Equation (20) is an SOS1 set of 0–1 variables, where only one variable will be one.
γ1, γ2, and γ3 are indicator variables; if γ1 = 1, it means that the data point will fall within the first
segment of Figure 6; similarly, if γ2 = 1 or γ3 = 1, it means that the data point will fall within the
second or third segment of Figure 6. On the other hand, (ψ0, ψ1, ψ2, ψ3,) in Equation (19) is an SOS2
set of non-negative variables, within which at most two adjacent, in the order given to the set, can be
nonzero (Williams 1985).
If γ1 = 1, then γ2 = γ3 = 0 from Equation (20), ψ2 = ψ3 = 0 from Equations (17) and (18), ψ0  1
and ψ1  1 from Equations (15) and (16), and ψ0 + ψ1 = 1 from Equation (19). It means that the data
point will fall within the first segment of Figure 7. Then, the total quantity of CO2 emission is eeqb 
eeq1, and the carbon tax cost is 0, since eec1*ψ1 + eec2*ψ2 + eec3*ψ3 = 0*ψ1 + eec2*0 + eec3*0 = 0. This
means that the data point (eeq1ψ1, 0) in the first segment of Figure 7 is the linear combination of (0, 0)
and (eeq1, 0).
Figure 7. CO2 emission costs.
If γ2 = 1, then γ1 = γ3 = 0 from Equation (20), ψ0 = ψ3 = 0 from Equations (15) and (18), ψ1  1
and ψ2  1 from Equations (16) and (17), and ψ1 + ψ2 = 1 from Equation (19). It means that the data
point will fall within the second segment of Figure 7. Then, the total quantity of CO2 emissions is
eeqb = eeq1*ψ1 + eeq2*ψ2 from Equation (14), and the carbon tax cost is eec1*ψ1 + eec2*ψ2 + eec3*ψ3 =
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0*ψ1 + eec2*ψ2 + eec3*0 = eec2*ψ2 from Equation (1). This means that the data point (eeq1ψ1 + eeq2ψ2,
eec2ψ2) in the second segment of Figure 7 is the linear combination of (eeq1, 0) and (eeq2, eec2).
If γ3 = 1, then γ1 = γ2 = 0 from Equation (20), ψ0 = ψ1 = 0 from Equations (15) and (16), ψ2  1
and ψ3  1 from Equations (17) and (18), and ψ2 + ψ3 = 1 from Equation (19). It means that the data
point will fall within the third segment of Figure 7. Then, the total quantity of CO2 emissions is eeqb =
eeq2*ψ2 + eeq3*ψ3 from Equation (14), and the carbon tax cost is eec1*ψ1 + eec2*ψ2 + eec3*ψ3 = 0*0 +
eec2*ψ2 + eec3*ψ3 = eec2*ψ2 + eec3*ψ3 from Equation (1). This means that the data point (eeq2*ψ2 +
eeq3*ψ3, eec2*ψ2 + eec3*ψ3) in the third segment of Figure 7 is the linear combinations of (eeq2, eec2)
and (eeq3, eec3). In brief, if the company emits more CO2, then the company will pay the higher carbon
tax rate.
4.4.8. Other Indirect Cost
The seventh term in Equation (1), i.e., ∑3i=1 Oci, represents the total amount of other indirect costs
which are allocated by the percentage of revenue of product i (pri).
5. Illustrative Case Study and Discussion
This section presents a numerical example and illustrates the application of the model proposed
in this paper. The illustrative example data are shown in Table 2. The case company is considering
producing products 1, 2, and 3 (P#i including P#1, P#2, and P#3). We assume that they need three main
activities, including one batch-level in Process 1 for P#1 and two unit-levels in Processes 2 and 3 for
P#2 and P#3. In process 1, we can choose the purity level of Mj steel for steel-scrap, and Mj includes
M1, M2, and M3. The following example displays the revenue and various costs.
Table 2. Example data (Case 1).
Description Material (Mj) for P#1 Products (P#i/S1)
Sales P#1/S1 P#2 P#3
Demand (Qi)/mts 2000  Q1  4000 Q2 ≥ 3500 Q3 ≥ 3500
Products price (Pi)/USD $450 $580 $660
Byproduct price (K1)/USD $12
Direct Material M1 M2 M3
Unit price (Mcj)/mt/USD $300 $317 $330
Total batches (Xj)/100mts X1  65 X2  65 X3  65
Output P#1(Ri)/1 batch (B) R1 = 88 R2 = 91 R3 = 94
Output S1(B-Ri)/1 batch (B) 12 9 6
P#1 for selling Products (Ti)/mt 1 0.96 0.98
Transfer P#1 (Qi/Ti)/ mts to
others process Q1/T1 Q2/T2 Q3/T3
Recycling the S2 byproduct
(Qi/Ti) − Qi/ mts (Q2/T2)-Q2 (Q3/T3)-Q3




Cost/USD Lc1 = $66,000; Lc2 = $105,600
Labor hours H1 = 10,000; H2 = 14,000
Wage rate/USD θ1 = $6.6; θ2 = 9.9
Electrical power
Each batch level 0.75
hours/KW 45
Unit level hours/mt 0.1 0.1
1 KW (Du) cost/USD 85 85 85
Machine
Machine hours (Fhi) Fh1  176 Fh2 = Q2 Fh3 = Q3
Machine cost (Fi)/USD F1 = $100,000 F2 = $50,000 F3 = $150,000
CO2 Emission
Carbon cost (eecb) eec1 = $0; eec2 = $2000; eec3 = $29,000
Carbon Q’ty(eeqb) eeq1 = 3000; eeq2 = 4000; eeq3 = 7000
Carbon rate (cr)/batch cr = 40
Unit carbon (rb)/USD r1 = $0; r2 = $2; r3 = $9;
Other indirect costs
Oci 3%*Q1*P1 5%*Q2*P2 5%*Q3*P3
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5.1. Sales Amount
The first part is the revenue, including the three kinds of products of steel billets (P#1), steel
reinforcing bars (P#2), and H beams (P#3), which have the unit prices (Pi) of USD450 (P1), USD580
(P2), and USD660 (P3), respectively. The second part is the revenue of the byproduct slag (S1), and
the unit price is USD12 (K1). Additionally, in Process 1, the quantity of input raw material per batch
of steel-scrap is limited to 100 (B) mts and the same steel purity level (Mj) for every batch, and each
jth level of steel-scrap does not exceed the number of 65 (Xj) batches in a period, which is due to the
capacity of the furnace. The output quantity of P#1 in each batch depends on the different steel purity
levels (Mj) of the steel-scrap, and their output of Rj includes 88 (R1), 91(R2), and 94(R3) per batch. On
the other hand, only the amount of byproduct [Xj∗(B – Rj)] in process 1 in a period is the difference
between the input quantity of steel-scrap raw material (Xj∗B) and the output P#1 (Xj∗Rj). To sum up,
the total revenue is expressed, as shown in Equation (1), as {∑3i=1 PiQi + K1 ∗ [∑3j=1 Xj ∗ (B − Rj)]}. We
also consider the quantity of sales constraints for each product in the operational policy; product P#1
can only sell the quantity of Q1 between 2000 (LS1) and 4000 (US1) due to market constraints and
customers’ needs, while the quantities of other products, Q2 and Q3, should be more than 3500 (LS2
and LS3) mts.
5.2. Direct Material
The direct material of steel-scrap is purchased from the steel recycling industry or obtained from
the steel-scrap byproducts from Processes 2 and 3. The following introduces the sources of steel-scrap
in two ways, external procurement and an internal production byproduct.
5.2.1. Purchasing the Recycling Materials of Steel-Scrap and Producing Products
EAF adopts the recycling material of steel-scrap to produce the P#1 product. The purchase
of steel-scrap not only conforms to the capacity of EAF but also considers the process of pouring
steel-scrap of different dimensions into the EAF. The scrap-steel of different dimensions may include
light, heavy, or small, and the various steel-scraps are poured into an EAF through its hopper and pipe
to efficiently batch-produce product P#1.
Surprisingly, steel-scrap is recycled from garbage or completely irregular shapes of scrapped
equipment. For example, the garbage of steel-scrap is usually supplied from household goods,
including furniture, cans, utensils, etc. Another kind of steel-scrap comes from various waste
equipment, such as automobile, ships, tools, machines, buildings, and other scraped equipment.
All raw steel-scraps are mixed with lots of soil, cement, sticky sand, clay, rubber, paint, etc. However,
the usable steel-scraps for the EAF must be clean, cut, and crushed through different machines in a
steel recycling industry. In addition, steel firms have to request that suppliers in the steel recycling
industry classify their steel-scrap recycling materials as light, heavy, or small dimensions to meet the
pouring process of their EAF.
In this case, the steel-scraps of different steel purity (Mj) can be used as raw material to produce
steel products. The following numerals assume that the purchase of steel-scrap focuses only on steel
purity and will affect the yield of steel billets (P#1) and slag byproducts (S1) in the steelmaking process.
Green steelmaking manufacturing must conduct a good analysis of procurement, have production
policies, and make decisions to maximize profit through a LINGO software.
1. Assume that producing P#1 can use three kinds of direct materials—steel-scrap Mj (M1, M2, and
M3). The input material of product P#2 in Process 2 and P#3 in Process 3 come only from the P#1
(semi-manufactured goods called P#1). We also assume that the plant needs three main activities
to produce these three products (P#1, P#2, and P#3), as shown in Figure 5 in Section 4.1.
2. In process 1, inputting the steel-scrap of Mj into the EAF is for the production of P#1 and S1. P#1,
which not only can be sold but also can produce other products (P#2 and P#3). For other products,
meaning the semi-manufactured goods, P#1 must be transferred to other processes; one into
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Process 2 for producing P#2, another into Process 3 for producing P#3. Additionally, byproduct
S2 will be produced in two Processes, namely, 2 and 3. The byproduct S2 will become a recycled
material of steel-scrap, just as the M2r, and assume that the unit cost of Mc2r is equal to USD322
each mt.
3. For the production of P#1, the purchase of three kinds of steel-scrap recycled materials Mj (M1,
M2, and M3) are divided into 3 steel purity levels of the M1 lowest, M2 middle, and M3 highest
levels, and the unit costs are USD300 (Mc1), USD317 (Mc2), and USD330 (Mc3), respectively.
However, different levels of steel purity per batch (B = 100) will affect the yield of P#1 and S1 in
Process 1, which range from 88, 91, to 94 mts and from 12, 9, to 6 mts, respectively.
5.3. Direct Labor
In a period, in Process 1, we assume that 14 workers work only normal times, including 8 hours
each day and 22 working days. Each batch needs direct labor for h1 hours (17.5 hours), including 14
workers and 1.25 hours of working together.
According to a report by the AISI (American Iron & Steel Institute), the labor productivity per
mt of finished steel is from 10.1 hours in the early 1980s to 1.9 hours in 2015 [20]. In future smart
manufacturing, the labor productivity per mt of finished steel will improve to one hour (h2 or h3) in
Processes 2 and 3.
In terms of normal direct labor hours, H1 is 10,000 labor hours with a wage rate of USD6.6 (θ1)
per hour and expands the number of labor hours to H2 = 14,000 with an overtime wage rate of USD9.9
(θ2) per hour. Thus, the total labor hours and cost are H = H1μ1 + H2μ2 and Lc = Lc1μ1 + Lc2μ2. This
indicates that the completion of this case will require overtime labor.
5.4. Electrical Power Cost
According to a report by Taiwan’s Ministry of Economic Affairs (MOEA), the electrical power
per mt of finished steel is about 0.55 KW. In this case, assume that the use of electrical power includes
the batch level in Process 1 and the unit level in Processes 2 and 3 to calculate them. In Process 1, the
raw material of steel-scrap in an EAF can contain 100 mts (B) per batch and an electricity consumption
and time of approximately 45 KW (Dn1) and 0.75 hours. In Processes 2 and 3, one metric ton (mt)
of finished steel product for P#2 or P#3 takes an hour and about 0.1 KW (Dn2 or Dn3). The electrical
power cost of 1 KW is USD85 (Du). As shown in Equation (1), Du∗Dn1∗(∑3j=1 Xj) and Du∗ [(Dn2∗Q2)
+ (Dn3∗Q3)] represent the total direct electricity power costs at the batch level in Process 1 and two
unit-levels in Processes 2 and 3, respectively, as soon as posible.
5.5. Machine Hours and Cost
This steel manufacturing produces three different products P#1, P#2, and P#3 by using different
machines in different Processes, 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Firstly, in Process 1 for one batch, the normal
working time of the operating machine is 1.25 hours, including 0.5 hours of setting up time and 0.75
hours of production time. Normally, the working days are 8 (nh) hours each day and 22 (nd) working
days in a period, as shown in Equation (12), Fh1  176 (8∗22). The total direct machine cost will be
fixed at F1 = USD100,000 for a period.
In this case, product P#1 can be sold to customers or transferred to Processes 2 and 3 as
semi-manufactured goods and be used to produce products P#2 or P#3. Both Processes 2 and 3
have 10 separate production lines that can produce different products independently. We assume that
each unit of products P#2 or P#3 takes one hour of working process, but their machine costs in each
process are fixed to F2 = USD50,000 and F3 = USD150,000, respectively, for a period. According to the
previous Section 5.1., the Q2 and Q3 have to sell more than 3500 mts individually each period; thus,
Fh2 and Fh3 also separately require more than 3500 hours in Processes 2 and 3 in a period.
The terms from Equation (12) Fh2  3500 and Fh3  3500 are the constraints associated with the
machine hours and are equal to the direct labor hours in Processes 2 and 3. The terms in the fifth set of
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parentheses in Equation (1), i.e., ∑3i=1 Fi = F1 + F2 + F3 = 100,000 + 50,000 + 150,000 = 300,000, represent
the total direct machine cost.
5.6. CO2 Emission Quantity and Cost
In a period, the carbon footprint will be calculated based on the production batches in Process
1 and the quantity of 40 (cr) mts carbon footprint emissions each batch will make. Assume that the
carbon tax rate is free (r1 = 0) when the total carbon emission quantity is less than 3000 mts (eeq1); the
carbon tax rate is r2 (USD2/ each mt) when the carbon emission quantity is between 3000 (eeq1) and
4000 (eeq2) mts; and the carbon tax rate is r3 (USD9 /each mt) when the carbon emission quantity is
between 4000 (eeq2) and 7000 (eeq3) mts. Thus, the total carbon footprint emission quantity and the
carbon tax costs are eeqb = eeq1*γ1 + eeq2*γ2 + eeq3*γ3 = 3000γ1 + 4000γ2 + 7000γ3 and eecb = eec1*γ1
+ eec2*γ2 + eec3*γ3 = 2000γ2 + 29,000γ3, respectively. The constraints associated with the carbon tax
cost are shown in Equations (13)–(20).
5.7. Other Indirect Costs
The various direct costs in this case are described above. However, the total operating costs also
include various indirect costs, such as indirect material cost, indirect labor cost, commission fee, etc.
Assume that the other indirect costs are estimated by using the percentage of a product’s revenue
(pri), i.e., 3%, 5%, and 5% for products P#1, P#2, and P#3, respectively. The seventh term in Equation
(1), i.e., ∑3i=1 Oci = ∑
3
i=1 PiQi∗pri= Q1∗P1∗3% + Q2∗P2∗5% + Q3∗P3∗5%, represents the total other
indirect costs.
5.8. The Optimal Solution
According to the model, Equations (1)–(20) and the descriptions of Sections 5.1–5.7, the
mathematical programming model for the illustrative example data, as shown in Table 2 (called
Case 1 in this paper), is presented in Table 3. The model of Case 1 is solved by the LINGO software,
and its optimal solution is presented at the bottom of Table 3. The optimal product-mix in the sales
quantity of the products (P#i) are (Q1, Q2, Q3) = (2002, 3504, 7105), and the optimal batch numbers of
three kinds of steel-scrap recycled materials Mj (including: M1 lowest, M2 middle, and M3 highest
levels) are (X1, X2, X3) = (11, 64, 65). In addition, the company needs to use overtime direct labor hours
(since η2 = 1), and the carbon tax cost falls within the second taxable range of the carbon emission
quantity (since γ3 = 1).
In addition, the detailed information under the optimal solution is shown in Table 4. For example,
from the sales point-of-view, the optimal product-mix for the sales quantity of three products (including
Q1, Q2, Q3) = (2002, 3504, 7105) is subject to the following constraints: 2000  Q1  4000, Q2 ≥ 3500,
and Q3  3500. Under this optimal solution, the quantity of the byproduct will be Qp = ∑3j=1 Xj(B − Rj)
= X1(B-R1) + X2(B-R2) + X3(B-R3) = 11∗(100-88) + 64∗(100−91) + 65∗(100−94) = 1098, since X1 = 11,
X2 = 64 and X3 = 65, B = 100, R1 = 88, R2 = 91, and R2 = 94. Additionally, the optimal input quantity
of P#1 for salling P#1 and producing P#2-3 is Qi/Ti to obtain Q1 = 2002, Q2 = 3650, and Q3 = 7250, as
shown in Table 4.
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Table 3. The mathematical programming model and optimal solution (Case1).
MAX Ω = {(450∗Q1 + 580∗Q2 + 660∗Q3) + 12 [X1∗(100 − 88) + X2∗(100 − 91) + X3∗(100 − 94)]} −
{[100∗(X1∗300 + X2∗317
+ X3∗330)] − [(Q2/0.96∗(1 − 0.96) + (Q3/0.98∗(1 − 0.98)]∗322} − (66,000∗μ1 + 105,600∗μ2) − (85∗45∗(X1 + X2





Subject to direct material




Subject to machine hours
(X1 + X2 + X3) *(0.5 + 0.75)  176
Q2  3500
Q3  3500
Subject to direct labor
(X1 + X2 + X3)*17.5 + Q2∗1 + Q3∗1  10,000 ∗μ1 + 14,000∗μ2
(X1 + X2 + X3)*17.5  14∗8∗22;
μ0 − η1  0;
μ1 − η1 − η2  0;
μ2 − η2  0;
μ0 + μ1 + μ2 = 1;
η1 + η2 = 1;
Subject to CO2 Emission
(X1 + X2 + X3)∗100∗0.4 = 3000∗γ1 + 4000∗γ2 + 7000∗γ3
ψ0 − γ1 ≤ 0,
ψ1 − γ1 − γ2 ≤ 0,
ψ2 − γ2 − γ3 ≤ 0,
ψ3 − γ3 ≤ 0,
ψ0 + ψ1 + ψ2 + ψ3 = 1, 0 ≤ψ0,ψ1,ψ2,ψ3  1,
γ1 + γ2 + γ3 = 1 γ1,γ2,γ3 = 0, 1
Optimal decision solution for Case 1
Ω = 1,824,129, Q1 = 2002, Q2 = 3504, Q3 = 7105, X1 = 11, X2 = 64, X3 = 65, μ1 = 0.23525, μ2 = 0.76475, η2 = 1,
ψ2 = 0.4666667, ψ3 = 0.5333333, γ3 = 1
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Table 4. The detailed data list of Case 1 (unit: mt/USD/hours).
Description Material (Mj) for P#1 Products (P#i)
Sales: P#1 P#2 P#3
Maximum demand (Qi)/mt 2002 3504 7105
Byproduct Q’ty (Qp)/mt 1 1098
Selling unit price—product/USD $450 $580 $660
Selling unit price—byproduct/USD $12
Direct material constraint:
Batch-level activity:
Direct material: M1 M2 M3
Cost/unit price/mt $300 $317 $330
Input total batches (100 mts/1 batch) 11 64 65
Output product 1 (P#1): (mts/ 1 batch) 88 91 94
P#1 for the P#i/mt 1 0.96 0.98
Transfer P#1 (qi) to the ith process/mts 2 2002 3650 7250
Recycling the byproduct (M2r) of
products 2 and 3/mt 3
Direct labor constraint 0 146 145
Labor cost (P#1/P#2/P#3) 4
Labor hours (P#1/P#2/P#3) 5 $16,170 $26,539 $53,575.1
Electrical power cost 2450 3504 7105
Batch-level cost 6 $535,500
Unit-level cost 6 $29,784 $60,393
Direct machine constraint
Machine cost $100,000 $50,000 $150,000
Machine hours (batch/unit) 175 3504 7105
CO2 emission constraint
Batch-level mts 7 5600
Batch-level cost 8 $16,400
Other indirect cost 9 $27,027 $101,616 $234,465
Note: 1 Byproduct Q’ty = 1098 (Qp =∑3j=1 Xj(B − Rj); 2 Transfer P#1(qi) = (Qi/Ti); 3 Recycling the byproduct (M2r)
= (qi-Qi); 4 Labor cost (P#1/P#2–3) (μ1 = 0.23525, μ2 = 0.76475) = $66000*0.23525 + $105600*0.76475 = $96284.1
= P#1($16,170) + P#2($26,539) + P#3($53,575.1); 5 Labor hours (μ1 = 0.23525, μ2 = 0.76475) = 10000H*0.23525 +
14000H*0.76475 = 13059H = P#1(2450H) + P#2(3504H) + P#3(7105H); 6 Electrical power cost = (85*45*(X1 + X2 + X3)
+ 85*0.1*Q2 + 85*0.1*Q3) = P#1($535,500) + P#2($29,784) + P#3($60,393); 7 CO2 emission quantity (ψ2 = 0.4666667, ψ3
= 0.5333333) = 3000*ψ1 + 4000*ψ2 + 7000*ψ3 = 5600; 8 CO2 emission cost (ψ2 = 0.4666667, ψ3 = 0.5333333) = 0*ψ1 +
2000*ψ2 + 29,000*ψ3 = $16,400; 9 Other indirect cost = 450*Q1*0.03 + 580*Q2*0.05 + 660*Q3*0.05 = P#1($27,027) +
P#2($101,616) + P#3($234,465).
6. Three Cases on Enhancing the Quality of Steel-Scrap
This section explores two topics: one is the purchase of high cost steel-scrap and the other is
for increasing the yield of P#1 in the steelmaking process. Assume that the company can produce
more quantity of P#1 and reduce the quantity of byproducts in Process 1; if suppliers are requested to
conduct more services, meaning to clean, cut, crush, or classify for improving the quality of steel-scrap,
then, enhancing the quality of steel-scrap not only increases the productivity of P#1 but also increases
the business profit.
We will discuss an additional 3 cases, from Case 2 to Case 4, which focus only on the purchase of
three different levels of steel purity of steel-scrap, where the illustrative data in Case 1 is unchanged.
According to Section 5.2.1, there are three levels of steel purity (Mj): M1 lowest (Mc1 = USD 300), M2
middle (Mc2 = USD 317), and M3 highest (Mc3 = USD 330). In Case 2 to Case 4, assume that the cost
of steel-scrap will gradually increase the purchase cost of USD 8 per mt to arrive at Mcj’ (including
Mc1’ = USD 308, Mc2’ = USD 325, and Mc3’ = USD 338) in order to increase the P#1 yield of 2 mt per
batch. Table 5 shows the gradual change in the steel purity levels of steel-scraps from Case 1 to Case
4. The purchasing costs from Mcj (including: Mc1, Mc2, Mc3) to Mcj’ (including: Mc1’, Mc2’, Mc3 ‘)
are gradually higher, which will also increase the quantity of P#1 from Rj (including: R1, R2, R3) to Rj’
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(including: R1’, R2’, R3’). For example, from Case 1 to Case 2, due to the higher quality, the purchase
unit cost of steel-scrap increased from USD300 (Mc1) to USD308 (Mc1’), and the output quantity of P#1
increased from R1(88) to R1’(90) each batch.
Table 5. Cases 1–4 for changes in the unit costs of steel-scrap and the output of P#1 *.














Rj Rj’ = Rj + 2 mts
R1 R2 R3 R1’ R2’ R3’
88 91 94 90 93 96
Case 1 300 317 330
Case 2 317 330 308
Case 3 330 308 325
Case 4 308 325 338
* Changes in the purchasing cost of steel-scrap from Mcj to Mcj’ and in the output of P#1 from Rj to Rj’ each batch
from Case 1 to Case 4.
6.1. Optimal Solution for Cases 1–4
Cases 1–4 are solved by using the LINGO software, and the optimal solutions are shown in Table 6.
The first column shows a gradual increase in Ω from Case 1 to Case 4. In comparing Case 1 with Case
2, we find that the only difference in the Q3 column of Sales quantity are 7105 in Case 1 and 7056 in
Case 2, but the profit of Case 2 (Ω = 1,874,986) is higher than that of Case 1 (Ω = 1,824,129). The reason
is that the input material in Case 2 is adapted at the lowest material cost of Mc1’ (USD308) and the
number of batches arriving at 65 is more than the other Cases.
Table 6. The optimal solutions for Cases 1–4.
Case
Profit Sales quantity Batches Xj Direct Labor μw CO2 emission ψe
Ω Q1 Q2 Q3 X1 X2 X3 μ1 μ2 ψ2 ψ3 γ3 η2
1 1,824,129 2002 3504 7105 11 64 65 0.23525 0.76475 0.466667 0.533333 1 1
2 1,874,986 2002 3504 7056 65 16 59 0.24750 0.75250 0.466667 0.533333 1 1
3 1,885,635 2001 3504 7252 11 65 64 0.19850 0.80150 0.466667 0.533333 1 1
4 1,909,646 2002 3504 7350 21 54 65 0.17400 0.82600 0.466667 0.533333 1 1
6.2. Further Analysis
The detailed information of the optimal solutions of Cases 1–4 is shown in Table 7. Columns
1–3 show the unit costs of the various purity levels of steel-scrap, including from Case 1 (Mc1 = 300,
Mc2 = 317, and Mc3 = 330) to Case 4 (Mc1’ = 308, Mc2’ = 325, and Mc3’ = 338), as shown in Table 5.
Column 4 shows M2r, the quantity of steel-scrap byproduct from Process 2 or Process 3 in Cases 1–4;
column 5 shows the quantity of byproduct Qp = ∑3j=1 Xj(B − Rj), for example, Qp of Case 1 = 1098,
as shown in Table 4. Columns 6 (Pi*Qi) and 7 (K1*Qp) show the sales amounts of three products and
the byproducts, respectively, where P1 = $450, P2 = $580, and P3 = $660; Q1, Q2, and Q3 are as shown
in Table 6; and K1 = USD12. Columns 8 (Mcj*Xj*B) and 9 (M2r*Mc2r) show the costs of purchasing
materials and recycling the byproducts, where B = 100 as discussed in Section 5.1. and Mc2r = 322 as
discussed in Section 5.2.1. Furthermore, Column 10 shows the labor cost (Lc); columns 11 and 12 show
the electrical power cost (Dci) and carbon emission cost (eecb), and column 13 shows the other indirect
costs (Oci). Table 8 shows the sales, various costs, and total profit for four cases based on the data of
Tables 6 and 7.
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1 300 317 330 291 1098 7,622,520 13,176 4,503,800 93,702 96,284 625,677 16,400 363,108
2 308 317 330 290 1148 7,590,180 13,776 4,456,200 93,380 95,799 625,260 16,400 361,491
3 308 325 330 294 949 7,719,090 11,388 4,563,300 94,668 97,739 626,926 16,400 367,946
4 308 325 338 296 848 7,784,220 10,176 4,598,800 95,312 98,710 627,759 16,400 371,193
Table 8. Sales, costs, and total profit of Cases 1–4 (Unit: USD).
Description Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
Total sales (A=A1+A2) 7,635,696 100.0% 7,603,956 100% 7,730,478 100% 7,794,396 100%
Product sales (A1) 7,622,520 99.8% 7,590,180 99.8% 7,719,090 99.9% 7,784,220 99.9%
Byproduct sales (A2) 13,176 0.2% 13,776 0.2% 11,388 0.1% 10,176 0.1%
Direct material cost (B=B1-B2) 4,410,098 57.8% 4,362,820 57.4% 4,468,632 57.8% 4,503,488 57.8%
Purchasing material (B1) 4,503,800 59.0% 4,456,200 58.6% 4,563,300 59.0% 4,598,800 59.0%
Recycling material (B2) 93,702 1.2% 93,380 1.2% 94,668 1.2% 95,312 1.2%
Direct labor cost (C) 96,284 1.3% 95,799 1.3% 97,739 1.2% 98,710 1.3%
Electrical power cost (D) 625,677 8.2% 625,260 8.2% 626,926 8.1% 627,759 8.1%
Machine cost (E) 300,000 3.9% 300,000 3.9% 300,000 3.9% 300,000 3.8%
CO2 emission cost (F) 16,400 0.2% 16,400 0.2% 16,400 0.2% 16,400 0.2%
Other indirect cost (G) 363,108 4.8% 361,491 4.8% 367,946 4.8% 371,193 4.8%
Total profit (H=A-B-C-D-E-F-G) 1,824,129 23.9% 1,842,186 24.2% 1,852,835 24.0% 1,876,846 24.1%
7. Summary and Conclusions
ABC (Activity-Based Costing) implementation can satisfy the cost information needs of company
managers. However, ABSC (Activity-Based Standard Costing) may be a suitable costing tool to
enhance the business operating abilities of quality, cost, delivery, service, resources, and productivity in
a modern smart factory that uses high-tech unmanned vehicles, advanced robots, various sensors, etc.
In the analysis of Cases 1–4, we hypothesized that (1) three levels of steel purity steel-scrap can
produce product P#1 steel billets and byproduct slag S1 and (2) in the purchasing process, each level
of recycled steel-scrap can gradually enhance its steel purity quality, which not only increases the
yield of P#1 products but also reduces the quantity of byproduct S1. With some limited resources,
the optimal solution and optimal profit are obtained from the mathematical program decision model
and solved using the LINGO software, as shown in Tables 2–8. The final profit, as shown in the last
row of Table 8, gradually increased from Case 1 to Case 4. Affirmatively, ABSC may be used soon
in the digital era. The high-tech manufacturing of EAF adapts the recycled material of steel-scrap
for reproducing various new steel products, which will make great global contributions in terms of
pollution and nature mineral resources.
Finally, ABSC can be used to integrate internal and external systems in MES to connect all real-time
information regarding the relevant requirements that will help all industries in the digital age.
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Abstract: Due to growing awareness about environmental issues, consumers are becoming more
likely to purchase environmentally friendly products that involve lower carbon emissions (CE).
Environmental regulations are being enforced and lower-carbon products are being produced in
order to maintain competitiveness when complying with such regulations. This paper aims to explore
the effect of CE on profit through three kinds of models using the activity-based costing (ABC)
approach. The results indicate that governmental policy makers can effectively decrease CE by Total
Quantity Control (TQC) to resolve problems of environmental degradation. Governmental policy
makers can control CE by limiting the quantities of CE, thereby forcing manufacturers to decrease CE
during production. Furthermore, policy makers can set up regulations on CE quotas to control CE
well instead of imposing carbon taxes. Therefore, manufacturers will try their best to find methods
of improving production processes, equipment, and/or materials to decrease the CE quantity and
achieve maximum profit under the restricted carbon emissions quotas.
Keywords: carbon emissions; cap & trade; green production; footwear industry; activity-based
costing (ABC)
1. Introduction
Climate change has become a global issue that requires comprehensive solutions to prevent serious
environmental, social, and economic impacts [1]. Environmental issues are especially serious for shoe
manufacturers due to the production processes and the sourcing of raw materials, as well as workers
being harmed by organics and solvents while producing a pair of shoes [2,3]. The evidence suggests
that the adverse effects of climate change can be improved by mitigating man-made greenhouse gas
emissions (GHG) [4].
In the footwear industry, manufacturers generate many different kinds of shoes to satisfy
the demands of consumers. However, the enormous amount of shoes produced has resulted in
environmental degradation due to the production methods and materials used to make shoes in the
past [5]. Because environmental consciousness is currently gaining ground, consumers will be more
likely to purchase environmentally friendly products that involve lower carbon emissions (CE) [6–9].
Thus, changing the production methods and adding environmentally friendly products are key factors
to maintaining a competitive advantage.
Due to growing awareness about environmental issues, green production has become widely
used to keep a competitive advantage [10,11]. Manufacturers will need to consider other solutions
to improve operation performance in order to estimate production costs and environmental cost
accurately. To effectively decrease the damage caused by CE, related low-carbon laws, regulations, and
policies have been put in place. For example, regulations on cap-and-trade have forced manufacturers
to effectively decrease CE in order to improve the environment for humanity’s survival [12,13].
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However, traditional management accounting considers environmental costs as normal overhead
costs, and manufacturers have no interest in addressing issues relevant to the environment [14], such
as the carbon emissions cost (CEC). Various industries have used the activity-based costing (ABC)
approach to accurately estimate production costs alongside environmental costs, including industries
such as construction, DRAM, tourism, automotive, aviation, and metal manufacturing [15–19].
Furthermore, the ABC approach has been used to estimate environmental cost and to evaluate the
impact on profit of carbon emissions, Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) emissions, coal ash, sludge
and waste residue in the models [17,18,20,21]. However, there are few studies that use the ABC
approach in the footwear industry to resolve problems of cost and the environment. Therefore,
this study utilized the ABC approach to accurately estimate the effect of CE.
Moreover, previous researchers did not considered the possibility of purchasing carbon rights
to get a larger CE allowance for production, but only considered carbon tax (CT) in their models
when using the ABC approach to estimate CEC [17,21–23]. For this reason, the models in this study
discussed the effect of CE on profit through three kinds of situations. We incorporated the concept
of cap-and-trade (CAT), in which companies have a limited number of permits for carbon emissions
allocated from the government. The companies are required to hold permits in an amount equal to
their emissions; otherwise they need to buy carbon rights (CR) from the market.
In this paper, we assume that the company has a CE quota allocated from the government.
Carbon emissions allocation is a fundamental method of carbon emissions reduction through
government policy. Zhou and Wang [24] classified the allocation method into four approaches through
a comprehensive literature review: (1) Indicator approach: the carbon emissions allocation is based on a
“single indicator” such as population [25], historical emissions [26], per capita GDP [27], etc., or on
a “composite indicator” [28]; (2) Optimization approach: Pang et al. [29] used the ZSG-DEA (zero sum
gains–data envelopment analysis) model, proposed by Gomes and Lins [30], to allocate emissions
permits among sample countries, and Filar and Gaertner [31] explored the GHG emissions reduction
allocation using a nonlinear programming approach; (3) Game theoretic approach: this approach will
consider the negotiation between different entities in carbon emissions allocation. Ren et al. [32]
developed a Stackelberg game model to investigate the allocation of carbon emissions reduction targets
in a made-to-order supply chain; (4) Hybrid approach: this approach uses a mixture of various methods
for emissions allocation [33,34]. In all four approaches, the main principles considered are “fairness”
and “efficiency.” The indicator and hybrid approaches are suitable when the major concern is “fairness”;
the optimization approach will be considered when the major concern is “efficiency.” However, each
approach has its strengths and weaknesses and is suitable for specific allocation problems [24].
The results of our research have indicated that a more effective solution to decrease CE quantity
is to control the amount of CE through the use of a CE quota allocated by the government rather than
adjusting the CT or CR. If manufacturers can afford the cost of CE, they will not have an incentive to
improve production to decrease CE [35,36]. In the future, policy makers could consider Total Quantity
Control (TQC) of CE to force manufacturers to improve issues regarding environmental degradation.
This will force manufacturers to face the problem of limited CE permits and improve production
processes, equipment, or materials to effectively comply with standards to decrease the CE quantity
and achieve maximum profit.
The remaining sections of this paper are as follows. There is a literature review in Section 2, while
a green production planning model with carbon emissions under the ABC approach is proposed in
Section 3. An illustration used to explain the application of the model is presented in Section 4, and
finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
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2. Environmental Protection, Carbon Emissions, and Green Production
2.1. Awareness and Protection of the Environment for the Footwear Industry
The thick haze that has shrouded most large capital cities has caused awareness of the need
for environmental protection [37]. Likewise, shoe manufacturers have faced a similar problem in
their business operations. The amount of shoes that plants have produced has led to serious issues
concerning labor conditions, society, and the environment [38–40] due to complex work environments
and the amount of energy consumed during the production process [41,42]. The workers responsible
for producing shoes are exposed to harmful mixtures of solvents such as adhesives, primers, degreasers,
and cleaners [43] during the production of shoes [40].
The issue of negative environmental externalities [44–46] arises when there is environmental
damage caused by industrial pollution coming from manufacturing products, but manufacturers do
not bear all the costs. For example, when a factory lets untreated wastewater flow into a river, the river
is polluted and the residents and the government bear the costs of health and purification [46]. In view
of this, the government may gradually impose various external environmental costs on companies
through environmental regulations such as penalties for illegal discharge of wastewater or other
pollutants, carbon tax costs for carbon emissions, and so on [45].
In view of this, manufacturers need to produce products by green processes [47], because harmful
products that result in environmental issues will affect the purchase willingness of customers [48,49].
Thus, green products and green production methods that can decrease environmental degradation
have gradually become a hot topic [50], and it is a matter of vital importance for shoe manufacturers to
improve their working conditions by eliminating materials and production methods that harm the
environment [40–42].
2.2. The Environment, Carbon Emissions, and Green Production
Economic development has been greatly affected by CE, which has resulted in greenhouse
gases [51]. Evidence suggests that the adverse effects of climate change can be improved by mitigating
man-made greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [4]. The more environmental regulations are enforced,
the more lower-carbon products will be produced in order to maintain a competitive advantage [52],
such as using renewable resources [53]. In the fashion industry, manufacturers have used new
technologies to effectively decrease CE in the manufacturing process and manufacture products that
are environmentally friendly [54].
Related low-carbon laws, regulations, and policies have been enforced in a number of countries.
Cap-and-trade is one of the most effective mechanisms that can help to effectively decrease CE [12,13].
Policy makers can control the quantities of CE produced by manufactures through CR trading [55].
For example, to comply with the trend of the reduction of CE, China has built a carbon market that
includes the Shanghai Environment and Energy Exchange (SEEE), the China Beijing Environment
Exchange (CBEEX), and the China Shenzhen Emission Rights Exchange (CSERE) [56]. CT can be
considered an effective solution that can help decrease the effect of greenhouse gases [57]. Thus,
manufacturers can reduce their impact on the environment and CE to maintain a competitive advantage
by adopting green production technologies [10].
3. Green Production Planning Model with Carbon Emissions under ABC Approach
The model in this article uses the activity-based costing (ABC) approach to estimate relevant costs
because it can help manufacturers more precisely assign overhead and relevant costs to products and
accurately identify non-value-added costs [58,59]. Moreover, manufacturers can effectively increase
the benefit through the optimal product mix by using the ABC approach and the theory of constraint
(TOC) [60].
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In the past, producing a pair of shoes could cause a lot of pollution between sewage, exhaust, and
contaminants [61–64]. Redesigning a pair of shoes could improve the environmental problems caused
by production methods and materials [42] by decreasing pollution.
In the production process of knitted shoes, a pair of shoes consists of an upper/vamp and
sole/bottom [65,66]. Knitted shoes have been changed to a pair of knitted layers formed of a unitary
knitted design [66] because manufacturers have combined the techniques of the textile and footwear
industries. The production of knitted shoes has the advantages of simplifying the production process
enormously and effectively decreasing the demand for labor, thereby effectively decreasing costs.
The production process of knitted shoes is shown in Figure 1.
 
Figure 1. Production process of knitted footwear.
In Figure 1, there are five main manufacturing activities to produce knitted shoes, including
knitting (j = 1), pressing (j = 2), molding (j = 3), trimming (j = 4), and assembling (j = 5). Knitting (j = 1)
is used to manufacture vamps using a knitting machine, and pressing (j = 2), molding (j = 3), and
trimming (j = 4) are used to manufacture bottoms. The vamps and bottoms are combined to become
shoes through the activity of assembling (j = 5). These processing activities use human labor hours
and-or machine hours. There are also two supporting activities, setting up (j = 6) and material handling
(j = 7).
3.1. Carbon Emissions Costs
3.1.1. Carbon Emissions Quantity Function
A large quantity of shoes is produced each year in order to comply with consumer demand, and
the carbon emissions (CE) caused by production have seriously affected the environment. CE are
considered an important factor for manufacturers in environmentally sustainable development [20,67],
and low-CE products attract customers [37]. Therefore, green production and products are becoming
more important in order for manufacturers to comply with CE standards.
The materials and manufacturing process contribute greatly to products’ CE for footwear
manufacturers. This model considers the effects of CE in the manufacturing process on footwear
manufacturers’ profit. The collection of CT by the government can force related industries to be
concerned about decreasing CE and enhancing environmental protection [68–71].
In order to protect the environment and reduce the risk generated by CE, manufacturers need to
effectively control CE. Accordingly, the models proposed in this paper could be used to evaluate the
influence of CE resulting from production. In the production process of knitted shoes, we assumed
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that CE will result from three kinds of machine operations, including knitting for the vamp (j = 1),
pressing for the bottom (j = 2), and assembling (j = 5). Zhang et al. [72] used two substitutable products
to explore the impact of consumer environmental awareness when products are produced in different
quantities by manufacturers. This study assumed that the total CE quantity (g) generated from three
kinds of activities to produce three kinds of products can be formulated as in Equation (1):







= (CE11 + CE12 + CE15)X1 + (CE21 + CE22 + CE25)X2 + (CE31 + CE32 + CE35)X3
(1)
where Xi is the quantity of product i and CEij is the CE quantity of one unit of product i in activity j.
Equation (1) is the company’s total carbon emissions, which is a function of the products’ quantities.
According to Lee et al. [73], CT can be an effective solution to decrease CE. Thus, manufacturers should
decrease CT through carbon emissions reduction techniques.
3.1.2. Carbon Tax Cost Function
This paper assumed that the carbon tax cost function is as shown in Figure 2. It is a carbon tax
cost function with extra progressive tax rates, where the quantity at different ranges of CE quantity
will have different tax rates. The upper limits of the CE quantity at the first and second range of CE
quantity are UCE1 and UCE2 in Figure 2, respectively, and the carbon tax cost at UCE1 and UCE2 are
CTC1 and CTC2, respectively. In addition, the carbon tax rates in the first, second, and third range of
CE quantity are TR1, TR2, and TR3, respectively. Therefore, the carbon tax cost function in Figure 2 can




g ∗ TR1, If 0 ≤ g ≤ UCE1
CTC1 + (g − UCE1)TR2, If UCE1 < g ≤ UCE2















Figure 2. Carbon taxes cost function.
Equation (2) is the general form of the carbon tax cost function, which is a function of a company’s
total carbon emissions quantity (g) and can be represented by Equations (3)–(15) in the mathematical
programming model. Equation (3) is the carbon tax cost, which is a deduction item of total revenue
in calculating the company’s total profit. Equations (4)–(15) are the constraints associated with the
carbon tax cost.
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Carbon tax cost:
CTC = CTC1μ1 + CTC2μ2 + CTC3μ3. (3)






CEijXi = UCE1μ1 + UCE2μ2 + UCE3μ3 (4)
μ0 − θ1 ≤ 0 (5)
μ1 − θ1 − θ2 ≤ 0 (6)
μ2 − θ2 − θ3 ≤ 0 (7)
μ3 − θ3 ≤ 0 (8)
μ0 + μ1 + μ2 + μ3 = 1 (9)
θ1 + θ2 + θ3 = 1 (10)
0 ≤ μ0 ≤ 1 (11)
0 ≤ μ1 ≤ 1 (12)
0 ≤ μ2 ≤ 1 (13)
0 ≤ μ3 ≤ 1 (14)
θ1, θ2, θ3 = 0, 1, (15)
where:
CEij The CE quantity of one unit of product i in activity j (j = 1, 2, 5).
CTC The company’s carbon tax cost.
UCE3
A large quantity of CE since there is no upper limit in the third range of the carbon tax
system set by the government; we cannot run the mathematical programming program if
we do not give UCE3.
CTC3 The carbon tax cost at UCE3.
TRi The tax rate when the CE quantity falls within the ith range of Figure 2.
θ1, θ2, θ3 A special ordered set of type 1 (SOS1) of 0–1 variables in which only one variable can be 1.
μ0,μ1,μ2,μ3
A special ordered set of type 2 (SOS2) of non-negative variables in which at most two
adjacent variables can be non-zero in the order of the set.
(θ1, θ2, θ3) is a special ordered set of type 1 (SOS1) of 0–1 variables in which only one variable can
be 1, which are indicator variables. If θ1 = 1, then θ2 = θ3 = 0 from Equation (10), μ2 = μ3 = 0 from
Equations (7) and (8), μ0, μ1 ≤ 1 from Equations (5) and (6), and μ0 + μ1 = 1 from Equation (9). Thus,
the company’s total CE quantity is UCE1μ1 from Equation (4) and the carbon tax cost is CTC1μ1 from
Equation (3), respectively. The company’s total CE quantity (g) falls within the first range of Figure 2,
[0, UCE1] and (g, CTC) is the linear combination of two points, (0, 0) and (UCE1, CTC1). If θ2 = 1,
then θ1 = θ3 = 0 from Equation (10), μ0 = μ3 = 0 from Equations (5) and (8), μ1, μ2 ≤ 1 from
Equations (6) and (7), and μ1 + μ2 = 1 from Equation (9). Thus, the company’s total CE quantity is
UCE1μ1 + UCE2μ2 from Equation (4) and the carbon tax cost is CTC1μ1 + CTC2μ2 from Equation (3),
respectively. The company’s total CE quantity (g) falls within the second range of Figure 2, (UCE1,
UCE2] and (g, CTC) is the linear combination of two points, (UCE1, CTC1) and (UCE2, CTC2). Similarly,
if θ3 = 1, then the company’s total CE quantity (g) falls within the third range of Figure 2, (UCE2,
UCE3), i.e., g = UCE2μ2 + UCE3μ3 from Equation (4) and the carbon tax cost is CTC2μ2 + CTC3μ3
from Equation (3).
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3.1.3. Carbon Emissions Cost without Carbon Trading—Model 1
The carbon emissions cost may include the carbon tax cost imposed by the government and
the carbon rights cost (CRC) from carbon trading. A company’s CE quantity may be limited by the
government’s contribution of a certain permit to the company under a cap-and-trade system [74].
Carbon trading is an effective way to resolve limitations on CE quantity and help the company expand
its CE quantity through purchasing carbon rights (CR) in the market.
This paper proposed three models to analyze the effect of carbon emissions; a framework is
presented in Figure 3. In this paper, the carbon emissions cost includes carbon tax and carbon rights
costs. Model 1 only considers carbon tax; Model 2 considers carbon rights purchase at a single carbon
rights cost rate; Model 3 considers carbon rights purchase with a minimum order quantity of carbon
emissions (MOQCE).
The main difference between these three models is the carbon emissions cost. If the carbon
emissions costs are represented by the components, the three models explored in this paper can be
shown in Figure 4. Model 1: The manufacturer only takes CTC into consideration when determining
their carbon emissions cost (CEC), so the manufacturer would not undertake carbon trading to
purchase CR. Model 2: the manufacturer would consider whether it purchases CR in the market or not;
CEC would be equal to (CTC)δ1 if the manufacturer does not purchase CR, or equal to (CTC + CRC)δ2
if the manufacturer purchases CR at a single carbon rights cost rate during carbon trading. Model 3:
The manufacturer would consider whether to purchase a minimum order quantity of carbon emissions
(MOQCE) to satisfy their demand, considering that CRC is equal to a fixed carbon rights cost (FCRC),
or the manufacturer can purchase CR at a single carbon rights cost rate if CE exceed MOQCE.
Let LCE be the carbon emissions quantity that the company can emit when limited by the
government. In Model 1, the carbon emissions cost only includes the carbon tax cost, as shown in






CEimXi ≤ LCE (16)
Figure 3. The framework of carbon emissions costs of the three models explored in this paper.
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CTC
CEC






Figure 4. The components of carbon emissions cost function for three models; [Note] CTC: Carbon
tax cost; CEC: Carbon emissions cost; CRC: Carbon rights cost; FCRC: Fixed carbon rights cost at
MOQCE; MOQCE: Minimum order quantity of carbon emissions; CMBCE: Cost of maximum buyable
CE quantity that the company can purchase in the market.
3.1.4. Carbon Emissions Cost with Carbon Trading of a Single Carbon Rights Cost Rate—Model 2
In recent years, there have been many studies to estimate the impact of CT on production through
ABC [17,22,23]. However, there have been few articles that consider CRC in their decision model
through ABC. In Model 2, we assume that the company can purchase CR at a single CRC rate (r) for
any carbon emissions needed to receive the opportunity of additional sales. The CRC function can be
represented as shown in Equation (18) and Figure 5. In Equation (18), f4(g − LCE) is a CRC function,
which is a function of CR purchase quantity (g − LCE). Assume that the upper limit of the carbon
emissions purchase quantity is UPCE. The upper limit on the carbon emissions the company can emit
is LPCE = LCE + UPCE and its CRC at UPCE is UCRC. Thus, the carbon emissions cost function in
Model 2 can be represented as shown in Equation (17):
f3(g) =
{
f2(g), If 0 ≤ g ≤ LCE
f2(g) + f4(g − LCE), If LCE < g ≤ LPCE (= LCE + YPCE)
(17)
f4(g − LCE) = r ∗ (g − LCE). (18)
Equation (17) can be formulated as Equations (19)–(23) in the mathematical programming
model. Equation (19) is the carbon emissions cost function of Model 2, and Equaitons (20)–(23)
and Equations (4)–(15) are the constraints associated with the carbon emissions cost function of
Model 2.
Carbon emissions cost of Model 2:
CEC = (CTC1μ1 + CTC2μ2 + CTC3μ3)δ1
+ [(CTC1μ1 + CTC2μ2 + CTC3μ3) + (g − LCE) ∗ r]δ2
(19)







CEimXi = φ1 +φ2 (20)
0 ≤ φ1 ≤ δ1LCE (21)
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δ2LCE < φ2 ≤ δ2LPCE (22)
δ1 + δ2 = 1, (23)
where:
CEC The carbon emissions cost including the carbon tax and carbon rights.
LPCE The upper limit of the carbon emissions quantity the company can emit.
UPCE The upper limit of the carbon emissions purchase quantity.
r The single carbon rights cost rate.
φ1 The company’s total CE quantity when g ≤ LCE.
φ2 The company’s total CE quantity when g > LCE.
δ1, δ2
A special ordered set of type 1 (SOS1) of 0–1 variables in which only one variable can be 1;
δ1 = 1 means that the company does not need to purchase carbon rights, and δ2 = 1
means that the company needs to purchase carbon rights.
(δ1, δ2) is a special ordered set of type 1 (SOS1) of 0–1 variables in which only one variable
can be 1. If δ1 = 1, then δ2 = 0 from Equation (23), and 0 ≤ g = φ1 ≤ LCE from Equations (20)
and (21). This means that the company does not need to purchase CR. The total carbon emissions
cost is (CTC1μ1 + CTC2μ2 + CTC3μ3) from Equation (19), including only the carbon tax cost.
If δ2 = 1, then δ1 = 0 from Equation (23), and LCE < g = φ2 ≤ LPCE from Equations (20)
and (22). This means that the company needs to purchase CR. The total carbon emissions cost is
[(CTC1μ1 + CTC2μ2 + CTC3μ3) + r ∗ (g − LCE)] from Equation (19), including the carbon tax cost and
the CRC. The associated constraints associated with the carbon tax cost are shown as Equations (4)–(15).
Figure 5. Carbon rights cost function with a single rate.
3.1.5. Carbon Emissions Cost with Carbon Trading of MOQCE—Model 3
In Model 3, it is assumed that the company can purchase CR through carbon trading of a
minimum order quantity of carbon emissions (MOQCE) based on the Carbon Financial Instrument
from the Chicago Climate Exchange (CCX) to allow additional sales. The company should purchase
the minimum quantity of CE rights with a fixed carbon rights cost (FCRC). The carbon rights cost
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function of Model 3 can be represented as in Figure 6, and its related carbon emissions cost can be
represented as in Equation (24). In Equation (24), f2(g) is the carbon tax function and f3(g) is the
carbon emissions cost function, where f2(g) and f3(g) are the function of the company’s total CE
quantity (g). LCE is the carbon emissions quantity that the company can emit, as limited or allocated
by the government; MBCE is the maximum buyable CE quantity that the company can purchase in
the market; LMCE is the company’s maximum total CE quantity that the company can emit when
the company purchases at MOQCE; LMPCE is the company’s total CE quantity when the company
purchases CR at the MBCE; and sr is the single carbon rights cost rate when the company purchases a
CE quantity that is greater than MOQCE. That is, the carbon emissions cost includes only the carbon
tax cost when 0 ≤ g ≤ LCE. The carbon emissions cost includes the carbon tax cost f2(g) and the fixed
carbon rights cost at MOQCE (i.e., FCRC) when LCE ≤ g ≤ LMCE, and the carbon emissions cost
includes the carbon tax cost f2(g), the fixed carbon rights cost at MOQCE (i.e., FCRC), and CRC over




f2(g), If 0 ≤ g ≤ LCE
f2(g) + FCRC, If LCE ≤ g ≤ LMCE (= LCE + MOQCE)















Figure 6. Piecewise linear function of carbon rights.
Equation (24) can be formulated as Equations (25)–(31) in the mathematical programming model.
Equation (24) is the carbon emissions cost function of Model 3, and Equations (25)–(31) and (4)–(15)
are the constraints associated with the carbon emissions cost function of Model 3.
Carbon emissions cost of Model 3:
CEC = δ1(CTC1μ1 + CTC2μ2 + CTC3μ3)
+δ20[(CTC1μ1 + CTC2μ2 + CTC3μ3) + FCRC]
+δ21[(CTC1μ1 + CTC2μ2 + CTC3μ3) + FCRC + sr ∗ (g − MOQCE − LCE)]
(25)








CEimXi = φ1 +φ20 +φ21 (26)
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0 ≤ φ1 ≤ δ1LCE (27)
δ20LCE < φ20 ≤ δ20LMCE (28)
δ21LMCE < φ21 ≤ δ21LMPCE (29)
δ1 + δ20 + δ21 = 1 (30)
δ1, δ20, δ21 = 0, 1, (31)
where:
MOQCE The minimum order quantity of carbon emissions.
FCRC The fixed carbon rights cost at MOQCE.
LMCE
The company’s maximum total CE quantity that the company can emit when the company
purchases at MOQCE; LMCE = LCE + MOQCE.
MBCE The maximum buyable CE quantity that the company can purchase in the market.
LMPCE
The company’s total CE quantity when the company purchases carbon rights at the MBCE;
LMPCE(= LCE + MBCE).
sr
The single carbon rights cost rate when the company purchases a CE quantity that is
greater than MOQCE.
φ1 The company’s total CE quantity when g = φ1 ≤ LCE.
φ20 The company’s total CE quantity when LCE ≤ g = φ20 ≤ LMCE.
φ21 The company’s total CE quantity when LMCE < g = φ21 ≤ LMPCE.
δ1, δ20, δ21
A special ordered set of type 1 (SOS1) of 0–1 variables in which only one variable can be 1;
δ1 = 1 means that the company does not need to purchase carbon rights; δ20 = 1 means
that the company needs to purchase carbon rights at MOQCE; and δ21 = 1 means that the
company needs to purchase carbon rights over MOQCE.
(δ1, δ2, δ3) is a special ordered set of type 1 (SOS1) of 0–1 variables in which only one variable
can be 1. If δ1 = 1, then δ20, δ21 = 0, from Equation (30), and 0 ≤ g = φ1 ≤ LCE from
Equations (26) and (27). This means that the company does not need to purchase CR. The total
carbon emissions cost is (CTC1μ1 + CTC2μ2 + CTC3μ3) from Equation (25), including only the carbon
tax cost. If δ20 = 1, then δ1 = δ21 = 0 from Equation (30), and LCE < g = φ20 ≤ LMCE from
Equations (26) and (28). This means that the company needs to purchase CR at MOQEC. The
total carbon emissions cost is [(CTC1μ1 + CTC2μ2 + CTC3μ3) + FCRC] from Equation (25), including
the carbon tax cost and the fixed carbon rights costs at MOQCE (i.e., FCRC). If δ21 = 1, then
δ1 = δ20 = 0 from Equation (30), and LMCE < g = φ21 ≤ LMPCE from Equations (26) and (29).
This means that the company needs to purchase CR over MOQEC. The total carbon emissions cost is
[(CTC1μ1 + CTC2μ2 + CTC3μ3) + FCRC + (g − MOQCE − LCE) ∗ sr] from Equation (25), including
the carbon tax cost, the fixed carbon rights cost at MOQCE (i.e., FCRC), and the carbon rights cost over
MOQCE (i.e., sr ∗ (g − MOQCE − LCE)). The associated constraints associated with the carbon tax
cost are given in Equations (4)–(15).
3.2. Unit Level—The Consumption of Direct Labor Cost Function
The direct labor of knitted production includes regular hours and overtime, which can be used in
the activities of bottom trimming and assembling at the unit level activity. The cost of regular hours is
fixed for the company in the short term, as the company needs to pay for these workers whether or not
they are part of the workforce. However, the labor capacity could increase through overtime in the
short term owing to rush orders or orders that cannot be completed on time.
In the production of knitted footwear, numerous manual processes have been changed and
combined into a simple knitting activity, thereby reducing the number of direct labor hours (DLH) and
the direct labor costs (DLC). Therefore, assume that the processes that require workers include bottom
trimming (j = 4) and assembling (j = 5). The total direct labor cost (TDLC) function is a continuous
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piecewise linear function, as shown in Figure 7. If the direct labor hours needed exceed the regular
working hours, there will be two sets of labor hours paid at two different wage rates.
The direct labor cost function in Figure 7 can be formulated as in Equations (31)–(41) in the
mathematical programming model. Equation (31) is the direct labor cost function that will be included
in the objective function, and Equations (32)–(41) are the associated constraints. Assume that the wage
rates in the three ranges of direct labor hours shown in Figure 7 are WR0, WR1, and WR2.
Figure 7. Total direct labor cost (TDLC) function.
Direct labor costs:
TDLC = DLC0 + γ1(ODLC1 − DLC0) + γ2(ODLC2 − DLC0). (31)





(LHi4 + LHi5)Xi ≤ γ0DLH0 + γ1(ODLH1 − DLH0) + γ2(ODLH2 − DLH0) (32)
γ0 − Γ1 ≤ 0 (33)
γ1 − Γ1 − Γ2 ≤ 0 (34)
γ2 − Γ2 ≤ 0 (35)
γ0 + γ1 + γ2 = 1 (36)
Γ1 + Γ2 = 1 (37)
Γ1, Γ2 = 0, 1 (38)
0 ≤ γ0 ≤ 1 (39)
0 ≤ γ1 ≤ 1 (40)
0 ≤ γ2 ≤ 1 (41)
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variables:
X1 The quantity of product i.
γ0, γ1,γ2 A set of non-negative variables of SOS2 (special ordered set of type 2).
Γ1, Γ2 A set of 0–1 indicator variables of SOS1 (special ordered set of type 1).
parameters:
LHi4 The labor hours required for one unit of product i during the bottom trimming (j = 4).
LHi5 The labor hours required for one unit of product i during the assembling (j = 5).
DLH0 The total regular direct labor hours, as shown in Figure 7.
ODLH1 The highest overtime hours with the first overtime pay rate, as shown in Figure 7.
ODLH2 The highest overtime hours with the second overtime pay rate, as shown in Figure 7.
DLC0 The total regular direct labor costs at DLH0, i.e., DLC0 = WR0 * DLH0.
ODLC1 The total regular direct labor costs at ODLH1, i.e., ODLC1 = DLC0 + WR1 * (ODLH1 − DLH0).
ODLC2 The total regular direct labor costs at ODLH2, i.e., ODLC2 = ODLC1 + WR2 * (ODLH2 − ODLH1).
(γ0, γ1, γ2) is a special ordered set of type 2 (SOS2) non-negative variables, and (Γ1, Γ2) is a
special ordered set of type 1 (SOS1) 0–1 variables. If Γ1 = 1, then Γ2 = 0 from Equation (37), and
0 ≤ γ0, γ1 ≤ 1 and γ0 + γ1 = 1 from Equations (33), (34) and (36). Thus, the company’s total direct
labor hour is [γ0DLH0 + γ1(ODLH1 − DLH0)] from Equation (32) and the total direct labor cost is
[DLC0 + γ1(ODLC1 − DLC0)] from Equation (31). This means that the company’s direct labor hours
fall within the second range of Figure 7, and (TDLH, TDLC) is the linear combination of (DLH0, DLC0)
and (ODLH1, ODLC1).
If Γ2 = 1, then Γ1 = 0 from Equation (37), and 0 ≤ γ1, γ2 ≤ 1 and γ1 +
γ2 = 1 from Equations (34)–(36). Thus, the company’s total direct labor hours is
[γ1(ODLH1 − DLH0) + γ2(ODLH2 − DLH0)] from Equation (32), and the total direct labor cost is
[γ1(ODLC1 − DLC0) + γ2(ODLC2 − DLC0)] from Equation (31). This means that the company’s
direct labor hours fall within the third range of Figure 7, and (TDLH, TDLC) is the linear combination
of (ODLH1, ODLC1) and (ODLH2, ODLC2).
If γ0 = 1 and Γ1 = 1, then γ1 = γ2 = 0 from Equation (36), Γ2 = 0 from Equation (37),
TDLH = ∑ni=1(LHi4 + LHi5)Xi  γ0 DLH0 from Equation (32), and TDLC = DLC0 from Equation (31).
This means that the company’s direct labor hours fall within the first range of Figure 7 and the total
direct labor cost is DLC0.
3.3. Capacity of Machine Hours
Assume that the manufacturing process of knitted products in this study has three kinds of
automatic machines that can replace manual activities to improve efficiency. The knitting machine
is used to knit the vamp (j = 1), the pressing machine is used to generate the shoe’s bottom (j = 2),
and the automatic gluing machine is used to assemble the vamps and bottoms to the footwear during
assembling (j = 5). Moreover, the three kinds of machines have upper limits for useable machine hours,
facility regions, and worker usage. Assume that the other related costs are fixed at “φ”, including












MHi5Xi ≤ LMH5, (44)
where
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Xi The quantity of product i.
MHi1 The machine hours of the knitting machine required for one unit of product i.
MHi2 The machine hours of the pressing machine required for one unit of product i.
MHi5 The machine hours of the gluing machine required for one unit of product i.
LMH1 The capability of machine hours for the knitting machine.
LMH2 The capability of machine hours for the pressing machine.
LMH5 The capability of machine hours for the gluing machine.
3.4. Batch-Level Activity Cost Function for Setup and Material Handling Activities
The model in this paper assumed there are three kinds of activities that can be classified as
batch-level activities in the process of knitted shoes: molding the bottom (j = 3), setting up (j = 6) to
produce different kinds of vamps or bottoms, and material handling (j = 7). Let the set B = {3, 6, 7} for the
batch-level activities. The overall batch-level activity costs can be represented as (∑ni=1 ∑j∈β ΘjΛijβij),
which is included in the objective function of total profit. The associated constraints are as shown in
Equations (45) and (46):




Λijβij ≤ Tj βij ≥ 0; j ∈ B (46)
where:
Xi The quantity of product i.
βij The number of batches of batch-level activity j (j ∈ B) for product i.
Θij The quantity of product i for each batch of batch-level activity j (j ∈ B).
Λij The resource consumption of each batch of batch-level activity j (j ∈ B) for product i.
Tj The capacity of the activity driver of batch-level activity j (j ∈ B).
Equation (45) is the constraint concerning the product’s quantity, which cannot be greater than
the total quantity of all batches. Equation (46) is the constraint concerning the resource limitations (Tj)
for batch-level activity j.
3.5. Product-Level Activity Cost Function—Product Design
The company needs to produce different kinds of products in order to meet the various demands in
the market. There are three styles of knitted footwear produced by the company, including Mary Janes
(Product 1), dress athletic-inspired footwear (Product 2), and high-top footwear (Product 3), and the cost
of product design was included in this study as a production-level activity. The overall product-level
activity cost can be represented as (∑ni=1 ∑j∈P MDiΠijPi), which is included in the objective function of
the total profit. The associated constraints are shown in Equations (47) and (48):




Πijαi ≤ Cj j ∈ P (48)
where:
Xi The quantity of product i.
MDi The market demand of product i.
αi
An indicator variable for whether product i is produced and sold; αi = 1 means that
product i will be produced and sold, otherwise, αi = 0.
Πij The requirement of the activity driver of product-level activity j (j ∈ P) for product i.
Cj The capacity of the activity drivers for product-level activity j (j ∈ P).
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Equation (47) is the constraint concerning the product’s quantity, which cannot be greater than
the market demand of product i. Equation (48) is the constraint concerning the resource limitations
(Cj) for batch-level activity j.
3.6. Direct Material Costs
The manufacturers of knitted shoes in this study use thread, polyurethane (PU), and glue as the
main direct materials in the three activities to produce knitted footwear: knitting (j = 1), pressing (j = 2),




Xi], which is included in the




(MRikXi) ≤ MQk k = 1, 2, 3 (49)
where:
Xi The quantity of product i.
CMk The unit cost of material k.
MRik The quantity of material k required for one unit of product i.
MQk The quantity of material k available for production.
3.7. Assumptions
The activity-based costing (ABC) approach is used by manufacturers to get more accurate, detailed
cost assignments for activities by using activity drivers [21], which can help manufacturers effectively
collect and control relevant cost data [75–77]. Without a loss of generality, the Green Production
Decision Model with Carbon Emissions (GPDMCE) proposed in this paper could be used to explore
the impact of CE in the knitted footwear industry.
In the models explored in this paper, there were some assumptions. First, the overhead
activities in GPDMCE were divided into the unit level, batch level, and product level [21] by the
ABC approach, and their resources and activity drivers were also investigated and selected using the
ABC approach [16,78]. Second, the capacity of machine hours was fixed for manufacturers in the short
term. Third, depreciation and machine costs were considered as fixed costs, and there were limited
machine hours for manufacturers to produce products. Fourth, overtime hours would be paid at a
higher rate than normal labor hours. Fifth, the environmental issues considered in this paper were
the effect on CE of carbon taxes and cap & trade. Sixth, the CE permits would not be sold to other
companies after purchase. Seventh, GPDMCE is used because it gives data about the direct materials,
direct labor, machining of products and so on that a manufacturer can use to produce final goods. We
assume that these data can be collected to effectively reflect the manufacturing situation and that these
data can help researchers to simulate the production process.
3.8. Objective Function
This paper proposed three models of GPDMCE combining ABC with TOC to achieve the optimal
product mix and profit in the knitted footwear industry. These models were also used to explore the
effect of carbon emissions. The objective function was to maximize total profit (π):
Maximize π = total revenue of knitted footwear − total direct material costs
− total direct labor costs − total batch level activity costs
−total product level activity cost − total carbon emissions cost
−total fixed costs (depreciation and other fixed cost)
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3.8.1. Model 1: Carbon Emissions Costs without Carbon Trading
Model 1 considers only the carbon tax as the carbon emissions cost imposed by the government.
The objective is to maximize the total profit, as shown in Equation (50). The associated constraints





























+CTC2μ2 + CTC3μ3)− F
(50)
3.8.2. Model 2: Carbon Emissions Cost with Carbon Trading of a Single Carbon Rights Cost Rate
Model 2 considers the carbon emissions cost with carbon trading of a single CRC rate.
The objective is to maximize the total profit, as shown in Equation (51). The associated constraints




























−[(CTC1μ1 + CTC2μ2 + CTC3μ3)δ1 + ((CTC1μ1 + CTC2μ2 + CTC3μ3)
+(g − LCE ∗ r)δ2]− F
(51)
3.8.3. Model 3: Carbon Emissions Cost with Carbon Trading of MOQCE
Model 3 considers the carbon emissions cost with carbon trading of MOQCE. The objective
is to maximize the total profit, as shown in Equation (52). The associated constraints include



























MDiΠijPi − δ1(CTC1μ1 + CTC2μ2 + CTC3μ3)
+δ20[(CTC1μ1 + CTC2μ2 + CTC3μ3)+FCRC]




4.1. Illustrative Data and Optimal Decision Analysis
The models assumed that a manufacturer of knitted shoes would have relevant costs that
include: (1) unit-level activity costs, in which there are three styles of direct material costs and
the labor cost; (2) batch-level activity costs, which include the costs of molding, setting up the general
footwear-making process, and material handling; (3) the product-level activity cost, which is the design
cost; (4) CEC, which includes the CTC and CR costs; and (5) fixed costs, including the depreciation,
machine-related costs, and other facility costs in the models. The parameters used in this paper are all
shown in Table 1.
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We assumed that the unit prices of these products were separate (Product 1 = $1705 NT,
Product 2 = $1974 NT, and Product 3 = $2178 NT), as were the wage rates in the labor costs
(WR0 = $133/h, WR1 = $177/h, and WR2 = $221/h). The CT collection system adopted the piecewise
linear function using tax rates of $0.22/kg (TR1), $0.44/kg (TR2), and $0.65/kg (TR3), respectively.
The objectives of GPDMCE for the illustrative data of Table 1 are shown in Tables 2–4. The objective
functions included three kinds of CEC functions based on Equations (3), (17), and (34) separately,
as well as the constraints of the CE function, which were based on Equations (4)–(14), (18)–(22)
and (25)–(30), respectively. The constraints of GPDMCE are presented in Table 5.
Table 2. Objective function for illustrative data without carbon trading for Model 1.
π =(1705X1 + 1974X2 + 2178X3) − [(58 + 231 + 20)X1 + (87 + 231 + 39)X2 + (116 + 231 + 47)X3] − (20,891,640 +
6,946,470γ1 + 15,616,501γ2) − [(2 × 100)β13 + (2 × 100)200β23 + (2 × 100)β33] − [(6 × 40)β16 + (3 × 40)β26 +
(2 × 40)β36] + [(6 × 15)β17 + (4 × 15)β27 + (3 × 15)β37)] − (450,000P1 + 225,000P2 + 750,000P3) − (33,000μ1 +
143,000μ2 + 143,832,000μ3) − 44,996,392;
Carbon tax constraints
(1.77X1 + 3.27X2 + 4.77X3) = 150,000μ1 + 400,000μ2 + 221,460,000μ3;
μ0 − θ1 ≤ 0;
μ1 − θ1 − θ2 ≤ 0;
μ2 − θ2 − θ3 ≤ 0;
μ3 − η3 ≤ 0;
μ0 + μ1 + μ2 + μ3 = 1;
η1 + η2 + η3 = 1
Table 3. Objective function for carbon trading with a single carbon rights rate for Model 2.
π =(1705X1 + 1974X2 + 2178X3) − [(58 + 231 + 20)X1 + (87 + 231 + 39)X2 + (116 + 231 + 47)X3] − (20,891,640 +
6,946,470γ1 + 15,616,501γ2) − [(2 × 100)β13 + (2 × 100)200β23 + (2 × 100)β33] − [(6 × 40)β16 + (3 × 40)β26 + (2
× 40)β36] + [(6 × 15)β17 + (4 × 15)β27 + (3 × 15)β37)] − (450,000P1 + 225,000P2 + 750,000P3) − [(33,000μ1 +
143,000μ2 + 143,832,000μ3)δ1 − ((33,000μ1 + 143,000μ2 + 143,832,000μ3) − (φ1 + φ2 − 250,000) × 0.39)δ2] −
44,996,392;
Carbon tax constraints
r(1.77X1 + 3.27X2 + 4.77X3) = 150,000μ1 + 400,000μ2 + 221,460,000μ3;
rμ0 − θ1 ≤ 0;
rμ1 − θ1 − θ2 ≤ 0;
rμ2 − θ2 − θ3 ≤ 0;
rμ3 − η3 ≤ 0;
rμ0 + μ1 + μ2 + μ3 = 1;
rη1 + η2 + η3 = 1;
Carbon rights constraints




rδ1 + δ2 = 1
Table 4. Objective function for carbon trading including MOQCE for Model 3.
π =(1705X1 + 1974X2 + 2178X3) − [(58 + 231 + 20)X1 + (87 + 231 + 39)X2 + (116 + 231 + 47)X3] − (20,891,640 +
6,946,470γ1 + 15,616,501γ2) − [(2 × 100)β13 + (2 × 100)200β23 + (2 × 100)β33] − [(6 × 40)β16 + (3 × 40)β26 + (2
× 40)β36] + [(6 × 15)β17 + (4 × 15)β27 + (3 × 15)β37)] − (450,000P1 + 225,000P2 + 750,000P3) − [(33,000μ1 +
143,000μ2 + 143,832,000μ3)δ1 + ((33,000μ1 + 143,000μ2 + 143,832,000μ3) + 390,000)δ20 + ((33,000μ1 + 143,000μ2 +
143,832,000μ3) + 390,000 + (φ1 + φ20 + φ21 − 100,000 − 250,000) × 0.45)δ21] − 44,996,392;
Carbon tax constraints
r(1.77X1 + 3.27X2 + 4.77X3) = 150,000μ1 + 400,000μ2 + 221,460,000μ3;
rμ0 − θ1 ≤ 0;
rμ1 − θ1 − θ2 ≤ 0;
rμ2 − θ2 − θ3 ≤ 0;
rμ3 − η3 ≤ 0;
rμ0 + μ1 + μ2 + μ3 = 1;
rη1 + η2 + η3 = 1
Carbon rights constraints






δ1 + δ20 + δ21 = 1
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Table 5. Constraints of GPDMCE.
Subject to:
Direct material constraints
r1X1 + 1.5X2 + 2X3 ≤ 265,938
r2X1 + 2X2 + 2X3 ≤ 364,000
r0.5X1 + 1X2 + 1.2X3 ≤ 156,000
Direct labor constraints
r(1X1 + 1.8X2 + 2X3) ≤ (γ0157,080 + γ139,270 + γ278,540)
rγ0 − Г1 ≤ 0
rγ1 − Г1 − Г2 ≤ 0
rγ2 − Г2 ≤ 0
rγ0 + γ1 + γ2 = 1
rГ1 + Г2 = 1
Machine hour constraints
r1X1 + 4X2 + 8X3 ≤ 401,500
r0.1X1 + 0.14X2 + 0.2X3 ≤ 24,024
r0.2X1 + 0.4X2 + 0.5X3 ≤ 64,064
Batch-level activity constraints (Molding)
rX1 − 4β13 ≤ 0
rX2 − 3β23 ≤ 0
rX3 − 2β33 ≤ 0
r2β13 + 2β23 + 2β33 ≤ 120,900
Batch-level activity constraints (Set-up)
rX1 − 1β16 ≤ 0
rX2 − 3β26 ≤ 0
rX3 − 4β36 ≤ 0
r6β16 + 3β26 + 2β36 ≤ 713,284
Batch-level activity constraints (Material handling)
rX1 − 2β17 ≤ 0
rX2 − 3β27 ≤ 0
rX3 − 4β27 ≤ 0
r6β17 + 4β27 + 3β37 ≤ 436,800
Product-level activity constraints (Designing)
rX1 − 100,000P1 ≤ 0;
rX2 − 25,000P2 ≤ 0;
rX3 − 30,000P3 ≤ 0;
r3000P1 + 1500P2 + 5000P3 ≤ 100,000;
4.2. Analyzing the Optimal Solution
GPDMCE in this study integrated the ABC, TOC, and CEC concepts in order to achieve profit
maximization under various resource constraints. The results of GPDMCE were analyzed using
LINGO 16 software based on the data of the parameters shown in Table 1. The unknown figures
included the maximum profit of the best product mix, total revenue, number of products, TDLC, the
cost at the batch level and product level, as well as CEC. The optimal solutions of the three models are
presented in Tables 6–8, which could be used to explore the different effects between purchasing and
not purchasing carbon rights in the market for manufacturers.
4.2.1. Carbon Tax Cost Function—Model 1
The optimal solution of GPDMCE without carbon trading is presented in Table 6. The results
indicated that the maximum profit of the best product mix was ($110,765,700 NT). The total revenue was
($224,981,962 NT), which consisted of ($139,643,348 NT for Product 1, $40,414,436 NT for Product 2, and
$44,924,179 NT for Product 3). The product quantities were (100,000; 24,999; and 25,188), respectively,
which required quantities of vamps (100,000; 37,499; 50,376), bottoms (200,000; 24,999; 50,376), and glue
(50,000; 24,999; 30,226). TDLC was ($27,665,501 NT) and consisted of the costs of normal labor hours
($20,891,640 NT) and overtime working hours ($6,773,861 NT). TDLH was (195,374). The machine
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hours of the three kinds of machines used for the three kinds of products were (100,000; 99,996; 201,504
for the knitting machines, (100,000; 3500; 5038) for the pressing machines, and (20,000; 10,000; 12,594)
for assembling, respectively. The total batch-level activity cost was ($39,972,465 NT). The batch-level
activities consumed (91,854) machine hours for the molding activity, (637,593) set-up hours for the
set-up activity, and (352,223) handling hours for material handling. The total product-level activity
cost was ($1,425,000 NT). The total CTC was ($133,713/NT) the total CE was (378,894 kg), and the
CO2 emissions quantities for Product 1, Product 2, and Product 3 were (177,000 kg), (81,747 kg), and
(120,147 kg), respectively.
Table 6. The optimal solution of GPDMCE with carbon tax ($NT).
π $110,765,700 X1 100,000 X2 24,999
X3 25,188 ã0 0.02 ã1 0.98
ã2 0 Ã1 1 Ã2 0
β12 25,000 β14 100,000 β15 50,000
β22 8333 β24 8333 β35 8333
β32 12,594 β34 6297 β35 6297
P1 1 P2 1 P3 1
ì0 0 ì1 0.08 ì2 0.92
ì3 0 è1 0 è2 1
è3 0
4.2.2. Carbon Emissions Cost Function with a Single Rate of Carbon Rights—Model 2
The optimal solution of GPDMCE with carbon trading is presented in Table 7. The maximum
profit of Model 2 was ($110,715,500 NT). The total revenue was ($224,981,962 NT), which consisted
of ($139,643,348 NT for Product 1, $40,414,436 NT for Product 2, and $44,924,179 NT for Product 3).
The product quantities were (100,000; 24,999; and 25,188), respectively, which required (187,875) vamps;
(300,374) bottoms; and (105,225) units of glue. TDLC was ($27,665,501 NT) and consisted of the costs
of normal labor hours ($20,891,640 NT) and overtime working hours ($6,773,861 NT), and TDLH was
(195,374). The three kinds of machine hours used for the three kinds of products were (401,500) for
the knitting machines, (18,537) for the pressing machines, and (42,594) for the assembling machines,
respectively. The total batch-level activity cost was ($39,972,465 NT), and the batch-level activities
consumed (91,854) molding hours for the molding activity, (637,593) set-up hours for the set-up
activity, and (352,223) handling hours for material handling. The total product-level activity cost was
($1,425,000 NT). The total CTC was ($133,713 NT), and the CR cost was ($11,268 NT). The total CE was
(378,893 kg).
Table 7. The optimal solution of GPDMCE with single rate of carbon rights ($NT).
π $110,715,500 X1 100,000 X2 24,999
X3 25,188 γ0 0.02 γ1 0.98
γ2 0 Ã1 1 Ã2 0
β12 25,000 β14 100,000 β15 50,000
β22 8333 β24 8333 β35 8333
β32 12,594 β34 6297 β35 6297
P1 1 P2 1 P3 1
ì0 0 ì1 0.08 ì2 0.92
ì3 0 θ1 0 θ2 1
θ3 0 ö1 0 ö2 378,894
ä1 0 ä2 1
4.2.3. Carbon Emissions Cost Function with MOQCE—Model 3
The maximum profit of Model 3 with MOQCE was ($110,715,500 NT), and the total revenue
was ($224,981,962 NT). The product quantities were (100,000; 24,999; 25,188) respectively. TDLC was
($27,665,501 NT) and TDLH was (195,374). The machine hours for the three kinds of machines used
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for the three kinds of products were (401,500) for the knitting machines, (18,537) for the pressing
machines, and (42,594) for the assembling machines, respectively. The total batch-level activity cost
was ($39,972,465 NT). The batch-level activities consumed (91,854) machine hours for pressing activity,
(637,593) set-up hours for set-up activity, and (352,223) handling hours for material handling. The total
product-level activity cost was ($1,425,000). The total CTC was ($185,715 NT), and the CR cost was
($52,002 NT). The total CE was (378,893 kg).
Table 8. The optimal solution of GPDMCE with MOQCE ($NT).
π $110,668,700 X1 100,000 X2 24,999
X3 25,188 γ0 0.02 γ1 0.98
γ2 0 Ã1 1 Ã2 0
β12 25,000 β14 100,000 β15 50,000
β22 8333 β24 8333 β35 8333
β32 12,594 β34 6297 β35 6297
P1 1 P2 1 P3 1
ì0 0 ì1 0.08 ì2 0.92
ì3 0 θ1 0 θ2 1
θ3 0 ö1 0 ö20 0
ö21 378,894 ä1 0 ä20 0
ä21 1
5. Conclusions
In a fast and constantly evolving fashion environment, companies need to produce the right
products to comply with consumer demand [79]. Recently, the manufacturing model has changed
from a traditional manufacturing process to an intelligent production process, because companies
need to be more competitive to face the complicated challenges of material, labor, and environment
problems, including water and air pollution [80]. The purpose of this paper was to explore the effect of
carbon emissions (CE), including carbon taxes (CT) and carbon rights (CR) issues. The production
and materials of knitted shoes could reduce the environmental impact and amount of waste created,
decrease company costs [42], and reduce the number of skilled laborers that complex processes depend
on. Nowadays, the production of knitted shoes can show a decrease in the number of manufacturing
activities and reduced human error in the processes.
This study proposed a mathematical programming model that considers CE and related costs
through integrating ABC and TOC, which could improve the efficiency of operations and improve
profit by a variety of product mixes. The combination of the ABC and TOC approaches could help
companies to effectively control costs and increase profits through the mathematical programming
model [15,81–83]. Therefore, this study developed the Green Production Decision Model with Carbon
Emissions (GPDMCE), which used the technique of managerial accounting in TOC to control related
costs and achieve profit maximization [84].
GPDMCE considers the long-tern allocation of resources and short-tern labor hour capacity
expansion. GPDMCE also incorporates the carbon tax and carbon rights cost (CRC) into the model.
It utilizes a continuous piecewise linear function with two different higher wage rates to estimate the
labor cost. GPDMCE could help footwear manufacturers establish more effective product mixes and
reduce costs to improve profit. Moreover, this paper developed three kinds of models to consider the
possibilities of carbon trading in the market. For manufacturers, it not only directly considered the
effect of CT but also the influence on processes separately through three kinds of situations.
The first model only considered the effect of imposed CT. There are government restrictions on
the quantity of CE to prevent corporations from generating excessive CE. Thus, manufacturers need to
decrease capacity because they do not have a high enough CE quota to use in the situation. They are
not allowed to purchase additional CR because CE is limited by the government. Models 2 and 3
addressed situations in which corporations can purchase CR in the market by different functions of
the CRC, which allow them to gain additional CE rights by purchasing CR.
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This study tested the three models and found that the main factor affecting production is not
the CT imposed by the government but rather the restricted quantity of the CE permits allocated
by the government. On the other hand, the cost of CE for manufacturers is affordable, no matter
which method they choose (collecting CT or purchasing CR from the market). Thus, manufacturers
will produce the quantity of products for their benefit and not consider decreasing CE to protect
the environment. According to previous research, decreasing CE from production is more effective
through Total Quantity Control (TQC) for carbon emissions than through price changes of CT or
CR [35,36].
Therefore, governmental policy makers should know that controlling CE through TQC is a better
policy to control carbon emissions and protect the natural environment. Controlling CE through
TQC can also improve issues of environmental degradation by forcing manufacturers to manufacture
products based on the restricted quota of CE. Manufacturers will then try their best to find methods
of improving production processes, equipment, or materials in order to achieve the maximum profit
under the restricted quota of carbon emissions.
The contributions of our research are: First, we successfully establish models that can effectively
estimate CE and CTC with an ABC approach in the footwear industry. The manufacturer’s production
is affected by the quantity of CE because CE is a factor of production, and CTC would reduce profit
maximization. Therefore, these factors encourage manufacturers to change their production methods
to satisfy consumers’ expectations and maximize profit. Second, we consider the possibility of CR
in carbon trading. We add CR to estimate CEC instead of only considering the effect of CT for a
manufacturer. In the three models explored in this paper, the manufacturer can search for the best
way to design products and production to decrease the effect on the environment and increase profits.
Finally, we provide evidence that the best way for policy makers to decrease CE is to directly control
the quantity of CE by TQC instead of adopting CT to change the behavior of manufacturers.
If the GPDMC models proposed in this paper are applied to other industries, the carbon emissions
cost functions still can be used in other industries. However, the product prices, direct material costs,
direct labor costs, and ABC activity costs in the objective function and the constraints should be revised
according to the industry and the company being studied.
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Abstract: Nowadays, small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) are becoming increasingly
competitive. In order to fulfill the rapidly changing market and diversified demands of customers,
the SMEs need to achieve and maintain high productivity and quality, with fast response, sufficient
flexibility, and short lead times. Therefore, Industry 4.0 offers various manufacturing paradigms
that might be a solution in order to increase the productivity of SMEs such as intelligent and
flexible manufacturing. Furthermore, in the last decade, the emphasis on adopting eco-friendly
practices, implementing sustainability measures, and protecting the environment has continued
to grow, to gain traction across SMEs. In fact, because of this need, many SMEs are now
adopting sustainable manufacturing practices in response to this increased focus on sustainability
and environmental stewardship. The main purpose of this paper is to design and study the
implementation of a sustainable, intelligent material handling system for material distribution
with utilizing an agent-based algorithm as control architecture. A time study-based methodology
has been implemented to evaluate the overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) to identify the matters
that need to be resolved and optimized to increase the OEE percentage with consideration of the
sustainability of the system. An exhaustive analytical trend applied to the generated time study data.
Accordingly, further hardware, software, and layout design limitation and problems detected, and the
proper solutions were anticipated. The observed time study results were presented, a fundamental
set of analytical observation and information with associated histograms was reviewed. In addition,
the study aims to recognize and analyze effective factors on the sustainability of improved processes,
using a simple model. To do this, using experts’ viewpoints, affective factors on the sustainability of
process improvement activities are determined.
Keywords: small and medium enterprises; OEE; OECD; manufacturing sustainability; time study;
Industry 4.0; material handling systems; agent-based control architecture
1. Introduction
The material handling system is one of the elements that influences the manufacturing of products
in SMEs [1]. The duty of distribution of goods contributes a benefit of time and positioning that acquires
a value related to getting a product at a provided station with equipment capable to transform the
distributed parts into profitable goods.
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The process of handling materials in most of the SMEs’ facilities includes employees spending
great amounts of time and effort for sorting parts and performing manual tasks, which resulted in
higher production costs and longer production time [2]. However, the concept of intelligent material
handling has been developed and introduced, which only relies on manufacturing resources and their
control architecture [3].
Even though, for a few numbers of SMEs, which target the utilization of types of intelligent
material handling systems, it would be risky and sometimes not feasible to apply any changes or
performance evaluation before a trustable outcome of the system performance validated by a standard
about different manufacturing aspects [4].
1.1. Material Handling Systems Performance Evaluation
SMEs nowadays put so much effort to increase the production line’s effectiveness, to meet the
needs of the market. That does not happen if the performance of the production line is not improved.
Although before improving any system, its performance has to be checked and brought to the utmost
way possible. In order to develop and improve any production line, it is important to have numbers
and data that shows the performance [5].
According to Kathurima et al., to understand material handling systems behavior, it is important
to observe and collect records and the data of the system process [6]. Authors in this study mentioned
that to improve the material handling system, it is essential to study the system performance by
identifying problems to increase the production line performance efficiency. The goal of this research
is to check the overall performance using a specific time study methodology, subsequently followed
by an optimization process of each part of the material handling system with specific standards in the
industry, which will eventually help to utilize the machinery for better productivity.
There are many ways to evaluate the performance of a production line. One of these methods
is applied mathematical modeling, meaning that they are determined by an analytical method
(a computational formal). The models are categorized into analytical and experimental, or they can be
hybrid; which combines both the analytical and experimental models together. The analytical model
can be translated as the mathematical interpretation of a real system, and it is primarily categorized
into either exact models or approximation models. In contrast, the experimental model is considered a
simulation model. Jarrahi et al introduced a linear programming model, which uses a mathematical
form of a time cycle measure of a production line that has workstations, and each workstation is
likely to fail [7]. On the other hand, the approximation model can be demonstrated by De Koster’s
method, where he built a continuous flow line of a multi-stage model, which contains some unreliable
machines with buffers separating them, and then used repeated aggregation on them to predict the
efficiency of the line. Equally for the simulation, Conway et al. have simulated a system in which they
investigated the behaviour of buffered lines that lacked synchronization, which led them to discover
the aggregation of work-in-process [8].
1.2. Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE)
In Industry 4.0, firm effectiveness of equipment plays a major role to lessen the number of
rejections and achieve higher productivity [9]. In the current dynamic and challenging environment
for SMEs, reliable manufacturing equipment and OEE are the main components for increasing
performance and profitability of manufacturing systems [10]. Alternatively, the overall equipment
effectiveness (OEE) is an analytical performance evaluation method for SMEs [11]. The OEE is defined
as the valuable time of operation over the loading time. Iannone et al. stated that the operation time
can be interpreted as the time during which the equipment produces satisfactory products. Whereas
the loading time is the time needed for equipment to run through a given period [12]. This method is
going to be explained in detail in the next point for the time study [13].
Standard metrics are considered for manufacturing systems evaluation in order to improve
productivity of the enterprises. The improvement of the manufacturing system can be determined
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and improved using these metrics [14]. Each metric can measure different sides of the production
performance, such as efficiency, quality, flexibility, inventory, and profitability. Overall equipment
effectiveness (OEE) is one of the metrics to measure the percentage of the truly productive time, and
consists of three factors; namely, availability, performance, and quality. Thus, conducting time study
with OEE view helps to correct and eliminate the wasted time that may occur in manufacturing
process [15]; overall equipment effectiveness is a metric used to measure the percentage of the truly
productive time from the planned production time of a plant or manufacturing process when the
percentage is as near to 100% as the more productive the process [16].
In addition, OEE assessment in manufacturing system is not just limited to evaluating the
manufacturing times. Investigation of OEE provides a systematic process to easily identify common
sources of productivity losses so that you can effectively apply resources to improve manufacturing
performance [17]. OEE investigation can also improve productivity; reduction cost; and raise
awareness, machine productivity, and increase in life of equipment. The effects of these objectives are
to reduce costs, increase profits, maintain a distinguished ownership of equipment [18,19].
There are three factors that need to be measured to get the percentage of the OEE, which are the
following: availability, performance, and quality, and after calculating the percentage of these factors,
the OEE percentage can be determined by Equation (1) [20].
OEE = Availability × Performance × Quality (1)
Availability is the ratio of the runtime to the planned time of the production and it takes the
consideration the availability loss, which are all the down times that the process faces during that time
that it is supposed to be running, and there are unplanned stops that may occur because of equipment
failure or the lack of materials, and planned stops that may be caused by the changeover, and then
the remaining time from the whole production time, deducting the loss availability loss, is called the
runtime [14].





As that if the availability is 100%, it means that there were not any stop times at all during the
whole production time.
The second factor of the OEE is the performance, which is the ratio of the net runtime to
the runtime, and this factor takes into consideration anything that may reduce the speed of the
manufacturing to be less than the maximum speed, including minor stops and slow cycles. To calculate
the performance, the following Equation (3) is used:
Performance =
(ideal cycle time × total count )
Runtime
(3)
where the total count is the total numbers of products that are produced [21].
This factor concerns the parts that are manufactured during the production process and takes
account to the quality loss, which is the products that did not meet the quality standards and have some
defects on them, and which may need rework to make them meet the quality standards. Quality factor
takes in consideration of all the parts that are manufactured, whether or not they met the quality





where the good count is the number of the products that are manufactured and met the quality
standards and the total is the number of all parts manufactured.
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Time study tracks the behaviour of each instrument in the process. Also, based on this standard,
breaking the process into parts makes evaluation easier, where the actual and the overall performance
times of the system are considered [22,23].
1.3. Time Study as the Key Factor for OEE
As mentioned before, time plays the most essential role in analysing the OEE. In order to improve
a system, an understanding of the system performance has to be made. Therefore, in a time study
approach, the study tracks the behaviour of each instrument in the process. Breaking the process
into parts makes the evaluation easier, by measuring their actual performance time then measuring
the overall performance time of the system by adding each step to the other. Conducting the time
study will help to correct and to eliminate the wasted time and the bottlenecks that may occur in the
process [24].
A time study was introduced by Frederick W. Taylor using a paper, pen, and stopwatch with a
person observing the system, and can give a performance analysis for a simple production line [25].
Moreover, this method would not be realistic for a complex production line, the solution is to use a
monitoring program or software that gives a detailed report of system activities. The author stated that
this report will show the problems and errors that occurred while the production line was performing.
To detect the problem and identify the system failure, it is important to check the machines of the
system individually.
The first step is to watch and observe the process to get familiar with the system. Setting beginning
and ending points allows the system to be able to break down the process into single steps. It is
important to record each step and label all the components of the system with a brief description.
Any time study requires tools or software programs that are able to record the time data of the
system accurately, in the case of using software, the appropriate time parameter has to be selected.
Once the program is set, the step of collecting data follows. A second time observation of the process
is required, paying attention to details of the bottlenecks and errors of each and every step while
recording data. The last step is to analyse data recorded from the most to the least important of each
part, making sure that the actual time is recorded to compare it with the standard operation time of the
machine. Following these steps will help improve and optimize the system, which means both better
performance and better product quality [24].
1.4. Manufacturing Sustainability Improvement
According to The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), Sustainable
manufacturing is a formal name for an exciting new way of doing business and creating value. It is
behind many of the green products and processes in demand and celebrated around the world
today [26]. To put it simply, sustainable manufacturing is all about minimising the diverse business
risks inherent in any manufacturing operation, while maximising the new opportunities that arise from
improving your processes and products. OECD also defined seven steps to set up the requirements for
sustainable manufacturing (Table 1) [27].
According to OECD, there are eight key factors that must be considered during the sustainability
investigation (Figure 1).
Based on the selected case study system and considering the properties of the functional devices
and the defined scenario, the above figure will be simplified to the relationship of the manufacturing
sustainability and energy intensity. This means, except for the energy consumption of the devices or the
whole system, the other items are neglectable or satisfy the requirement of manufacturing sustainability.
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In this step, the manufacturing environmental impact of small
and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) should be reviewed.
Also, priorities of each should be defined. Based on the
detected and the priorities of these environmental impacts,
sustainability objectives should be defined.
Select useful
performance indicators
Indicators that are essential for SMEs to increase the
performance and learn about what data should be collected to
help drive continuous improvement should be identified.
Measurement
Measure the inputs used
in the production
The way how materials and components used in SMEs




The impact and efficiency of the operations in SMEs facility
such as energy intensity, greenhouse gas generation, emissions
to air and water, etc., should be considered.
Improvement
Evaluate your products
The factors such as energy consumption in use, recyclability,
and use of hazardous substances that help determine how
sustainable SMEs end products should be identified
Understand measured results Reading and interpreting the SMEs indicators and the methodto understand trends in their performance should be learned.
Take action to
improve performance
Opportunities to improve SMEs performance and create
action plans to implement them should be chosen.
Figure 1. Considerable factors in manufacturing sustainability.
Considering time as the main factor for efficiency or effectiveness (OEE) of an equipment or entire
enterprise, a relationship between the time (overall production time, idle time, utilization time, etc.)
and sustainability of the SMEs is the aim. However, to fully assess the energy-related efficiency or
effectiveness of an equipment, the time-based view alone is not sufficient [28]. Furthermore, current
energy performance indicators are calculated through aggregate measures of energy consumption
(e.g., kWh/month or kWh/part). In this section, a method will be added to the proposed methodology
to define the relationship between energy consumption and time. The method is a designed device
and facilitates the level of SMEs that is selected based on its major contribution to energy consumption
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and energy efficiency improvement potential, as emphasized by May et al. [29]. The proposed
method connects manufacturing states about energy consumption during a specific period (discrete or
continuous time) to energy states about power requirement in Watt through cause–effect relationships.
In this way, an action plan is proposed to reduce the entity of these variables for reducing both the
amount of time spent and energy consumed.
This study sought to conduct an analytical system performance evaluation by utilizing a time
study methodology on an intelligent material handling system for auto part distribution. The proposed
methodology has been implemented in the German University of Technology in Oman (GUtech) [30].
It is noticeable to mention that the system is a small-scale educational manufacturing system with
a limited functionality period. Because of utilizing educational equipment to create the system and
implement the proposed methodology, system observation and data collection are conducted in a
short period of time to prevent any system damage. However, any physical system damage can affect
system performance. Thus, all the evaluations and observations and their outcomes have been done in
a short period of time and have been expanded theoretically over a long period.
The challenges faced in the implementation of the system and performance evaluation practices
are defined in detail. This study used a descriptive methodology for the industrial category target
including all of the small and medium enterprises (SMEs). The case study system is an example of an
SME with a simple manufacturing system. The research conducted to provide a solution for SMEs
to make smooth implementation of a sustainable, intelligent manufacturing system considering the
Industry 4.0 preparation requirements. To reach to this goal, OEE standard have been proposed to
evaluate the system and provide the required data, which takes into consideration the aim to maintain
and improve the sustainability of the system. Thus, a relationship between OEE and manufacturing
sustainability has been provided.
The study made use of devices’ utilization time as the key to measure performance. Quantitative
required data were collected using Protime Estimation software as the time study tool. In addition,
the study conducted an overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) standard analysis to determine the
performance evaluation in such material handling systems for SMEs. Finally, the effect of time on
energy consumption and sustainability of the system have been investigated.
The study established that considering the time as the key determines most of the hardware,
software (control architecture), and layout design problems and limitations. All the system problems,
limitations, and solutions, and any possible changes in system performance, are detected from time
study results analysis. The study concludes that there will be improvements both partially and overall
in the system performance; especially, modification in hardware, software, and layout design of the
system were described as solutions. The study also verified the visually observed problems and
limitations by time study results.
Finally, by considering the sustainable manufacturing key factors, proper solutions have been
suggested to highlight the importance of the result obtained by the proposed methodology and
optimization idea on manufacturing sustainability.
2. System Description
In order to implement an intelligent material handling system, a comprehensive layout design
including the required resources to accomplish target specific tasks is needed. Figure 2 illustrates the
system layout design. The system consists of a main conveyor including four sensors, a robot arm,
two side conveyors (left and right) including a motion sensor, and two sliders (left and right) including
a color sensor. The main and side conveyors are powered by two sets of motors (four motors) and
sliders are powered by one motor each. Motors on conveyors and robot’s servo motors are controlled
by bricks (controllers) called “slaves”. The slaves receive signals from sensors as input to give an
output that is commended to motors. The system has an agent-based control architecture in which
slaves are operating and controlling the system after confirmation of the main control unit (master).
The master control unit includes the main input–output logic of the system and related resources.
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Each slave in the system is considered to be an agent including agent software. Slaves (agents)
operate and communicate in the system by means of sensors and actuators. A slave with its software
agent perceives or communicates with other software entities in other agent via Bluetooth, which do
not act to pursue a specific objective, but only to satisfy requests. The master agent may delegate a
task to a slave agent. Master and slaves communicating with each other happens when performance
of a task needs confirmation of master more than the slave’s communications.
Figure 2. System layout design.
Referring to Figure 2, the system can be divided into four main phases. The first phase comprises
four sensors, the object’s storage (red, blue, yellow, and green) buffer, the main conveyor, and slave 1.
Phase 2 consists of the robotic arm and slave 6. Phase 3 and phase 4 are similar except that they are
in the opposite direction and are assigned for handling different objects. Both phases consist of two
slider units integrated with a color sensor and controlled by slaves (slave 4 for the right side and slave
5 for the left side), two conveyors integrated with a motion sensor and controlled by slaves (slave 2 for
right and slave 3 for left side) and unloading buffers. The unloading buffers are the exits of the system,
in which objects are going to be stored separately in each of them based on their color and the scenario.
Each phase in the system has a different functionality and control architecture. In the first phase,
sensor 1 is utilized to initialize the conveyor. Sensor 2 is added to the system to slow down the
conveyor motion. It is thus essential to have sensor 2, because without this sensor, the conveyor will
move at a high speed at a critical point and will be difficult to control. In addition, sensor 3, which is
used to stop the motion of the conveyor, will not have enough delay to detect the presence of the
object. The robotic arm is programmed to pick the material in a specific position. Therefore, if the
object is being stopped at a different position, the robotic arm will not be able to pick it up accurately.
Hence, it is necessary to slow down the main conveyor motion by sensor 2, and eventually, sensor 3
will be able to stop the conveyor and object in the exact desired position (Figure 3).
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Phase 2 consists of a robot arm. This robot arm’s job is to pick the object from main conveyor and
place it either on right or left conveyor depending on the colors and the considered scenario for that
color (Figure 4).
Figure 3. Main conveyor control architecture (phase 1).
Figure 4. Robotic arm control architecture (phase 2).
In phase 3 and phase 4, the sensors are added at the beginning of the conveyors. These sensors are
used to start the motion of the conveyors. However, for these two phases, there is no sensor where it
stops (Figure 5). As the object should slide to the slider for differentiation based on their color; once the
object slides to the slider, the sensor on the slider will distinguish which color it detects. According to
that, it will distribute it to the considered buffer (Figure 5).
The aim to define the system with agent-based control architecture is limited to prevent bottleneck
and resource conflict issues during system performance. In order to achieve this goal, slaves and the
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master are in continuous communication. The master can control the slaves’ functionality based on the
defined scenario to prevent any overlapping and conflict between the phases. For instance, slave 1 on
the main conveyor activates the conveyor for the first time and waits for master for reactivation of the
next part. In the system control architecture, it is defined that master will not give the confirmation
signal to slave 1 before placing the part on side conveyors and activating slave 2 or 3 accordingly
(Figure 6).
Figure 5. Side conveyors and sliders control architecture (phase 3 & 4).
Figure 6. System overview.
3. Methodology
The system is subjected to a time study test in the ProTime estimation program to evaluate
each part of the process. The aim to do time study on the system is to obtain the utilization time of
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each resource and a comprehensive comparison between the resources with the same functionality
to record the individual time study result. A time study result of the system shows the individual
and overall system performance; limitations; and hardware, software, and layout design problems.
These achievements out of time study help to find the proper optimization methods to improve the
performance of the system.
Figure 7 illustrates the process for generating the time study report of the system using the
ProTime estimation software. Three different views for videos capturing were chosen (right, left, and
front view). The videos were uploaded to the software. The time study was performed using the
mentioned methodology, where each recorded video was uploaded in the software, and for each video,
the mentioned steps were followed for creating the time study reports (Figure 7).
Figure 7. Time study overall methodology. Value added (VA), non-value added (NVA), semi-value
added (SVA).
The observed time study report for each section was generated for each object (material)
individually. Data from each section of the study (left, right, and front) were combined to generate a
comprehensive time study of the system.
Table 2 describes the total available tasks to complete the entire scenario. Each of these tasks is
labeled with a number (task number) and the included resources to perform that task. These tasks
should be defined in the ProTime estimation software. After task definition, the sequence of the tasks
should be defined as they are in a real scenario and in the recorded video, respectively. The software
has the ability to record the start and stop time by a simple procedure (clicking a record button).
The software enables the operator to watch the video with a different playing rate and to record the
times for each task by observing the video.
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Table 2. Task number, description, and related resources for the entire scenario.












1 Main conveyor moving Yellow object to Robot 
2 Robot arm picking Yellow Object from main Conveyor 
3 Robot arm placing Yellow Object on right Conveyor 
4 Right conveyor moving Yellow Object to Right Slider 
5 robot arm moving back to homeposition after placing Yellow Object 
6 Right slider moves yellow object to Yellow buffer 
7 Right slider unloading Yellow Object to Yellow Buffer 
8 Right slider moving back to homeposition after unloading Yellow Object 
9 Main conveyor moving Green object to Robot 
10 Robot arm picking Green Object from main Conveyor 
11 Robot arm placing Green Object on left Conveyor 
12 Left conveyor moving Green Object to Left Slider 
13 Robot arm moving back to homeposition after placing Green Object 
14 left slider moves Green object to Green buffer 
15 left slider unloading Green Object to Green Buffer 
16 Left slider moving back to homeposition after unloading Green Object 
17 Main conveyor moving Red object to Robot 
18 Robot arm picking Red Object from main Conveyor 
19 Robot arm placing Red Object on right Conveyor 
20 Right conveyor moving Red Object to Right Slider 
21 Robot arm moving back to homeposition after placing Red Object 
22 Right slider moves Red object to Red buffer 
23 Right slider unloading Red Object to Red Buffer 
24 Right slider moving back to homeposition after unloading Red Object 
25 Main conveyor moving Blue object to Robot 
26 Robot arm picking Blue Object from main Conveyor 
27 Robot arm placing Blue Object on left Conveyor 
28 Left conveyor moving Blue Object to Left Slider 
29 Robot arm moving back to homeposition after placing Blue Object 
30 left slider moves Blue object to Blue buffer 
31 left slider unloading Blue Object to Blue Buffer 
32 Left slider moving back to homeposition after unloading Green Object 
In this study, the playing rates were lowered from 1.0 to 0.6 units for getting precise data. The start
time for each task was reset. The ignored times were taken into consideration as well, and were
calculated manually and written down next to the task that got the ignored time in the observations
table. In ProTime estimation software, ignored time is a type of timing that increases the actual
timing by human mistakes; for instance, the failure of the operator to put the part on the conveyor on
time. Furthermore, this time will not be considered as the effective time on OEE percentage. As the
OEE concerns the equipment effectiveness, this time will not take place as breakdown or downtime,
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as shown by Figure 8. In this research, there is just one “ignored time”, which is the result of the
mentioned example. The amount of this time is 1.83 s.
The value added (VA), non-value added (NVA), and semi-value added (SVA) for each task were
defined by the software, which is done by writing the values manually or by double clicking on cells
to view the list of actions predefined in the software (Figures 8 and 9).
Figure 8. Time study software Graphical User Interface (GUI).
Figure 9. Value added (VA), non-value added (NVA), and semi-value added (SVA) times definition.
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3.1. Observation of Separate Sections of the System
3.1.1. Main Conveyor and Robot
The first stage of the time study has been done on the main conveyor and the robot arm that
contained the specific tasks, as shown in Table 2.
Figure 10 shows the utilization Gantt chart of the main conveyor; the chart displays the overall
utilization time. The very first step is when the red object is placed on the conveyor. The motion sensor
detects the object and the conveyor moves until 9.81 s, when it comes to a complete stop, where the
color sensor detects the red objects and sends signals to the robot to pick it up. Then, the conveyor
is on standby for 9.73 s as an idle time, while the robot arm works on picking and placing the object.
Once the red object is placed on the right conveyor, the blue object is then placed and handled for
9.04 s until it reaches the robot arm. The process is repeated for the yellow and green objects as well.
It can be seen that the idle time of the main conveyor before it handles the yellow object is 10.48 s.
The yellow object is delivered to the robot arm in 9.86 s. As for the green object, it was handled for
9.62 s, and the conveyor took 10.25 s before it was handled.
Figure 10. Main conveyor utilization report.
The utilization time of each material handled varies, but they are close in value. The fastest time
recorded was the blue object, which indicates that it was the fastest to be delivered, and also means
that the rest of the parts can be modified either by shape or color intensity to be recognized faster by
sensors. On the other hand, the first three idle times on the chart are nearly the same with a fraction
of a second deference. The first problem in the system appeared is the idle time, which cannot be
eliminated completely. To reduce the idle time, it is important to optimize the speed of the conveyor
and the color of the objects because it affects its recognition by the color sensor.
The robot arm process is steady and the values of picking and placing each object are nearly the
same. Table 3 shows the start, end, and total time spent of the robot arm tasks.
From Table 3, we notice that the process is steady except for the yellow object picking material.
This an indication that the color sensor had difficulty recognizing the object. Consequently, the sensor
programming must be modified, after which it recognizes the color of the objects. Figure 11 shows
that the idle times of the robot arm are dependent on the main conveyor process. As a result, reducing
the idle time of the robot arm can be achieved by increasing the efficiency of the process of the
main conveyor.
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Table 3. Robot arm time study data.
Task Description Start (s) End (s) Utilization Time (s)
red object picking 9.81 13.36 3.55
red object placing 13.36 16.92 3.56
robot arm home position 16.92 19.54 2.62
Total Utilization for Red Object 9.73
blue object picking 28.58 32.46 3.88
blue object placing 32.46 36.28 3.82
robot arm home position 36.28 39.06 2.78
Total Utilization for Blue Object 10.48
yellow object picking 48.92 52.97 4.05
yellow object placing 52.97 56.6 3.63
robot arm home position 56.6 59.17 2.57
Total Utilization for Yellow Object 10.25
green object picking 68.79 72.63 3.84
green object placing 72.63 76.23 3.6
robot arm home position 76.23 78.73 2.5
Total Utilization for Green Object 9.94
Figure 11. Robot arm utilization report.
3.1.2. Left and Right Conveyors and Sliders
As Figure 12 shows, an overall idle time value of 72.44 is spent by the red and yellow objects
on right conveyor divided as follows: 16.92 s waiting for the red object to reach, whereas 33.37 s is
for waiting for the yellow object to reach, and the remaining 22.15 s is for waiting for the process
to be completed. When looking at the overall performance of the side-conveyor, we notice that the
utilization time—which is shown in Table 4—is less than the time spent on standby non-added value.
To get a better overall performance, the non-added value has to be reduced, increasing the value added
to the process. The possible solution to overcome this issue is to improve the control architecture
between main and right conveyor to control the input–outputs (IOs) and communication between the
main conveyor agent, robot agent, and right conveyor agent. Furthermore, changing the layout design
to increase the access points (system entrance) could be an adequate solution.
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Figure 12. Right conveyor utilization report.
Table 4. Red and yellow object on right conveyors and right sliders time study data.
Task Description Start (S) End (s) Utilization Time (s)
Right conveyor for red object 16.92 26.14 9.22
Right slider to Red buffer 26.14 30.12 3.97
Right slider unloading red 30.12 34.62 4.5
Slider home position after unloading red 34.62 38.63 4.02
Right Conveyor for Yellow Object 59.51 68.81 9.3
Right slider to yellow buffer 68.81 69.79 0.98
Right slider unloading yellow 69.79 74.11 4.32
Slider home position after unloading yellow 74.11 75.36 1.25
Similarly, the slider has a greater idle time than utilization time, resulting in 71.91 s of standby
time spent to deliver the objects to it. As the sliders have the same behavior as the conveyors, the same
strategy could be used to optimize the timing.
Correspondingly, the same applies to the blue–green side-conveyor and slider. The total idle time
is 68.29 s, the reason this value is less than the value of red–yellow conveyor is that the process ends
when the last task of this side is done working (Table 5).
Table 5. Blue–green conveyor and slider data.
Task Description Start (s) End (s) Utilization Time (s)
Left conveyor for Blue object 38.63 46.57 7.94
Left slider to Blue buffer 46.57 50.66 4.09
Left slider unloading Blue 50.66 55.08 4.42
Slider home position after unloading Blue 55.08 59.51 4.43
Left Conveyor for Green Object 76.23 84.11 7.88
Left slider to Green buffer 84.11 85.18 1.07
Left slider unloading Green 85.18 89.51 4.33
Slider home position after unloading Green 89.51 90.95 1.44
From Figures 13–15, we notice that the slider utilization time when delivering the first object of
each side differs from the second object delivered. This is an indication of the variance of the storage
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distance from the slider itself. As for either blue or red, the distance of the storage unit from the slider
is greater than the distance of either green or yellow storage.
Figure 13. Red–yellow slider utilization report.
Figure 14. Left conveyor utilization report.
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Figure 15. Blue–green slider utilization report.
3.2. Observation of the Entire System
The following Gantt chart (Figure 16) shows the overall system performance with all the sections
of the system, showing the utilization time of each resource and the conflictions that occur when two
or more resources are working at the same time. This chart was generated using the predecessor of
tasks table (Table 6).
Table 6. Predecessors of tasks.
Task No. Task Description Predecessors Related Resources
1 conveyor to robot (Yellow) 13 Main Conv.
2 robot arm material picking 16 Robot Arm
3 robot arm material placing 18 Robot Arm
4 conveyor material handling (Yellow) 19 Right Conv.
5 robot arm home position 20 Robot Arm
6 slider to buffer (Yellow) 22 Right Slider
7 slider unloading (Yellow) 23 Right Slider
8 slider home position (after unloading Yellow) 25 Right Slider
9 conveyor to robot (Green) 21 Main Conv.
10 robot arm material picking 24 Robot Arm
11 robot arm material placing 26 Robot Arm
12 conveyor material handling (Green) 27 Left Conv.
13 robot arm home position 27 Robot Arm
14 slider to buffer (Green) 28 Left Slider
15 slider unloading (Green) 29 Left Slider
16 slider home position (after unloading Green) 30 Left Slider
17 conveyor to robot (Red) 1 Main Conv.
18 robot arm material picking 2 Robot Arm
19 robot arm material placing 3 Robot Arm
20 conveyor material handling (Red) 4 Right Conv.
21 robot arm home position 4 Robot Arm
22 slider to buffer (Red) 6 Right Slider
23 slider unloading (Red) 7 Right Slider
24 slider home position (after unloading Red) 10 Right Slider
25 conveyor to robot (Blue) 5 Main Conv.
26 robot arm material picking 8 Robot Arm
27 robot arm material placing 9 Robot Arm
28 conveyor material handling (Blue) 11 Left Conv.
29 robot arm home position 12 Robot Arm
30 slider to buffer (Blue) 14 Left Slider
31 slider unloading (Blue) 15 Left Slider
32 slider home position (after unloading Blue) 17 Left Slider
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Figure 16. Overall system utilization report.
3.2.1. Main Conveyor
Table 7 shows the time spent by each object to move on the main conveyor. The time is related to
the speed of object delivery, meaning that with a decrease of time spent, the speed of object delivery is
lower, resulting in a better performance.
From Table 7, it can be seen that the blue object had the fastest delivery time, which is an indication
of a minimum utilization time and lesser overall idle time. As for the other objects, there are some
factors affecting the time and speed of delivery of the objects, such as the fact that object smoothness
and roughness affects the friction and the movement of objects on the conveyor; or the object color
intensity, the color sensor on the beginning of the main conveyor does not recognize the object
immediately, resulting in a slight increase in the idle time.
Table 7. Object material handling by resources.
Object
Main Conv. Right Conv. Left Conv. Robot Arm Right Slider Left Slider
Utilization Time (s)
Red 9.81 9.22 - 9.73 12.49 -
Blue 9.04 - 7.94 10.48 - 12.94
Yellow 9.86 9.30 - 10.25 6.55 -
Green 9.62 - 7.88 9.94 - 6.84
3.2.2. Robot Arm
The robot arm moving either to pick or place the object depends on the color sensor at the end
of the main conveyor, where it detects the color of the object then sends signals to the robot arm to
function, which is why the values of picking and placing objects differ. As for the robot home position
after placing all four objects, the values of the time spent are nearly the same, with an average of 2.618 s
(Table 7).
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3.2.3. Side Conveyors
The right conveyor (assigned for red and yellow objects) spends greater time in handling the
objects to the slider, whereas the left conveyor (assigned for green and blue objects) spends less time
by seconds. At first, when generating the charts and getting these values, it has been thought the
values were incorrect because both sides were exactly the same. This led to taking additional videos
and repetitive time study to evaluate the conveyor performance again. After applying an accurate
time study, especially for this section, and evaluating the data, it turned out that the conveyors were
designed with different lengths (right conveyor was 10 cm longer than left one), and the times recorded
are correct. Therefore, this great value difference is correct because of the additional length on the right
conveyor (Table 7).
3.2.4. Sliders
Table 7 also displays the similarity between the red and blue objects, and between green and
yellow objects. This points out that the distances of storage units of the blue and red objects are the
same, and the storage unit distances of the yellow and green objects are the same. The slight difference
in the time values is because of the color sensor detection ability each on slider and processing of each
on the bricks (process units).
4. Identified Issues and Optimization Suggestions
As part of the objectives of this paper is system optimization, it is essential to point out the issues
and problems related to the system performance and prepare a comprehensive overview of them.
The most highlighted aspect that has to be optimized in this system is the idle time, as the overall
system works well, including some minor problems while performing the process. Table 8 shows that
the system has a total utilization time of 151.884 s and 393.822 s of idle time. To calculate the utilization
percentage, we add both values to each other, and then divide the busy time by the total time, resulting
in 27.83% of utilization.
The partial utilization times belonging to each task are collected in Table 9. This partial time study
helps to detect the problems, limitations, and related task/s and resources. In order to optimize the
system, this value has to increase, and the idle time has to decrease. After analyzing the overall system
utilization report (Figure 16) and predecessors of tasks (Table 6), the importance of decreasing the idle
time of the resources will be highlighted more.
Table 6 shows that apart from to two periods of time (Task 12, 13 and 20, 21), the other tasks are
sequential. This means every task should start after finishing the other one in the other resources.
This is the main reason for increasing the non-added value time for most of the resources. By taking a
proper action to modify hardware, software, and layout design of the system, it could be optimized
and have better performance. Listed in Table 10 are the detected issues and possible solutions to get
better performance with time study and visual observation point of view.
Table 8. System man/machine utilization report.
Resource Busy Time (s) Idle Time (s) Utilization %
Main Conveyor 15.822 75.129 17.40
Left Conveyor for Blue and Green Objects 38.330 52.621 42.14
Right Conveyor for Red and Yellow Objects 18.516 72.435 20.36
Robot Arm 40.400 50.551 44.42
Left Slider for Blue and Green Objects 19.775 71.176 21.74
Right Slider for Red and Yellow Objects 19.041 71.910 20.94
All Resources 151.884 393.822 27.83
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Table 9. Time observed from the real system by the time study.
Utilization Time (s)
Task No. Task Description Real
1 Main conveyor handling Red object to Robot 9.81
2 Robot arm picking The Red Object from Main Conveyor 3.55
3 Robot arm placing Red object to Right Conveyor 3.56
4 Right conveyor handling Red object to Right Slider 9.22
5 Robot arm moves to its home position after placing Red object 2.62
6 Right Slider transfers Red object to Red buffer 3.972
7 Right Slider unloading the Red object to Red buffer 4.499
8 Right Slider moves to its home position after unloading Red object 4.018
9 Main conveyor handling Blue object to Robot 9.04
10 Robot arm picking The Blue Object from Main Conveyor 3.88
11 Robot arm placing Blue object to Left Conveyor 3.82
12 Left conveyor handling Blue object to Left Slider 7.939
13 Robot arm moves to its home position after placing Blue object 2.78
14 Left Slider transfers Blue object to Blue buffer 4.09
15 Left Slider unloading the Blue object to Blue buffer 4.419
16 Left Slider moves to its home position after unloading Blue object 4.43
17 Main conveyor handling Yellow object to Robot 9.856
18 Robot arm picking The Yellow Object from Main Conveyor 4.05
19 Robot arm placing Yellow object to Right Conveyor 3.63
20 Right conveyor handling Yellow object to Right Slider 9.296
21 Robot arm moves to its home position after placing Yellow object 2.57
22 Right Slider transfers Yellow object to Yellow buffer 0.985
23 Right Slider unloading the Yellow object to Yellow buffer 4.319
24 Right Slider moves to its home position after unloading yellow object 1.25
25 Main conveyor handling Green object to Robot 9.62
26 Robot arm picking The Green Object from Main Conveyor 3.84
27 Robot arm placing Green object to Left Conveyor 3.6
28 Left conveyor handling Green object to Left Slider 7.883
29 Robot arm moves to its home position after placing Green object 2.5
30 Left Slider transfers Green object to Green buffer 1.069
31 Left Slider unloading the Green object to Green buffer 4.329
32 Left Slider moves to its home position after unloading Green object 1.44
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5. OEE Analysis
After the design and implementation of the proposed intelligent material handling system and
performance of a comprehensive time study, the outcome was analyzed to get the overall system
performance. For this reason, the OEE standard was considered and utilized to reach to this goal.
The calculation was performed on Tables 7 and 8 to obtain the partial and overall system performance
and consequently prepare the Table 11.


















Actual Time 38.33 15.82 18.52 40.40 12.49 6.55 12.94 6.84
Expected Time 36.00 15.00 18.00 40.00 12.00 6.00 12.00 6.00
Down Time 2.33 0.82 0.52 0.40 0.49 0.55 0.94 0.84
Total Functional period 68.79 90.95 90.95 90.95 68.81 52.33 84.11 31.44
Idle time 30.46 72.44 75.13 50.55 56.32 45.77 71.17 24.6
Planned Production Time 38.33 18.51 15.82 40.40 12.49 6.56 12.94 6.84
Run Time 36.00 17.69 15.30 40.00 12.00 6.01 12.00 6.00
Availability % 93.92 95.57 96.71 99.01 96.08 91.62 92.74 87.72
Ideal Cycle Time 8.50 7.50 7.50 9.50 11.00 5.00 11.00 5.00
Total Count 4.00 2.00 2.00 4.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Good Count 4.00 2.00 2.00 4.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Performance% 94.44 84.79 98.04 95.00 91.67 83.19 91.67 83.33
Quality% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
OEE% 88.70 81.04 94.82 94.06 88.07 76.22 85.01 73.10
OEE percentage is calculated for each part of the system individually (each resource).
This percentage provides an accurate view of how effectively the manufacturing process is running.
It also makes it easy to track problems and improvements in the system over time. Availability of the
resources is the first factor, and is completely dependent on resource downtime, idle time, and planned
production time (Figure 17).
Figure 17. Resources timing outcomes.
Figure 18 shows that the availability of all the resources is above 90%, except that of the left
slider for sliding green part. This means the overall downtime and breakdowns in the system are not
significant in comparison with total functional time. The reason for these deviation from criterion
is mentioned in Table 10 as the problem and limitation of the system. The main conveyor has 2.3 s
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downtime, which is the result of the inflexibility of the main conveyor for the different shape of objects.
In addition, the main conveyor has 30.46s idle time, which is the result of robot downtime of 0.40 s and
side conveyors speed limitations. The robot itself has 99% availability because of the total idle time
and downtime of 50.49 s out of 90.95 s, which is the minimum value in the comparison between the
other resources. In availability percentage analysis, the sliders functionality divided into separated
tasks. The reason for this differentiation is the different behavior of sliders to carry the parts to the
buffers with different distances. However, as mentioned before, because of physical limitations of the
selected system, these breakdowns and downtimes may vary. In order to obtain the most accurate
result of the system timing, the observation should be repeated several times in a long period of
system functionality. In this research, because of the system limitations, observation have often been
conducted instead of increasing the period of functionality.
Figure 18. Availability percentage of the resources.
Overall availability of sliders is less than the resources and the reason for this difference is the
instability of the slider’s tray in slider units while they are performing. Consequently, the slider speed
should be kept at a minimum to compensate for this instability. In addition, sliders are the final
resources in the system and defined scenario, so that the ratio of their observed idle time and total
functional time is less than the other resources. The availability percentage of the left slider for green
object is less than the others, at 87.72%. The reason for this percentage drop is the shape of the object,
which causes downtime on the main conveyor and breakdown time for robot arm failure to pick and
place the object.
Figure 19 illustrates the performance percentage of the available resources in the system.
As mentioned before, the performance of the resource is a ratio of ideal cycle time and runtime
for a certain number of products. As long as the performance percentage approaches a maximum,
it shows the resource has less runtime and more ideal cycle time, and is preforming as fast as possible.
The performance of sliders for transformation of yellow and green (sort range of transformation)
objects is nearly same, at 83.19% and 83.33%, respectively. Sliders for transferring the red and blue
objects have the better performance average of 91.67% for transferring.
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Figure 19. Performance percentage of the resources
Left and right conveyors performance percentages differ dramatically because of the unexpected
length inequality (right conveyor is 10 cm longer than the left one). Right conveyor has 13.25%
performance percentage in comparison with the left one. Although the right conveyor is longer, it has
higher performance. This difference shows that the right conveyor preforms with a better speed and
with less downtime. In addition, the performance of the side conveyors is totally dependent on the
ideal cycle time, runtime, and total good counted products. Furthermore, total good counted products
and ideal cycle time for both conveyors is considered as the same. Thus, the only reason for this issue
should be the runtime. Runtime is affected by the idle time and downtime, which are both significantly
less in value in the right conveyor. It is considerable to mentioned that idle and downtimes are effacing
by the other resources in addition to the conveyors itself. This means that although the right conveyor
is 10 cm longer than the left one, the proper value of run and downtime compensates for this difference
and gives a better performance as the result.
As mentioned before, OEE percentage of the resources is the percentage multiplication of
availability, performance, and quality. As the considered system in this research is a product
distribution cell, all of the loading objects (products) loading into the system are assumed as
passed quality products and the quality percentage for all system resources is considered as 100%.
Figure 20 shows the OEE percentage of the resources individually. The effect of the mentioned issues
and limitations of the system in Table 10 is detectable on the OEE percentage of each resource.
The problems occurred because rough motion of the parts and inflexibility of the conveyors to handle
different shape of material and color detection limitation of the products have been neglected as a
result of the assumption that all of the products are good quality products. As OEE is affected by
availability and performance, its percentage is a proof of all of the identified issues and limitations by
time study. This means that for an improvement and optimization idea on the system, OEE evaluation
is an appropriate standard, besides time study.
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Figure 20. Overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) percentage of the resources.
As mentioned before, after analyzing the importance of timing in OEE, the sustainability of
the system should be investigated. To reach to this goal, steps to evaluating the manufacturing
sustainability will be explained accordingly. As the first step, the environmental impacts of the
manufacturing system should be identified. Table 12 shows that out of the main environmental impact
related to the manufacturing sector, only energy consumption could be considered, and it is the only
and highest priority. The reason for this selection is the type of energy resources used for the system
equipment. As the source of electricity is not one of the common electricity resources, there would be
no other impact other than energy intensity.
Table 12. Mapping impact and set priorities of the selected manufacturing system.
Mapping Impact and Set Priorities
Impacts Definition priorities
Water intensity Consumption of water per unit of output Not Selected 0
Residuals intensity Generation of wastes per unit of output Not Selected 0
Energy intensity Energy consumed per unit of output Selected 1
Renewable proportion of energy consumed Used Energy from Sustainable Resources (%) Not Selected 0
Greenhouse gas (GHG) intensity GHGs produced during production per unit of output Not Selected 0
Intensity of residual releases to air Release of air emissions per unit of output Not Selected 0
Intensity of residual releases to surface water Release of effluents per unit of output Not Selected 0
Natural Cover The proportion of land occupied that is natural cover Not Selected 0
For the next step, the most useful and effective performance indicator should be selected. Because of
a part of the objective of this research, time is the selected performance indicator and the other factors
are neglectable because of the real selected manufacturing system (i.e., quality and quantity).
In the measurement layer of the investigation of manufacturing sustainability, the influence of
the manufacturing system material and components on the selected environmental impact, which is
energy consumption in this research, should be investigated. Table 13 shows the effective material and
component and their impact on energy intensity in the selected manufacturing system (Table 13).
Table 13. Measurement layer of the investigation of manufacturing sustainability.
Manufacturing System Related Devices Energy Consumption Reason Energy Resource
Intelligent material
handling system
Conveyors Motors related to conveyor motions
Electricity
Sliders Motors related to Slider motions
Robot Arm Motors Related to Robot Motions
Control units processing the data
Sensors excitation signal
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Considering the time effectiveness in OEE and the analytical methodology that has been utilized
in this research, the relationship between time and energy consumption has been investigated.
As the result of the time study of the considered system, the efficiency of the system is
time-dependent. This means that by optimizing the system from any point of view (hardware,
software, and layout design optimizations methods), manufacturing times will be directly affected.
On the other hand, energy consumption of the equipment or among the whole of the enterprise has
a direct relationship with device utilization time (and even idle time in some cases). OEE results
show, for a constant amount of good quality products in the target system, increasing the utilization
time and decreasing the idle time increase the performance and the availability of the system
consequently. Even if the utilization time of the equipment and devices will be kept constant without
increasing, by optimizing the system, the idle time will be decreased, and energy consumption will be
decreased accordingly.
According to OECD rules, the time is the only selected factor out of the other effective factors in
manufacturing system performance for the target system. Electricity consumption is the only source of
energy in energy intensity as the only category of factors with impact on manufacturing sustainability.
In this case, in order to have more sustainable manufacturing, the amount of consumed electricity
should be minimal (Figure 21). The only way to reach this goal in the target system is reducing the idle
times and increasing the utilization time.
As mentioned before, because of the property of the selected system (small-scale educational
system) and the energy resource that has been used to power the system, the calculation of the energy
consumption, and the possible difficulties that might occur to find the influence of the OEE percentage
on manufacturing sustainability, need a proper industrial manufacturing system with a long period of
functionality for time and energy consumption observation.
Figure 21. Manufacturing sustainability based on OEE and the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD).
6. Conclusions
In this research, an intelligent material handling system for product or object differentiation has
been designed and implemented. The developed system has been considered as an example of SMEs
with a simple manufacturing system. A specific algorithm has been created to deploy an agent base
control architecture across the system. By utilizing this control algorithm and intelligent components,
the system approaches to Industry 4.0 manufacturing paradigm. To investigate the difficulties of
implementation of Industry 4.0 for such a system as SMEs, for example, the system functionality has
been evaluated concerning different manufacturing aspects. To evaluate the system, time has been
focused on as the most effective factor between the other manufacturing aspects. OEE has been selected
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as the standard for measuring manufacturing productivity to highlight the influence of time. As time
is the main variable on calculation of the availability, performance, and consequently OEE percentage,
a proper time study has been performed on the system. The results of time study extract some issues
and limitations in the system during the preforming. The time study result has been categorized to
be utilized in calculation of availability, performance, and OEE of each device. The obtained result of
the time study and OEE could be used to evaluate any change or optimization methods to improve
the productivity. In general, reduction in the expenditure of over timing, deferment of investments of
larger capital, reduction in downtime/idle time, and improvement in the performance of the operator
are the benefits of OEE for SMEs. In addition, based on OECD rules, the relationship between OEE
results and manufacturing sustainability described with selecting the time and consumed electricity
as main effective factors for OEE and OECD, respectively. To sum up, this study has tried to provide
a solution for SMEs to make smooth implementation of a sustainable, intelligent manufacturing
system considering the Industry 4.0 preparation requirements. The only case study in this research
is a small-scale educational manufacturing system. Because of this selection, the research and the
proposed methodology have been conducted on a system that might have different properties and
functionality in comparison with real industrial manufacturing systems. The case study system
production time is limited to a short period. Furthermore, the system has been developed utilizing
educational components, which is not correct to run the experiment repeatedly over a long period.
Thus, investigation of the proposed method on more industrial manufacturing systems as the case
study, and choosing the ones with ability to run the experiment for long times, are considered as the
future work of this research.
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Abstract: Digital platforms are expected to have the potential for a multitude of purposes for
industrial enterprises, for instance when integrated within the concept of Industry 4.0. Despite its
relevance for industrial value creation, little research on platforms in the industrial context has
been undertaken so far. Owing to the lack of research in this field, the paper aims to investigate the
potentials and challenges of digital platforms in order to generate an understanding of the antecedents
to the use of digital platforms by established manufacturers. In the qualitative-exploratory study,
the paper uses a qualitative empirical research approach, relying on in-depth expert interviews.
The sample comprises interviews with managers of 102 German and Austrian industrial enterprises
from several industrial sectors. All of the enterprises regarded have practical experiences with digital
platforms. The results show that the main potentials of digital platforms are reducing transaction
costs, combining strengths of enterprises, and realizing economies of scale as well as economies of
scope. Yet, digital platforms bring challenges, such as a lack of trust, competitive thinking, high
coordination efforts, and loss of confidential information. The paper further distinguishes between
various industry sectors revealing interesting differences. Based on the results, the paper indicates
possibilities for future research and provides corporate practice with implications.
Keywords: Industry 4.0; industrial internet of things; digital transformation; digital platforms;
qualitative-empirical study; small and medium-sized enterprises
1. Introduction and Problem Outline
Industry 4.0 is expected to lead to vertically and horizontally interconnected industrial value
creation networks [1,2]. In this context, the industrial landscape is predicted to undergo fundamental
changes, accompanied by benefits, but also several challenges [3]. Because of its technological and
economic implications, Industry 4.0 has the potential to transform ordinary industrial value creation
of industrial companies and relocate it onto digital platforms [4].
When companies engage in digital platforms, those are expected to create novel economic
ecosystems and revolutionize future value creation [5]. Via their virtual interconnection on digital
platforms, several entities are combined on one single space for gathering, processing and managing
data. So-called multi-sided platforms combine customers, suppliers, and partners on one single
platform, serving all stakeholders’ interests [6]. By engaging in platforms, stakeholders lay the
foundation for new forms of interaction between stakeholders inaugurating new ecosystems. In the
consumer industry, platform providers already have radically transformed traditional businesses,
e.g., Airbnb, Amazon, and Alibaba [4]. Thus, platforms also pave the way for new, innovative business
models in the industrial sector [7].
Up to now, using digital platforms in the industrial sector are yet to grow due to some unsolved
theoretical and practical issues. Whereas companies in the information technology sector have been
developing such platforms for years [5], industrial companies are still significantly less active on
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this path [8,9]. It remains unclear which potentials digital platforms imply for the industrial sector,
as developments unfolding in business to consumer (B2C) markets might have different effects in the
business to business (B2B) context [10]. Further, there are challenges caused by remaining questions,
for instance, data ownership, management and control of platforms, and relationships between the
entities [11]. Addressing these questions and solving these issues is of high importance, as digital
platforms are expected to generate large potential for industrial value creation [7].
Despite its relevance, little research on digital platforms in the industrial context has been
undertaken so far. This raises calls for empirical research that helps to better understand challenges
and potentials, as well as practical experiences gained in the field [12].
Given its importance for future value creation, research has lately begun to turn its focus on
platforms. So far, most academic studies so far almost exclusively examine platforms of non-industrial
contexts, neglecting digital platforms in industrial contexts and their potential and challenges
respectively [13,14]. In response, research calls for studies that complement the findings of digital
platforms in a B2C context [3,10,12].
Digital platforms in the context of Industry 4.0 are scarcely understood, calling for research for
the underlying benefits and challenges by academic papers [3,10,12–14]. The extant literature in the
field of digital platforms is quite sparse, and a comprehensive understanding of digital platforms in an
industrial context has not been developed yet [3,10–12].
For instance, the majority of the papers that examine digital platforms in the industrial contexts
from an empirical perspective so far rely on single cases, but are not able to generate a holistic
understanding of digital platforms [5,10,12]. However, a comprehensive overview of potentials and
challenges provides a fruitful insight for academia, as described by several authors [3,10]. Platforms
in the industrial context are just beginning to generate high interest, but also concerns of industrial
manufacturers [1,4]. Relating to this early stage of development, but the numerous potentials known
from B2C contexts, research is required in order to investigate the possibilities to transfer digital
platforms to the B2B context [5,10]. Furthermore, the specific requirements and challenges of digital
context need to be investigated in detail [3,11].
Additionally, it has been found that in the case of Industry 4.0 as well as for digital platforms,
industry-specific differences can be observed regarding the implementation and unfolding of Industry
4.0 and digital platforms respectively [3,5,10,12]. Hence, this paper attempts to compare the findings
among several industry sectors.
In sum, the following research questions are addressed within this paper:
RQ 1: What are the underlying challenges that impede the unfolding of digital platforms in
an industrial context?
RQ 2: Which are the potentials that can be achieved through the usage of digital platforms in
an industrial context?
RQ 3: How do challenges and potentials of digital platforms in an industrial context differ
among industry sectors?
Concomitant with the high interest of academia in digital platforms, the paper further intends to
investigate digital platforms from the perspective of corporate practice. Therefore, the paper aims to
provide insights about the potential of digital platforms and reasons to use them in corporate industrial
value creation. In addition, the paper indicates challenges of platforms, unveiling critical aspects of
platform usage and differentiate those for different industry sectors. In that way, industrial firms shall
receive as close guidance as possible for their respective requirements and frame conditions.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, Industry 4.0 and digital platforms
are introduced, whereas Section 3 describes the method. Section 4 presents the results, providing
a comprehensive overview of benefits and challenges of digital platforms. Based on the empirical
findings of this paper, those are discussed with extant literature in Section 5, highlighting the theoretical
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contributions of this paper. The paper further provides managers with practical implications, followed
by limitations and suggestions for future research in Section 6.
2. Theoretical Background
2.1. Industry 4.0
The term Industry 4.0 refers back to a concept of the German federal government and indicates a
de novo change of paradigm in industrial value creation. The concept aims at shifting the industrial
value creation towards the digital future to secure the future competitiveness of the industrial sector [2].
It is based on the expectation that industrial value creation is about to undergo a fourth industrial
revolution [1]. The first three industrial revolutions have led to significant increases in productivity [15].
They were driven by technological developments such as mechanization, electrification, and the
application of information technologies, respectively [16].
Cyber-physical systems form the technological basis of Industry 4.0, enabling real-time
interconnection of the physical and virtual world as well as smart data analyses [17]. These systems
offer mechanisms for human-to-human, human-to-object, and object-to-object communication.
Their application in industrial production leads to cyber-physical production systems [18] enabling
condition monitoring, preventive diagnostics and maintenance, and self-regulating control of
machines [19]. Applying these systems and functions within the industrial context paves the way for
creating a so-called smart factory. In turn, connecting several smart factories leads to smart production
networks that represent whole supply chains [20–22].
Industry 4.0 is a concept that is based on the Internet of Things. Relating to an application of the
Internet of Things in industry, it is sometimes described as an equivalent to the Industrial Internet of
Things [1,2]. Still, the exact definition of Industry 4.0 remains disputed. It varies among academic
disciplines, and aspects relevant for each discipline tend to be highlighted [23]. Most authors relate
to horizontal and vertical interconnection across the life cycle of products, machines and humans by
the means of cyber-physical systems in real time [1,7,23]. However, the majority of current definitions
or understandings of the term Industry 4.0 does not include a management perspective. Hereby,
management of digital transformations, for instance of business models, can be regarded as a central
aspect of Industry 4.0 [3,7,23].
Similar concepts to the German Industry 4.0 emerge worldwide [24]. These include the Industrial
Internet Consortium in the USA [25], the Internet Plus concept within the Made in China 2025 program
in China [26], and Manufacturing Innovation 3.0 in South Korea [27].
These attempt to help companies managing and coping with changing environmental conditions
such as globalization, increased uncertainty of markets, intensified competition, shortened innovation
and product life cycles. Further potentials include flexibility and productivity increases, development
of new business models, ecological potentials such as reducing energy consumption, and social
potentials like smoothly integrating people into adaptive working environments [1,14]. The reasons
for adopting Industry 4.0 technologies differ depending on several company characteristics [28].
Industry 4.0 is expected to pose several challenges to existing companies including high investments,
disrupted existing business models, and employees’ fear to be replaced [3]. These challenges are especially
harmful for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), which are frequently intimidated and ask for
special attention [7].
So far, research has primarily focused on technological aspects of Industry 4.0. In contrast,
economic aspects of Industry 4.0 have been less regarded [23,24,29,30]. This contrasts with Industry 4.0
promising new, data-centric, and platform based business models with large potentials for industrial
manufacturers, which research has examined scarcely [3,31,32].
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2.2. Digital Platforms
Digital platforms are expected to create novel economic ecosystems and revolutionize value
creation [5]. They have numerous implications for industrial value creation, including the transformation
of value chains into digital value creation networks [4]. By gathering, managing, and analyzing data,
platforms unite, e.g., partners, customers, and suppliers on one platform serving the interests of several
players [3,6,31]. In general, digital platforms are expected to foster innovation and collaboration
between partners by easing communication and coordination among several stakeholders [21,32].
Further, customers can be integrated into the value creation process [33], e.g., in open innovation
contests [34]. Because platforms open up new perspectives as well as new forms of interactions and
relationships, they provide the basis for creating new business models [35].
In the study, digital platforms are understood as “products, services, and technologies that are
organized in a common structure through which a company can create derivative products, services,
and technologies” [5]. They in turn provide the basis for external companies to be able to contribute
their products, technologies, and services. Thereby, they pave the way for new economic ecosystems as
well as new logics for value creation [5,35]. Furthermore, the paper uses the extension of the definition
by Hagiu and Wright [6] according to whom “multi-sided platforms” are characterized by two core
elements: First, these platforms must enable direct interaction between two or more players while,
second, each player is connected to the platform. As a result, the digital platform fulfills the needs of
several customer groups, combining their needs for which a common business model finds synergies
and compound effects [5,6].
In that sense, digital platforms differ from traditional technology platforms. Such technology
platforms are typically characterized by the provision of several products and services by a platform
provider to its customers. The combination of several customer groups, that can also partially serve
as providers of, for instance, data for other customers, as well as their interconnection in real time is
not seen in traditional technology platforms [5,6,10]. Hence, the technological requirements, as well
as the underlying logics for value creation for the customers, differ significantly between technology
platforms and digital platforms.
Information technology companies have been developing such platforms for years [36], while the
rather traditional industrial sector undertakes less effort in this respect [8]. In particular in the industrial
context, established enterprises face the challenge to find partners to create digital platforms and to
develop new competitive business models [9,37]. In addition, digital platforms call for the development
of adequate IT competencies, which does not represent a core competence of traditional industrial
manufacturers [38]. Additionally, further issues remain unresolved, such as, to whom data belongs to,
how to control such platforms, and how to manage the relationships between players adequately [11].
Despite the relevance of platforms, especially for the industrial context, there are hardly any
scientific studies examining the effects and implications of digital platforms from a management
perspective or in an industrial context [12–14]. In addition, existing research rather refers to a specific
understanding or to partial aspects than generating a holistic picture [8,11,39–41]. Nevertheless,
digital platforms help addressing future challenges that should call for researchers’ interest [12]. New,
data-centric business models are expected through platforms within the concept of Industry 4.0 [42].
Further, some authors show successful application examples of platforms in the context of the Internet
of Things [43–46].
2.3. The Interplay of Industry 4.0 and Digital Platforms towards Sustainability
Industry 4.0 is expected to generate numerous benefits towards sustainability in the context of
the Triple Bottom Line, i.e., economic, ecological and social benefits. Concomitant challenges in all
three dimensions of the triple bottom line of sustainability have to be considered. This is especially
the case for their interplay, for instance short-term economic efforts that are necessary to achieve
long-term benefits in all three dimensions of sustainability, has just started to be considered from an
academic perspective. However, understanding the interdependencies between the three dimensions
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of the Triple Bottom Line in the context of Industry 4.0 is of vital importance in order to support its
implementation [3,26,28].
From an economic perspective, process efficiency can be increased on an operational level through
interconnection along the supply chain [1,5]. Relating to the use of digital platforms, production
capacities among several production plants can be coordinated, whereas logistics processes can be
better aligned. Hereby, digital platforms can serve as the communication and coordination means
among several enterprises, especially among multiple stakeholders in a supply chain [3]. This also
contributes to the ecological benefits of Industry 4.0, for instance, through the reduction of transport
routes, reduction of energy consumption, or reduction of idle times and downtime. Further benefits
include a reduction of waste and enhanced recycling processes. [3,28]. Digital platforms can assist here
not only to optimize production and logistics processes from an economic, but also from an ecological
perspective [3,26]. However, increased energy consumption through emerging new technologies,
such as server capacities and data transmission on data hubs through digital platforms, must not be
neglected as a negative ecological effect of digital platforms [26]. Furthermore, especially SMEs are
reluctant to share information and data digitally, as they fear to become more transparent. As a result,
they fear, for instance pressure to lower prices through increased transparency to larger enterprises
with a higher bargaining power, among other possible scenarios [7].
On a strategic level, new business models shall be developed in the context of Industry 4.0. In this
regard, digital platforms are seen in a prominent manner as a means to generate novel business
models [1]. For instance, data generation, data transmission and data evaluation can be eased through
the use of digital platforms. However, emerging new business models also raise fears of established
firms that not them, but the platform providers will be able to generate value that the customers are
willing to pay for. Consequently, established firms fear being driven into niche segments, losing their
established market shares and revenues through the emergence of digital platforms [3,7].
From a social perspective, Industry 4.0 is expected to generate several benefits for employees.
One example includes workers on the shop floor, for which the reduction of monotonous tasks or
physically exhausting process steps can be achieved through new technologies housed under the
term Industry 4.0, such as human–machine interaction systems, collaborative robotics, or augmented
reality, among further examples [1,3]. However, the introduction of new, data-driven technologies also
raises fears among employees to be replaced thorough machines, to be transparent and subject to data
collection, and to lose decision power to artificial intelligence [3,28].
With regard to the use of data-driven approaches, innovation management shall be enhanced
in Industry 4.0, for instance, through an eased backflow of data from products in use to product
development. Thereby, product development can be improved while also including ideas of several
stakeholders in the supply chain, or additionally including the ideas of the customers. In this context,
digital platforms can help to bundle information related to product usage and customer requests on a
common platform to which all stakeholders of a platform have access. Using this approach, the fear
that one stakeholder in the supply chain might become to dominant can be decreased [1,3]. Still,
SMEs are again reluctant to share such information, as they fear losing market share and confidential
information to competitors [7].
In sum, it has to be noted that digital platforms in the context of Industry 4.0 could lead to
benefits in all three dimensions of the Triple Bottom Line of Sustainability. So far, little is known
about the antecedents that influence platform usage and therefore their broader implementation.
This paper is therefore devoted to give insights on the little regarded topic of digital platforms usage
by established manufacturers.
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3. Methodology
3.1. Research Design
The paper is of exploratory nature since management research does not provide an integrative,
holistic, and systematic investigation of Industry 4.0 platforms so far. Following common research
practice, a qualitative empirical research approach based on inductively analyzed in-depth expert
interviews is applied [47,48]. This method was chosen for several reasons: First, it is well-suited
for analyzing contemporary, novel and complex phenomena within their real-life contexts [49–51],
which is true for Industry 4.0 platforms. Second, qualitative research has proven to be effective in the
context of information systems that constitute the core of Industry 4.0 technologies [52]. Third, relying
on multiple interviews instead of a single case increases the robustness and generalizability of the
findings [48].
3.2. Data Sample
In the qualitative research, semi-structured in-depth expert interviews with managers from
corporate practice are used as main source of empirical material [52]. This approach facilitates a
structured data collection, while maintaining the level of openness to allow unexpected and novel
knowledge to emerge, which corresponds to the exploratory nature of this study [50,53].
Between December 2016 and May 2017, 494 German and Austrian managers of companies with
varying firm sizes and from varying industry sectors were randomly selected and contacted via email.
The companies were asked to present their most suitable representative regarding Industry 4.0 and
digital platforms. Regarding digital platforms, the companies as well as their representative were
required to have practical experience, which as validated in the first part of the questionnaire. In total,
a final sample of 102 enterprises that participated in the study was achieved, resembling a response
rate of 20.65 per cent. These include mechanical and plant engineering (n = 37), electrical and ICT
engineering (n = 25), plastics engineering (n = 14), steel and metal processing (n = 12), automotive
(n = 8), wood processing (n = 5), and a single participant from the medical engineering industry.
All of the representatives are experienced in the implementation of Industry 4.0, which was
ensured by the interview results and secondary case data. Furthermore, all of the companies are
using at least one digital platform. In this regard, all 102 companies use supply chain management
or purchasing platforms. Moreover, 46 of the 102 companies use production management platforms,
e.g., for scheduling and coordinating production capacities. Also, 22 out of the 102 companies are
using innovation management platforms, that can be used for sharing and commonly developing ideas
among several enterprises. Finally, five out of 102 companies have launched their own digital platform,
and are simultaneously using digital platforms in the contexts named above. The low number of only
five enterprises can be reasoned by the early stage of implementation of digital platforms that are
provided by established manufacturers themselves [1,3].
The average turnover is 123.86 million euros with an average of 590 employees. Regarding annual
sales 62 out of 102 enterprises can be classified as SMEs with an annual turnover below 50 million euros,
according to the definition of the European Union [7]. A detailed list of interviewees can be found
in Appendix A. The heterogeneity of the empirical material counteracts potential negative effects of
sample bias on the findings and follows Yin’s [50] recommendation for multiple case study sampling.
Germany and Austria were chosen because of their representative character for developed and
industrialized economies, their importance for the European market, and their advanced experiences
in Industry 4.0. The sectors chosen are among the industries that contribute the most to the gross
domestic products of Germany and Austria respectively. Furthermore, Industry 4.0 mainly targets
these industries [1].
The interviews lasted between 35 and 80 min. They were conducted in German, the native
language of the interviewees and interviewers, to avoid language or cultural barriers, and to ensure
comparability. For confidentiality reasons, the interviewees’ data is anonymized.
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Corresponding to the exploratory nature of the study, the development of the interview guide
was informed by literature but followed the principle of openness and flexibility. Thereby, it allowed
unexpected and novel topics to emerge [54]. It consists of three parts. The first part aims at verifying
the interviewees’ reliability and knowledgeability. Therefore, it deals with general and personal
questions, e.g., the expert’s job position, company tenure, and understanding of Industry 4.0 and
digital platforms. The second part contains questions about benefits that the respective companies
faces in the context of digital platforms:
‚ Which company-internal economic benefits did you experience by using digital platforms?
‚ Which economic benefits achieved together with other platforms members did you experience by
using digital platforms?
‚ Which further benefits did you experience by using digital platforms?
The third part of the interview guideline includes questions about challenges related to the usage
of digital platforms. The questions are mainly inspired by the framework of Kiel et al. [3], relating to
challenges experienced in economic, social, technical and legal terms:
‚ Which economic challenges did you experience by using digital platforms?
‚ Which organizational, relating to company-internal challenges did you experience by using
digital platforms?
‚ Which organizational, relating to challenges with other platform members did you experience by
using digital platforms?
‚ Which technical challenges did you experience by using digital platforms?
‚ Which legal challenges did you experience by using digital platforms?
3.3. Data Analysis and Reliability of the Study
The empirical material is analyzed applying a qualitative content analysis in accordance with the
well-established procedure of Miles and Huberman [55]. The transcription of the 102 audio-recorded
interviews resulted in almost 1200 pages of text material. A qualitative content analysis is applied
to identify and interpret common patterns, themes, and categories of the interviews. The categories
are mainly defined inductively but are also informed by extant literature, allowing novel aspects and
concepts to emerge [56–58]. For triangulation purposes, expert interviews are verified using secondary
data, e.g., annual reports, whenever possible [50,59].
To increase methodological rigor, the paper follows the established procedure of Gioia, Corley,
and Hamilton [56]. Initially, first-order (informant-centric) concepts were developed. Subsequently,
these concepts were synthesized into second-order themes, followed by the creation of final categories.
The entire coding process was conducted in a team comprised of the study’s authors to achieve rich
interpretations and profound understandings [60]. Finally, a frequency analysis according to Holsti [61]
was conducted. Key informant and retrospective biases are addressed by selecting experts who are
experienced, assuring all interviewees of full anonymity and confidentiality, and using secondary
data for triangulation reasons [48,50,62]. This approach helps to further increase the robustness of the
results as well as to account for routine criticisms in qualitative research designs [48,50].
4. Empirical Results
4.1. Potential of Digital Platforms
The results indicate several potentials for digital platforms which are presented in Table 1.
The most important potential of digital platforms is reducing transaction cost which is mentioned by
53 out of 102 interviewees. The reduction of transaction cost is mainly caused by two developments.
First, one common platform allows establishing standards, interfaces, and norms. This helps to
overcome issues that would be the result of differing standards, interfaces, and norms, e.g., slower
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data exchange, non-value adding processes, and loss of data. Second, interactions and communication
via platforms are more efficient than regular forms of doing business. Instead of having a multitude
of interaction and communication channels, a platform provides an exclusive way to consolidate
all transactions. According to the interviewees, this helps to support and relieve employees in
communication, relating to potential social benefits.
As mentioned by 23 interviewees, combining companies’ strengths represents another potential.
Instead of acquiring single customers and closing individual contracts with them, a platform allows
addressing a large customer base simultaneously and at low cost. Furthermore, companies that are
active on a platform are able to combine their assets and financial resources. For instance, know-how
can be shared in order to achieve a common goal. Another aspect is that companies on a platform
can share risks, e.g., production capacity can be split among players so that production peaks may be
balanced preventing production downtimes.
Likewise, important are economies of scale and economies of scope discussed by 21 experts.
First, companies can purchase commonly, which increases their buying power and volume, and in
turn, helps them to negotiate favorable conditions and discounts. Second, sharing helps companies to
improve efficiency. For instance, companies can divide financial investments in infrastructure for a
platform and later on use it commonly. As platforms allow scaling output easily, fixed cost are divided
by large volume leading to lower costs for each player. Furthermore, this allows to achieve ecological
benefits, as the overall resource and process efficiency can be enhanced.
Open innovation (named by 19 experts), benchmarking, and developing partnerships (each
named by 7 experts) are further important potentials revealed by the study.
Table 1. Potentials of Industry 4.0 platforms.










every transaction becomes more
efficient.” (Interview no. 32)
Combining strengths
‚ Addressing a large
customer base




“Especially small enterprises are able
to virtually combine their abilities on
a platform.” (Interview no. 2)
Economies of scale and
economies of scope





“By combining purchasing activities,
economies of scale can be generated.”
(Interview no. 49)
Open innovation






located at different geographical
places, can be integrated.” (Interview
no. 96)
Bench-marking






“On a platform, best practice
examples, [ . . . ] can be interchanged




‚ Building up trust
7
“Partners on a platform can
communicate and interact much more
easily.” (Interview no. 67)
* Multiple answers possible.
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4.2. Potentials Differentated According to Industry Sectors
The potentials of using platforms in the industrial value creation vary in different industry sectors.
Figure 1 depicts the detailed differences while the aspects attracting attention are discussed in the
following. The single respondent of the medical engineering industry is not shown. Furthermore,
the results of the wood processing industry, although showing quite distinct results, have been
excluded from the interpretation of the results due to the low number of cases.
Figure 1. Industry-specific differences as for potentials of Industry 4.0 platforms.
Steel and metal processing as well as mechanical and plant engineering foresee potential especially
in the reduction of transaction costs. This can be explained partially by the characteristics of the
respective industry sectors. For instance, in the mechanical engineering industry, negotiating contracts
usually consumes many resources. This is a result of the complexity of products, as especially plant
engineering enterprises sell complex products to their customer. These also require more complex
contracts, as products are often tailored specifically to customer demands, having “lot size one”
characteristics. Further aspects that could be relevant in this context are, for instance, more complex
liability of plants or when having service business models in place that go beyond selling a product.
The results also show that both potentials, combination of strengths and economies of scale
and scope, play only a subordinate role in the automotive and in the plastics engineering industries.
In particular, SMEs profit from the combination of strengths and economies of scale and scope when
doing business on a platform the most. The sample contains major players as for the automotive
industry and the plastics engineering industry, whereas SMEs dominate in the other industry sectors
that can explain the different perceptions. Furthermore, the automotive industry is known for already
achieving high economies of scale and having efficient supply chain management practices in place.
Therefore, platforms might not be seen as having such an impact on improving the efficiency in
comparison to other industry sectors.
Open innovation does not play a role as for potentials of platforms in the steel and metal processing
industry. This might be referred back to that open innovation in these sectors generally is not as
important as in other sectors due to the characteristics of the products and services in those industries.
In the steel and metal processing industry, rather large quantities and less specific products are
produced. Hence, an integration of the customer in the innovation process might not be seen as
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important as for industries that provide products and services that are tailored more specifically to
customer demands.
Interestingly, the electrical and information and communications technology (ICT) engineering
uses and appreciates platforms to further develop their partnerships. In this context, the closeness
of electrical and ICT engineering to IT solutions, and thereby to digital platforms, might play a
significant role.
Having presented the potentials of digital platforms and their differentiation among industry
sectors, the following sections list challenges of digital platforms found and differentiate those for
several industry sectors.
4.3. Challenges of Digital Platforms
Using platforms poses several challenges, which are presented in detail in Table 2. The results
indicate the biggest challenge as for digital platforms is lacking trust between the players that hinders
a smooth implementation and usage of platforms, named by 53 out of 102 experts. First, in order to
ensure smooth transactions and communication between players, a certain level of transparency need
to be maintained. This includes sensible data, such as infrastructure, capacities, and cost structure.
Some fear that being transparent strengthens competitors instead of bringing individual profits. Second,
investing in infrastructure and committing oneself to a platform, increases the costs to cut the strings
and terminate the business. In turn, this decreases individual player’s bargaining power as they
become more dependent on a platform. Subsequently, they must accept what they might not like due
to the lack of (financially reasonable) alternatives.
Fifty one out of 102 experts named competitive thinking as a challenge of digital platforms.
Working together on a platform requires a collaborative and cooperative thinking. However, individual
players tend to focus on their own benefits, strive for their own profit, and behave in a selfish
way, which hinders smooth transactions and interactions on platforms. This may culminate in an
unwillingness to cooperate impeding the idea of doing business on a platform. Furthermore, there is a
lack of understanding that collective benefits in the long run are larger when players work together.
Individual player might need to take the risk of suboptimal decisions from an individual perspective
and lower individual short-term profits. Yet, it is a challenge to ensure an understanding for this given
the individual interests and incentives of players, managers, and employees.
The results indicate the high coordination efforts represent a further challenge that was mentioned
by 46 out of 102 experts. From a technical point of view, it is difficult to create interfaces between
the platform and the players that enable smooth data exchange. Here it comes into question which
players will prevail in setting the standards and which players need to invest to meet the interfaces’
requirements. From a juridical point of view, it is difficult to enter into a contract as such contracts are
rather difficult to design. When these initial challenges are overcome, there remain efforts such as to
generate a common vision and strategy for the platform, requiring high short-term investments with
unclear and undetermined amortization.
A likewise important challenge is the loss of confidential information that was mentioned by
45 out of 102 experts. Many companies do not trust in digital information sharing in general and prefer
offline communication. Additionally, many fear that confidential information may be passed on to
third parties resulting from industry espionage and hacker attacks.
Further challenges include difficulties in finding adequate partners (named by 39 experts), the fact
that some players prefer being independent (discussed by 36 experts), and unsolved questions about
data ownership (mentioned by 24 out of 102 experts).
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4.4. Challenges Differentated According to Industry Sectors
As for the potentials, the challenges in the context of using digital platforms differ in the industry
sectors, depicted by Figure 2. Comparably to Figure 1, the single respondent of the medical engineering
industry is not shown. Furthermore, the results of the wood processing industry, although showing
quite distinct results, have been excluded from the interpretation of the results due to the low number
of cases.
The automotive industry, mechanical and plant engineering industry perceive a lacking trust
as being a bigger challenge than the sample average. This can be explained because of the sensible
information resulting from the complexity of the value creation, which applies for the automotive
industry as well as for the mechanical and plant engineering industry. In the automotive industry, several
numbers and figures, such as the overall equipment effectiveness, cycle times, or cost breakdowns are
regarded as trade secrets. Those shall not be shared as companies fear that these figures will be used
against them, for instance, to put pressure on them in price negotiations.
In the mechanical and plant engineering industry, as explained for the potentials of digital
platforms, products have a high complexity and are tailored to customer demands. Sharing information
on digital platforms might hereby be seen as losing a trade secret to competitors.
In contrast, electrical and ICT engineering rate potential lack of trust below the total sample.
The electrical and ICT engineering sector might already have gained experiences with digital data
exchange that has created a greater confidence in technology. This can be reasoned with their higher
closeness and affinity to IT solutions, as explained for the potentials of digital platforms.
Similar relationships can be observed for competitive thinking, that can be reasoned with
comparable explanations as for the previous challenges mentioned. While mechanical and plant
engineering enterprises fear competitive thinking on a platform, electrical and ICT engineering rate it
as a significantly less important challenge.
High coordination costs and issues of data ownership are particularly important in the steel and
metal industry. These sectors might have low experience with platforms so far which possibly helps to
explain these findings. Furthermore, those industry sectors typically provide products and services
with lower complexity and larger lot sizes, as explained before. In contrast, coordination costs only
play a minor role in the electrical and ICT engineering and in the plastics engineering industry.
The plastics engineering and the automotive industry in particular fear losing confidential
information when using platforms and see this as a significant challenge. This is especially the
case for the automotive industry, this might relate to figures that are seen as trade secrets and shall not
be shared, as explained for lacking trust at the beginning of this section. Steel and metal processing
industry as well as electrical and ICT engineering industry perceive this as a challenge that is not
seen as important. For the steel and metal processing industry, this might relate to the products and
services provided, whereas for the electrical and ICT engineering industry, those companies might
have a higher affinity and closeness to platform solutions, as explained before.
Finding adequate partners for a digital platform seems to be no challenge for the electrical and
ICT engineering industry. These industry sectors might either already have gained some experience
with finding partners for platforms, especially the electrical and ICT engineering companies within the
sample. As a further reason, they face a competitive environment that forces companies to search for
further partnerships anyway.
Companies in the industrial sectors steel and metal processing as well as wood industry prefer
being independent. In contrast to that, the electrical and ICT engineering and the plastic engineering
industries face fewer issues as per this challenge.
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Figure 2. Industry-specific differences regarding challenges of Industry 4.0 platforms.
5. Discussion and Theoretical Contribution
The paper provides a comprehensive overview of benefits and challenges of digital platforms at
the current stage of development in industrial application. In that regard, this paper adds manifold to
the sparse literature that has investigated digital platforms in the context of industrial companies from
a management perspective [8,9].
Furthermore, combining results from both industry-spanning and industry-specific perspectives,
the paper synthesises potentials and challenges of digital platforms in the industrial context. In that
sense, the paper is able to contribute to calls for research in understanding the benefits and challenges
of digital platforms in an industrial context [3,10]. Additionally, the paper is able to generate a holistic
overview of potentials and challenges of digital platforms, whereas the majority of extant literature
relies on single cases that cannot be generalized for a broader context [5,11,12].
Using this approach, the paper contributes to the understanding of digital platforms in an
industrial context, adding to extant studies that have mostly regarded platforms in non-industrial
contexts [10,12–14]. In particular, the paper finds that platform-based business models, approaches
to open innovation, and new forms of value creation are not yet understood entirely by industrial
manufacturers [10,12].
In this regard, the paper shows that the majority of answers rather relates to operational benefits
that are generated through the use of digital platforms. New ecosystems, unseen business models,
or entirely new forms of value creation were not mentioned by the majority of interviewees. Such
benefits as new ecosystems of new business models have been mentioned in literature regarding digital
platforms for B2C contexts several times [4,5,10–12,35].
However, when regarding the current state of research regarding reasons for Industry 4.0
implementation, this orientation towards operational benefits might become clearer. As the sample
consists of many SMEs, but only a few large enterprises, the findings extend and complement the main
results of studies in the field of Industry 4.0. Here, it was found that operational benefits of Industry
4.0 are mainly pursued by SMEs, whereas new business models or strategically-oriented targets are
only pursued by a minority [7,28]. This finding is complemented by the insights of extant literature,
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that describe a rather reluctant behavior of SMEs towards taking risks that might lead them to leave
their, so far, successful niche [7,62].
Compared to the behavior of SMEs, rather process-oriented industries regarding Industry 4.0 are
also rather operationally oriented towards digital platforms, such as steel and metal processing, or the
automotive companies within this sample, which also show a pursuit of operationally-oriented
potentials in this study. Those industries tend to be path-dependent on their existing success
factors and logics of value creation rather than turning to new opportunities that arise from digital
platforms [7,26,28].
Additionally, the findings of this study regarding a rather operationally oriented pursuit of digital
platforms could relate to the current stage of development of digital platforms in an industrial context,
which several interviewees stress to be at an initial phase. The majority of application examples
raised by interviewees rather relate to more efficient data exchange and thereupon achieved data
transparency, for instance along supply chains or in research and development (R&D), than to the
aforementioned potential of “multi-sided platforms” [6,31]. As a result, the findings, to a larger extend,
relate to eased collaboration and communication mentioned in current literature [21,32]. Only a smaller
group interviewees relate to aspects of customer integration or open innovation approaches that can
be found in extant literature [33,34].
However, the paper is able to show why digital platforms in the industrial context might still
be at this stage of development, in contrast to, for instance, in the B2C market [8,36]. This is due to
challenges, that have not been presented in literature so far in a comprehensive way, especially not for
digital platforms in an industrial context [10–12].
As a first aspect to be named among challenges of digital platforms, this confirms that finding
adequate partners represents a challenge for establishing Industry 4.0-platforms. Comparable
evidence has been found for Industry 4.0 implementation in extant literature. Further, this aspect has
especially been found for SMEs, claiming a challenge to find adequate partners for them for Industry
4.0 [7,9,37,38,63].
As a second aspect of challenges regarding digital platforms, considerations of data ownership and
data usage rights, lacking trust, as well as and losing confidential information hamper the unfolding of
digital platforms [11]. The unclear legal situation of legal and property rights can also be found for
Industry 4.0, where several studies mention that those remain unclear if data is stored and transferred
using digital platforms, especially via several countries [3,28,63,64].
In that sense, the findings have to be divided into three categories relating to data security and
data property rights, as explained below.
First, technical security, i.e., security that protects against data theft and hackers has to be regarded.
Comparable aspects are described to hamper Industry 4.0 implementation in extant literature [3,63].
SMEs in particular are not prepared to develop secure data transmission and storage solutions and
their own. The acquisition of external partners for this purpose, however, cannot be afforded by SMEs
in many cases [7]. In this way, the present paper is able to show the close interrelations that hinder the
implementation of both Industry 4.0 and digital platforms.
Second, security against data transparency, i.e., loss of confidential information to third parties,
especially competitors, has to be regarded. Again, the paper complements the findings regarding SMEs
in the context of Industry 4.0, as SMEs especially fear that data might be passed on to competitors and
that they do not have the necessary power to negotiate terms for data usage for third parties [63,64].
Third, the right to collect and use data have to be clarified from a legal and from a contractual
perspective. Comparable insights can be found in the literature regarding Industry 4.0 [3,63]. In this
regard, it remains unclear for many companies which data they are allowed to collect and store, and
more importantly, to use. For instance, if a benefit is gained by data that was generated by a partner
on a digital platform, it remains unclear if this benefit needs to be shared with this partner, or if this
partner even has to be informed [63]. This requires among authorities and public institutions that need
to ensure a dependable legal framework, as described below, a change in the mindset, as sharing data
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might not always lead to one’s own benefit on a platform. This also relates to the found challenge of
competitive thinking, that needs to be changed towards an understanding among partners [64].
In response to the aforementioned challenges arising from data security and data property,
technical solutions and clear contracts between partners are one possible solution, which can, however,
not be the single solution. Several papers in the context of Industry 4.0, authorities and public
institutions have to adapt and extend the existing legal framework and ensure legal conditions that are
dependable, especially in an international context [3,63]. For digital platforms, the paper shows that it
is also necessary to adapt framing conditions accordingly.
As a third main group of challenges to be named, the paper is able to show competitive thinking
and preferred independence play a central role in the context of perceived challenges of digital
platforms. Such challenges have been raised in current literature, but the frequency in which
they are named by the interviewees stresses their importance for successfully establishing digital
platforms [3,7,11]. Especially the aspect of preferred independence is often described in literature
among SMEs, which are often run by the owner [7].
Additionally, the paper complements research regarding Industry 4.0 that draws an interconnection
between sustainability aspects and efforts of digitization [3,26,28]. This paper is able to contribute to this
research stream, combining the findings of research on Industry 4.0 and adding sustainability aspects
of digital platforms, which has not been accomplished so far in extant literature.
In particular, the paper helps to shed light on potentials and challenges of digital platforms in
the context of Industry 4.0. For economic benefits, reducing transaction costs as well as generating
compound effects play an important role. These findings complement the research about Industry 4.0
in general, that finds that SMEs tend to neglect strategically oriented potentials [3,28,64]. In this regard,
the paper is able to show that this is valid for SMEs for both, digital platforms and Industry 4.0.
Furthermore, a generation of compound effects can also lead to ecological potentials in an indirect
way. This relates to, for instance, aspects of common purchasing with optimized transport routes and
less traffic generated [3,36].
Whereas the benefits of reducing transaction costs and economies of scale and economies of
scope can be directly associated to economic benefits, indirect ecological benefits as a result could
also be achieved in a comparable way to the generation of compound effects. For instance, more
efficient production and logistics processes might also lead to more sustainable production and
logistics processes from an ecological point of view. For instance, reduced energy consumption, eased
accessibility of recycling guidelines, and specifications are among aspects to be named in this context.
Social aspects can be enhanced by, for instance, reducing coordination efforts of humans and
reducing monotonous work for relabeling and adaption of standards, as this information can be
shared easily on digital platforms. Those aspects represent compound effect of economic benefits and
ecological benefits, as well as economic and social benefits, that can be confirmed in the context of
digital platforms [3,63,65,66].
The benefits of combination if strengths and benchmarking can be associated to all three
dimensions of the Triple Bottom Line, economic, ecological and social benefits. For instance,
bringing knowledge about resource-efficient processes together easily on a digital platform, sharing
information about recycling specifications, or easing the workflow of humans are possible aspects in
this regard [26,63].
Additionally, open innovation and developing partnerships could can be associated to benefits
in all three dimensions in the Triple Bottom Line of sustainability, economic, ecological and social.
The interconnection of social enhancements with ecological and economic benefits in particular
confirms findings that have been found for Industry 4.0 respectively. For instance, better partnerships
and better ways of collaboration and innovation pave the way for better economic success and
achieving ecological aspects together, which becomes enhances via the use of a digital platform [26,63].
On the other hand, lacking trust, competitive thinking, high coordination efforts, and losing
confidential information relate to economic and social concerns simultaneously. Both categories
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appear simultaneously in this context, highlighting their close interrelation, which hamper the
unfolding of the benefits described above. Further social and economic aspects in combination,
such as finding adequate partners and preferred independence, as well as concerns from a technical
and legal perspective, namely data ownership, should be considered as described above. In this regard,
the paper complements findings regarding Industry 4.0, that economic and social challenges have
to be mastered before being able to access the benefits possible in all three dimensions of the Triple
Bottom Line of Sustainability [3,63].
In sum, it has to be noted that short-term economic efforts and addressing social concerns in
particular might be necessary in order to generate benefits within all three dimensions of the Triple
Bottom Line of Sustainability, as found for Industry 4.0 [3,26,63]. The paper hereby illustrates the
close interrelations and dependencies between the three dimensions, also in a temporal and logical
interrelation. Furthermore, the close interrelatedness and dependence of Industry 4.0 as a concept for
horizontal and vertical interconnection and digital platforms, bringing together multiple stakeholders
for mutual benefits, becomes apparent [1,3].
6. Conclusions
6.1. Managerial Implications
On the one hand, this paper shows that operational potential relating to a combination of
strengths, economies of scale and scope, and the reduction of transaction costs can be achieved
by using digital platforms. As a result, established manufacturers are advised and recommended to
pursue those potentials by using digital platforms. Further, platforms providers are well advised to
foster and promote those potentials, as platform users might see those potentials as most relevant at
the current stage.
The paper further finds that the characteristics and complexity of the products and services
provided play an essential role as to whether and how potentials and challenges of digital platforms
are perceived. For instance, processing industries, different have a different approach than those of
potential providers of Industry 4.0-based products and services [7,28]. In the sample, this applies in
particular to the mechanical and plant engineering industry.
Furthermore, the potential affinity, experience and closeness to IT solutions might influence the
perception of digital platforms. Especially the electrical and ICT engineering industries hereby partially
show a different behavior than other industry sectors.
Additionally, specific characteristics of certain industries, for instance, feared transparency when
sharing information digitally in the automotive industry, play a role in the perception of potential
and challenges of digital platforms. Hereby, an understanding that competitive thinking must be
addressed in order to operate digital platforms successfully must be created. Giving benefits and
rewards for sharing information digitally, and even on a digital platform, to smaller and less powerful
supply chain partners might represent a strategy from the perspective of automotive OEMs (original
equipment manufacturers).
On the other hand, the paper finds that potentials of digital platforms that relate to entirely new
ways of value creation, and the creation of new ecosystems, are hardly addressed within the sample.
As these potentials have been found decisive and powerful in B2C contexts, those should be considered
in the future in order to grasp the potentials that digital platforms offer.
In sum, the challenges identified in the study require appropriate strategies in order to be able
to profit from the potential. The following five principles are derived from the results and the
experts’ experiences, derived as a comprehensive overview integrated into corresponding strategies in
corporate practice:
First, it is essential to ensure secure and trustworthy technical solutions for data exchange and
storage to address the lack of trust between partners and the risk of losing information. At the same
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time, it must properly be defined who owns which data on a digital platform and to what extent it
may be used.
Second, a fair distribution of costs and risks as well as returns must be guaranteed to counter
prevailing competitive thinking. Likewise, partnerships on platforms must be designed in a way that
participating companies are not endangered.
Third, it is particularly important to promote the future reduction of transaction costs and the
leverage of synergies to compensate for the initial high coordination efforts. The same applies to the
optimization of processes wherefore interfaces and processes must be harmonized.
Fourth, the advantage of improving partnerships using platforms must be promoted, in particular
as smaller companies can jointly establish a stronger position on the market. Appropriate and
successful benchmark examples of digital platforms help to attract further suitable partners.
Fifth, the potential of digital platforms go beyond efficiency increases and, for instance, includes
paving the way for new data-driven business models. This should be better emphasized and promoted
in corporate practice.
6.2. Limitations and Further Research
The study faces some limitations due to its methodological nature. First, the qualitative approach
allows analyzing the complex topic of digital platforms, but this approach in turn impedes general
theoretical contributions. However, the study at hand consolidates and aggregates detailed information,
while keeping the necessary informational content relevant. In doing so, the paper is able to derive
general theoretical and managerial implications. Second, the paper presents various biases along
with the measures taken to reduce their impact on the results. The approaches presented ensure
methodological rigor and quality of the study. Third, this study exclusively focuses on German and
Austrian companies for the aforementioned reasons. This choice may appropriately serve the study’s
purpose but should be kept in mind when generalizing the implications and transferring them to
different cultural contexts.
Given the novelty of the research area, there are further limitations. For this reason, it is
noteworthy that many of the companies examined have only been dealing with the topic of digital
platforms for a short period of time. The majority of interviewees only has experience with platforms
from a user’s perspective, while only very few have already started their own platform. Accordingly,
the study’s results cover the current state that is generated before a broad use of digital platforms
in industrial corporate practice. Therefore, the paper mostly relates to operational benefits of digital
platforms whereas new business models, new ways of value generation or entirely new ecosystems
cannot be uncovered and understood from the current sample.
Furthermore, while a majority of the interviewees only begin to fully grasp the topic of digital
platforms in the context of Industry 4.0, some interviewees within the sample already have advanced
experience, a few already having launched their own platform. In response, a recommendation for
future research is to elaborate on the different stages of experience with digital platforms in the context
of Industry 4.0. A possible outcome here could be a stage-gate model that shows the specific challenges
and potentials within the stages of implementation.
An additional recommendation for future research is to investigate platform providers, although
found in very few cases in industrial contexts so far, in future research. Nevertheless, this study gives
valuable insights into the corporate cultural changes that are necessary. Furthermore, this provides
insights regarding the challenges that must be tackled, and the environmental conditions that must
be provided.
A further limitation can be found in the diverse understandings and definitions of the term
Industry 4.0. Although found in journalistic publications and trade magazines, the term “digital
platforms” related to cannot be regarded as entirely defined from an academic perspective. This lack
of a comprehensive framework should be addressed in future research, aiming for an understanding
that encompasses the understanding of several research disciplines.
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Future research can help us to shed light into how to apply digital platforms in corporate practice.
For instance, academia could consider investigating the experienced IT sector to be able to derive
recommendations for the industrial context. Furthermore, the extent to which efficiency gains can be
expected using platforms in industrial value creation is of interest. Here, academia can help to quantify
efficiency gains by conducting research on existing platforms.
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Appendix A
Table A1. Detailed list of expert interviews.
Case No. Company Years Industry Employees Sales [in Million Euro]
1 >10 Wood processing [0–200] [10–50]
2 [3–5] Medical engineering [0–200] [10–50]
3 >10 Steel and metal processing [200–500] [50–200]
4 >10 Plastics engineering [200–500] [50–200]
5 >10 Plastics engineering [500–1000] [50–200]
6 [3–5] Electrical and ICT engineering [0–200] [0–10]
7 >10 Wood processing [200–500] [50–200]
8 [1–3] Mechanical and plant engineering [0–200] [10–50]
9 [1–3] Mechanical and plant engineering [0–200] [0–10]
10 [5–10] Automotive [0–200] [10–50]
11 [1–3] Mechanical and plant engineering [0–200] [0–10]
12 >10 Steel and metal processing [0–200] [10–50]
13 [1–3] Mechanical and plant engineering [0–200] [10–50]
14 >10 Automotive [200–500] [10–50]
15 [5–10] Mechanical and plant engineering [0–200] [10–50]
16 >10 Plastics engineering [500–1000] [50–200]
17 [5–10] Mechanical and plant engineering [200–500] [10–50]
18 >10 Electrical and ICT engineering [200–500] [10–50]
19 [5–10] Automotive [0–200] [10–50]
20 >10 Plastics engineering [0–200] [0–10]
21 >10 Mechanical and plant engineering [1000–5000] [200–500]
22 >10 Steel and metal processing [0–200] [0–10]
23 [3–5] Mechanical and plant engineering [0–200] [0–10]
24 [5–10] Steel and metal processing [0–200] [0–10]
25 >10 Plastics engineering [1000–5000] [50–200]
26 [1–3] Steel and metal processing [500–1000] [50–200]
27 [1–3] Mechanical and plant engineering [200–500] [10–50]
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28 >10 Mechanical and plant engineering [0–200] [0–10]
29 [5–10] Steel and metal processing [0–200] [0–10]
30 >10 Plastics engineering [0–200] [10–50]
31 [1–3] Electrical and ICT engineering [0–200] [10–50]
32 [3–5] Electrical and ICT engineering [200–500] [10–50]
33 [1–3] Electrical and ICT engineering [500–1000] [50–200]
34 >10 Mechanical and plant engineering [1000–5000] [50–200]
35 [1–3] Automotive [0–200] [10–50]
36 [5–10] Automotive [500–1000] [50–200]
37 >10 Mechanical and plant engineering [200–500] [10–50]
38 [5–10] Plastics engineering [1000–5000] [200–500]
39 [5–10] Mechanical and plant engineering [0–200] [10–50]
40 [5–10] Electrical and ICT engineering [200–500] [10–50]
41 [1–3] Mechanical and plant engineering [0–200] [0–10]
42 >10 Automotive [1000–5000] [200–500]
43 [3–5] Mechanical and plant engineering [0–200] [0–10]
44 >10 Electrical and ICT engineering [0–200] [0–10]
45 >10 Mechanical and plant engineering [0–200] [0–10]
46 [5–10] Mechanical and plant engineering [0–200] [0–10]
47 >10 Steel and metal processing [0–200] [0–10]
48 [5–10] Mechanical and plant engineering [1000–5000] [200–500]
49 >10 Electrical and ICT engineering [200–500] [50–200]
50 >10 Mechanical and plant engineering [500–1000] [50–200]
51 [1–3] Mechanical and plant engineering [200–500] [10–50]
52 >10 Mechanical and plant engineering [500–1000] [50–200]
53 [3–5] Steel and metal processing [0–200] [0–10]
54 [1–3] Steel and metal processing [200–500] [50–200]
55 >10 Mechanical and plant engineering [500–1000] [50–200]
56 [1–3] Electrical and ICT engineering [0–200] [50–200]
57 >10 Automotive [1000–5000] [200–500]
58 [1–3] Automotive [1000–5000] [10–50]
59 [1–3] Plastics engineering [0–200] [10–50]
60 [5–10] Plastics engineering [0–200] [200–500]
61 >10 Electrical and ICT engineering [500–1000] [0–10]
62 [1–3] Mechanical and plant engineering [500–1000] [10–50]
63 [5–10] Mechanical and plant engineering [200–500] [10–50]
64 >10 Electrical and ICT engineering [0–200] [10–50]
65 >10 Mechanical and plant engineering [5000–10000] >500
66 >10 Wood processing [1000–5000] [200–500]
67 >10 Electrical and ICT engineering [500–1000] [50–200]
68 [5–10] Electrical and ICT engineering [1000–5000] >500
69 [1–3] Electrical and ICT engineering [0–200] [0–10]
70 >10 Electrical and ICT engineering [0–200] [0–10]
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71 [1–3] Electrical and ICT engineering [1000–5000] >500
72 [3–5] Electrical and ICT engineering [0–200] [0–10]
73 >10 Electrical and ICT engineering [1000–5000] [200–500]
74 [3–5] Electrical and ICT engineering [0–200] [50–200]
75 >10 Electrical and ICT engineering [0–200] [0–10]
76 >10 Electrical and ICT engineering [0–200] >500
77 >10 Wood processing [0–200] [200–500]
78 [1–3] Electrical and ICT engineering [200–500] [10–50]
79 [5–10] Plastics engineering [0–200] [0–10]
80 >10 Electrical and ICT engineering [1000–5000] >500
81 [5–10] Electrical and ICT engineering [200–500] [50–200]
82 >10 Mechanical and plant engineering [0–200] [10–50]
83 >10 Mechanical and plant engineering [1000–5000] [200–500]
84 [5–10] Electrical and ICT engineering [0–200] [10–50]
85 >10 Mechanical and plant engineering [0–200] [0–10]
86 [1–3] Plastics engineering [0–200] [10–50]
87 >10 Steel and metal processing [0–200] [0–10]
88 >10 Mechanical and plant engineering [0–200] [10–50]
89 [5–10] Plastics engineering [1000–5000] [50–200]
90 >10 Steel and metal processing [200–500] [10–50]
91 >10 Mechanical and plant engineering [0–200] [10–50]
92 >10 Mechanical and plant engineering [0–200] [0–10]
93 [5–10] Plastics engineering [200–500] [10–50]
94 [1–3] Mechanical and plant engineering [500–1000] [200–500]
95 [0–1] Wood processing [200–500] [50–200]
96 [0–1] Mechanical and plant engineering [0–200] [0–10]
97 [1–3] Plastics engineering [500–1000] [200–500]
98 >10 Mechanical and plant engineering [200–500] [50–200]
99 >10 Steel and metal processing [0–200] [0–10]
100 >10 Mechanical and plant engineering [0–200] [0–10]
101 >10 Mechanical and plant engineering [500–1000K] [50–200]
102 [1–3] Mechanical and plant engineering [0–200] [0–10]
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Abstract: The diversity of energy efficiency appliances existent on the market, with all its different
issues, contributes to the existence of several tradeoffs (e.g., energy and water consumption vs.
initial investment), which make the consumer’s choices in the market difficult. This becomes even
more relevant, by knowing that nowadays a consumer tries to get a solution from the market, with
a good compromise between the economic, social and environmental dimensions, and according
to its priorities and specific needs, which can be different from other consumers. By adopting a
multicriteria approach, combined with an optimization technique, based on evolutionary algorithms
(EA), it will be possible to provide a set of sustainable solutions from the market to the consumer, that
respects the compromise referred before. In this work, it will be presented an approach to support
a decision-agent (DA) (consumer), by performing a set of sustainable choices based on electrical
appliances, from the market and suitable to its needs. The method will be applied to a case study, to
demonstrate its application. Regarding the obtained solutions, several savings are achieved (electrical
and water consumption, CO2 emissions) by taking into account the consumer’s relative importance,
regarding each dimension considered.
Keywords: sustainable development; energy efficiency; electrical appliances; life cycle cost analysis
(LCCA); multi-attribute value theory (MAVT); multi-objective optimization; NSGAII
1. Introduction
Nowadays, energy plays an important key role on our society, where energetic necessities, are
highly associated with issues such the growth of population, the economic development and the
progress of technology [1].
Despite the technology progress, the energy demand has risen in the last years, especially
regarding the last decade, threatening therefore, the last commitments made on behalf of the reduction
of greenhouse gas emissions (GEE) in the atmosphere, given the high dependency of the electrical
energy production, in the use of fossil fuels [2].
According to [3,4] and more recently [5] the reduction of energy consumption is necessary to get
sustainability, with buildings accounting 40 percent (approx.) of the final energy consumed [6].
From that percentage, the residential sector, represents about 14% of the final world’s electric
energy consumed [7], representing thus an important sector to improve energy efficiency, by achieving
sustainable solutions/measures.
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Recently, there were made some energy efficiency improvements regarding electrical household
appliances, not only in the European region, but in other regions around the world, such as Asia,
America and Africa [8]. One of such measures is mandatory labeling [8–10], which provides relevant
information to the consumer, related to each electrical appliance (e.g., noise (air conditioner), energy
consumption, cloth capacity (washing machine), etc.), promoting therefore a suitable use, adjusted to
its needs [11].
However, and given the several options available in the market (brands and models) as well as an
appliance’s own features, it is difficult to analyze their benefit–cost ratio and, therefore, which solution
is better to the consumer [12–16].
In this sense, multiple-attribute value theory (MAVT), could be used as a method, to define the
space decision and both objective functions.
Furthermore, the use of optimization techniques, combined with MAVT, can support the
decision-agent (consumer), by achieving sustainable solutions, through the household appliances to
be acquired.
Given the previous work from [17], evolutionary algorithms (EA), more specifically genetic
algorithms, have been successfully applied to solve optimization problems with less time than other
algorithms, given their stochastic nature and global search ability [18–23].
Therefore, this work aims to contribute with an integrated approach, based on MAVT and
Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGAII), by providing the consumer with sustainable
solutions from the market, considering its different needs.
2. Literature Review and Contribution
2.1. Literature Review
Methods like simulation (e.g., [24]), based on what if analysis, are commonly employed to simulate
a limited set of options.
Some approaches, however, are mainly economical, allowing consumers therefore to obtain
the highest energy savings, for the same initial investment (e.g., [24,25]). Other approaches explore
issues such as benefit-cost analysis, initial investment costs, GEE emission savings, among others,
regarding retrofitting measures (e.g., [26]), where some of them are even combined with technologies
too (e.g., [25]).
Although, these approaches are considered limited, since they don’t account other important
factors (e.g., environment, labelling, legal, social, among others) to find solutions, that are suitable to
the occupant’s needs. They also don’t consider the criteria related to each electrical appliance, exist on
market, which varies according to the number of household occupants.
Nowadays, some works have developed multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) models to
support decision-agents to solve problems regarding building’s retrofits, by considering energy
efficiency and building’s internal comfort (e.g., [22]), although others, were performed through the
ranking of diferent options (e.g., [23]).
In the same context, there are also other MCDM models, as well as multiple-attribute value
theory (MAVT) methods found in the literature that joins optimization with multicriteria methods
to obtain feasible solutions through a set of measures/solutions, chosen according to a set of criteria
(e.g., [24–26]).
Although, such methods don’t take into consideration the different criteria related to each electrical
appliance, existed on the market, suitable to the occupants’ needs.
Metaheuristics have been also considered to solve energy problems as method to provide a set of
feasible solutions, such as particle swarm optimization (PSO) (e.g., [15]) as well as genetic algorithms
(GA’s) (e.g., [19]), among others.
However, none of these methods have been integrated into a combined approach that allows
selection of sustainable appliances by a decision-agent, according to a set of criteria.
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2.2. Contribution
The literature, discussed above, shows one gap, regarding the retrofit measures for buildings, that
allows to support a household consumer to choose a set of sustainable solutions (electrical appliances)
from the market.
To fill the gap discussed before in the literature, this paper presents a decision support method,
which allows the decision agent to be provided with a set of household appliances, existed in the
market, by considering each energy service to be acquired.
The obtained solutions allow promotion of sustainability by acting on its tree dimensions, i.e.,
economical (e.g., consumption savings, savings regarding initial investment costs), environmental
(GEE emissions and water consumption savings), and social. The approach includes economical (e.g.,
budget restrictions) as well as environment (e.g., noise) restrictions, regarding each energy service
considered in the case study.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Problem Statement
This problem will take into account a household consumer, that wants to buy from the market, a
set of household appliances. In this case, it was considered that seven different energy services were to
be acquired; lighting, air conditioner, washing machine, dish washing machine, electric oven, dryer
machine and refrigerator.
The DA has a limit budget to perform such decision (2100 € in the case study), and he wants to
achieve a set of sustainable solutions, not only good from the social point of view (by pre-selecting
the appliances according to its needs), but a set of solutions that allows them to achieve a good
compromise between its economic and environment concerns, which are expressed as a set of two
relative importance factors (weights), respectively ωA (economics) and ωB (environment). In this case,
it was considered (respectively) 0.7 and 0.3.
The building has four occupants (decision-agent included). Given his intention into acquire an air
conditioner (and based on the well-known room area to be climatized), the corresponding heating and
cooling needs were calculated. Such value, as well as the remain criteria to pre-select the appliances
from the market, regarding the number of 4 occupants, is presented on Table 1.
Table 1. Criteria used to pre-select the appliances from the market (applied to case study).
Electrical Appliance Criteria Used Characteristics
Air conditioner







Washing machine Capacity according to the number ofhousehold’s occupants [9] 7 kg
Dishwasher load capacity. 12 cutlery
Oven volume, based on the nr. of occupants[9] 47 cm × 68 cm





Compact Fluorescent Light (CFL)
Fluorescent
Refrigerator
capacity of the refrigerators [9]
type of refrigerator according to the
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The remaining assumptions are shown on Tables 2 and 3, as well as the correspondent
consumption profile (Table 3).
Table 2. Tariffs used and other assumptions considered.
Emission Factor [gCO2/kWh] 675 Discount Factor [%] 7
Life cycle (usage phase) [years]: 10 Annual Factor 7.02
Electrical Energy tariff [€/kWh] 0.162 Water tariff [€/m3] 1.19
Table 3. Consumer usage profile (considered).
Emission Factor [gCO2/kWh] 675 Discount Factor [%] 7
Life cycle (usage phase) [years]: 10 Annual Factor 7.02
Electrical Energy tariff [€/kWh] 0.162 Water tariff [€/m3] 1.19
Energy Service
Usage Profile (h)
Daily Weekly Monthly Annual
Air Conditioner 2 12 48 576
Washing Machine 1 4 16 192
Dryer Machine 1 4 16 192
Refrigerator 11 77 330 4015
Electric Oven 1 2 8 96
Dish Washing Machine 1 4 16 192
Lighting 5 35 150 1825
Energy Service
Usage Profile (Frequency)
Daily Weekly Monthly Annual
Air Conditioner 1 6 24 288
Washing Machine 1 4 16 192
Dryer Machine 1 4 16 192
Refrigerator 1 7 30 365
Electric Oven 1 2 8 96
Dish Washing Machine 1 4 16 192
Lighting 1 7 30 365
The consumption profile was performed, by making a set of assumptions based on the hours,
which was then extrapolated to a weekly and year base. However, the decision-agent (consumer) can
also define its usage profile, according to its needs, or by using the profile, presented here, as a default.
The data, from Table 3, will be adopted to perform a life cycle cost analysis (LCCA), considering
each individual solution, as will be described in the next section.
3.2. Data Set
Additionally to the data referred to before, regarding the criteria used (Table 1) and consumer
usage profile (Table 2), data regarding the electricity consumption were considered, according to
the consumer usage profile assumed in Table 2, i.e., on an hourly, daily, monthly and yearly basis,
even then extrapolated for the lifecycle considered in this case study (10 years), performing a LCCA,
regarding each appliance from each energy service, during the usage phase (Annex I).
Data regarding the initial investment, as well as the criteria referred above and the remain data
(brand and model) regarding each appliance, was also considered (Annex I).
3.3. Proposed Approach
The approach presented here, was developed to support a DA who wants to buy a set of household
appliances existed on market.
This set of appliances, regarding each energy service, are potential solutions, provided by the
proposed approach, presented on Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Model proposed.




are pre-selected from the market, according to specific
criteria, according to building occupants. The criteria are the same, although the value of the
correspondent attributes can change according to the building number of occupants. An example of
such a table is presented in Table 1 regarding the case study presented here.
This pre-selection allows to reduce the decision space, accounting only the solutions, suitable to
the consumer needs, as well as to increase NSGAII efficiency, by achieving optimal solutions with
less time.




, is then formulated as an option i, regarding energy
service j, to be acquired by the DA (consumer) from the market.
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Given a DA consumption profile (e.g., Table 2), LCCA is then preformed to achieve, for













). Both parameters, are
savings, obtained from the comparison between the efficient and the correspondent “standard solution”
(less efficient one).
Given the diversity of features, regarding each solution, as well as the DA’s economic, social
and environmental concerns, a set of attributes was defined according to the consumer preferences
and regarding each energy service, for the two problem dimensions considered; A-Economics,
B-Environment. These attributes are presented on Table 4.
Table 4. Attributes used to define problem dimensions, regarding each energy service considered.
Energy Service
Dimension





Cycle—Usage Phase) [kg] Ilu.B1
Energy Cons. Savings (Life



































Water Cons. Savings (Life
Cycle—Usage phase) [€] MLR.A.4
Water Consumption (Life








Cycle—Usage Phase) [€] MSR.A.3
CO2e Emissions (Life














Water Cons. Savings (Life
Cycle—Usage phase) [€] MLL.A.4
Water Consumption (Life
Cycle—Usage phase) [3] MLL.C.4
Apart from the energy efficiency classification (Table 4), regarding each energy label, belonging
to each energy service, all the adopted attributes can be applied into other regions. In this case,
the EU’s Energy Labelling framework Regulation (2017/1369) was adopted, although, and with the
correspondent adjustments referred before, it can be applied in other world regions.
The consumption profile was performed, by making a set of assumptions based on the hours,
which was then extrapolated to a weekly and year base. However, the decision-agent (consumer) can
also define its usage profile according to its needs, or by using the profile, considered in the case study
presented here, as a default.
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As referred to before, MAVT is used to support the DA, by evaluating a set of alternative solutions,
according to a set of criteria/attributes established (Table 1).
Based on criteria from Table 1, it was defined x
(gjt)
ij , as the attribute regarding each alternative
solution i, associated to a certain energy service j, stablished according to criteria t, associated to energy



















∧ nAj , nBj , t, j ∈ N (2)
By following the notation described above and based on criteria established in Table 1, as well







behavior/pay-off was defined, regarding each option i, belonging to energy service
j. On Figure 2a), an example of this table, regarding the energy service “Lighting”, is presented.
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 2. Example of evaluation table (lighting energy service)): (a) x
(gjt)


























Given the 2 objectives considered, different attributes are used to define the performance regarding
the set of objectives defined.
Therefore, in order to transform the criteria to follow the same scale and units, an expression

















, by using also the corresponding worst and better results, for a




























, fills a new evaluation table, belonging to each energy
service j. On Figure 2b), it’s shown an example for a table regarding energy service “Lighting”.
Based on the value attributes, previously achieved, it was used the additive model to aggregate
them, referred to each option i, regarding energy service j, which was further improved, by applying
optimization techniques, by using NSGAII algorithm.
The consumer will face a problem of the type of a combinatorial (Figure 1), where the number
of combinations is dependent on the number of individual solutions to be considered, related to
each energy service (23 million combinations in the case study considered here). This number of
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combinations can be reduced by assuming that the consumer cannot perform any choices (xij), given
his limited budget (Figure 1).
Constraints like the air conditioner capacity and appliances noise maximal requirements will also
be accounted for to suit consumer needs in order to improve its social wellbeing.
After defining the value attributes of each potential solution, and by using the additive model,
the problem presented here can be formulated as follows:
max Vm(x), c/ m = A, B
subject to x ∈ X c/Vm(x) = [VA(x), VB(x)]T
(5)
where x is the decision variable vector, defined as:








∧ t, i, j ∈ N (6)
with,
j = {1, . . . , 10} ∧ j = {1, 2, . . . , 7} ∧ t =
{{




1, . . . , nBj
}}
∧ nAj , nBj ∈ N (7)











j ) w/g = {A , B} ∧ vj(x
(gjt)
j ) ∧ nj, ngj , t, j ∈ N (8)
Therefore, and based on (8), the objective functions are:




















The first objective function is based on the work of [20].
By using the additive model from MAVT, the aggregated function results in a unique objective






































j ≤ ηdisp. (12)
with
Ajt = {A14 , A26, A35, A44, A54, A64, A75} ∧ ndim, t, j ∈ N (13)
Environment–Noise:
rj : Noisej ≤ Max.Noisej ⇔ x(Bjt)j ≤ Max.Noisej (14)
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With:
Bjt = {B24 , B35, B44, B54, B64, B75} ∧ ndim, t, j ∈ N (15)
The NSGAII individual framework, is presented as follows on Figure 4.
As referred to before, NSGAII’s codification used was real so that it can only be chosen in one
individual solution, regarding each type of appliance at the time.
The model will be applied, using the case study presented before, and by considering a consumer
(DA), who wants to buy seven energy services.
3.4. Strengths and Weakness of the Presented Model
The presented approach deals with the LCCA concept by predicting, according to a given
consumption profile, the costs associated with the usage phase, corresponding to each electrical
appliance (energy service) to be considered. The consumer’s needs (e.g., cloth dryer machine, fridge
and air conditioner capacities, among others) are also considered, to provide the decision-agent with
more suitable appliances existing in the market.
Besides the Environment dimension, the preferences regarding the consumer’s relative importance
corresponding to each dimension (Environment and Economics) are also considered in this work.
Given its advantages in getting several optimal (sustainable) and different solutions, the approach
presented here allows use to prevent an eventual unavailability of a specific appliance.
The social dimension, although implicit through consumer preferences and needs, needs to be
more explicit, which will be one of the improvements of this work.
The LCCA only accounts the usage phase in this work. Therefore, further developments will be
included in future, given this issue.
3.5. Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGAII)
Given GA’s successful in guaranteeing optimal solutions, as well as its advantages faced other
methods [27], we decided to use it in this study.
Therefore, the approach proposed here, will use the NSGAII as an optimization method to deal
with the potential solutions, resulting from the multicriteria analysis.
In general, NSGAII presents good performance on optimizing two objective functions, with
efficiency, by making use of two approaches; a non-domination rank and crowding distance. The first
one allows to reduce the time of computation, while the second one, guides in the selection process [28].
In a maximization problem (for both objective functions), if a fitness value of solution j is more
than the correspondent one from solution i, then solution j dominates solution i, with j having a
better ranking.
When both solutions, have the same rank, the solution placed in the region with less crowd,
is selected [28] (Figure 3). We used NSGAII in our study, to create diverse solutions for the two
objectives considered.
Figure 3. Crowding distance and non-dominated solutions.
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As it was referred before, NSGAII’s codification used, was real, so it can only be chosen as one
individual solution, regarding each type of appliance at the time.
The NSGAII individual framework is presented as follows in Figure 4:
Figure 4. GA’s individual framework.
The GA’s iteration process, applied here, makes use of several steps, which includes initialization,
crossover, and selection (Figure 5). Parameters like the population size, iteration size, and crossover
rate, were determined experimentally.
Figure 5. Non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGAII) individual framework.
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Initialize population
The first generation is formed by the randomized generation of a number n of individuals, which is
called the population size. In this work, each solution carries the information of a potential aggregated
solution formed by a set of appliances desired by the DA.
Evaluate fitness
The fitness function allows us to perform a continuous evolutionary search by NSGAII, with the
fitness values of each individual solution, being calculated and evaluated.
Each individual is then ranked, selected and determined.
Selection, crossover and mutation
The next generation is achieved by the selection, crossover and mutation operators. Individuals
are randomly selected by Tournament into a group, where the best ones, are selected for crossover [17].
Therefore, it’s introduced by this operator, the randomness and certainty characteristics.
The best solutions/individuals are selected from the parents and offspring. The last one, is
obtained through the individuals generated from the crossover and mutation operators. The iteration
process finishes, after the maximum iteration is satisfied, by finding the correspondent Pareto frontier.
4. Results and Discussion
NSGAII was implemented by using Matlab code, by considering the following parameters:
• Selection method: tournament
• Crossover method: single point
• Mutation used: normal random mutation
The remaining NSGA-II parameters (initial population, crossover and mutation rate) were defined
after several runs.
The max generations parameter was tested at first, where it was selected a maximum generation
number of 90 to show that if 90 iterations were enough to find the Pareto curve. Other parameters
were also tested, such as the population size (100 individuals), the tournament size (10), the crossover
rate (0.9), and the mutation rate (0.3). The results obtained, regarding the 90th and 100th generations,
are presented on Figure 6, where it can be seen that both cases have a similar Pareto frontier. In this
sense the max number of iterations/generations of 90 were selected. Then, several combinations of
crossover and mutation rates of NSGA-II were performed (Table 5).
Figure 6. Pareto frontier for 90th and 100th generations.
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Table 5. Combinations of crossover and mutation rates used.





The combinations, presented on Table 4, were performed by setting a max iteration of 90.
The correspondent results are shown on Figure 7, where it’s noted that the small change on parameters,
has a reduced effect in the results. Thus, NSGAII’s parameters were used to show the results of the
present case: population size (100), max iteration (90), tournament size (10), crossover rate (0.9) and
mutation rate (0,1).
Figure 7. Pareto frontier for different parameters of NSGAII.
NSGA-II is applied on resolution of multi-objective problems. Therefore, the correspondent
solution, is a Pareto frontier, which is gradually formed through an iteration process, where is an
increase in the number of solutions of Pareto frontier in the first generations. Once the frontier was
formed, improved results regarding each solution were founded in further generations (Figure 8).
Figure 8. Pareto frontier for different generations of the selected parameters.
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After NSGAII calculations, the Pareto frontier in Figure 9 is thereby obtained, where each node
represents a potential solution of the problem, i.e., a set of sustainable solutions (appliances) regarding
each energy service required.
Figure 9. Pareto frontier of the last generation.
Although the economic well-being decreases, the environmental well-being increases here.
One of these nodes are presented on Table 3, as an example of a feasible solution obtained,
considering a budget of 2100 €.
Thirteen potential solutions were selected regarding the last generation by the algorithm, as an
example of a Pareto frontier.
One of these nodes are presented in Table 6, as an example of a feasible solution, considering a
budget of 2100 € and a life cycle (usage phase) of 10 years.



























Lighting 15.89 09.53 5.34 59.40 - 28.90 GE EFL23W
Air
Conditioning 368.00 299.00 69.00 1320.60 - 1315.70 Whirlpool PACW9HP
Refrigerator 250.00 529.00 −279.00 708.10 - 8.70 Candy CFET 6182W
Dishwasher
Machine 310.00 349.00 −39.00 3.20 423.00 6.90 Bosch SMS25AI00E
Washing
Machine 262.00 294.00 −32.00 6.90 317.00 94.80 Siemens WI12A222ES
Oven 170.00 199.00 −29.00 1.70 - 2.20 Zanussi ZZB21601XV
Clothes
dryer 349.00 419.00 −70.0 12.30 - 1.70 Electrolux EDP2074PDW
Total 1724.90 2099.60 −374.70 2112.30 740.00 1458.90 - -
The CO2 savings are also presented, compared with the less efficient one (standard solution).
Based on Table 6, if the consumer opts for the solutions set provided by this approach, he can
save up to 2112.3 €, further contributing to a 1458.9 kg of CO2 and 740 L of water, both savings/years,
based on the life cycle considered.
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5. Conclusions and Further Work
In this paper, an approach to provide sustainable electrical household appliances from the market
to the decision-agent (consumer) was presented, considering two problem dimensions (objectives),
regarding sustainability; environment and economic well-being.
Both solutions were pre-selected, based on a set of specific criteria, related to each type of
appliance, considered by the case study.
Criteria were used to pre-select the appliances from the market adjusting therefore, the method to
the case study presented here.
Other criteria were also used combined with MAVT to model the consumer preferences, according
to the two problem dimensions presented here.
The main objective was to maximize consumer well-being (environment and economics). Social
wellbeing was also promoted, by suit the obtained solutions to the consumer needs.
The relative importance, given by the DA (consumer), was also considered, in order to weight the
DA decision through both dimensions.
NSGAII were then applied here to obtain optimal solutions by maximizing both dimensions,
considering the environmental impact (CO2 and water savings), as well as the economic rationality
(initial investment and energy consumption savings) regarding the lifecycle of each appliance, during
its usage phase.
The results show that this method provides alternative (and sustainable) appliances that attend
the consumer’s needs.
We test different parameters (max number of iterations, crossover and mutation rates) and their
correspondent values, are not quite sensitive to the results. Additionally, NSGAII can also find the
Pareto frontier of the solutions, providing therefore several alternative solutions to the consumer.
The achievements presented on this work, allows to proceed in a way of getting a more completed
approach that maximizes all the dimensions of sustainability: economical, environmental and social.
Therefore, the social dimension, although implicit through consumer preferences and needs, will
more explicit, by being expressed through a third dimension to be included in the model.
As referred to before, the LCCA only accounts the usage phase in this work, bringing up the need
to include the remaining LCCA phases (Production and Final Disposal) as further developments to be
considered in this work.
As referred to in Section 1, there are several regions around the world, where energy efficiency
measures have been applied.
Therefore, and based on what was referred to in Section 3, apart from energy efficiency
classification, all the adopted attributes can be applied into other regions. In this work, it was adopted
the EU’s Energy Labelling framework Regulation (2017/1369) for energy efficiency classification,
although, and with the correspondent adjustments referred before, it can be applied into other world’s
regions, adjusted to each consumer’s individual needs, as referred to above.
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Abstract: Due to the rise in environmental awareness, corporate companies have shifted their
focus from an obsession with short-term profits to contemplating long-term strategies to achieve
sustainable management. Effective use of resources is the primary indicator of this achievement.
Fulfillment of corporate social responsibility and thinking beyond the regulatory aspects of corporate
sustainable management are goals that have continually attracted attention worldwide. Material
flow cost accounting based on ISO 14051, which was announced by the International Organization
for Standardization (ISO), is a tool that can be used to achieve a balance between the environment
and economy. We focused on using ISO 14051-based material flow cost accounting as an analytical
evaluation tool from the perspectives of finance and accounting personnel. We conducted a case
study on a flat-panel parts supplier to determine whether the efficient use of recycled glass could
reduce company costs. The primary finding is that the film layer on recycled washed glass tends to
be stripped during the production process, causing increased reprocessing costs and thus rendering
the cost of renewable cleaning higher than that of reworking. This study revealed that the ISO
14051-based material flow cost accounting analysis constitutes a valuable management tool, thereby
facilitating the promotion of sustainable development.
Keywords: sustainability; ISO14051; material flow cost accounting
1. Introduction
The rapid industry development, the depletion of natural resources, and the rise in environmental
awareness have led corporate companies to shift their attentions from short-term profits to long-term
strategies to achieve sustainable management and smooth progress into a new era. The World
Commission on Environment and Development established sustainable development policies for
future environmental and economic development, defining sustainability as a development model
that meets the needs of contemporary people and protects the environment without comprising future
competition. Sustainability indicators are a suitable means for assessing the development of production
technologies and integration of business decisions [1]. Achieving an acceptable environmental
performance has become a universal commitment for all organizations to maintain competitiveness.
Environmental accounting (or green accounting) is an environmental analytical tool that measures and
communicates the costs and benefits of the overall economic effects [2,3]. It is a process that involves
collecting material-volume and cost information to identify the costs incurred by corporate companies
in the pollution emission, waste treatment, and environmental protection. Currently, environmental
accounting has garnered international attention and the disclosure of corporate environmental
information is actively encouraged while theoretical frameworks and practical guidelines are gradually
developed. Environmental cost and ecological balance remain a topic of intense discussion in the
Sustainability 2019, 11, 1270; doi:10.3390/su11051270 www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability254
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field of environmental accounting. In 2007, the Environmental Protection Administration of Taiwan
formulated a set of environmental-accounting guidelines, which are currently commonly adopted by
Taiwanese corporations as the foundation for environmental-accounting practices.
Taiwan has a serious environmental pollution problem, such as air pollution caused by the power
plants and pollution of water sources, which has a significant impact on the society, people, and
enterprises. Even though many SMEs have environmental awareness, they do not have the knowledge
required and/or the skills needed to apply the appropriate environmental tools [4,5]. One study
indicated that the eco-efficient optimization of material flow cost management, which aims to reduce
costs while simultaneously decreasing environmental influence, has become an explicit objective
of practical and scientific activities and efforts. Although discussions have been frequent, little has
actually been done to realize these goals [6]. Even in Germany and Japan, numerous companies remain
ill-informed regarding the MFCA process and few have fully incorporated this practice into their
operations [7]. However, Schaltegger et al. [8] used tools for sustainability management to examine
large German companies and reported that more well-known environmental accounting tools are more
likely to be implemented. Therefore, communication channels and publicity regarding the release of
the ISO 14051: Material flow cost-accounting standard are crucial [7].
To standardize MFCA practices, a working group of the ISO Technical Committee ISO/ TC 207,
Environmental Management, developed ISO 14051, which complements the ISO 14000 family of
environmental management system standards, including life cycle assessment (ISO 14040, ISO 14044)
and environmental performance evaluation (ISO 14031). The standard was published in the second half
of 2011. Material flow cost accounting (MFCA) based on ISO 14051 is an environmental-management
accounting (EMA) tool providing the analysis of environmental and economic balance [3]. ISO 14051
provides a general framework for material flow cost accounting. The ultimate goal of MFCA is
to mitigate environmental problems and simultaneously improve the economic performance [9].
The concept of MFCA has been successfully applied in numerous industrial practices to improve
waste-reduction decisions, such as in brewing companies in South Africa [3], small textile factories in
Thailand [10], pharmaceutical companies in Japan [9], and small- and medium-sized enterprises in
Malaysia [11]. These cases indicate that MFCA increases environmental sustainability and improves
the overall economic performance of a company.
The purpose of this study is to use case companies to prove whether the introduction of MFCA
management tools can be successfully promoted only by referring to the ISO14501 manual. In addition,
by using the financial and cost data provided by the case company, this study explores whether the
MFCA analysis tool is a set of stability tools, and whether it is possible to produce different results
because of the different managers of operation analysis tools.
The case company is the first company in Taiwan fully implementing MFCA. The reason why
the case company takes the lead to implement MFCA is to reduce the waste and pollution, which
can assist the case company in reaching sustainability. Other companies in Taiwan only implement
the MFCA in one factory or one product line, which makes it difficult to know the real effects of the
implementation. Thus, understanding the implementation process and steps of the case company can
provide suggestions to other companies.
The analysis of the case company’s implementation of MFCA revealed that the film layer
on recycled washed glass tends to be stripped during the production process, causing increased
reprocessing costs that result in the cost of renewable cleaning being higher than that of using new
materials. Because remanufacturing requires that used products serve as inputs, the success of
remanufacturing depends on the efficiency with which used products are collected [12]. The present
study does not focus on the process of collecting used products, which is a topic that can be addressed
by manufacturers, retailers, or third parties in future studies. Despite uncertainty regarding whether the
efficient use of recycled glass can reduce company costs and environmental loads, the case company
can determine whether recycling is beneficial by evaluating the benefits of outsourcing recycled
materials following an analysis of ISO 14051-based MFCA. This study analyzes Taiwan CFI Company,
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the first company to receive ISO 14051 MFCA certification in Taiwan, which is recommended to get
the business environmental protection award. The case company can be the role model of promoting
business sustainability. The experience of applying MFCA can be the guidelines of the business in
manufacturing and service industries, which are devoted to improving the sustainable environment
and lowering the costs.
Studies on MFCA in Taiwan have primarily been based on environmental-management or
industry cases. However, the basic information required for MFCA analysis is obtainable from
the original cost-management accounting process. For the purpose of increasing the corporate
resource efficiency and using natural resources more effectively and sustainably [13], analysis with
MFCA is highly reasonable as the most prospective [14] and the only international standardized
method [15]. Therefore, a cost-management accounting perspective was adopted, and a flat-panel
parts supplier that had obtained ISO 14051-based MFCA certification served as a case in this study
to describe implementation and teardown analysis methods, as well as investigate implementation
results. Through this research, we hope to introduce a method as revolutionary as MFCA and help
manufacturing companies to evolve in a changing environment and economy, overcome environmental
damage inflicted by companies in a low-profit seeking era, and achieve mutual benefits for both the
company and the environment. We expect that an analysis of ISO 14051-based MFCA will enable
companies to consider all facets of MFCA and thereby become a valuable management tool that
links companies to the environment and economy, as well as facilitates the promotion of sustainable
development. The hypothesis of the research is whether the application of ISO 14051-based MFCA
can assist the case company to analyze the cost, which helps manufacturing companies to evolve in a
changing environment and economy.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide the review of the related
literature. In Section 3, we give the background introduction and case analysis. Lastly, the final
conclusions and recommendations are presented.
2. Literature Review
2.1. Material Flow Management
Adopting sustainable development while also retaining business competitiveness is a common
goal in corporate communities. Because of this trend, a goal-oriented innovative management method
is necessary for economic optimization and the reduction of material-related environmental pollution.
Wagner and Enzler [6] explained that material flow management, which contributes to full utilization
of the potential sustainable management of a company, provides a new framework for economic
research and initiates standardization processes for sustainable management. Because material flow
and its effects are direct causes of ecological problems, material flow management can be used to
directly address the root of a problem and facilitate the reduction in the environmental pollution,
which also leads to cost reduction [16].
Material flow management is focused on optimizing systems rather than a single product or
material and is primarily characterized by interdisciplinarity and networking on the basis of a
normative orientation [6]. The initial step of material flow management is goal setting. Because
material flow management is a component of a superordinate management concept, the goals of
material flow management arise from the normative and strategic goals of the company. In fact,
the environmental-management tool with life-cycle-assessment orientation is designed to reveal the
life-cycle–related effects of products and services on the natural environment. This approach helps to
reduce environmental damage, but does not provide clear contributions to cost savings or corporate
profits [16]. Traditional cost-accounting methods in the evaluation of material flow processes neglect
the complexity of material and energy flow [16]. Environmental-management accounting has expanded
rapidly, and MFCA has become one of the most promising environmental-management accounting
tools [17].
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MFCA is an environmental-management accounting practice proposed by Professor Wagner
from the Institut fur Management und Umwelt in Augsburg. MFCA aims to reduce material input
through analysis. All input materials equal the amount of finished goods (positive products) plus that
of generated waste (negative products). This equation represents the identification of material balance.
When the number of positive products is constant, the number of negative products decreases, which
reduces the environmental effect and amount of waste produced.
Environmental protection is critical for sustainability. Continuous investments in energy
consumption and natural resource consumption, as well as manufacturing sectors and infrastructure,
have had seriously harmful impacts on the environment [18]. Environmental accounting creates
accountability for business entities in terms of their efforts to protect the environment in their
corporate decisions [19]. Environmental accounting constitutes a tool for applying the sustainable
development concept and now commands acceptance as a means of ensuring the preservation of the
environment Environmental accounting information includes financial, environmental performance,
and policy aspects, which are scattered in many parts of annual reports and social responsibility
reports. The quality of disclosures can be characterized from aspects of comprehensiveness, reliability,
and compliance (Masud, Bae, & Kim, 2017). In decision making, an organization considers different
pressures from internal and external parties and attempts to legitimize the impact of its activities on
the environment in the eyes of society and various pressure groups. Environmental accounting plays
an active role in preparing, presenting, and analyzing environmental information for interested party
holders, thus encouraging top management to improve environmental conditions [19].
2.2. Material Flow Cost Accounting
MFCA aims to reduce the material input through the analysis. All input materials equal the
amount of finished goods (positive products) plus that of generated waste (negative products).
This equation represents the identification of material balance. When the number of positive products
is constant, the number of negative products decreases, which reduces the environmental effects
and amount of waste produced. Nakajima [20] indicated that the production process in traditional
cost accounting is a consumption process of economic value in which the added value of a product
is valuated, and the consumption in an official production process is regarded as cost accounting.
All monetary values of inputted resources are calculated in the production cost of a product as the
output of the corresponding production process, meaning that a product should be burdened with all
of the costs of utilized resources. Additionally, waste is not recognized in traditional cost accounting
because it is considered to be unrelated to a value chain of various inputted resources (monetary
value and physical volume), which are completely separated from production processes. By contrast,
in MFCA analysis, wastes are not regarded as a process of value addition. Unlike traditional cost
accounting, MFCA aims to recover the value of a product in a production process by equally valuing
all of the outputs from a production process [20].
When using traditional cost-accounting methods, management authorities are mostly focused
on the costs of manufacturing a product, which cover all of the costs incurred during the production
process, including direct materials, labor, and production overheads. All of the costs incurred when
manufacturing a product comprise the cost of the product. Irrespective of the amount of losses
generated in an output process, the cost of losses is still allocated to the product cost.
In MFCA, quantity of input refers to the actual quantity of input remaining in the final product.
Input in MFCA differs from input in a manufacturing and production process in that the quantity
of input in the final product is the actual amount of input required to produce 100% yield without
taking yield into consideration. Yield is generally considered in the production process, producing a
standard value, which represents a standard dosage that is considered to be the target value. At the
beginning of the production process, the quantity of allowable losses in management is considered
in addition to yield, and yield plus the quantity of allowable losses leads to the development of an
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ideal standard. The difference between a realistic standard and ideal standard is the loss examined in
MFCA; accordingly, the hidden value in this loss can be identified.
In MFCA, waste is considered to be negative products. The main consequence of this assumption
is that the manufacturing cost is used to produce not only the required products, but also the undesired
negative products (waste). Thus, waste is considered to bear part of the processing cost of all upstream
processing steps. Conventional cost-accounting practices typically overlook significant costs incurred
by waste; therefore, the cost incurred by waste is known as the hidden cost. To reduce this cost and
thereby improve the economic performance, waste recovery is an essential strategy for manufacturing
companies [21].
Numerous studies worldwide have identified the advantages of MFCA. Several studies have
identified the advantages of MFCA. Based on a case study of a Sri Lankan crepe rubber factory,
Dunuwila et al. [22] adopted a cost-efficient and eco-friendly approach to improve the processing
sector for natural rubber in the following three phases: 1. Quantifying factory resource use,
economic loss, and greenhouse gas emissions through material flow analysis, MFCA, and life-cycle
assessment; 2. developing proposals for viable improvement options; and 3. confirming the benefits of
implementing the suggested improvement options. The results indicated that the proposed methods
enabled 26% and 79% decreases in cost and global warming potential, respectively. Provided that the
improvement options are viable, the results published by Dunuwila et al. [22] can be used to ultimately
increase profits for the rubber company, reduce the amount of toxic gas released into the atmosphere,
reduce water consumption, and enhance the company image.
Nitto is a leading Japanese diversified materials manufacturer that offers a wide variety of
products, including tapes, vinyl, LCDs, insulation, and reverse osmosis membranes. With the support
of the Japanese Ministry of Economy, Nitto was the first model company to use MFCA. Before
introducing MFCA, Nitto had long been committed to enhancing the efficiency and mitigating the
environmental effects of its operations. Nitto discovered that its environmental-accounting system
was incomplete, primarily because only environmental protection costs were considered, and a few
costs associated with environmental effects were still hidden. The environmental protection costs
incurred through conventional environmental accounting only represented 1.6% of total sales in 2005.
However, other costs, such as energy-consumption costs related to environmental effects, are usually
regarded as production costs, which accounted for approximately 13.6% of total sales, substantially
higher than that for environmental protection costs (1.6%). During the process of target-product
selection, Nitto focused on a product that exhibited an upward market trend and had production
lines that generated a considerable amount of material loss and consumed a substantial amount of
energy during the manufacturing process. Through MFCA, Nitto could accurately assess its material
losses and associated costs. This information became a driving force for Nitto to improve the material
productivity of this production line. Hence, the implementation team established its improvement
plans on the basis of a cost–benefit analysis using the physical and cost data under MFCA. The plans
and countermeasures were subsequently planned and implemented. Nitto recognized MFCA as
a method that was helpful for clarifying losses in terms of cost, enabled managers to set explicit
improvement goals, and provided a means for identifying potential cost reductions and positive effects
on the environment. Using a professional management method such as MFCA ensured increased
competitiveness for achieving the goal of a sustainable operation (Manual on Material Flow Cost
Accounting ISO14051, 2014).
Kokubu and Kitada [17] indicated that intensely competitive Japanese companies have identified
further room for improvement by using MFCA because the loss concept in MFCA is different from
the general concept of compliance in traditional business management. The value of MFCA-derived
information is attributed to this concept of difference in loss.
Kokubu and Kitada [17] examined three cases of companies that had applied MFCA in the
EMA trial of the Japanese METI and investigated how the case companies used MFCA to introduce
countermeasures to solve problems. The findings demonstrated that applying MFCA and DOE
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increased product quality and reduced the adverse environmental effects of the production process
of the case-study company, thereby reducing the cost and strengthening competitiveness. Kokubu
and Kitada [17] investigated how the case companies used MFCA to introduce countermeasures to
solve problems. The first case study indicated that Tanabe Seiyaku introduced MFCA as a trial in 2001.
Although most Japanese companies still use Microsoft Excel for MFCA calculations, Tanabe Seiyaku
has already combined the enterprise resource planning system for the entire company with MFCA [23].
Through the integration of MFCA data, information on improvement activities is shared across
the entire company. The second case is Canon Inc., one of the leading precise machine companies
in Japan. The company introduced MFCA as a trial from 2001 to 2002, after which time Canon
successively introduced MFCA at individual manufacturing plants on the basis of cooperation between
the environmental department and plants. In a report on sustainable development, Canon also
mentioned that through its workplace-centered environmental assurance system using MFCA, it is
committed to reducing waste and cost. The last case study focused on Sekisui Chemical Co. Ltd.,
which introduced MFCA in 2004 and indicated that through MFCA activities, the company continues
to lower and stabilize costs, verifying that from a business perspective, using an innovative MFCA
management system is conducive to the development of manufacturing industries.
Chompu-inwai et al. [24] conducted a case study on a wood-product manufacturer in northern
Thailand. An analysis of the company’s production process revealed that almost 70% of the raw wood
materials used were waste in the form of chippings, sawdust, off-cuts, and defects. The objective of the
study was to discuss whether the application of MFCA can reduce material consumption and waste
to the maximum extent. The results of their experiment were subsequently integrated into practical
applications, reducing the amount of wood material loss incurred during the cutting process from
approximately 69% to 54%. The findings demonstrated that applying MFCA increased product quality
and reduced the adverse environmental effects of the production process of the case-study company,
thereby reducing the cost and strengthening competitiveness.
In response to the rising cost of raw materials obtained from the natural environment, consistently
high production costs, and the inevitable imposition of carbon or energy taxes by environmental
agencies, the China Steel Corporation installed MFCA integrated with functions for managing
resources, the environment, and waste. Findings obtained using this tool can serve as a basis for
determining improvement options and provide clear insight into which types of cost and expenditure
are the sources of maximum loss. Furthermore, these results reveal the flow and proportion of iron
resources from the main products, recycling and reuse within plants, and waste gases to facilitate the
formulation of improvement options.
One key difference is how you recognize the cost MFCA represents as a different way of
management accounting. In conventional cost accounting, the data is used to determine whether
the incurred costs are recovered from sales. It does not require determining whether material
is transformed into products or disposed as waste. In conventional accounting, even if waste is
recognized in terms of quantity, the costs to produce ‘material losses’ are included as part of the total
output cost. On the other hand, MFCA, as explained before, focuses on identifying and differentiating
between the costs associated with ‘products’ and ‘material losses’.
In this way, ‘material loss’ is evaluated as an economic loss, which encourages the management to
search for ways to reduce material losses and improve business efficiency. The figure below shows the
difference between MFCA and Conventional Accounting. MFCA is the cost accounting system that
can be installed in the ERP system. Therefore, there is no system integration issue of the MFCA system.
The aforementioned studies present cases of successful MFCA implementation. Thus, through
the promotion of ISO 14051-based MFCA analysis, this study constructed a material flow model to
determine the potential environmental and financial consequences of raw material and energy use and
manufacturing processes. Other aims were to increase the transparency of material and energy use and
manufacturing processes, as well as to highlight the loss of raw material input and waste-treatment cost
that have always been neglected. Creating a management mechanism can effectively strengthen green
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designs and enhance the research and development of clean processes, while also identifying methods
for mitigating environmental effects and reducing costs, with the hope of achieving the optimal
balance between the promotion of environmental conservation and economic growth. In traditional
cost accounting, the cost of finished goods increases with the number of steps in the production
process, and this cost increases incrementally. The physical volume of materials does not necessary
accumulate with the number of steps in a production process because they may be cut and lost during
manufacturing, thereby generating enough waste whose quantities plus the final output equal the
total physical volume of materials inputted.
In traditional cost accounting, the basic calculation model involves allocating manufacturing costs
to various products. Therefore, the value of wastes generated during the production process in most
companies is “zero.” Generally, little analysis is performed on waste, except for the waste management
cost recognized in environmental accounting. The basic calculation model in MFCA involves using
the same approach to allocate the manufacturing costs of finished goods (positive products) and waste
(negative products) generated during the production process. Thus, the true value of generated waste
(negative products) can be calculated, and a hotspot for improvement can be identified from this
originally zero-value waste (negative products).
2.3. ISO 14051 Based MFCA
ISO 14051 defines MFCA as a “tool for quantifying the flows and stocks of materials in processes
or production lines in both physical and monetary units” where ‘materials’ include energy and
water [14]. These flows and stocks of materials are important because they pervade business
practice [25]. The aim of MFCA is to provide information to management about opportunities
for reducing material use and improving the monetary performance of businesses at the same time,
representing an irresistible opportunity.
To facilitate implementation, ISO 14051 proposes several MFCA implementation steps,
as delineated below. The level of detail and complexity of the analysis will depend on the size
of the organization, nature of the organization’s activities and products, number of processes, and
quantity centers chosen for analysis, among other factors. These conditions make MFCA a flexible tool
that can be applied in a wide range of organizations.
2.3.1. Implementation Step 1: Engaging Management and Determining Roles and Responsibilities
(Clause 6.2, 6.3, ISO 14051:2011)
Successful projects usually start with support from the company’s management; MFCA is not
an exception. If the company management understands the benefits of MFCA and its usefulness
in achieving an organization’s environmental and financial targets, it is easier to gain commitment
from the whole organization. In order to be effectively implemented, it is highly recommended
that top management take the lead in MFCA implementation by assigning roles and responsibilities,
including setting up an MFCA project implementation team, providing resources, monitoring progress,
reviewing results, and deciding on improvement measures based on the MFCA results.
In general terms, management should be engaged in all phases of MFCA implementation and it
is recommended that MFCA projects start with aggressive support from management, followed by a
bottom-up approach on-site. In addition, successful implementation of MFCA requires collaboration
between different departments within the organization. The reason why collaboration is needed
is because different sources of information are required to complete MFCA analysis. Through
engagement of the company management in the MFCA implementation process, the required expertise
can be determined and the correct flow of information between all areas involved can be facilitated.
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2.3.2. Implementation Step 2: Scope and Boundary of The Process and Establishing A Material Flow
Model (Clauses 6.4, 6.5, ISO 14051:2011)
Based on collected material flow data, the MFCA boundary needs to be specified to clearly
understand the scale of MFCA activity. During implementation, it is usually recommended that there
is a focus on specific products or processes at the beginning, before then expanding implementation
to other products. By implementing MFCA in steps, the analysis is simplified and better results can
be achieved.
The boundary can be limited to a single process, multiple processes, an entire facility, or a supply
chain. It is recommended that the process or processes that are chosen for initial implementation be the
ones with potentially significant environmental and economic impacts. After specifying the boundary,
the process should be classified in quantity centers using process information and procurement records.
In MFCA, the quantity center is the part of the process in which inputs and outputs are quantified.
In most cases, quantity centers represent parts of the process in which materials are transformed. If the
material flow between two processes is the source of significant material loss, the flow can be classified
as a separate material flow.
After determining the boundary and quantity centers, a time period for MFCA data collection
needs to be specified. While MFCA does not indicate the period during which data must be collected
for analysis, it should be sufficiently long to allow meaningful data to be collected and to minimize the
impact of any significant process variation that can affect the reliability and usability of the data, such
as seasonal fluctuations. Several historical MFCA projects indicate that the appropriate data collection
period can be as short as a month, with a half-year or a year of data collection being the most common.
2.3.3. Implementation Step 3: Cost Allocation (Clauses 5.3, 6.8, ISO 14051:2011)
MFCA divides costs into the following categories:
• Material cost: cost for a substance that enters and/or leaves a quantity center;
• Energy cost: cost for electricity, fuel, steam, heat, and compressed air;
• System cost: Cost of labor, cost of depreciation and maintenance, and cost of transport;
• Waste management cost: cost of handling waste generated in a quantity center.
Material costs, energy costs, and system costs are assigned or allocated to either products or
material losses at each quantity center based on the proportion of the material input that flows into
the product and material loss. The material costs for each input and output flow are quantified by
multiplying the physical amount of the material flow by the unit cost of the material over the time
period chosen for the analysis. When quantifying the material costs for products and material losses,
the material costs associated with any changes in material inventory within the quantity center should
also be quantified. In contrast to material, energy, and system costs that are assigned to products and
material losses proportionally, 100% of the waste management costs are attributed to material loss,
since the costs represent the costs of managing this material loss.
2.3.4. Implementation Step 4: Interpreting and Communication MFCA Results (Clauses 6.9, 6.10,
ISO 14051:2011)
MFCA implementation provides information such as material loss throughout the process, the use
of materials that do not become products, overall costs, and energy and system costs associated with
the material loss. This information brings about multiple impacts by increasing the awareness of the
company’s operations. Managers who are aware of the costs associated with material losses can then
identify opportunities to increase efficiency in material use and improve business performance.
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2.3.5. Implementation Step 5: Improving Production Practices and Reducing Material Loss through
MFCA Results (Clause 6.11, ISO 14051:2011)
Once MFCA analysis has assisted an organization to understand the magnitude, consequences,
and drivers of material use and loss, the organization may review the MFCA data and seek
opportunities to improve the environmental and financial performance. The measures taken to
achieve these improvements can include the substitution of materials; modification of processes,
production lines, or products; and intensified research and development activities related to material
and energy efficiency.
3. Research Method
This research adopted the case-study method using a flat-panel parts supplier as an example
to analyze the implementation of ISO 14051-based MFCA by the case company and investigate
the results. This method is most commonly used in exploratory research for which the relevant
qualitative research techniques are convenient [26]. The case study method can disclose the problem
and then systematically collect and analyze the problem in a scientific way to find the solution [27].
The importance of this case study is that the process of applying MFCA can provide suggestions
for the future installation of MFCA. For example, the setting of the quantity center should be the
same as the existing data record and periodic review framework to avoid ineffective use. Second,
the historical data should be saved in the operating system, and the material flow currency should
be quantitatively linked to the accounting, and the existing management system of each departments
should be comprehensively integrated to facilitate the rapid introduction of the product. The analysis
of material flow and energy use helps the company understand the relationship between material
usage and cost, identify the hot spots of material and cost loss, improve the efficiency of data analysis,
and systematically review the process to promote and strengthen the environmental cost management.
However, this is confidential financial and cost information within the company. Different
companies have different cost data due to different processes and information system construction.
In the absence of database or cross-company consistency data, we use case studies to conduct empirical
analysis. Some management accounting-related research [28–30] uses case studies for the empirical
analysis due to the lack of public information.
Although the case-study method provides a comprehensive understanding of a situation and
causal relationships, it is still overly subjective and lacks objectivity. Thus, in our case analysis, we first
described the implementation manuals adopted in Taiwan Industrial Development Bureau, Ministry
of Economic Affairs, and then analyzed the case company by following the implementation methods
specified by the manual to circumvent the effects of subjectivity on this research.
The financial information of the case company T is collected from the database of the Company T.
The production process and cost structure are summarized from the database of company T. According
to Clause 6.2, 6.3, ISO 14051:2011, successful projects usually start with the support of the company’s
management. MFCA is not an exception. Through engagement of the company management in the
MFCA implementation process, the required expertise can be determined and the correct flow of
information between all areas involved can be facilitated. Therefore, we also conducted in-depth
interviews with the production manager, accounting manager, and other internal personnel to further
understand the flow of the company’s existing product line and cost structure. We interviewed five
employees, including one production manager, one account manager, and three internal members of
staff to increase the integrity of data collection through a discussion and observation of visits.
To facilitate implementation, ISO 14051 proposes five MFCA implementation steps, as delineated
in the literature review section, which are listed in Section 2.3.
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4. Case Analysis
4.1. Company Profile
The case discussed in the study is a Japanese company in Taiwan (hereafter referred to as
“Company T”). Company T, established in 2001 with a capital of NT$15.3 billion, was a professional
manufacturer and supplier of color filters and strategically collaborated with Company A in 2006.
The plant consisted of two buildings, one of which specialized in the production of generation 4.5
and 5 color filters and the other of which produced generation 6 color filters. Company T was highly
automated in that its equipment-production information was linked by the manufacturing execution
system, which is managed by its industrial engineering department, to the ORACLE-ERP system
(hereafter referred to as the “ERP system”). The company adopted the standard costing system as the
cost-accounting method.
4.2. Decision for Implementing MFCA
As it strove to achieve sustainable development, Company T received the ISO14001
environmental-management system, ISO14064 greenhouse gas verification, carbon footprint and
water footprint, and the ISO50001 energy management system certification before introducing the
MFA system. To elucidate the environmental effects of its raw material and energy practices, Company
T promoted the ISO14051-based MFCA in 2013, which could not only be used to comprehensively
examine the transparency of the company regarding raw materials and energy use, but also to minimize
its environmental effects while also reducing the costs incurred by losses. Ultimately, the company
aimed to fulfill its social responsibilities in a low-interest-rate environment. Regarding research
methods, we described the standard operating procedures for introducing MFCA analysis by using
the “Introductory Manual for Industry Implementation of Material Flow Cost Accounting” from the
Taiwan Ministry of Economic Affairs and the “Material Flow Cost Accounting Introduction.
4.3. The Initial Stage of Establishing a Project Group
While companies implement MFCA-based projects, companies often struggle with implementing
the project and managing costs. To effectively implement MFCA, the collective participation
of professionals among departments is necessary because the integration of the information for
cross departments is crucial. For example, acquiring supervisory supports from the finance
department and plant affairs department is greatly beneficial while implementing the MFCA.
Establishing a project group is key in the initial stage of implementation. Project members include
personnel from environmental safety, manufacturing, technical, plant affairs, and finance departments.
The responsibilities of each department are as follows:
1. Finance department integrates the construction and cost information to construct a material flow
model, compile reports, and document findings for future reference. It also provides valuable
assistance in the implementation process, from preliminary planning to the compilation of an
MFCA balance sheet. In the preparatory stage of MFCA implementation, a scope and time period
must first be specified;
2. Environmental-safety department provides the information regarding the environmental effects
of wastes, including types of the waste and waste-treatment activities;
3. Plant affairs department identifies types and methods of the energy application and quantifies
the consumption of the energy, including the energy loss in each quantity center (QC);
4. Manufacturing and technical department analyzes the material balance in a material flow model
and assists in providing the missing information.
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4.4. Scope Specification
The key to successful MFCA implementation is to select the product or production line and time
period in accordance with the following characteristics:
1. Product with the highest unit price;
2. Product or production line associated with the maximum material input;
3. Product or production line associated with the maximum energy consumption;
4. The simplest product variety;
5. Production line with a discernible scope;
6. Process that easily generates wastes.
4.5. Quantity Center Selection
A quantity center is a basic unit of MFCA calculation. Theoretically, MFCA is used to define
the quantity center as work sections that generate loss during the process. The scope of the quantity
center includes facilitating the collection and calculation of relevant data, but may lose its focus in
practice when differentiating among the types and losses of negative product costs as a result of
excessive variety. Conversely, a small scope for a quantity center may result in overly detailed and
complex MFCA calculations, which impede and prolong the process of data collection and organization.
Company T selected quantity centers according to their most detailed work sections.
4.6. Cost Classification in MFCA
MFCA is particularly effective for improving resource efficiency because it increases transparency
through the visualization of material flow, relevant costs, and internal environmental effects [31].
Strobel and Redmann [32] indicated that four types of cost are classified under the concept of MFCA.
The cost classification of Company T is described as follows:
1. Material Cost:
(1) Direct materials: Direct materials refer to materials inputted at the beginning of the process
and remain in the final product. The direct materials of Company T include glass, BM
resist, R resist, G resist, and B resist;
(2) Indirect and auxiliary materials: Indirect materials are added during an intermediary
process. Auxiliary materials, such as detergents and solvents, are not directly required for
manufacturing products, but are essential to the process. Auxiliary materials vary in type
and account for less than 10% of the total cost. We therefore eliminated auxiliary materials
in the current analysis.
2. Energy Cost (Water & Electricity cost):
The energy cost of Company T primarily consisted of water and electricity costs. Because
the company had acquired Carbon Footprint, Water Footprint, and ISO50001 Energy management
system certifications prior to introducing MFCA, it had implemented water-recycling measures and
electricity-meter controls, which simplified the process of obtaining data on each quantity center. Water
cost was based on the amount paid to the Taiwan Water Corporation, and electricity cost was based on
the amount paid to Taiwan Power Company.
3. System Cost:
Other costs not related to materials, energy, and waste treatment were categorized as system
costs. Depending on how Company T classifies its accounts, system costs include labor costs, repairs,
depreciation expenses, rentals, tax, packaging fees, insurance premiums, and the cost of photomasks.
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4. Waste-Management Cost:
Waste management cost refers to the costs incurred from treating the wastes resulting from
manufacturing and production processes, including the costs and fees associated with air emissions,
wastewater, and solid-waste treatment.
4.7. Specification of a Time Period
The specification of a time period is chiefly based on the period in which data can be easily
collected and organized. This study analyzed one-year data to reduce the short-term abnormalities
caused by short-term economic recessions. Because the implementation year is 2013, we selected data
generated throughout 2012. Figure 1 depicts the time period of work orders specified by Company T.
Figure 1. Time period of work orders specified by Company T.
Based on the aforementioned principles, the data of each quantity center were collected and
organized as follows.
4.8. Summary of Material Flow
A material flow chart was compiled after the scope of a product or production line had been
specified. Cost allocation in each quantity center was necessarily considered when drawing the
material flow chart. The costs of each quantity center should not be more than or less than the
allocation because over-allocation conceals loss items and under-allocation renders the process of
data collection excessively time-consuming. Processes free of waste loss could be combined with
other processes.
4.9. Determination of Material Balance
The materials of each quantity center are inputted according to the material flow chart and
the output products are classified as either positive or negative products. Table 1 presents the
process contents, input, output, and loss items of each quantity center. The input materials of each
quantity center include direct materials, indirect materials, and all processed materials in a product.
If auxiliary materials are excessively used and incurred wastewater-treatment costs, we advocated the
incorporation of these materials in MFCA analysis. By integrating ERP and MFCA systems to obtain
the cost of wastes, the management can acquire a material flow model chart (Figure 2) to improve the
decisions [3].
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Table 1. Description of each quantity center.
QC Process Input Output Loss
QC1:
Unpacked Cleaner
Automated robot arm inputted











Coat a glass substrate with BM resist
and project a photomask pattern onto
the glass substrate, which is then
exposed to photoresist agent and
engraved to form a BM pattern.
The primary function of a color filter
was to enhance contrast and prevent









BM resist (switch outlet)
Auxiliary material
Auxiliary material (including






Expose R resist to an R-patterned
photomask after it has been coated,
and then use a developing agent to
remove the unexposed part and
thereby reveal the R pattern.
Oven-dry the R resist to ensure that
the pattern is drug resistant, and then
repeat this process for the G and B
resists. The colors red, green, and
blue were separated by a BM.
The primary function of the RGB
resist was to transform black and









R resist R resist (switch outlet)
G resist G resist (switch outlet)
B resist B resist (switch outlet)
Auxiliary material
Auxiliary material (including







Grind the coated RGB glass substrate
using a polyamide to flatten the
photoresist layer. The purpose of the
ITO process was to spread a layer of
ITO film onto the flattened glass










ITO target Defect ITO target





Subject the coated PS resist to light
exposure, image- developing, and
oven-drying to obtain substrate gap












PS resist PS resist (switch outlet)
Auxiliary material
Auxiliary material (including






Manually perform a visual inspection










Auxiliary material Auxiliary material
Electricity Electricity
QC Process Input Treatment Method
QC 7:
Waste treatment
Because waste at the output end are
worthless (e.g., waste gas and
wastewater discharge) or not within
the scope of analysis (e.g., externally
recycled materials), this QC describes
input items and treatment methods




Outsource ITO recycling treatment plants and outsource glass




Plant air-pollution control treatment, wastewater and
recycled water treatment system, outsourced incineration
treatment, outsourced recycling treatment, and external
wastewater treatment (wastewater control)
QC: Quantity center.
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Figure 2. Material flow model for Company T.
4.10. Quantification of Material Loss and Details (Material Balance Sheet for Each Quantity Center)
The total material loss of all quantity centers was measured and summarized using material
balance principles based on the material-flow model in Figure 2. Details and the monetary value
of losses in all quantity centers were recorded. Subsequently, the total loss and subtotal loss details
were compared to ensure data consistency. When a value cannot be measured, it is estimated using
logic reasoning, and the unit of a material is expressed in kilograms or in terms of the area or volume
if it cannot be converted into kilograms. All units of measurement should be the same to facilitate
subsequent analysis and comparison.
4.11. Calculation of Material Flow Cost
The total quantity of a given material in each quantity center is calculated and multiplied by the
unit purchase price to identify the hotspots with the highest loss rate.
1. Cost System Calculation Method Adopted by Company T
Company T was not only equipped with a highly automated production system and
corresponding MES, but had also finished introducing and integrating an ERP system in 2010.
The quantity centers are defined in the utmost detail and data collection primarily depended on
support from the ERP system.
Cost calculation in the ERP system began with the bill of material. Two types of work orders were
issued: a standard-order bill of material (realistic standard) and production-order bill of material (ideal
standard). The difference between them was used to adjust uncertain losses during the production
and to prepare for material distribution. The two types of work orders are described as follows:
(1) Standard-order bill of material: A standard-order bill of material is the accounting evidence and
also consists of the amount of materials used in each quantity center, hours of labor, and other
manufacture quantities of input materials required to produce a piece of color filter without any
substantial loss ring costs;
(2) Production-order bill of material: It is almost impossible that no loss is incurred during the
production process. Therefore, production-management staff adopt a standard-order bill of
material as the basis for adjusting input quantity according to the status of a production
line. Adjustments are most commonly made to yields. On a production-order bill of material,
the quantity of usage is also the basis for calculating material stock and the quantity of materials
to be purchased. Cost accounting is based on the data provided on a production-order bill of
material, which documents the production start time, actual usage in each quantity center, and
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the amount of loss. In the case of actual usage, cost is calculated by multiplying the bill of
material-based input quantities in each quantity center by the standard unit price. Standard
unit price is the unit price of the most recently approved order. The actual cost of each quantity
center is summarized in Table 2. In the following section, adjustments to figures in the table are
simulated. After a work order has been completed and inventoried, a work order record sheet is
completed, as displayed in Table 3.
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In the process of MFCA calculation, a realistic standard refers to the cost, as stated in a standard bill
of material, required to produce a piece of color filter without incurring loss. An ideal standard refers to
the anticipated input quantity under consideration for yield. Quantity of consumption refers to the actual
quantity of the input. The difference between the realistic standard and quantity of consumption is the
difference in work order. Company T performed an analysis by multiplying the realistic standard quantity
of usage by the annual average unit price. The cost required to produce a piece of color filter is regarded as
the basis for calculating positive products, and the remaining costs are regarded as losses. This approach
differs considerably from the calculation methods generally used in cost accounting.
In the initial stage of implementation, Company T attempted to use the cost-accounting method
based on the material inventory sheet of a standard cost system and then allocated order differences to
each material cost. However, MFCA analysis first appealed to the rate of losses and subsequently based
cost allocation on the monetary amount or quantity of each production, which does not significantly
influence the percentages of positive and negative products.
2. Material-Flow Cost-Accounting Analysis
The aim of the MFCA technique is to assess material and energy flow in material flow and
monetary evaluations during the production process [9]. MFCA is a tool that captures material flow
and monetary evaluations. The most substantial difference between cost accounting and MFCA is in
the calculation of loss. Cost accounting of company T incorporates the cost of losses into the cost of a
finished product. For example, the quantity of consumption in Table 3 was recorded in terms of the
quantity of losses on a work order form, but the cost of loss was “zero.” By contrast, MFCA involves
the separate calculation of the sum of the cost of losses and determination of the causes for these losses.
The focus of MFCA is on recognizing waste as nonmarketable products. In this study, we consolidated
work orders for an entire year and listed all of the inputted materials, ascertaining “Input = positive
products + negative products” to obtain a material flow model record sheet for Company T.
3. Material Input and Loss Calculation
Material quantity is calculated using the total quantity of materials in a work order that has both
input and output in the same year within the scope of the specified time period. Calculations were
based on the scope of the calculation in Table 4.
Table 4. Scope of calculation.
QC
Quantity of Material Input
(INPUT)
Usage of Positive









Quantity of glass inputted in QC1
is the total quantity of glass
inputted in 2012 (because QC1
only has glass input and no other
material input, and the input of a
piece of glass produces a piece of
glass filter, which is characteristic
of the company’s product)
Quantity of glass




price = input and
loss costs
QC2: BM Processes
Quantity of positive products in
QC1 OUTPUT + Total quantity of
new materials input in QC2
Sum of the quantity of
glass positive products
× the realistic-standard
quantity of resist usage
in each work order
Total number of
resist input − the








price = input and
loss costs
QC3: RGB Processes
Quantity of positive products in
QC2 OUTPUT + Total quantity of
new materials input in QC3
Sum of the quantity of
glass positive products
× the realistic-standard
quantity of resist usage
in each work order
Total number of
resist input − the








price = input and
loss costs
QC4: POL Processes
and ITO Processes Quantity and monetary amount of each material used in the QC thereafter
QC5: PS Processes Quantity and monetary amount of each material used in the QC thereafter
QC 6: Inspection Quantity and monetary amount of each material used in the QC thereafter
QC 7: Waste
Treatment Quantity and monetary amount of each material used in the QC thereafter
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The total quantity of each material in each quantity center is calculated and multiplied by the unit
purchase price to produce the MFCA balance sheet and identify hotspots with the highest loss rate.
4.12. Summary of Energy and System Costs
Companies establish the cost center to which manufacturing costs can be allocated. Generally,
the collection and organization of system and energy costs are based on data regarding manufacturing
costs. Therefore, the cost center of a company can use manufacturing costs as a source of data regarding
energy and system costs. Quantity centers in MFCA encompass system and energy costs, which are
allocated to quantity centers according to the quantity of positive and negative products. Companies
have begun to install electronic meters in their production lines to control electricity consumption,
thereby conserving energy and reducing carbon emissions. If energy costs can be determined for
individual quantity centers, then the results can be effectively analyzed.
1. Energy Cost (Water & Electricity Cost) Calculation
Company T selected the sixth generation plant, primarily because the production line is equipped
with unique water and electricity meters, which facilitated the collection of energy data. However, not
all stations had an electricity meter. Therefore, we still used input quantity as the basis of the allocation.
Table 5 presents details of the calculation method. As shown in Table 5, Input Cost of Each QC that
Cost allocation and calculation for QCs that have inputted water resources, as displayed in Table 6 =
Total quantity of glass input at a station (including the number of times stripped glass was reworked)
× the unit cost of tap water.
Table 5. Energy cost (Water & Electricity Cost) calculation method.
Energy Usage Unit Cost Input Cost of Each QC Cost of Losses in Each QC
Tap water
Data regarding tap-water
consumption were obtained from the
quantity and monetary amount
indicated by the Taiwan Water
Corporation, but these data excluded
the consumption of pure water





calculation for QCs that
have inputted water
resources = Total quantity
of glass input at a station
(including the number of
times stripped glass was
reworked) × the unit cost
of tap water
= Total quantity of glass
input at a station (including
the number of times
stripped glass was
reworked) × the unit cost of
tap water
Electricity
The plant owned by Company T
supplied electricity to its two plant
buildings; therefore, electricity
consumed by the plant was allocated
according to the ratio of electricity
consumption by the two plant
buildings. Subsequently, total
electricity consumption was allocated
to each QC, and costs were calculated
as follows: Total electricity
consumption = (amount of electricity
consumption by a production line +
amount of electricity allocated to
plant buildings) in 2012
Unit cost of electricity
= (monetary amount










calculation of QCs that
have inputted electricity =
total quantity of glass
input at a station
(including the number of
times stripped glass was
reworked) × the unit cost
of electricity
= Total quantity of defective
glass at a station (including
the number of times
stripped glass was
reworked) × the unit cost of
electricity × the number of
stations passed
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QC2 BM 53,260 698,425 13.11 53,260 698,425
QC3 RGB 222,398 2,916,395 13.11 275,658 3,614,820
QC4
POL/ITO 301,265 3,950,633 13.11 576,923 7,565,453
QC5 PS 350,053 4,590,404 13.11 926,976 12,155,857
QC6 INS 344,913 4,523,001 13.11 1,271,889 16,678,858
Tap Water Subtotal 1,271,889 16,678,858 13.11
Electricity
QC1 INC 2,905,791 4,217,049 1.45 2,905,791 4,217,049
QC2 BM 20,315,148 29,482,497 1.45 23,220,939 33,699,546
QC3 RGB 55,192,669 80,098,737 1.45 78,413,608 113,798,283
QC4
POL/ITO 93,347,887 135,471,756 1.45 171,761,495 249,270,039
QC5 PS 108,138,933 156,937,362 1.45 279,900,428 406,207,401
QC6 INS 109,630,206 159,101,582 1.45 389,530,634 565,308,983
Electricity Subtotal 389,530,634 565,308,983 1.45
Total 390,802,523 581,987,841 1.49
Note: Figures adjusted through simulation. The examples for Water cost are shown in Table A2 of
Appendix A, respectively.
2. System Cost Calculation
System costs includes labor, depreciation expenses, consumables, and other expenses. With the
exception of labor costs, system costs are fixed costs. Table 7 presents the system cost
calculation method.
Table 7. System cost calculation method.
Cost Calculation Method Unit Cost Input Cost of Each QC Cost of Losses in Each QC
System Cost
System cost = total
production costs for a
work order that has both
input and output in 2012
− (Material cost + energy
cost + waste treatment
cost)
Unit cost of system
cost = system
cost/(the quantity







calculation for each QC =
quantity of glass input at a
station (including the
number of times stripped
glass was reworked) × the
unit cost of the system
= Quantity of defective glass
at a station (including the
number of times stripped
glass was reworked) × the
unit cost of the system × the
number of stations passed
4.13. Waste-Treatment Cost Calculation
The income from scraps sold was deducted from the cost expended on handling waste to obtain
the sum of the entire waste treatment cost. Because each quantity center generated waste, the waste
could be viewed as a quantity center for calculation to facilitate data collection. Waste treatment cost
includes waste-treatment fees, air-pollution controls and handling fees, and wastewater control and
handling fees, all of which also cover outsourcing fees and the deduction of scrap income. Waste
treatment cost reflects 100% loss and is therefore not allocated to product costs.
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4.14. Development of Improvement Plans
After establishing an MFCA calculation model, material balance sheet, and MFCA balance sheet,
we identified negative product costs and types, reasons, and quantity of losses; proposed improvement
topics; determined improvement targets; investigated the feasibility of improvement methods; and
implemented the improvement methods on the basis of predicted improvement effectiveness. MFCA
is essentially a practice that improves a manufacturing site. MFCA is a form of analysis and planning,
and daily activities conducted at a manufacturing site are practices. Thus, blending MFCA and daily
activities ensures that the results of MFCA analysis are goal-oriented and can therefore provide concrete
benefits rather than vague and superficial results. When numerous concerns must be addressed, MFCA
serves as an effective prioritization tool.
1. Results of Material Flow Cost-Accounting Analysis
We performed an MFCA analysis on each quantity center based on the information provided in the
aforementioned material flow model record sheet and subsequently produced an MFCA balance sheet.
2. Findings Based on an Analysis of the Material Flow Cost Accounting Implementation of Company T
Because the original product yield of Company T was 99.1%, the cost of the negative products
was low. Of all costs, the material cost (67.1%) was the primary input of a product, in which the cost of
glass materials accounted for 51% of the material cost. Through analysis, we discovered that lowering
the glass-stripping rate resulted in reductions of other material, energy, and system costs required for
reworking. Additionally, recycled glass is associated with a high stripping rate. Whether the sum of
this cost and the cost of renewable cleaning is lower than the cost of reworking should be re-evaluated
to determine the benefits of outsourcing recycled materials. Even though MFCA is considered an
effective tool for reducing waste and environmental effects, its procedures are confined to recycling
processes and recycled materials involving a production system. Therefore, product designs should
aim to lower the cost of byproducts and fully utilize the materials of a production department to
ultimately reduce the amount of waste produced [10].
Regarding the energy cost, problems related to climate change are integral to the sustainable
development of Company T. The analysis indicated a loss rate of 3.09% in the energy cost. In response,
the company can first improve its power supply by installing smart electricity meters and developing
energy-resource management systems to track energy usage and then specify goals to promote
environmental sustainability and emission reduction. In 2012, Company T introduced the goal
of reducing the emissions in 2010 by an additional 25% by 2015.
Regarding the waste treatment cost, Company T can improve its efficiency in the process of
collecting volatile organic compounds and reduce its hazardous air pollutant fugitive emissions by
increasing the process efficiency of its terminal air-pollution control equipment. In 2012, the company
improved its method for wastewater treatment by investing in an anaerobic wastewater-treatment
system and increasing wastewater-treatment efficiency.
The analysis revealed that the internal process management of the company could still be
improved. For example, the collected data indicated that the costs and ratios of losses were low,
and the materials lost had no value and could therefore be treated as waste. Consequently, we were
unable to determine whether the quantity of recognized waste was the same as the ideal quantity of
waste. Because the losses could not be accurately determined, the realistic standard usage implied in
the bill of material might include the reasonable loss standard. Therefore, this process must be further
improved. Additionally, because the records of reworking are not properly managed, the question of
whether reworking should be incorporated into process management can be considered in the next
stage of improvement.
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4.15. Improvement Implementation
In the initial stage of implementing improvements, the following steps can be taken: become
familiar with the MFCA operating process, remain up-to-date regarding the logic and methods of
data collection, and then initiate improvement plans for MFCA. In performing a detailed analysis,
the management indicators of a manufacturing site (e.g., finished product rate, defect rate, and
availability or uptime) can be combined to help define a standard value or improvement target
and achieve these standards or targets. MFCA focuses on the analysis of informative data, and
specifically on the application of data following analysis. The operation of MFCA essentially involves
the application of a plan–do–check–act cycle, which is the key to project improvement and continual
improvement for many corporations. A clearly defined scope of responsibility and the participation of
executives and interdepartmental professionals are the pillars for implementing short-term, mid-term,
and long-term MFCA improvement plans. MFCA can provide companies with informational feedback,
including feedback on financial performance, for operating the planning and completion phases of the
plan–do–check–act management cycle, considering subsequent improvement targets and decisions,
and defining new corporate improvement indicators. Material flow is an integral component of
management for two reasons: from an environmental perspective, material flow reflects the direct
influence of an organization on the environment; and from an economic perspective, it helps to
reduce the production cost, thereby enhancing the corporate financial performance [25]. Thus, this
phenomenon proves that MFCA is a tool that enhances the corporate resource efficiency and thereby
facilitates the actualization of sustainable development [31].
5. Conclusion and Recommendations
Companies have begun to increasingly focus on how they can align requirements for social
sustainability and competitiveness [33]. When companies cease to pursue only individual sustainable
operations, they inevitably regard the environment as a component of corporate development [34].
MFCA has expanded the scope of conventional accounting to include the environment and the
economic effects of corporate sustainability and eco-efficiency concepts [21,35], thereby rendering goal
management increasingly more scientific and systematic. This study assists companies to examine
the process of recycled glass production by using ISO 14051-based MFCA and investigate whether
a company can reduce costs by using recycled glass and mitigate the pollution and improve the
companies’ environmental performances.
There is no previous paper discussing the MFCA implementation steps and providing suggestions
for reducing the cost in Taiwan. One of the reasons for this is that the number of certified companies
in Taiwan remains low, and whether these companies continue to conduct analyses after receiving
certification is unknown. The reason that the case company successfully implements MFCA is the
attitude of its chief executive officer. In the second year of implementation, the case company performed
an analysis of the entire plant and discovered that its wastewater-treatment expenses were positively
correlated with resist loss, chemical usage, and water consumption. In the one month that did not
exhibit a positive correlation, the company discovered that the sluice gate controlling wastewater
discharge was damaged, which was causing a considerable increase in wastewater-treatment expenses
because of the direct discharge of untreated wastewater. Although MFCA does not yield immediate
effects regarding an increase in company profits, this practice demonstrates another type of long-term
corporate value that contributes to effective cost reduction in low-profit environments. Compared
with previous research, this paper not only introduces the advantages and effects of implementing the
MFCA, but also lists the key action plan when applying the MFCA. This can help future companies to
have a complete idea in assessing whether to implement the MFCA.
To bolster competitiveness, companies have continually invested monetary resources in the
adoption of environmentally friendly practices. However, questions are often raised during this process
regarding whether such an investment is truly beneficial for the environment or corporate development,
and some companies remain focused on acquiring certifications to boost sales performance. Currently,
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introducing MFCA helps companies to obtain not only certificates that contribute to sales, but also
rewards in the form of cost reduction due to environmental initiatives.
Team composition, interpersonal communications, and the efforts of revolutionists are factors that
contribute to the success of MFCA implementation. However, a potential barrier for improving MFCA
is the inability of senior managers to solve performance-management problems [11]. Government
authorities in Taiwan have begun to follow the steps implemented in Japan in terms of encouraging
companies to introduce ISO14051-based MFCA analysis. Personnel in contact with companies
primarily include those from environmental-safety, quality-control, or plant affairs departments.
However, the basic information required for the analysis is generally managed by the finance and
accounting departments. Therefore, the implementation of MFCA should collect, analyze, compile, and
describe data from the perspectives of financial and accounting specialists to alert these specialists to
the difference between conventional cost accounting and MFCA. After a balance sheet for basic analysis
has been obtained, it should then be administered to plant personnel for hotspot improvements.
We determined that the original rate of product yield for the case company was 99.1%, indicating
that the costs of negative products were low. Of all costs, the cost of glass materials accounted for 51%
of the material cost (67.1%). During analysis, we discovered that reducing the glass-stripping rate
resulted in a reduction of other material, energy, and system costs required for reworking. However,
recycled glass is associated with a high stripping rate. Whether the sum of this cost and the cost of
renewable cleaning is lower than the cost of reworking should be re-evaluated to determine the benefits
of outsourcing rework. The analysis also indicated a loss rate of 3.09% in the energy cost. In response,
the company can improve its power supply by installing smart electricity meters and developing
energy-resource management systems to monitor energy usage. Therefore, this study verified that
MFCA analysis both provides insights regarding areas that require improvement in the internal process
management of the company and helps the company to achieve sustainable development with the goal
of promoting environmental sustainability and reducing emissions. The primary finding is that the film
layer on recycled washed glass tends to be stripped during the production process, causing increased
reprocessing costs and thus rendering the cost of renewable cleaning higher than that of reworking.
By observing the case company’s promotion of the ISO14051 MFCA tool, we can confirm that the
inter-departmental flow of information is more accurate according to the steps in Chapter 2.3.1, which
helps organizations better understand the application of materials and energy. Because the scope of
sharing was expanded, it helped to improve the company to reduce the implementation of operating
procedures. Through this study, we also found that managers could understand the MFCA tool more
easily, and also helped the organization to better understand the application of materials and energy.
That is to say, even if different managers operate MFCA tools, the results of this study are not very
different from those calculated by the case company. Therefore, it is an analytical management tool
that can be popularized.
The MFCA analysis tool is effectively optimizing the cost management system in reducing the
cost, especially when the limited resources are input by the business. Thus, the implementation of the
MFCA analysis tool receives more benefits than cost spending. The academic contributions of the study
are as follows. The study promotes the application of MFCA to SMEs because the case company sets
an example to other SMEs that MFCA can be embarked on with relative ease, and indicates perhaps
an inexpensive cost of implementation. The research fills the research gap by providing the steps
and suggestions of the successful application of an ISO 14051-based MFCA case in Taiwan. The case
company utilizes MFCA to analyze the recycling process of a film layer, which can actually reflect the
cost of the waste. The results can be applied to review the recycling process of the case company to
effectively reduce the costs. The analysis can achieve the goal of reducing the costs and increasing the
efficiency and set the model for promoting the sustainability.
The practical contributions of the study are as follows. This study analyzes Taiwan CFI Company,
the first company to receive ISO 14051 MFCA certification in Taiwan, which is recommended to get
the business environmental protection award. The case company can be a role model for promoting
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business sustainability. The experience of applying MFCA can act as guidelines for businesses in
manufacturing and service industries, which are devoted to improving the sustainable environment
and lowering the costs.
The MFCA analysis shows that the recycling process increases the reprocessing cost, which is not
beneficial for the case company to promote the sustainability. It provides, based on the case company,
improvement directions and guidelines for waste recycling after the application of MFCA. The results
can utilize the Material Circularity Indicator, developed by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, to analyze
the actual recovery rate of the materials and the life or frequency of the product use, which can be the
reference for the improved design of the second-hand recycling process system.
Recommendations
MFCA is still in the nascent stage of implementation in Taiwan. Companies remain ill-informed
with respect to the process of MFCA analysis. Furthermore, support services in Taiwan are primarily
grounded in science and technology and lack professional knowledge on finance and accounting.
This results in a context that is characterized by different cost concepts, missing data, and a lack of
multidisciplinary talents, which greatly impedes MFCA implementation. However, because finance
and accounting units primarily hold the controlling power and a strong subjective awareness, when
implementation is governed by these units, the result is often a phenomenon that deviates from the site
of implementation. Therefore, departmental support is necessary during project development. In the
early stages of MFCA implementation, finance and accounting personnel should not be overly focused
on balancing data and account analyses because analysis results are not affected by a one-dollar
difference. Moreover, the purpose of MFCA is not solely to reduce the consumption of a single
company. MFCA is ultimately aimed at achieving green activities on a global scale through the
integration of upstream, midstream, and downstream processes.
The limitations of this case study should be considered. Because remanufacturing requires used
products to serve as the input, the success of remanufacturing largely depends on the efficiency with
which used products are collected [12]. Recycled glass is a used item; therefore, the reliability of
recycled and washed glass in the recycling system of a production process should be extensively
evaluated before a study is conducted. The present study was not focused on the process of collecting
used products. The reliability of recycled glass in the recovery process should be evaluated before the
study. This study does not focus on the collection process of used products. The evaluation of the
effectiveness and reliability of the recycling process requires further steps, which can be carried out
by manufacturers, retailers, or third parties. That is much more suitable for the follow-up research.
Further steps are required to assess the effectiveness and reliability of a recycling environment, and
in future research, these could be implemented by manufacturers, retailers, or third parties, which is
more suitable for subsequent studies.
The case company of this study was highly automated in that its equipment-production
information was linked by an MES that was managed by its industrial engineering department
and integrated into the ORACLE-ERP system. With the advent of Internet of Things, various
technologies have led to the development of automated systems and digital information. To optimize
production processes and create higher-quality products, artificial intelligence technology has become
the mainstream in the market. The development of robotic process automation provided the case
company with a means for introducing new technologies in its corporate operations (e.g., business
processes, labor management, supply chain management, procurement, and accounting) to improve
corporate efficiency and reduce costs, thereby helping the company to make progress towards achieving
sustainable development.
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Appendix A
Table A1. Taking QC2 as an example for Table 2.
The calculation steps are as follows
Material_ Resist 1: Standard Unit Price $3200 × Quantity of Usage $0.8 = Monetary Amount $2560
Labor_Direct labor: Standard Unit Price $125 × Quantity of Usage $4 = Monetary Amount $500
Labor_Indirect labor: Standard Unit Price $165 × Quantity of Usage $3 = Monetary Amount $495
Manufacturing Costs_Depreciation expense: Standard Unit Price $10,000 × Quantity of Usage $30 = Monetary Amount
$300,000
Manufacturing Costs_Consumables: Standard Unit Price $800 × Quantity of Usage $4 = Monetary Amount $3200
Manufacturing Costs_Other costs: Standard Unit Price $600 × Quantity of Usage $4 = Monetary Amount $2400
Manufacturing_Electricity: Standard Unit Price $4500 × Quantity of Usage $4 = Monetary Amount $18,000
The total cost of QC2 is $327,155
Table A2. Taking Tap Water’s Cumulative Input Quantity and Cumulative Monetary Input as an
example for Table 6.
The calculation steps are as follows
Step1 Monetary Input/Input Quantity = Average Unit Price
Step2 last Cumulative Input Quantity + Input Quantity = Cumulative Input Quantity
Step3 Cumulative Input Quantity × Average Unit Price = Cumulative Monetary Input





QC2 BM $698,425/53,260 = $13.11 0 + 53,260 = 53,260 53,260 × $13.11 = $698,239
QC3 BM $2,916,395/222,398 = $13.11 53,260 + 222,398 = 275,658 275,658 × $13.11 = $3,613,876
QC4 POL/ITO $3,950,633/301,265 = $13.11 275,658 + 301,265 = 576,923 576,923 × $13.11 = $7,563,460
QC5 PS $4,590,404/350,053 = $13.11 576,923 + 350,053 = 926,976 926,976 × $13.11 = $12,152,655
QC6 INS $ 4,523,001/344,913 = $ 13.11 926,976 + 344,913 = 1,271,889 1,271,889 × $13.11 = $16,674,464
Tap Water Monetary Input Subtotal: $ 698,425 + $,2,916,395 + 3,950,633 + $4,590,404 + $4,523,001 = 16,678,858
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Abstract: Although the importance of corporate social responsibility has received more attention
over the years, the goal of social sustainability has still not been achieved. The main reason is
that companies seeking to implement social sustainability, have failed to incorporate the concept
of corporate social responsibility into their corporate internal control objectives. Furthermore,
studying the interactive relationship between corporate social responsibility and internal control
and ensuring the consistency of corporate strategy and internal control objectives are done to help
promote the sustainable development of enterprises. In order to promote social sustainability and
improve management decision-making gaps, therefore, the purpose of this paper is to develop a
new hybrid multi-attribute decision model to assess the impact of corporate social responsibility for
the implementation of internal control that includes corporate social responsibility. The empirical
results show that a social responsibility-oriented internal control system may be a better strategy
than maintaining the original internal control objectives. In addition, by adjusting the internal
control system to jointly promote the sustainable development goals of the company and ensure
the consistency of corporate strategy and internal control objectives, the company can be truly
guided to implement the social responsibility management objectives. Finally, the social sustainable
development goals can be truly realized, and the interests of all stakeholders in the enterprise can be
truly satisfied.
Keywords: sustainability performance; corporate social responsibility (CSR); internal control;
multi-attribute decision model (MADM); decision making trial and evaluation laboratory
(DEMATEL); DANP (DEMATEL based ANP); VIKOR
1. Introduction
In recent years, there have been many examples of the undesirable effects of the neglect of
corporate social responsibility around the world, such as the BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico,
and the fraud scandals created by some of the world’s largest automakers, such as Volkswagen,
and Mitsubishi Motors, involving the falsification of diesel vehicle emissions data and fuel consumption
tests. These events not only caused major financial loss to the companies, but also affected the interests
of other interested parties, and even caused damage to the company’s goodwill and corporate image,
as well as seriously endangering sustainable development. Clearly, attaching importance to corporate
social responsibility is an important issue that cannot be ignored in current business operations.
In addition to requiring the company to actively implement relevant internal controls to prevent similar
incidents from happening again, society also requires the company’s stakeholders to take responsibility
and perform corporate social responsibility work to meet the expectations of stakeholders.
The purpose of internal control is to promote sound company operations, to ensure reasonable
effectiveness and efficiency of these operations, and reporting on the reliability, timeliness, transparency
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and compliance with the relevant laws and regulations as well as other goals [1]. Sound internal
controls will not only improve the company’s operating efficiency, but also reduce the risk. If the
company incorporates corporate social responsibility principles into its internal control objectives,
effective implementation of the internal control system will be able to meet the expectations of
stakeholders and avoid major incidents of neglect of corporate social responsibility, resulting in
significant company losses [2]. Therefore, strengthening the internal control to cope with various issues
and leading companies to attach importance to social responsibility is the most important problem
encountered by the current society.
In the past, the focus in the stakeholders’ analysis of company performance has been on
the financial performance aspect, neglecting non-financial information. The current objectives
of the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations (COSO) are focused only on the achievement of
operational effectiveness and efficiency, reporting reliability, and compliance with relevant laws and
regulations. In other words, the COSO framework lacks the relevant connotations of corporate social
responsibility [3–7]. Finally, although the company’s internal control objectives may be immediately
achieved, the results may not necessarily meet societal expectations or those of stakeholders. Therefore,
given the current trend of attaching greater importance to corporate social responsibility, the three
major objectives of COSO have been unable to meet the needs of stakeholders. It can be seen that
the company must first make a good assessment of risks. They must also establish a sound internal
control system, in which corporate social responsibility-oriented internal control is an important key
to societal sustainability.
Moreover, the success of social sustainability is largely dependent on successful implementation
of an internal control system which integrates all aspects of the organization into a series of
activities aimed at reaching sustainable objectives [8,9]. Therefore, based on the existing two areas
of internal control and corporate social responsibility, this paper will introduce the internal control
system of corporate social responsibility orientation with the concept of balanced scorecard. Finally,
the multi-criteria decision-making model is used to analyze the performance of this sustainable internal
control system. The main purpose of combining the decision-making trial and evaluation laboratory
(DEMATEL) and the analytical network process (ANP) methods is to determine the importance of each
criterion and the interrelation among them. The VlseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno
Resenje (VIKOR) method is used to evaluate the overall performance gap in the sustainability
performance for the empirical cases and identify and prioritize improvement strategies [10]. Based on
this framework, senior management can further not only understand the priority and relationship
of the company’s corporate social responsibility (CSR)-oriented internal control objectives, but can
also reduce performance gaps between current levels of social sustainability and the expectations
of stakeholders.
2. Literature Review
2.1. The Importance of Corporate Social Responsibility
The topic of corporate social responsibility (CSR) continues to be of interest to researchers. It has been
debated in the management literature for more than 50 years (e.g., [11–13]). Although consensus on a
precise definition has yet to be found, it is widely accepted that CSR refers to the responsibility of an
enterprise for the environment, social mores and quality of governance of its operations [14–16]. That is,
while the company is producing profits, it also has to assume social responsibility for all stakeholders
to achieve the ideals of economic prosperity, social welfare and sustainable environmental protection.
In recent decades, firms engaging in CSR have thus exhibited philanthropic and socially
responsible business practices beyond the pursuit of economic self-interest and compliance with
the law [17,18]. According to the World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD),
corporate social responsibility requires a company’s continued commitment to comply with ethical
norms in its operations, while contributing to economic development, as well as improving the quality
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of life of employees, their families, local communities and society as a whole. A growing body of
literature suggests that an organization’s involvement in CSR policies and practices tends to contribute
not only to improvement of financial outcomes at the organizational level, but also to nonfinancial
outcomes such as the firm’s reputation in the eyes of its consumers and its attractiveness to investors
by satisfying external stakeholders’ expectations [19–22].
Recalling the evolution of corporate social responsibility suggests its importance. Modern
companies are also actively making CSR efforts for the benefit of various stakeholders [23–25].
However, the company must somehow consider the interests of various stakeholders and implement
actions into the management of the company to meet stakeholder expectations. Wood [26] (1991)
has pointed out that managers have some discretion into which projects to devote their energy to.
Information about the direction the manager takes can tell us much about the company’s goals,
the company’s vision, and whether the company’s responsibilities can be realized [27,28]. It can be
seen from this that whether corporate social responsibility can be concretely realized requires the
design, planning, and management of related systems. The goal is not simply to engage in empty talk,
but also to have the opportunity to achieve concrete realization.
2.2. Improving Internal Control and Strengthening Corporate Social Responsibility
Modern concepts of internal control emerged in the 1940s. After more than half a century of
theoretical research and practical exploration, efforts have gradually consolidated to form a series
of relatively systematic and feasible internal control frameworks and guidelines. According to
the internal control framework of the international COSO organization, the objectives of internal
control are nothing more than business objectives, reporting goals, compliance goals, and strategic
objectives [29,30]. The different definitions of “internal control” can include the elements for the control
of the internal environment, risk assessment, control activities, information and communication,
and internal supervision [31,32]. The latest enterprise risk management integration framework further
refines the monitoring of risks. From this we can realize that internal control theory has undergone
five stages of internal control, internal control, internal control structure, internal control integration
framework, and enterprise risk management integration framework [33,34]. The overall internal
control development process is not a big bang, but a gradual process of theoretical development.
It constantly absorbs new content in accordance with changes of the control environment over time.
In the past, internal control focused on the internal elements of the company, only emphasizing
the interests of internal relations, and often neglecting the common interests of people outside the
company [35,36]. As a consequence, the benefits of internal control were often limited to the interests
of internal stakeholders. The results might not only fail to meet societal expectations, but could
trigger a crisis because of differences in internal and external control for the company and sustainable
development of corporate society. Therefore, a single, static internal control architecture appears to no
longer be sufficient, but rather a more complex and dynamic internal control integration framework
incorporating a multitude of stakeholder expectations need to be embedded in the enterprise’s overall
strategic risk management architecture.
From the above, we can see that, due to the increasingly complex control environment, in order
for companies to meet the expectations of both internal and external stakeholders, internal control
objectives need to consider the interests of both internal and external stakeholders. A more
macroscopic perspective is required to meet the goal of corporate social responsibility as a social
institution. Such development would not only promote changes in the values of society and
stakeholders, but would also further improve internal control theory and control objectives [35].
The overall framework for internal control and enterprise risk management integration should not only
consider changes in the external environment of the company’s internal control, but also the risks of
incorporating corporate social responsibility [37,38]. It should also actively strengthen the integration
of corporate social responsibility and internal control objectives. Based on the perspective of corporate
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social responsibility, inspecting corporate internal control issues and establishing a CSR-oriented
internal control system are the fundamental guarantees for long-term corporate stability.
2.3. Practical Application of the Balanced Scorecard and Its Extension in Corporate Sustainability
The balanced scorecard, as conceived by Kaplan and Norton [39], is a systematic strategic
management system which provides a comprehensive framework for the evaluation of financial and
non-financial performance measures from finance, customer, internal business process, and learning
and growth perspectives. To reach a consensus on the overall strategy for development of a company,
the balanced scorecard approach can effectively integrate the four objectives, targets, and initial action
plans for design and implementation. The main purpose is to transform the company’s strategy into
concrete action plans to create a competitive advantage [40,41].
The balanced scorecard is also an advanced tool for performance measurement which divides
the strategy into four different perspectives on operational objectives. Appropriate performance
measures can be designed based on these four perspectives. Therefore, it not only provides enterprises
with all kinds of information necessary for effective operation, but also overcomes the complexity
and asymmetry of that information. More importantly, the indicators it provides to enterprises
are quantifiable, measurable, and assessable, which is conducive to comprehensive and systematic
monitoring and promotion of the company’s strategic and long-term goals.
Aside from being a performance evaluation framework, the balanced scorecard can also help
illuminate the driving forces of performance after a systematic analysis of the relevant factors required
to meet the intended strategy [39,42–44]. Furthermore, some extended balanced scorecard designs have
been developed to integrate the measurements of economic, social, and environmental factors in order
to evaluate corporate sustainability performance (e.g., [45–49]). Scholars and practitioners therefore
believe that the balanced scorecard is an appropriate tool for assessing the corporate sustainability
performance because it can integrate the economic, environmental, and social needs of key stakeholders
(e.g., [45,50–53]).
In addition, the balanced scorecard (BSC) is also an effective communication tool connecting
strategy and practice. The goals and assessment indicators used in the balanced scorecard are derived
from organizational strategy. It can translate the abstract vision of the organizational mission into
tangible, concrete, practical, clear and effective goals and measurement indicators. Among them,
in terms of the customer aspect, the BSC may need to consider all the various stakeholders that
need to be satisfied to attain corporate social responsibility, by consideration of the expectations and
vision of each stakeholder. The internal business process of the BSC is related to the organization’s
internal operational processes which the company needs to focus on and achieve in order to meet
the expectations of various stakeholders. In this regard, the BSC is not concerned with the mere
improvement of existing business processes, but with developing new internal business processes
based on the vision and expectations of stakeholders. Moreover, the aspect of learning and growth in
the BSC is related to the organization’s investment in the future which is needed in order to realize the
long-term interests and expectations of the various stakeholders, including measurement of employee
abilities, the organization’s value system and so on. Finally, the success of the organization in all
these aspects must be translated into financial success and the efficient use of resources. Therefore,
the BSC lists the financial goals of the organization and measures and whether the implementation
and execution of the strategy is contributing to the improvement of the final operating results.
The goals and measurement metrics in the BSC are interconnected. This link not only includes
causality, but also a combination of measurement of outcomes and measurement of the process leading
to the results, which ultimately reflects the success of the organization’s strategy. Compared with
traditional and short-term oriented performance evaluation models, the BSC can assist in performance
evaluation of the CSR-oriented internal control, because it focuses more on the various stakeholders’
interests, reflecting the need for sustainable corporate development [53,54] and the links between the
main sources of value and corporate strategy [43].
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2.4. A Discussion of Prior Literature
Internal control objectives are reflected by maximization of shareholder value as the axis.
The emphasis is on increasing the value of assets, to enhance the effect of economic efficiency and
other economic goals. At the same time, internal controls also need to take into account social goals
such as legal compliance and external stakeholder information needs, although consideration of the
interests of other stakeholders is not comprehensive.
Modern companies have recognized that common corporate and social trends are critical in
today’s business environment. In this regard, companies must incorporate the implications of CSR into
the goals and scope of the internal company control. At the same time, they must also combine internal
control with corporate social responsibility as a way to bring about mutual progress. For this purpose,
the goal of corporate internal control is expanded from the original three COSO goals to four major
goals with the inclusion of corporate social responsibility. The goal of corporate social sustainable
development can be considered complete, and the goals of internal control can be achieved under the
guidance of social responsibility.
When an organization commits itself to the development and implementation of activities related
to social responsibility, the company’s stakeholders perceive that the organization is fulfilling its social
responsibilities and is aligned with the common interests of stakeholders. Society is satisfied with
the performance of the organization. Employee recognition of the organization’s socially responsible
behavior indirectly impacts future performance and pursuit of excellence. The purpose of investment
in CSR is not only to improve the internal efficiency of the company, to achieve reliability, but also to
comply with related laws and regulations [55]. At the same time, social returns can also be expected
from corporate socially responsible behavior.
A study of the impact of the interaction of internal control coupled with CSR on corporate
performance by Zhu and Sun [56] showed that the main advantages of implementing CSR practices
for internal or external stakeholders affect the company itself, suppliers, government, employees,
and customers/stakeholders. Based on a review of the extant literature, we prepared and pre-tested
a questionnaire in consultation with domain experts. The questionnaire includes 4 dimensions and
12 important criteria. The integrated framework for an internal control system with innovative and
practical guiding CSR values is shown in Figure 1 and Table 1. It is hoped that a win-win relationship
between the enterprise and society will be realized.
An internal control system that includes corporate social responsibility for 
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Figure 1. A corporate social responsibility (CSR)-oriented internal control social sustainable system.
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3. Methodology
3.1. Data Collection and Empirical Case
The dimensions and criteria of an internal control system that includes corporate social
responsibility for social sustainability are often not independent but rather affect and interact with
one another. As shown in Figure 1 and Table 1, we have collected a series of factors that can improve
the effectiveness of internal control with innovative and practical guiding values for CSR obtained
from the literature review and expert opinion. The four aspects having significant impact on the
implementation of this new CSR-oriented internal control socially sustainable system, four aspects
have a potentially significant impact are:
1. operational performance;
2. financial reporting;
3. regulatory compliance; and
4. corporate social responsibility.
Accordingly, the research process described in the paper is designed to include three phases:
the pre-test questionnaire, the official questionnaire and the application of the survey to empirical
cases. In the first phase, a pre-test questionnaire was designed to find a limited number of criteria from
a single perspective in order to ensure the validity of the pairwise comparison [57,58]. The eighteen
domain experts included 7 auditors of local CPA firms, 3 officials from the Financial Supervisory
Commission in Taiwan, 4 members of CSR policy committees in listed companies and 4 academicians
that specialize in internal control.
These domain experts all had a profound theoretical or practical understanding of the
sustainability of internal control or corporate social responsibility. Among the participants,
the 7 accountants had not only been involved in the actual case review of an internal control system
project for the past three years, but also had relevant experience in the preparation of corporate social
responsibility reports. They answered the pre-test questionnaire face-to-face in order to identify the
most important criteria from a pool of criteria drawn from prior studies.
The pre-test questionnaire responses were rated in the range from 0 to 10 with a high
score representing greater importance. The important criteria were selected based on triangular
fuzzy numbers (with a mean of 8 or above). The evaluation criteria for a corporate social
responsibility-oriented internal control system are shown in Table 1. The operational performance
aspect is affected by two criteria: effectiveness, and efficiency; the financial reporting aspect is
affected by three criteria: representational faithfulness, verifiability, and neutrality; the regulatory
compliance aspect is affected by three criteria: awareness of regulations, transparency of operations,
and compliance controls; the corporate social responsibility aspect is affected by four criteria: finances
or stewardship, customers/stakeholders, internal processes, and learning and growth.
In the second phase, the official questionnaire was formulated according to Table 1. Respondents
received instructions on how to complete the questionnaire before answering the questions.
Each subject spent 20–30 min completing the questionnaire. The respondents were either chief
executive officers or senior managers in Internal Control departments. A total of 178 survey responses
were retrieved: among the respondents, 59.6% were male and 84.3% had over 9 years’ work experience.
All of the respondents were based in Taiwan. Table 2 presents detailed information about the
survey participants.
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Table 1. The evaluation dimensions and criteria of an internal control system that includes corporate
social responsibility for social sustainability in a new era.




Adequate to accomplish the




Performing or functioning in the
best possible manner with the least









Financial information is verifiable
when multiple, independent
measures are used to come up with
the same result.




c1 Awareness of Regulations
Ensure that they are aware of and
take steps to comply with relevant
laws, policies, and regulations
[64–66]c2 Transparency of
operations
(1) Easily detectable or transparent




Adopting the use of consolidated




d1 Finances or Stewardship
Views organizational financial





from the point of view of the
customer or other key stakeholders




through the lenses of quality and
efficiency related to their own
products or services or other key
business processes
d3 Learning and growth
Views organizational performance
through the lenses of human capital,
infrastructure, technology, culture
and other capacities that are key to
breakthrough performance
In the third phase, we invited each of the aforementioned dual-experienced CPAs to provide a
case as an example for empirical analysis; which provided us with, in total, seven cases. The seven
case companies are listed companies that have been selected as Excellence in CSR in Taiwan. Next,
the CPAs were asked to assign linguistic values to the seven different cases for the twelve criteria for
the CSR-oriented internal control social sustainable system proposed in this study. The questionnaire
was designed to obtain performance values, which were very good, good, median, poor, and very
poor, which were transformed by scaling into the numbers: 100, 75, 50, 25, 0, respectively. Finally,
we use the weighted average method to calculate the individual scores of each company in different
indicators. In the meanwhile, the final values obtained can be applied by VIKOR to evaluate the
overall performance gap in empirical cases’ sustainability performance of CSR-oriented internal
control system.
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Table 2. Detailed information about interviewees.









Years of work experience in Internal
Control Department
<10 years 28 15.7%
10–15 years 62 34.9%
15–20 years 68 38.2%
>20 years 20 11.2%
3.2. Research Design and Operational Procedure of the Decision-Making Model
In prior studies, most hypothetical performance evaluation models consider the evaluation
dimensions and criteria to be independent. However, there are mutual interactions between the
evaluation dimensions and criteria [65,68]. Hwang and Yoon [69] noted that the MADM is able to
simultaneously consider multiple attributes of the research topic to help decision-makers evaluate
each alternative, to set priorities according to specific characteristics, and to finally select the best
solution. Nekhili et al. [70] also pointed out that the relationships between CSR and internal control
variables are more complex and less linear than many scholars have assumed. Therefore, MADM is a
very suitable technique that can be used to solve the dynamic problems that arise in the evaluation of
the social sustainability internal control performance in the real world.
In this approach, the DEMATEL (Decision Making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory) technique,
the DEMATEL-based Analytic Network Process (DANP), and the modified VlseKriterijumska
Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje (VIKOR) method are included. The multiple attribute decision
making (MADM) method combined with these three analytical techniques can not only prioritize
the criteria based on the intensity of their interrelations but also identify the root of the problem
to help formulate optimal improvement strategies, in turn facilitating effective resource allocation
and continuous, dynamic improvement targeting the needs of the sustainability objective of internal
control conditions.
The detailed operational procedure of the decision-making model is divided into three phases
based on the three analytical techniques. The calculations involved in each phase are illustrated in
Figure 2. First, the DEMATEL technique is used to construct an influential network relation map
(INRM) to show the relationships among these evaluation dimensions and criteria.
The DEMATEL technique was developed for the purpose of explaining specific societal problems
based on a network relation diagram and a structural model. The DEMATEL can clarify the
interrelations among criteria, thereby lifting the restriction imposed by the assumption in conventional
analytical techniques that the assessment criteria are independent of one another [71]. In addition,
DEMATEL can perform prioritization and standard selection despite conflicts among the attributes.
It can also use the ideal standard as a benchmark rather than a relative standard to avoid having
to select the best option out of a bad batch. Last, but not least, from the results obtained by
executing the DEMATEL one can propose improvement strategies systemically at the source of
the impacts. Therefore, these basic concepts are used to create a series of new hybrid MCDM models
to solve complex and dynamic real-world problems [72–75]. The details of DEMATEL are shown in
Appendix A.
After building an influential network relation map with DEMATEL, the DANP technique is
used to obtain the influential weights. First, the total influence matrix T was vertically partitioned
according to different dimensions. The criteria under each dimension are added up horizontally.
Afterward, each criterion in the partitioned matrix is divided by the horizontal sum of the dimension
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to which it belongs to obtain the normalized matrix TαC. Eventually, the limit supermatrix is computed
by multiplying the weighted supermatrix W by itself to achieve a convergent and stable matrix Wα.
The ANP combined with the DEMATEL can provide the DANP influential weights (also call the “global
weights”), thereby resolving the interdependence issue, making this technique more appropriate for
real world applications. The DANP is described in detail in Appendix B.
Finally, a modified VIKOR approach is adopted to evaluate the socially sustainable internal control
performance for continuous improvement. Opricovic and Tzeng [10] developed the VIKOR approach,
which solves MADM problems when conflicting criteria are present. The VIKOR method uses the class
distance function based on the idea of an aspired level to a worst level to rank all the solutions [76,77].
The modified VIKOR is not only applied to rank and select optimal alternatives but is also used
for performance gap improvement among the criteria and their dimensions, even for the overall
performance gap. Thus, this new model provides more accurate information about the gap between
the current sustainability performance in the empirical cases and the target level. This information
can help decision makers understand the sustainability performance in empirical situations covering
the range from the target level to the tolerable level for all dimensions and criteria. The details of the
modified VIKOR are presented in Appendix C.
A diagram of the socially sustainable internal control performance evaluation method is illustrated
in Figure 2.
 P












Figure 2. Flowchart for evaluation of sustainable internal control performance.
4. Empirical Analysis of Sustainable Internal Control Performance
This paper first discusses the relationship between the dimensions and criteria for sustainable
internal control performance obtained by using the DEMATEL technique, based on the questionnaire
results from domain experts. Second, the DANP method is used to determine the weights of
these evaluation criteria. Lastly, the author applies the influential weights calculated above for
empirical analysis of case studies and employs the modified VIKOR method to evaluate the overall
performance gap of the case companies’ sustainability performance and to identify priorities for
improvement strategies based on INRM. The results of DEMATEL for Analyzing the Relationships
Between Dimensions and Criteria are obtained as shown in Appendix D.
Zhu and Sun [56] concluded that there are several advantages to using a mixed multi-criterial
decision analysis model: DEMATEL can clarify the interrelations among criteria, thereby lifting the
restriction imposed by the assumption in conventional analytical techniques that the assessment
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criteria are independent of one another; prioritization and selection of criteria can be carried out
despite any conflicts among the attributes; using the ideal standard as the benchmark instead of a
relative standards one can avoid selecting the best option out of a bad batch; this model can be used to
systematically propose improvement strategies at the source of the impacts.
As shown in Table 3, the sum of the influence of each dimension and criterion can be derived by
applying Equations (A5) and (A6) in DEMATEL’s step 3. INRM in Figure 3 illustrates the influential
network-relationship from the 4 dimensions and the subsystem of the CSR-oriented internal control
system. According to the value of influence given di − ri, operational performance (A) is influenced
by reliable financial reporting (B), compliance with laws, regulations and policies (C), and corporate
social responsibility-oriented (D), because the di − ri value of operational performance (A) is negative
and a minimum (−1.263). The dimensions with positive values of di − ri have great influence on the
other dimensions. Meanwhile, the sum of the compliance with laws, regulations and policies (C) has
the highest value with di + ri (3.086) while the sum of operational performance has the lowest value
with di + ri (2.112).
The criteria with negative values of di − ri are greatly influenced by the other criteria.
A significantly positive value of di − ri represents that this criterion affects the other criteria much
more than the other criteria affect it, which means it should be given priority for improvement. In turn,
reliable financial reporting (B) is influenced by compliance with laws, regulations and policies (C) and
corporate social responsibility-oriented (D), whereas compliance with laws, regulations and policies
(C) is influenced by corporate social responsibility-oriented (D). Thus, to improve the dimension of
operational performance (A), improvements to reliable financial reporting (B), compliance with laws,
regulations and policies (C), and corporate social responsibility-oriented (D) should be emphasized.
In turn, to improve the dimension of reliable financial reporting (B), improvements to compliance
with laws, regulations and policies (C) and corporate social responsibility-oriented (D) should be
emphasized. Finally, it should be noted that corporate social responsibility-oriented (D) with a
maximum value of di − ri (1.309) has the most influence on the other dimensions. Therefore, Figure 3
illustrates the priority of influence of the four dimensions from four perspectives which are, in order
corporate social responsibility-oriented (D), compliance with laws, regulations and policies (C), reliable
financial reporting (B), and operational performance (A).
Table 3. Sum of the influences and ranking of each dimension and criterion.
Dimensions and Criteria (i) Row Sum (di) Column Sum (ri) di + ri di − ri Ranking
Operational effectiveness and efficiency (A) 0.424 1.688 2.112 −1.263
a1 Effectiveness 0.276 1.717 1.993 −1.442 1
a2 Efficiency 0.188 1.707 1.895 −1.519 2
Reliable financial reporting (B) 1.208 1.522 2.730 −0.314
b1 Representational faithfulness 0.981 1.694 2.675 −0.713 3
b2 Verifiability 1.436 1.704 3.140 −0.267 1
b3 Neutrality 1.251 1.666 2.917 −0.415 2
Compliance with laws, regulations and
policies (C) 1.677 1.409 3.086 0.269
c1 Awareness of regulations 1.647 1.353 3.000 0.294 1
c2 Transparency of operations 1.326 1.538 2.864 −0.213 3
c3 Compliance controls 1.633 1.465 3.097 0.168 2
Corporate social responsibility oriented (D) 2.147 0.838 2.985 1.309
d1 Financial or Stewardship 1.917 1.238 3.155 0.679 4
d2 Customer/Stakeholder 2.476 0.991 3.467 1.485 1
d3 Internal processes 2.064 1.207 3.271 0.857 3
d4 Learning and growth 2.177 1.092 3.270 1.085 2
Table 3 and Figure 3 show the results of the analysis of each criterion. It can be seen that in
the dimension of operational performance (A), effectiveness (a1) is the most important criterion
(di − ri = −1.442), whereas efficiency (a2) is the least influential (di − ri = −1.519). Management
that pursues efficiency will attach greater importance to maintaining internal stability and the status
quo; while management that pursues effects will attach more importance to external changes and
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pursues innovation. However, it is often difficult for companies to maintain a balance between
the two. In terms of the difference between “efficiency” and “effectiveness”, the former refers to
“do things right” while the latter refers to “do the right thing.” Now management is paying more
attention to effectiveness. The pursuit of effectiveness must be concerned with change. For corporate
social responsibility, companies can not only increase economic effects, but also attract additional
external benefits to the company. Thus, effectiveness is the most important criterion in the dimension
of operational performance.
In the dimension of reliable financial reporting (B), verifiability (b2) is the most important criterion
(di − ri = −0.267), whereas representational faithfulness (b1) is the least influential (di − ri = −0.713).
With consideration of cost-effectiveness and importance, for information to be faithfully expressed
or reasonably presented, it must be considered reliable. Whether or not it is reliable is determined as
follows: first of all, information must be verifiable, and accounting information must not be affected by
the personal biases of the measurer. Second, for the selection or disclosure of accounting principles or
policies, the accounting information generated should be crucial in nature. It should faithfully express
the economic reality rather than merely focusing on economic consequences. Accounting-related
information should not be manipulated. In this way, the information required by the internal control
system for planning, supervision, etc. can be obtained or revealed in a timely manner and provided
to all stakeholders. The effectiveness of the information and communication systems will affect the
effectiveness of the internal control systems.
In the dimension of compliance with laws, regulations and policies (C), awareness of regulations
(c1) is the most important criterion (di − ri = 0.294), whereas transparency of operations (c2) is the least
influential criterion (di − ri = −0.213). As part of a social organization, a company’s operations should
comply with the laws and regulations of the state and there is a basic obligation for the company to
fulfill its social responsibilities. Internal control, from the perspective of auditing, is meant to ensure
that enterprises fulfill basic social obligation. The starting point for internal control of auditing is to be
aware of relevant laws and regulations and to implement effective compliance control. Enterprises
spontaneously implement measures for internal control and strive to comply with national laws.
On the one hand, they want to reduce their own legal risks while on the other hand, fulfill their basic
corporate responsibilities and obligations to society. Through the establishment of coordinated internal
control mechanisms, enterprises can fulfill their contractual goals as well as their social responsibilities
for a harmonious society.
In the dimension of corporate social responsibility-oriented (D), customer/stakeholder (d2) is
the most important criterion with a stronger influential effect (di − ri = 1.485), whereas financial
or stewardship (d1) is the least influential criterion (di − ri = 0.679). From the perspective of
corporate social responsibility, customers are also viewed as stakeholders that need to be satisfied
in addition to the company’s shareholders. Therefore, in addition to meeting the expectations and
vision of shareholders, companies need to actively fulfill their social responsibilities. In order to
improve operations and assist the board of directors and management to fulfill their responsibilities,
the company should facilitate the learning and growth of employees, establish a complete internal
control system and internal processes, and ensure the effective use of finances and resources.
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4.1. Using DANP for Calculating the Weights of the Criteria
In the next section, we expect to obtain the most accurate influential weights after confirming the
influential relationships among the criteria. By utilizing a combination of the DEMATEL and ANP
methods, the influential weights of DANP for each criterion can be obtained as shown in Table 4.
The DANP approach allows us to derive the local weights of the assessment factors at their respective
hierarchical levels and global weights, which helps us understand the absolute weights of individual
criteria across all four dimensions. The DEMATEL total influence-relation matrix is used to construct
the weighted supermatrix by applying Equations (A10) and (A11) in DANP’s step 2. The weighted
supermatrix for each criterion can be obtained by applying Equations (A8) and (A14). Consequently,
the limit supermatrix is used to obtain the global weights of the elements, which are applied to the
modified VIKOR approach to evaluate the sustainability performance of the case companies.
Table 4. Influential weights of decision making trial and evaluation laboratory-based analytical network
process (DANP) for each criterion obtained by limh→∞(W∝)
h.
Dimension Criteria Weight Rank
A Operational performance a1 Effectiveness 0.02412 11
a2 Efficiency 0.02047 12
B Financial reporting
b1 Representational faithfulness 0.04260 8
b2 Verifiability 0.03825 9
b3 Neutrality 0.02436 10
C Compliance with regulations
c1 Awareness of Regulations 0.08377 5
c2 Transparency of operations 0.04561 7
c3 Compliance controls 0.06647 6
D Corporate social responsibility
d1 Financial or Stewardship 0.10967 4
d2 Customer/Stakeholder 0.21766 1
d3 Internal processes 0.18040 2
d3 Learning and growth 0.14662 3
4.2. Performance Measurement of Empirical Cases
The compromise ranking method is an applicable technique that not only assists researchers to
evaluate the overall performance gap in empirical cases’ sustainability performance of CSR-oriented
internal control system, but also to identify and prioritize improvement strategies. The evaluation
results of the modified VIKOR method are obtained as a performance matrix as shown in Appendix E.
The values of Sj, R
mod
j , and Q
mod
j are computed by selecting v = 0.5 based on
Equations (A16) and (A17) and the results are shown in Table 5. The values of “concordance” (Sj) and
“discordance” (Rmodj ) represent the group utility and the individual regret measures, respectively,
for alternative aj. From this table, it can be seen that the values of Sj are (A1, A2, A3, A4,
A5, A6, A7) = (0.337, 0.272, 0.142, 0.326, 0.341, 0.314, 0.576, respectively), with the ranking of
A1  A3  A5  A4  A2  A7  A6; the values of Rmodj are (A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7) =
(0.500, 0.500, 0.250, 0.500, 0.500, 0.550, 0.750, respectively), with the ranking of A2 = A3 = A5 
A1  A4  A7  A6. In addition, the values of Qmodj are (A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7) = (0.419, 0.386,
0.196, 0.413, 0.420, 0.432, 0.663, respectively). Therefore, the empirical cases are ranked as follows:
A3  A5  A1  A2  A4  A7  A6, where A  B means the A is preferred to B. If an alternative is
the closest to the ideal solution, it has the smallest value of Qmodj . Meanwhile, a compromise solution
could be accepted by the decision-makers because it provides the maximum “group utility” (measure
Sj represents “concordance”), and a minimum of individual regret of the “opponents” (measure R
mod
j
represents “discordance”) [78]. The results show the A3 has the best performance overall and is the
closest to the ideal point. The performance variance rate of A3 is 0.196 indicating that there are still
some gaps (0.196) to the goal value (0). In contrast, A7 is the farthest from the ideal solution, because if
its larger Qmodj value (0.663) than the others.
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Given these results, conditions C1 and C2 are satisfied. Hence, A3 has an acceptable advantage;
in other words, Q[2] − Q[1] = 0.19 ≥ DQ = 0.077. In addition, A3 is stable within the decision-making
process; in other words, it also has the best rank in R [·]. Therefore, A3 is the best alternative among
the seven empirical cases. There are no other compromise solutions in these case studies.






Distance Ranking Distance Ranking Distance Ranking
A1 0.337 5 0.500 2 0.419 4
A2 0.272 2 0.500 2 0.386 2
A3 0.142 1 0.250 1 0.196 1
A4 0.326 4 0.500 2 0.413 3
A5 0.341 6 0.500 2 0.420 5
A6 0.314 3 0.550 6 0.432 6
A7 0.576 7 0.750 7 0.663 7
5. Management Implications and Discussion
Given the importance of the role enterprises play in society, corporate social responsibility is
receiving increasing attention in relation to long-term development. Corporate social responsibility is
one of the factors that enhance the competitiveness of an enterprise. It contributes to the realization of
the long-term economic goals of the enterprise and is key to the company’s long-term success under
the current socio-economic environment.
The research results from the modified VIKOR method show that the companies in these empirical
cases performed poorly in terms of the aspects of corporate social responsibility aspect (D), compliance
with regulations (C) and operational performance (A). The average variance rates for these criteria
are 0.429–0.157, as shown in Table A5. First, particular attention should be given to the dimension
of corporate social responsibility (D) with the criterion of the customer/stakeholder (d2) within this
dimension being in most urgent need of improvement. Next, the dimensions of compliance with
regulations (C) and operational performance (A) have the second highest variance rate.
With the rapid development of the economy and society, and continuous improvement in the
people’s quality of life, education, and civilization, consumers have changed from being merely
concerned with the satisfaction of their own needs to concern for the future development of society
as a whole. Enterprises should therefore be customer-centric, actively thinking about how to
combine internal processes, employees’ learning and growth, as well as financial and resource
allocation, to promote excellence, so that companies can continue to maintain competitiveness and
sustainable development.
Secondly, in the dimensions of compliance with regulations, companies have long considered
their own interests as having priority, coupled with fear of punishment. Therefore, although there
is greater compliance with relevant laws and regulations, the construction of internal controls
for social responsibility-oriented self-development is relatively insufficient. In order to fulfill its
role as a social organization, enterprises need to conduct on-the-spot inspections and review the
company’s compliance with regulations on issues such as product safety, environmental safety, labor
safety, personal data protection, and corporate social responsibility through the establishment of a
harmonious internal control mechanism, especially for major social security incidents in recent years.
Enterprises should also expand the scope of their internal control objectives, actively achieve their
goals of fulfilling social responsibilities to produce a harmonious society.
Next, within the aspect of business operation performance, the value of the company usually
consists of two parts. The first part is corporate value in the traditional sense, that is, the return of value
for capital based on the cash flow from assets which reflects the value of the asset’s future profitability.
The second part is the value of positive externalities brought about by corporate social responsibility.
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Enterprises usually only strive to pursue their own interests, to avoid punishment, with less efforts
at deriving the positive external effects of social responsibility. For this purpose, companies need
to weigh the relationship between the company, the community, and society, to obtain government
support, optimize the company’s living environment, and actively take care of the interests of all
parties, thereby realizing greater social value for the company.
Moreover, business operations mostly focus on short-term operating efficiency, paying little
attention to long-term social responsibility; social responsibility is seldom incorporated into
management objectives. As a result, the process of operational effectiveness sometimes contradicts the
goals set by the company, resulting in a conflict between the company’s goals and the stakeholder’s
goals and vision. Therefore, apart from seeking corporate profits, companies should also actively
respond to corporate social responsibilities through technological and managerial innovation, improve
environmental protection measures, to bring the company’s operating results more in line with
the interests of various stakeholders. Finally, the results indicate that within the dimension of
financial reporting (B) the company performs relatively well in terms of the criteria representational
faithfulness (b1) and verifiability (b2). These two criteria have the second lowest variance rate,
but improvement is still needed in order to produce the accounting-related information that
stakeholders care about, such as green accounting, environmental investment, carbon emissions,
other environmental accounting information, etc.
6. Conclusions and Future Research
In the past, the corporate social responsibility and internal control fields conformed to the
development of the enterprise. Each had its own history and development process, forming two
independent disciplines each with its own theoretical framework. However, because there is too much
emphasis on theory, these disciplines are not compatible with practice, with bottlenecks and problems
derived from corporate practice. For example, the theoretical goal of corporate social responsibility
cannot be achieved, although the internal control objectives have been reached. The expectations of
interested people could not be met. The failure of internal control not only causes the company to
suffer great losses, but has also hurts the long-term accumulation of goodwill, along with the loss of
related stakeholders.
The goal of internal control is to identify, analyze, and control risks by integrating corporate
social responsibility goals into corporate strategic goals. Then, in compliance with regulations,
the internal control report on corporate social responsibility (whether individual reports or embedded
in the internal control report) is compiled and disclosed, and internal control evaluation reports
and audit reports on corporate social responsibility are generated based on the statutory procedures
and the company’s procedures. Therefore, the company can promote the efficient allocation of
various stakeholders’ capital and the equitable distribution of equity, and realize the maximization
of comprehensive value including the economic, social and environmental benefits to the company.
Finally, socially-oriented internal control objectives will promote the harmonious co-existence of
enterprises and society and the sustainable development of the company itself.
Effective internal controls can help companies realize the maximization of corporate value; actively
shouldering social responsibilities not only helps companies create profits, maximize economic value,
but also contributes to the long-term development of the company. As a for-profit organization,
it is indeed important for companies to achieve financial goals but these are not the only goals.
The goals of internal control can integrate the motivation to pursue profit with social performance from
the perspective of a broad-based stakeholder, reduce the waste of resources, and achieve corporate
comprehensive social responsibility. Therefore, corporate social responsibility is the driving force
for the improvement of internal control. The effectiveness of internal control is the guarantee for the
company to fulfill its social responsibility.
In sum, this article uses the management tool of the balanced scorecard, commonly used in the
current strategic management theory to incorporate corporate social responsibility into the internal
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control objectives, and to synthesize a framework for internal control and corporate social responsibility.
Therefore, this method not only can further integrate theory and practice, but can also transform
the abstract vision of corporate social responsibility into tangible, concrete and practical goals and
measurement indicators. It is hoped that we can achieve comprehensive internal control objectives for
the sustainable development of a company.
In addition, this work makes several contributions to the sustainability performance literature.
First, the focus is on the sustainability performance of CSR-oriented internal control, which has rarely
been studied in the prior literature. Second, this paper establishes a hybrid MCDM model combining
DEMATEL with ANP and VIKOR based on BSC to evaluate the sustainability performance of empirical
cases. This model is able to illustrate the influential network among the criteria for Taiwanese
social sustainability internal control performance, which has been ignored in traditional models
that have presumed the dimensions and criteria of sustainability performance to be independent
and hierarchical in structure. Furthermore, this model presents the key factors and their weights of
CSR-oriented sustainability performance, which were not provided by models in prior internal control
performance studies.
This study is of course subject to several limitations. At present, in academic research on the
internal control of corporate social responsibility, the main problems are the lack of basic theoretical
research, and lack of determination of the interactive mechanism between social responsibility and
internal control. The lack of clarity about the interaction directly leads to problems with constructing the
theoretical framework. Although, the content of social responsibility is incorporated into the objectives
of internal control, the understanding of the concept of sustainable development performance, and the
objectives of future internal controls should also be adjusted and developed with changes in the
environment. For example, other criteria related to economic, environmental, and social factors should
be considered in future. Such considerations will make for more complete, concrete and operational
internal control objectives.
In addition, in practice, the construction of the internal control framework for social responsibility
is still limited to the development of industries or companies that have already experienced major
accidents. There are few studies in other industries or of companies with high social responsibility
risks. The lack of systematic and comprehensive research results may weaken the guiding role of the
application of theories in practice, and may eventually lead to a disconnect between the development
of theory and practice. In the case study herein, this paper investigates only empirical cases in Taiwan.
Therefore, further applications of this model and comparative studies can be conducted based on the
data of firms or industries from other countries.
Finally, research on the internal control of corporate social responsibility in future will turn to the
mechanism for the realization of internal control of social responsibility, control paths, performance
evaluation, internal control auditing of social responsibility, and reporting of internal control of
social responsibility information. The research of the internal control framework system of social
responsibility also highlights the connotation of “social responsibility”. At the same time, the case
study of internal control of social responsibility in different industries will also become an important
area of research. By promoting the development of internal control of enterprises, and then expanding
to other industries, it can eventually be extended to the country, or the appropriate industry to establish
an internal framework for supporting the industrial social responsibility.
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Appendix A. Building an INRM Using DEMATEL
The DEMATEL technique comprises three steps as follows:
Step 1. Calculate the direct influence-relation average matrix F based on the scores. Assume that
there are P CPA experts and n criteria who are asked to make pairwise comparisons between any two
criteria expressed as an integer score from 0 to 4, ranging from “absolutely no influence (0)” to “very
high influence (4)” and showing the degree of influence that each criterion i has on each criterion j.
Each domain expert questionnaire forms an n × n non-negative matrix Xp = [xpij]n×n, p = 1, 2, . . . , P,
where X1, . . . , Xp, . . . , XP are the response matrices for P domain experts. The elements of Xp are
denoted by xpij from domain expert p. Thus, an n × n average matrix F for all domain experts can be




















ij. The average matrix, the “initial
direct relation matrix F”, represents the degree of influence of one criterion on another criterion, and the
degree of influence from the other criteria.
Step 2. Normalize the initial direct-influence relation average matrix Y. The normalized initial
direct influence relation matrix Y can be obtained by normalizing the average matrix F. Matrix Y can
be derived from Equations (A2) and (A3). All principal diagonal criteria are equal to zero:










Step 3. Construct the total influence-relation matrix P. A continuous decrease in the indirect
effects of problems moves with the powers of matrix Y, e.g., Y2, Y3, . . . , Y∞, and limk→∞Yk = [0]n×n,
for limk→∞(I + Y + Y2 + . . . + Yk) = (I − Y)−1, where I is an n × n unit matrix. The total
influence-relation matrix P is an n × n matrix, and is defined by P = [tij]n×n, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n as
shown in Equation (A4).
P = Y + Y2 + . . . + Yk
= Y(I + Y2 + . . . + Yk−1)
= Y(I + Y2 + . . . + Yk−1)(I − Y)(I − Y)−1
= Y(I − Y)−1, whenlimk→∞Yk = [0]n×n
(A4)
The total influence relation matrix P of the INRM can be derived from Equations (A4)–(A6) to
generate the sums of each column and row in matrix P.








= (d1, . . . , di, . . . , dn)′ (A5)
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1×n= (r1, . . . , rj, . . . , rn)′ (A6)
where di is the sum of a row in the total influence relation matrix P, and represents the total influence






rj is the column sum in the total influence relation matrix P, and represents the total influence (direct





when i = j, di − ri offers an index of the strength of the total influences given and received, that is
di + ri indicates the degree of importance of criterion/dimension i in the system. In addition, di − ri
provides an index of the degree of total influence. If di − ri is positive, then criterion/dimension i is a
net influencer, and if di − ri is negative, then criterion/dimension i is influenced.
Appendix B. Determining the Weights by DANP
The DANP includes the following steps:
Step 1. Construct the total influence relation matrix PC. The DEMATEL is used to derive total
influence relation matrix PC from each dimension (or dimension), with different degrees of influence




















D1 · · · Di · · · Dn
c11 · · · c1m1 · · · ci1 · · · cimi · · · cn1 · · · cnmn⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣












where Dn is the nth cluster; cnm is the mth criterion in the nth dimension; and P
ij
C is a submatrix of
the influence relation by the criteria obtained from a comparison of the ith dimension and the jth
dimension. In addition, if the ith dimension has no influence on the jth dimension, then submatrix
PijC = [0] shows the independence (no influence relation) of each criterion on the other criterion.
Step 2. Form an un-weighted supermatrix W. Normalize the total influence relation matrix PC as
shown in Equation (A8):
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c11 · · · c1m1 ci1 · · · cimi cn1 · · · cnmn⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣












where PαC represents the normalizing total influence relation matrix; P
α12
c can be derived from










































Based on the pairwise comparisons within the criteria, and the basic concept of ANP,
the un-weighted supermatrix W an be constructed by transposing the normalized influence-relation
matrix PαC by dimensions (or cluster), i.e., W = (P
α
C)
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Step 3. Derive the weighted supermatrix Wα. The total influence-relation matrix PD of the
















The normalized total influence-relation matrix PαD of the dimensions can be derived from the total


































The normalized PαD and the un-weighted supermatrix W (shown in Equation (A11)), and the
weighted supermatrix Wα (normalized supermatrix) can be easily obtained by Equation (A14).
Wα = PαD × W =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣












Step 4. Calculate the limit supermatrix Wα. Limit the weighted supermatrix by raising it to
the kth power, until the supermatrix has converged and become stable. The global priority vectors,
known as the DANP influential weights, are derived, such as in limh→∞(Wα)
h, where h represents
any power number.
Appendix C. Measuring the Satisfaction Performance by the Modified VIKOR
The compromise ranking method (VIKOR) had been introduced as aa technique within the
MCDM [76]. The data matrix of the VIKOR method is expressed in Table A1.
As shown in Table A1, aj represents the jth alternative, j = 1, 2, . . . , m; ci represents the ith
criterion, i = 1, 2, . . . , n; wi represents the weight of the ith criterion, i = 1, 2, . . . , n; and xij indicates
the performance of alternative aj with respect to the ci criterion. A large xnm is better than a small one.
The VIKOR method included the following steps:
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Table A1. Data matrix of weights and performance scores.

































Step 1: Determining the best rating x∗i and the worst rating x
−
i for all the criteria. Table A1 shows
that the criterion i represents a benefit, then x∗i = maxj
xij, x−i = minj
xij. Naturally, a candidate having
the scores (x∗1 , x
∗
2 , . . . , x
∗




2 , . . . ,
x−n ) would be an negative-ideal candidate. It is assumed that such an ideal candidate does not exist;
otherwise the decision would be trivial.
Step 2: Computing the values of “concordance” (Sj) and “discordance” (Rj). They represent the
group utility and the individual regret measures for the alternative aj, respectively, with the relations












, for j = 1, . . . , m; (A15)








)]|i = 1, 2, . . . , n}, for j = 1, . . . , m, (A16)
where the weights of the criteria (wi) are introduced to express the relative importance of the criteria
computed by the ANP method. Dp=1j represents the maximum “group utility” of the “majority”.
Dp=∞j represents the minimum individual regret of the “opponent”. According to Equations (1)
and (2), the VIKOR result stands only for a given set of alternatives. Inclusion (or exclusion) of an
alternative could affect the VIKOR ranking of the new set of alternatives. This effect could be avoided
by fixing an ideal solution [9]. Thus, in this study we adopt a fixed ideal solution (i.e., the best x∗i
value = 100 and the worst x−i value = 0).







S− − S∗)]+ (1 − v)[(Rj − R∗)/(R− − R∗)], for j = 1, . . . , m, (A17)
where S∗ = min
j
Sj, S− = max
j
Sj and R∗ = min
j
Rj, R− = max
j
Rj; and v is the weight of the
decision-making strategy for “the majority of criteria” (or “the maximum group utility”), whereas
1 − v is the weight of the individual regret. A compromise can be selected by “voting by majority”
(v > 0.5), with “consensus” (v = 0.5), or with “veto” (v < 0.5). The VIKOR index (Qj) is obtained by
weighing the utility and regret measures of each alternative.
Step 4: Alternatives are ranked by sorting the S, R and Q values in increasing order. The result is
a set of three ranking lists denoted as S[·], R[·] and Q[·].
Step 5: Proposing alternative a(1) corresponding to Q[1] (the smallest among the Qj values) as a
compromise solution. It must satisfy the following two conditions:
Axiom 1. Alternative a(1) has an acceptable advantage; in other words, Q[2] − Q[1] ≥ DQ where
DQ = 1/(m − 1) and m is the number of alternatives (DQ = 0.25 if m ≤ 4).
Axiom 2. Alternative a(1) is stable within the decision-making process; in other words, it is also the best ranked
in S[·] or/and R[·].
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If one of the above conditions is not satisfied, then a set of compromise solutions is proposed,
which consists of:
• Alternatives a(1) and a(2) if only Axiom 1 is not satisfied, or
• Alternatives a(1),a(2), . . . ,a(k) if Axiom 1 is not satisfied; and a(k) is determined by the relation
Q[k] − Q[1] ≈ DQ (the positions of these alternatives are “in closeness”).
The best alternative ranked by Qj, is the one with the minimum value of Qj. The compromise
solution can be accepted by the decision-makers because it provides a maximum “group utility” for
the “majority” (with measure Sj representing “concordance”), and a minimum individual regret for
the “opponents” (with measure Rj representing “discordance”).
In the original VIKOR method, the values of S∗, S−, R∗, and R− came from the candidate
alternatives. They were not the real positive-ideal or negative-ideal values for all criteria. In fact,
the positive-ideal should be represented by a score of 100 and the negative-ideal point should be
represented by a score of 0; therefore, the positive-ideal value (S∗) would be zero; the negative-ideal
value (S−) would be equal to one; the positive-ideal value (R∗) would be zero, and the negative-ideal
value (R−) would be equal to one. Besides, it is not necessary to include the weight (wi) in the Rj
equation. To improve the measurement of the VIKOR index, we propose a modified VIKOR method.
















/(1 − 0)]+ (1 − v)[(Rmodj − 0)/(1 − 0)] (A19)
Then, Qmodj is simplified as follows:
Qmodj = vSj + (1 − v)Rmodj (A20)
In the original VIKOR method, the value of Qj for the best alternative would be zero or close
to zero and the value of Qj for the worst alternative would be one or close to one. The Qj cannot
indicate how many variances between Qj and the aspiration level, but the modified Qmodj index can
overcome this drawback. It was worth noting that the value of DQ should be changed to DQmod =
(max
j
Qmodj − minj Q
mod
j )/(m − 1) in the modified VIKOR method. The other conditions are the same as
the conditions used for the original VIKOR method.
Appendix D. The Results of DEMATEL for Analyzing the Relationships between Dimensions
and Criteria
According to the methodology described above, a 12 × 12 average initial direct-influence matrix
T, including 12 criteria, can be derived based on the data collected by respondents. The normalization
matrix shown in Table A2 can be obtained by applying Equations (A2) and (A3) in DEMATEL’s step 2.
As shown in Table A3, the total influence-relation matrix of the criteria can be derived through
Step 3 of DEMATEL on the basis of the normalization impact matrix described above.
The total influence matrix Pd for each dimension/criterion is derived in Table A4. Table A4
shows the results that four dimensions/criteria, namely operational performance (A), reliable
financial reporting (B), compliance with laws, regulations and policies (C), and corporate social
responsibility-oriented (D) are mutually influential.
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Table A2. Normalization matrix Y.
Criteria a1 a2 b1 b2 b3 c1 c2 c3 d1 d2 d3 d4
a1 0.000 0.081 0.014 0.010 0.009 0.008 0.007 0.007 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.004
a2 0.032 0.000 0.010 0.007 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.004
b1 0.058 0.050 0.000 0.052 0.055 0.033 0.032 0.035 0.028 0.024 0.032 0.025
b2 0.098 0.079 0.102 0.000 0.077 0.044 0.038 0.042 0.042 0.041 0.044 0.040
b3 0.072 0.068 0.090 0.062 0.000 0.041 0.039 0.036 0.035 0.033 0.040 0.036
c1 0.051 0.046 0.053 0.088 0.087 0.000 0.102 0.115 0.040 0.035 0.036 0.039
c2 0.059 0.060 0.077 0.067 0.064 0.035 0.000 0.042 0.039 0.046 0.041 0.037
c3 0.074 0.067 0.083 0.122 0.102 0.039 0.098 0.000 0.039 0.031 0.035 0.034
d1 0.062 0.056 0.067 0.076 0.075 0.101 0.084 0.090 0.000 0.063 0.058 0.060
d2 0.066 0.063 0.067 0.086 0.084 0.101 0.095 0.097 0.101 0.000 0.118 0.121
d3 0.069 0.062 0.072 0.080 0.076 0.090 0.083 0.085 0.097 0.067 0.000 0.070
d4 0.069 0.067 0.070 0.076 0.072 0.089 0.080 0.082 0.107 0.068 0.111 0.000
Table A3. Total influence-relation matrix of criteria.
Criteria a1 a2 b1 b2 b3 c1 c2 c3 d1 d2 d3 d4
a1 0.014 0.093 0.026 0.022 0.021 0.017 0.018 0.017 0.013 0.011 0.012 0.012
a2 0.041 0.012 0.020 0.016 0.016 0.014 0.014 0.013 0.011 0.010 0.011 0.010
b1 0.114 0.107 0.057 0.105 0.107 0.076 0.081 0.081 0.067 0.056 0.070 0.060
b2 0.177 0.161 0.176 0.080 0.150 0.106 0.108 0.108 0.098 0.085 0.098 0.089
b3 0.142 0.139 0.156 0.129 0.070 0.095 0.101 0.095 0.084 0.073 0.088 0.079
c1 0.150 0.144 0.152 0.182 0.179 0.074 0.182 0.187 0.107 0.090 0.102 0.098
c2 0.136 0.137 0.150 0.140 0.136 0.094 0.068 0.105 0.093 0.088 0.094 0.085
c3 0.169 0.162 0.176 0.205 0.186 0.109 0.172 0.076 0.102 0.085 0.099 0.091
d1 0.175 0.168 0.178 0.188 0.184 0.183 0.183 0.183 0.082 0.126 0.136 0.130
d2 0.213 0.208 0.213 0.232 0.227 0.215 0.226 0.222 0.205 0.090 0.216 0.208
d3 0.190 0.182 0.192 0.200 0.194 0.183 0.190 0.187 0.179 0.136 0.088 0.145
d4 0.196 0.193 0.197 0.203 0.197 0.188 0.195 0.191 0.195 0.141 0.195 0.085
Table A4. The sum of the effects on dimensions.
Dimensions A B C D
Operational performance (A) 0.084 0.135 0.121 0.085
Reliable financial reporting (B) 0.390 0.216 0.380 0.222
Compliance with laws, regulations and policies (C) 0.552 0.540 0.271 0.315
Corporate social responsibility-oriented (D) 0.662 0.631 0.638 0.216
Appendix E. The Evaluation Results of the Modified VIKOR Method
The evaluation results of the modified VIKOR method are obtained as a performance matrix
as shown in Table A4. Here, a score of 100 represents the positive-ideal solution (x∗i ) and a score
of 0 represents the negative-ideal solution (x−i ). As shown in Table A5, A3 had the highest average
performance value (88.750) and A7 had the lowest average score (51.667). This performance matrix
was calculated using Equation (A15) to obtain performance variance rates between the status quo and
the ideal point as shown in Table A6. The last two rows of Table A5 represent simple average variance
and weighted average variance of seven empirical cases. As shown in this table, although the simple
average variance of A6 is larger than A1 and A2, it performs better than A1 and A2 when using the
ANP weights.
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Table A5. Average performance scores.
Criteria/Case A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 Average
a1 Effectiveness 50.00 80.00 85.00 70.00 75.00 55.00 50.00 66.43
a2 Efficiency 70.00 85.00 90.00 75.00 75.00 75.00 50.00 74.29
b1 Representational faithfulness 90.00 80.00 90.00 90.00 85.00 75.00 80.00 84.29
b2 Verifiability 85.00 80.00 100.00 80.00 85.00 60.00 75.00 80.71
b3 Neutrality 50.00 80.00 90.00 75.00 80.00 70.00 50.00 70.71
c1 Awareness of regulations 80.00 80.00 85.00 90.00 90.00 65.00 75.00 80.71
c2 Transparency 85.00 80.00 90.00 80.00 85.00 50.00 60.00 75.71
c3 Compliance 85.00 75.00 95.00 65.00 90.00 45.00 55.00 72.86
d1 Financial 75.00 75.00 95.00 75.00 50.00 50.00 25.00 63.57
d2 Customer 50.00 75.00 75.00 50.00 50.00 75.00 25.00 57.14
d3 Internal process 50.00 75.00 85.00 75.00 50.00 75.00 25.00 62.14
d4 Learning and growth 75.00 50.00 85.00 50.00 75.00 85.00 50.00 67.14
Average scores 70.42 76.25 88.75 72.92 74.17 65.00 51.67 71.31
Table A6. Performance variance rate.
Criteria/Case A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 Average
a1 Effectiveness 0.500 0.200 0.150 0.300 0.250 0.450 0.500 0.336
a2 Efficiency 0.300 0.150 0.100 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.500 0.257
b1 Representational faithfulness 0.100 0.200 0.100 0.100 0.150 0.250 0.200 0.157
b2 Verifiability 0.150 0.200 0.000 0.200 0.150 0.400 0.250 0.193
b3 Neutrality 0.500 0.200 0.100 0.250 0.200 0.300 0.500 0.293
c1 Awareness of regulations 0.200 0.200 0.150 0.100 0.100 0.350 0.250 0.193
c2 Transparency 0.150 0.200 0.100 0.200 0.150 0.500 0.400 0.243
c3 Compliance 0.150 0.250 0.050 0.350 0.100 0.550 0.450 0.271
d1 Financial 0.250 0.250 0.050 0.250 0.500 0.500 0.750 0.364
d2 Customer 0.500 0.250 0.250 0.500 0.500 0.250 0.750 0.429
d3 Internal process 0.500 0.250 0.150 0.250 0.500 0.250 0.750 0.379
d4 Learning and growth 0.250 0.500 0.150 0.500 0.250 0.150 0.500 0.329
Simple average variance 0.296 0.238 0.113 0.271 0.258 0.350 0.483 0.287
Weighted average variance 0.167 0.147 0.061 0.149 0.155 0.116 0.261 0.151
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Abstract: Family businesses have long been one of the mainstream business models in developing
countries. The smooth succession of control in family businesses is the key to their sustainable
development. However, compared with other companies, succession in family business has
demonstrated unique complexity, which also affects the development of the business. The paper is
based on a review of the existing literature, starting from the theory of family business succession and
combining with grounded theory. After that, we conducted field interviews of experts, coding
the key factors affecting succession in family businesses in Taiwan. Finally, we explored the
considerations and implications of the succession for inheritance planning. The results of this
study show that consideration of succession in family businesses involves a multi-dimensional
and complex decision-making process. Among the key considerations, it is found that corporate
characteristics, family capital and niche inheritance are the most important without consideration
of whether the continuation of the business after succession will be doomed to failure. In addition,
the family relationship of affection and trust and commitment between both predecessor and
successor are important factors that cannot be ignored, especially in a rapidly changing competitive
market environment.
Keywords: family business; succession plan; corporate characteristics; family capital; niche
inheritance; multi-attribute decision model (MADM); social sustainability
1. Introduction
In a family business, it is not a simple matter for the successor to successfully take over the heavy
responsibility of leadership from the predecessor to ensure that the company continues to develop
while maintaining harmony among its various family members and stakeholders [1]. For family
businesses, succession is not simply the passing of leadership on to the next generation, but also
includes considerations of ownership structure, management rights and control rights, governance
structure, family interests and the future business direction of the company [2–4]. In other words,
leadership succession has certain elements of complexity, and its effects are relatively extensive.
Although some family-owned enterprises have developed into listed companies through entry
into the capital market, with the new trend of the enterprise internationalization and the introduction
of professional management teams, whether the family business can still maintain its original business
model and continue to preserve the momentum for future growth is still unclear. After decades of
evolution of Taiwanese family businesses, many are now facing serious issues with generational
alternation, corporate transformation and the continuation of family power and freedom from
disintegration. In this narrative, the first generation of family businesses is not only strongly reliant on
the founders’ leadership, but also dependent on the founder’s network of relationships and knowledge
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base. In this type of situation, a lack of inheritance planning is likely to lead to the loss of these key
management resources [5].
In terms of succession, family business owners usually only consider the relationships and
configuration of the family and corporate equity. They may lack understanding and analysis of other
important factors affecting family business succession, such as changes in the business environment,
company characteristics, family tradition and the status of niche inheritance [6]. Despite the consensus
among academics on the importance and multidimensional nature of inheritance, scholars have failed
to reach any consensus on the components or dimensions of the succession that are most important.
In short, it is obvious that the family business’s inheritance decision has clearly not been solved
in practice or in theory. The inheritance decisions of family businesses are still unable to be planned.
In addition, many past discussions about family heritage appearing in the literature have been
descriptive case studies, and few have used qualitative data. Furthermore, there has been a lack of
quantitative data related to the inheritance variables in family inheritance, and an even greater lack
of integrated research. Therefore, to compensate for this gap in the literature, our research goal is
to develop a comprehensive conceptual framework for full consideration of all the potential factors
affecting family business inheritance needed to avoid failure in the future and improve the efficiency
of inheritance decision-making.
After a review of the existing literature, along with the application of grounded theory, we conduct
field interviews to find the key factors affecting family business inheritance, and then employ the
decision-making trial and evaluation laboratory method (DEMATEL) and the analytic network process
(ANP) of multi-criteria decision-making method to construct the influential network relation maps
(INRM) for a systematic performance improvement and to find the weights and priorities of the
inheritance factors. Finally, in order to grasp the direction of family inheritance and succession more
accurately, the VIKOR (VlseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje) method is integrated
for analysis of the positive-ideal solution and negative-ideal solution.
This methodology allows the evaluation of the current situation, to find the key factors that
are most important and to make comparisons between candidate solutions and the ideal solution.
The results of this study can be used as a reference for family business succession planning. It is hoped
that the results will not only be useful in understanding the decision-making environment of the
family business and the strategic goals of inheritance and succession, but also contribute to a better
theoretical understanding of sustainable family business management, the effects of inheritance of
family businesses and the formulation of strategic development.
2. Literature Review
The succession and governance of family businesses is a highly valued research topic that covers
a wide range of aspects. This study can be divided into two parts: in the first section, we discuss
family business development and governance type; the second section contains an analysis of the key
influential factors in family business succession.
2.1. Family Business Development, Governance and Succession
The succession of authority in family businesses has been studied by the academic community
since the 1950s, with considerable attention being paid to family business related issues in Asian
countries in recent years. Simply put, a family business is a business run by a group of individuals with
a blood relationship [7]. Although the definitions of family businesses might be different, the judgment
as to what is a family business is based on ownership, management and control. Here, a family
business is defined as one run by an entrepreneur or a family member (spouse, children or their
children) who holds more than half of the voting rights in the company, with at least one family
member holding a management position in the company [8]. In the case of a publicly-held company,
the entrepreneur or their family members should hold at least 25% of the shares, with at least one
family member serving on the board of directors. In the past, the academic definition of a family
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business has differed depending on whether family members hold seats on the board of directors and
on their control of shareholding and voting rights [9].
Handler’s [10] study of family businesses suggests that aggressive entrepreneurship and
strong family cohesion are major factors in the success of family businesses. However, the unique
characteristics of the family business may make its corporate governance, management characteristics
and corporate governance environment inferior to that of non-family businesses. Longenecker and
Schoen [11] pointed out that the enterprise succession process is dynamic and comprises a combination
of activities related to inheritance within the context of a specific period of time. In the study of family
business, family inheritance is usually regarded as a process of power transfer, which is not simply
equivalent to legal inheritance. Recently, Nuñez-Cacho et al. [12] emphasized that environmental
issues must also be taken into consideration as they are increasingly important to sustainability, hence
the development of theories of functionality, ecology and development.
In short, the issue of succession in a family business is very complex [13–15]. Past models
of the process of inheritance of family businesses can be divided into three types: evolutionary
process models, family life cycle perspective models and psychological perspective models with
more studies focusing on the study of the inheritance evolution process models, emphasizing the
process of inheritance. Among them, Longenecker and Schoen [11] broke down the succession process
into seven stages, three of which would take place before the successor actually enters the business
as a full-time employee. Handler [10] summarized the inheritance process as comprised of three
phases of interconnection. In addition, a variety of succession models have been built based on the
different perspectives of entrepreneurs, successors and family businesses. For example, Churchill and
Hatten [16] used a life cycle approach to describe the succession process between father and son in
a family firm. They divided the life cycle of an enterprise into: (1) the stage of owner-management;
(2) the stage of training and development; (3) the partnership stage between father and son; and (4) the
stage of power transfer.
In addition to the above, Nuñez-Cacho et al. [12] further noted that the very nature of the
family company positions it well to face the challenges posed the new environmental scenarios.
They employed the principles of a circular economy to design a sustainable model, which shows family
businesses’ responses to changes in the environment. O’Leary and Swaffin-Smith [17] also proposed
an organic model for depicting the transitional nature of family businesses that reflect the dynamics
involved when both business and family issues are intermingled. The model depicts a quadrant of
family business types (personal, livelihoods, bank and heritage) that overlap to form transition zones
between those four principal states of being.
In the inheritance of family businesses, sanguinity is still the key factor and primary
consideration [18]. Father-to-son succession is the mainstream inheritance model in the early stage of
family business development, and it is still a common way for family businesses to pass from generation
to generation [19]. However, from the perspective of history or inheritance theory, when family
businesses grow or expand in size, family members will face challenges such as whether they can afford
to preserve the family mission and whether they have the will and ability to continue the inheritance.
Therefore, the family business’s choice of successors might not be limited to family members.
With the rapid development of the economy in Asia, the expansion of family businesses and
the development of closer relationships between the enterprise and society, family boundaries are
easily broken in the process of inheritance of the family business. The family trust is another emerging
enterprise inheritance model for today’s family businesses. This model includes the designing of a
trust to safeguard the management, inheritance and protection of family wealth. The beneficiaries
are generally family members. The main purpose of its establishment is to solve the problem of
inheritance when passing property across generations and to achieve an effective and stable transfer of
family equity and management for a unique inheritance model [20]. According to relevant research,
modern family trusts tend to be more involved with public interests, while still paying attention to
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family interests. Modern trusts also include considerations of family and corporate governance, equity
management and the distribution of beneficiary rights.
2.2. Analysis of the Key Factors Influencing Family Business Inheritance
Since the 1950s, the academic community has studied family businesses. However, although
intergenerational inheritance is a core issue in the family business field, no unified conclusions have
been reached. Lansberg and Astrachan [14] pointed out that inheritance plans usually include the
preparations necessary to ensure family harmony and business continuity and must take into account
the future needs of businesses and families. Therefore, in the process of inheritance planning factors
such as corporate characteristics, governance patterns and management models, family relationships
and inheritance conditions should be considered.
Of course, the assessment framework may also include other factors related to inheritance, such
as: industry characteristics, mechanisms for dealing with inheritance and the trust of the predecessor
and the willingness and commitment of the successor [21]. To obtain insights into family business
inheritance, we gained information from three different sources: the academic literature, the heir’s
recommended attributes and interviews with predecessors about their expectations of their successors
or their perceptions of successor requirements.
Among them, the academic literature mainly comes from the online Web of Science Core Collection
(WSCC) database and the ScienceDirect OnSite (SDOS) database. The keywords of the review were
searched on the theme of “inheritance,” “succession,” and “family business” in the period 1979–2018.
There are 42 major journals from all the publications identified (121) including family business research
(19), entrepreneur theory and practice (8) and sustainability (4). In addition, the main interviewees were
entrepreneurs enrolled in a Taiwanese SME Family Business Inheritance Training Course. The content
obtained from the interviews was combined with grounded theory and then used to encode the factors
affecting inheritance decision-making.
The key considerations of inheritance and succession of the family business after analysis show
a multi-dimensional relationship and are interrelated with each other. It is difficult to judge the
superiority or the inferiority of the various factors. Moreover, the considerations of business owners
are not only complicated, but also various factors of inheritance considerations are very meaningful
and logical. The overall considerations are shown in Table 1. They can be divided into five major facets
and 13 metrics.
Table 1. The dimensions and criteria for family business transferring and succession.




The external environmental factors that
family businesses face in order to survive,
such as economic, social, legal, technical
and environmental protection.
[12,22–27]a2 Corporate Style
In order to manage the enterprise, the
ownership structure is designed by the
family business during the process of
development. The governance mode for
this ownership structure is shown by how
ownership, management and control
are separated.
a3 Business Scale
According to different classification
standards (such as the number of
employees, production capacity, fixed
asset value, etc.), family businesses can be
divided into large enterprises, medium
enterprises and small enterprises.
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Table 1. Cont.




The proportion of different types of
shares and their interrelationships, such
as the degree of concentration or





The degree of capital socialization and
management socialization in family
businesses, such as the centralization of





Leadership styles displayed in family
businesses can include totalitarian
authoritative leadership, decentralized





The mechanisms and practices for
managing human resources in family





The arbitrariness or democratic nature of
family business decision-making; the
mode of horizontal or vertical
communication; the standard of




The tangible types of interpersonal
relationships within the family structure,
such as social relationships between




The tradition of the family is usually
reflected in the family beliefs or customs
that family members share and abide by,
such as the customs, conventions and
family rules or family constitutions.
d3 Affection
relationship
Intangible interpersonal relationships in
the family structure, such as family





The company develops and builds a
high-potential successor tracking and
developing mechanism that is closely




The requirements of the predecessors and
the expected skills of the successor, both
explicit and implicit requirements such as
soft and hard skills.
3. Methodology
3.1. Grounded Theory and a Decisive Factor Analysis Framework of Succession
A good succession plan helps with the smooth implementation of family business succession over
the generations. This study is based on feedback from business owners participating in Taiwan family
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business training courses. The aim of this study is to construct an analytical framework containing the
key decision-making factors for family business succession. To begin the process of analyzing the data
related to family business succession, we first conduct a lengthy review of the literature. We adopt the
qualitative research method of semi-structured interviews. The inheritance factors are organized into
five pre-planned groups including corporate attributes, governance variables, management concerns,
family capital and niche inheritance. These five pre-planned dimensions are extracted from 12 potential
topics suggested by experts or obtained based on empirical materials collected from case studies,
then used to explore considerations for intergenerational transitions involving family succession.
The findings are refined into five facets to be used as research lenses and variables of interest.
As noted by Corbin and Strauss [52] in their seminal work, grounded theory is a systematic
methodology used in the social sciences, where theory is constructed through methodical gathering
and analysis of data. In other words, there is no pre-conceived theory in the researcher’s mind, rather
the theory gradually emerges from the data. This qualitative research method is characterized by
viewing the world from the perspective of the actor, rather than using the values or the world view of
the researcher to construct the framework.
The content of the interview outline is roughly divided into two parts: the first part is used
to collect background information from the interviewer, and the second part is designed to further
explore the factors for consideration in family business inheritance. The interview questions are listed
in Table 2 below.
Table 2. The content of the interview on business firm succession.
Part I: Basic Information
1. Family business background (a) Industry
(b) Year of establishment
(c) Education level
2. Inheriting generations (a) Currently operated by the first generation
(b) Currently operated by the second generation
(c) Currently operated by the third generation or later
Part II: Factors Affecting the Succession of Family Businesses
1. Corporate Attribute
(a) How do you see the impact of the corporate attributes on the succession of authority in
the family business?
(b) What factors do you think will affect family succession in terms of family business
traits?
2. Governance Pattern
(a) What is the impact of the governance pattern on succession in the family business?
(b) What factors do you think will affect family succession in terms of the family
governance pattern?
3. Management Mode (a) What is the impact of the management mode on succession in the family business?
(b) What factors do you think will affect family succession in terms of the family
management mode?
4. Family Capital (a) What is the impact of family capital on succession in the family business?
(b) What factors do you think will affect family succession in terms of family capital?
5. Inheritance Condition
(a) What is the impact of the inheritance conditions on succession in the family business?
(b) What factors do you think will affect family succession in terms of family inheritance?
To compensate for the limitations in the literature, respondents are free to express their thoughts
about the key factors related to inheritance. Therefore, during the interview process, the researchers
asked the respondents to express themselves freely within the framework of the problem. The steps
followed for the interview procedure are as follows:
Step 1: Translate the information obtained from the interview into a draft: In order to ensure
that the data are as authentic as possible, the researcher tried to use a word-by-word translation
method, but skipped unnecessary repetitions and irrelevant content. After the translation process was
completed, in order to protect the privacy of the interviewee and prevent others from guessing their
identity, some parts or information that might reveal the identity of the interviewee are represented by
a letter code, and parts that are not related to the study are deleted.
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Step 2: Encoding the text draft: Because of the length of the verbatim draft, the content of the
different questions is classified first, and then encoded line by line. This coding method can structure
the verbatim manuscript in a way that is convenient for both researchers and readers to quickly find
the corresponding source of the article citation.
Step 3: Identifying the descriptions of the key factors affecting succession: Researchers repeatedly
read the verbatim scripts to find those statements that described key factors affecting family
business succession, which were then coded, condensed into short sentences, and recorded in a
verbatim paragraph.
Step 4: The above information was combined with information from the literature review and
the essence of the key factors of succession integrated and summarized to arrive at five aspects
of belonging.
Step 5: The factors that the researcher considers to be relevant to succession are derived based on
the results of the previous steps. Finally, to ensure that the factors extracted by the grounded theory
methodology are valid, they are modified based on the knowledge and experience of experts who were
asked to make recommendations for each standard to ensure the validity of the research framework
and to confirm the final results.
Finally, the resultant content of the interview responses was coded by the application of grounded
theory. The coded factors that affected family inheritance planning were collected and listed, with a
total of 18 criteria used as the basis of the pre-test questionnaire.
As recommended by Saaty [53], the number of factors within a single dimension was limited to
ensure the validity and consistency of the pairwise comparisons, and a questionnaire survey of experts
was used to obtain the relative importance of the criteria. The 14 domain experts were lecturers in
family business inheritance training classes who had a solid theoretical and/or practical insights of the
transferring and succession of family enterprises. Regarding the background of these 14 experts, there
were 3 high school graduates, 7 university graduates and 4 had Ph.Ds. They were between 28 and
55 years old.
In addition, criteria were defined as important if the triangular fuzzy numbers had a mean
value of eight or above. The pre-test questionnaire was scored on a scale of zero to 10, with a higher
score representing greater importance. The pre-test results indicated that 13 criteria of the 18 should
be adopted. From the afore-mentioned multidimensional evaluation groups that determine the
inheritance management of family businesses, we identified the key succession indicators in each
of the major groups. This phase ended when the research framework was consistently validated.










Figure 1. A decision factor analysis framework for family business transferring and succession.
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3.2. Evaluation Methods and Operational Procedure
In the real world, the factors affecting family business transmission and inheritance show
multi-dimensional and multi-criteria decision-making characteristics. The facets and criteria for
the key considerations are not independent of each other, but have mutually influential relationships,
and sometimes, there is even a feedback and dynamic cause-effect relationship between them.
Therefore, after establishing the research framework, in order to further understand the priorities and
interactive relationship between the considerations affecting family business inheritance, this study first
uses DEMATEL to build an influential network relationship diagram (INRM). The influential network
diagrams can not only help researchers avoid unrealistic individual and independent assumptions,
but also systematically clarify the interdependence and feedback relationships of the criteria and
dimensions in real-world problems [54]. After clarifying the relationship between multiple criteria,
we then use the analytic network process (ANP) to compare the criteria and calculate the weights of
the considerations in the framework of family business succession. Finally, in order to more accurately
grasp the decision-making direction for family inheritance, the VIKOR (VlseKriterijumska Optimizacija
I Kompromisno Resenje) method is integrated with the multi-criteria decision-making method to carry
out analysis of the positive-ideal and the negative-ideal solution.
Tsai et al. [55] pointed out in his recent study that the integration of the above three research
methods has the following three advantages. First, the use of the DEMATEL method can illustrate
the interrelationship among criteria, thereby removing the constraints imposed by the assumption in
conventional analytical techniques that the evaluation criteria are independent of one another. Second,
prioritization and selection can be executed despite any conflicts among the attributes. In addition,
the VIKOR method uses the ideal standard, rather than a relative standard, as the benchmark to avoid
choosing the best option from bad batches [56]. Therefore, the aspired to improvement strategies can
be proposed systemically at the source of the impacts.
Based on the above three analytical techniques, accordingly, this study divides the detailed
operational procedure of the decision-making model into three phases and demonstrates the
calculations involved in each phase with the aid of Figure 2:
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4. Empirical Analysis of the Key Influential Factors in Family Business Succession
In the empirical analysis phase, the official questionnaire was formulated as in Table 1 and shown
in Supplementary Material. The respondents were either business owners or members attending the
Taiwan Family Business Inheritance Training Course. A total of 118 survey responses were retrieved;
among the respondents, 50.8% were first-generation owners and 44.1% were second-generation owners.
Only 5.1% remain for the third generation owners. The remaining 6% were third generation owners.
The respondents ranged in age from 23 to 73 years old. The level of education ranged from high school
graduates to holders of doctoral degrees in a variety of disciplinary areas. The industrial structure
included the primary, secondary and tertiary sector. The results for the backgrounds of the survey
participants are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. Detailed information about interviewees.
Category Content N Percentage
Generation
First-generation owners 60 50.8%
Second-generation owners 52 44.1%
Third generation of owners 6 5.1%





High School and Below 9 7.7%
Industry
Primary industrial sectors 8 6.7%
Secondary industrial sectors 62 52.5%
Tertiary industrial sectors 48 40.8%
4.1. Results of the DEMATEL
This study used pairwise comparison to investigate the dimension and criteria of impact for
each participant. Using the methodology described above and based on the data collected from
the respondents, we derive a 13 × 13 average initial direct-influence matrix T, including 13 criteria.
The total influence-relation matrices shown in Tables 4 and 5 can be obtained on the basis of the
normalization impact matrix described above.
Table 4. Total influence-relation matrix of criteria.
Criteria a1 a2 a3 b1 b2 c1 c2 c3 d1 d2 d3 e1 e2
a1 0.014 0.152 0.151 0.145 0.157 0.151 0.125 0.114 0.030 0.126 0.112 0.154 0.149
a2 0.019 0.057 0.148 0.132 0.146 0.158 0.147 0.137 0.047 0.114 0.101 0.136 0.138
a3 0.015 0.089 0.052 0.088 0.105 0.137 0.125 0.119 0.044 0.098 0.076 0.112 0.146
b1 0.018 0.092 0.118 0.053 0.136 0.175 0.172 0.148 0.030 0.093 0.082 0.126 0.122
b2 0.020 0.077 0.102 0.101 0.063 0.151 0.163 0.134 0.022 0.080 0.081 0.111 0.108
c1 0.030 0.059 0.069 0.070 0.110 0.073 0.160 0.171 0.026 0.099 0.090 0.126 0.103
c2 0.034 0.063 0.055 0.045 0.090 0.116 0.059 0.122 0.022 0.080 0.074 0.104 0.088
c3 0.017 0.033 0.050 0.054 0.072 0.079 0.077 0.044 0.018 0.058 0.059 0.071 0.093
d1 0.013 0.059 0.065 0.078 0.088 0.093 0.106 0.110 0.014 0.068 0.060 0.111 0.108
d2 0.029 0.165 0.162 0.148 0.212 0.226 0.217 0.217 0.094 0.092 0.182 0.223 0.228
d3 0.022 0.145 0.137 0.120 0.155 0.182 0.177 0.176 0.057 0.129 0.066 0.160 0.184
e1 0.020 0.106 0.124 0.125 0.140 0.166 0.161 0.160 0.025 0.117 0.058 0.079 0.157
e2 0.010 0.061 0.066 0.057 0.062 0.073 0.081 0.072 0.025 0.061 0.072 0.101 0.047
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Table 5. The sum of effects on dimensions.
Dimensions A B C D E
Corporate Attributes (A) 0.462 0.777 0.865 0.690 0.621
Governance Variables (B) 0.373 0.332 0.667 0.370 0.375
Management Concerns (C) 0.273 0.267 0.241 0.216 0.205
Family Capital (D) 0.721 0.881 0.990 0.531 0.760
Niche Inheritance (E) 0.547 0.658 0.786 0.605 0.405
As shown in Table 6, the sum of the influence of each dimension and criterion can be derived by
applying Equations of DEMATEL. The INRM in Figure 3 illustrates the influential network-relationship
between the five dimensions and their subsystems for the decisive factor analysis framework for family
business transferring and succession.
According to the value of influence given di − ri, management concerns (A) is influenced by
governance variables (B), niche inheritance (E), corporate attributes (C) and family capital (D), because
the di − ri value of management concerns (C) is negative and a minimum (−2.346). The criteria with
negative values of di − ri are greatly influenced by the other criteria. Conversely, a significantly positive
value of di − ri represents that this criterion affects other criteria much more than those other criteria
affect it, which means it should be a priority for improvement. Accordingly, management concerns (C)
and governance variables (B) are influenced by niche inheritance (E), whereas niche inheritance (E) is
influenced by family capital (D) and corporate attributes (A). Meanwhile, family capital (D) with a
maximum value of di − ri (1.471) has the most influence on the other dimensions.
Due to different family backgrounds, resources and social networks, family businesses have
formed different family traditions, which accumulate into unique family capital. Family capital is
not only related to the development of the company, but also a key consideration during succession.
Family capital will naturally conform to the development of the corporate environment and will lead to
the development of differences in corporate forms and governance cultures during the life cycle of the
family business. In order to ensure sustainable development of the family enterprise, it is also necessary
to examine the place of family development and the enterprise environment, as well as adjustment of
the modes of governance and management through the arrangement of the succession plan.
Through a close examination of Table 6, we can recognize how the dimensions of family capital
(D), corporate variables (A), niche inheritance (E), governance patterns (B) and management concerns
(C) interact and influence each other. To facilitate the success of the inheritance and help companies
continue to operate sustainably, improvement and adjustment of the dimensions niche inheritance (E),
corporate attributes (A) and family capital (D) should be emphasized. The priority of influence of the
five dimensions is thus family capital (D), corporate variables (A), niche inheritance (E), governance
patterns (B) and management concerns (C).
Table 6. The sum of influences and ranking of each dimension and criterion.
Dimensions and Criteria (i) Row Sum (di) Column Sum (ri) di+ri di−ri Ranking
Corporate Attributes (A) 3.414 2.376 5.790 1.038
a1 Industrial Traits 1.580 0.260 1.840 1.320 1
a2 Corporate Style 1.480 1.158 2.638 0.321 2
a3 Business Scale 1.207 1.298 2.504 −0.091 3
Governance Variables (B) 2.117 2.915 5.032 −0.798
b1 Equity Structure 1.366 1.216 2.582 0.150 1
b2 Governance Culture 1.213 1.537 2.750 −0.324 2
Management Concerns (C) 1.202 3.548 4.751 −2.346
c1 Leadership Style 1.186 1.779 2.964 −0.593 1
c2 Employment Philosophy 0.950 1.770 2.720 −0.819 2
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Table 6. Cont.
Dimensions and Criteria (i) Row Sum (di) Column Sum (ri) di+ri di−ri Ranking
c3 Communication Mode 0.723 1.723 2.446 −1.000 3
Family Capital (D) 3.883 2.413 6.296 1.471
d1 Member Structure 0.972 0.455 1.427 0.516 3
d2 Family Traditions 2.195 1.216 3.411 0.979 1
d3 Family Affection Relationships 1.710 1.112 2.822 0.597 2
Niche Inheritance (E) 3.000 2.366 5.367 0.634
e1 Successor Planning 1.438 1.613 3.050 −0.175 1
e2 Requirement profiles 0.787 1.670 2.457 −0.882 2
4.2. Analysis of the Relationships between Dimensions and Criteria
As shown in Table 6 and Figure 3, the analysis of each criterion shows that in the corporate
attribute (A) dimension, industrial traits (a1) is the most important criterion (di − ri = 1.32), and business
scale (a3) is the least influential (di − ri = −0.091). First of all, in terms of corporate attributes, the type
of industry, company size, social network and industrial environment in which the family business
operates all have different requirements for the qualifications of the successor. The attributes of the
industry will also influence the subsequent planning of corporate equity and governance structure, thus
affecting intergenerational inheritance and succession planning. The type of corporate style not only
also affects the model of family intergenerational succession, but also the required abilities of successors,
and this can be different at different stages of family business development. In addition, the scale of
the firm is often seen as an important factor influencing the development and implementation of the
succession plan. The larger the family enterprise, the more likely that professional managers will be
introduced to assist with the business or be replaced by suitable successors. Enterprises also have
to adapt to changes in the industrial environment. Thus, the style of the enterprise will change in
response to market changes, the scale of the enterprise will continue to expand, and the challenges of
employing people will increase, so the needs of successors will be different.
In the governance variables (B) dimension, equity structure (b1) is the most important criterion
(di − ri = 0.15), whereas governance culture (b2) is the least influential criterion (di − ri = −0.324).
It is generally believed that corporate governance is clear, equity structure is balanced and the
introduction of external independent directors facilitates the initiation of the inheritance process
and the implementation of the succession plan. Family businesses often use industrial advantages to
design complex equity and sophisticated family equity structures, reducing the need for successor
management skills and reducing the impact of uncertainty in the external environment on the
succession process [57]. In addition, corporate governance culture is also an important factor affecting
family heritage.
In the dimension of management concerns (C), leadership style (c1) is the most important criterion
(di − ri = −0.267), whereas communication mode (c3) is the least influential criterion (di − ri = −1.000).
In family businesses, ownership and management rights are generally in the hands of the founders
of the company. Leaders often play a key role in the business team or within the family. Therefore,
the leader’s leadership style, human resource appointment mode and communication mode will affect
the development and planning of the family business succession. If the leadership style of the family
business is single-paternalistic with a relationship orientation, rather than being performance-based,
or focused on group communication, technology or work specialization, then it is easier for the family
business to recruit from within the family and rule out non-kin. Furthermore, leadership is more likely
to be passed on to family members. Modern enterprises should establish a sound mechanism for the
development of human resources, and this mechanism is an important guarantee of success in the
succession model.
In the dimension of family capital (D), family traditions (d1) is the most important criterion
(di − ri = 0.979), whereas member structure (d3) is the least influential criterion (di − ri = 0.516).
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The importance of the family capital variables in the process of family business inheritance is
unquestionable, because family membership is at the core of the family business and the primary
consideration for succession. Barach et al. [22], Lansberg and Astrachan [14] pointed out that
the family membership structure, family traditions, family relationships and family cohesion have
important impacts on the implementation of succession plans. Therefore, Barach [29] argued that
the family capital of family stakeholders is one of the most important factors affecting inheritance
and development in family businesses. In addition, family capital is particularly meaningful for
family succession. Positive family capital can increase family wealth, while negative family capital
(such as struggles, accusations and even lawsuits between family members) will destroy the family’s
wealth. Unity and trust within the family will allow the family assets to grow generation by generation,
and such capital can be reflected in family capital by family discipline, family rules and family
traditions. Lansberg and Astrachan [14] argued that family harmony, prestige and cohesion have a
significant impact on the implementation of succession programs.
In the dimension of niche inheritance (E), successor planning (e1) is the most important
criterion (di − ri = −0.175), whereas willingness and commitment (e2) is the least influential criterion
(di − ri = −0.882). Whether the successor’s qualifications are sufficient to take on the operational
burden of family business is also an important consideration. Succession is definitely not an easy task.
It is not easy for the successor to take over and continue to run the business. The key to a company’s
long-term stability is that its core values can be confirmed by its successors. The experiences, conditions
(hard skills, soft skills, personality traits, predecessor-successor relationship), encouragement of
continued sustainable development of the enterprise, patterns of innovation and even the leadership
and vision of the successor are also important factors that cannot be ignored [58]. For example,
Stavrou [8] showed that the key players, that is the willingness and commitment of successors in
the process of inheritance should not only receive sufficient attention, but should also be included in
the analytical framework of the succession process. Moreover, a company must be able to maintain
long-term stability, and business owners generally believe that succession planning is important.
The corporate succession plan requires systematic and effective acquisition and organization of human
resources. Therefore, the development of a continuous and fair corporate succession plan is of vital
importance to the company’s succession and sustainable development.
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4.3. Using DANP for Computing the Weights of the Criteria
In the next section, the most accurate influential weights can be obtained after confirming the
influential relationships among the criteria. Using a combination of the DEMATEL and ANP methods,
we obtain the DANP (DEMATEL-Based ANP) influential weights for each criterion as shown in
Table 7. The DANP approach allows us to derive the local weights of the assessment factors at their
respective hierarchical levels and the global weights, which helps us comprehend the absolute weights
of individual criteria across all five dimensions. The DEMATEL total influence-relation matrix is
employed to build the weighted supermatrix by using Equations of DANP. The weighted supermatrix
for each criterion can be acquired by applying Equations of DANP. Thus, the limit supermatrix is
employed to acquire the global weights of the elements, which are applied to the modified VIKOR
approach to evaluate the sustainability performance of the case companies.
Table 7. Influential weights of DANP for each criterion obtained by limn→∞(Wα)n.
Dimension Criteria Weight Rank
A Corporate Attributes
a1 Industrial Trait 0.172694 2
a2 Corporate Style 0.089596 5
a3 Business Scale 0.073425 6
B Governance Pattern b1 Equity Structure 0.042153 9
b2 Governance Culture 0.032147 10
C Management Concerns
c1 Leadership Style 0.024949 11
c2 Employment Philosophy 0.019127 12
c3 Communication Concerns 0.015658 13
D Family Capital
d1 Member Structure 0.090343 4
d2 Family Tradition 0.186620 1
d3 Family Affection Relationships 0.136879 3
E Inheritance Condition e1 Successor Planning 0.069079 7
e2 Requirement profiles 0.047330 8
4.4. Sustainability Performance Evaluation Obtained Using VIKOR
Next, the respondents were invited to assign linguistic values for thirteen criteria, to evaluate
the decisive factor analysis framework. The criteria for the decisive factors are rated from one to 100,
with one being the lowest and 100 the highest. The higher the rating is, the higher the satisfaction level.
Finally, the global weights obtained from DANP in VIKOR are used to obtain the values of Sj and
Qmodj by selecting v = 0.5 as in Equations of VIKOR, and the results are shown in Table 8.
The compromise ranking method not only assists researchers to evaluate the overall performance
gap across years, but also helps determine and prioritize strategies in different years. From Table 8,
one can see the Sj values of three years ago, the current Sj values, the R
mod
j values of three years ago
and the current Rmodj . The values of “concordance” (Sj) and “discordance” (R
mod
j ) represent the group
utility and the individual regret measures, respectively, for alternative aj. In addition, the Q
mod
j values
of three years ago are (a1, a2, a3, b1, b2, c1, c3, c4, d1, d2, d3, e1, e2) = (0.082, 0,163, 0.215, 0.261, 0.284,
0.282, 0.285, 0.305, 0.218, 0.059, 0.091, 0.187, 0.262, respectively); the current Qmodj values are (a1, a2,
a3, b1, b2, c1, c3, c4, d1, d2, d3, e1, e2) = (0.419, 0,386, 0.196, 0.413, 0.420, 0.432, 0.663, respectively).
Accordingly, the empirical results for three years ago can be ranked as follows: d2 > a1 > d3 >
a2 > e1 > a3 > d1 > e2 > b1 > c1 > b2 > c2 > c3 , where A > B means that A is preferred over
B. The alternative closest to the ideal solution has the smallest value of Qmodj . The current empirical
results can be ranked as follows: d2 > d3 > e1 > a1 > a2 > e2 > a3 > d1 > b1 > c1 > b2 > c2 > c3 .
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Meanwhile, a compromise solution could be accepted by the decision-makers because it provides the
maximum “group utility” (measure Sj represents “concordance”) and a minimum of individual regret
of the “opponents” (measure R Rmodj represents “discordance”) [59].




















Environment 0.173 0.024 0.082 0.140 0.043 0.147 0.250
a2 Corporate Style 0.090 0.027 0.163 0.300 0.027 0.163 0.300




b1 Equity Structure 0.042 0.021 0.261 0.500 0.021 0.261 0.500
b2
Governance
Culture 0.032 0.018 0.284 0.550 0.018 0.284 0.550
C Management
Concerns
c1 Leadership Style 0.025 0.014 0.282 0.550 0.014 0.282 0.550
c2
Employment
Philosophy 0.019 0.011 0.285 0.560 0.011 0.285 0.560
c3
Communication




d1 Member Structure 0.090 0.036 0.218 0.400 0.036 0.218 0.400
d2 Family Tradition 0.187 0.019 0.059 0.100 0.019 0.059 0.100
d3
Family Affection





Planning 0.069 0.024 0.187 0.350 0.017 0.134 0.250
e2
Requirement
profiles 0.047 0.024 0.262 0.500 0.019 0.209 0.400
The empirical results show that family capital is still the most important factor of influence for
inheritance, with the scores evaluated being closest to the ideal point. The performance variance
rate for three years ago for family capital is 0.059, indicating that there are still some gaps (0.059)
to the goal value (zero). The results of this study show that family businesses are not only deeply
influenced by family traditions, but family members recognize family traditions. Note that the
importance of continuing the family tradition is slightly greater than the impact of the family business
variables. In the face of changes in the industrial environment, the will of the family will also
influence the style of governance of the company. However, the results show that in the case of
changes in the family business environment, the family capital and governance variables remain
stable, and successor planning becomes an important consideration in order to cope with continued
development. The results will also affect the requirement profiles. Therefore, the family business still
hopes to continue its development through an appropriate inheritance plan.
4.5. Discussion and Implications
This paper proposes a hybrid model for the incorporation of critical dimensions and their
associated criteria, drawn from decisive factor analysis for examination of family business authority
transfer and succession and provides empirical evidence for the sequencing of the order of
improvement for making inheritance decisions. The results show that there are five dimensions
and 13 criteria that are the decisive factors affecting family business inheritance and that these are
interdependent on and related to each another. Due to the diversity and complexity of succession
decisions, the factors considered should not be limited to a single facet of family interests. The factors
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required for comprehensive consideration of succession must include the environment of the family
business, overall future development, the existing structure and management concerns of the company
and the basic conditions of the existing family succession such as the trust of the predecessor and the
commitment of the heirs [20]. When the critical foundation of the considerations is unstable, the factors
are not complete, or there is no comprehensive succession layout, the family’s generational succession
will be challenging, perhaps even doomed to failure.
From the dimension standpoint, the assessment strategy shows that family capital (D) is the most
important and influential dimension affecting inheritance strategy; see Table 9. Prioritizing assessment
dimensions from highest to lowest, we obtain the following: family capital (D) → corporate attributes
(B) → niche inheritance (E) → governance variables (B) → management concerns (C).
Table 9. Priorities for improvement.
Method Priority for Improvement
Relational influence of dimensions’ network
(per DEMATEL) D → A → E → B → C
Inter-dimensional influence of individual criteria
(per DEMATEL)
A: → (a1) → (a2) → (a3)
(a2) → (a3)
B: (b1) → (b2)
C: → (c1) → (c2) → (c3)
(c2) → (c3)
D: → (d2) → (d3) → (d1)
(d3) → (d1)
E: → (e1) → (e2)
The five major facets and 13 criteria of family succession are integrated into an analytical
framework. The results show that the factors for consideration of succession are not only diverse,
but also require logical decision-making that is also relatively dynamic with consideration of mutual
influence. When one of the key factors, such as the corporate environment or governance structure,
changes, the priorities of other decision-making factors will change accordingly. From the criteria
standpoint, the assessment strategy of inheritance showed family capital (D) to be the most important
and influential dimension. Sorting the top five criteria from highest to lowest, we obtain the following:
family tradition (d2) → family affection relationships (d3) → successor planning (e1) → industrial
traits (a1) → corporate style (a2).
Based on field expert interviews and questionnaire responses, the results of this study provide
a sequence of dimensions and criteria that will enable family businesses to more effectively analyze
key inheritance factors and further promote the success of the family business through heritance.
The results also show that family owners still perceive there to be room for improvement in the
current status of family tradition (d2), family affection relationships (d3) and successor planning
(e1) with values of 5.90%, 11.4% and 13.4%, respectively. The research results show that in order to
meet the needs of an optimal inheritance plan, business owners still believe that the current status of
family capital and niche heritance still has room for improvement of 35.07% and 34%, respectively.
This improvement strategy would allow family businesses to achieve optimal results in terms of
organizational reengineering, family business vision mapping and heritage succession as organizations
face environmental changes. More importantly, the analytical framework and decision analysis method
constructed in this paper can contribute to the theory of family business sustainable management, the
continuation of the family business heritage and the development strategy. The research results can
also be adapted to the decision-making environment of the family business and the strategic goals of
inheritance and succession.
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5. Conclusions and Limitations
Family businesses are an important part of the world economy, and the successful realization
of intergenerational inheritance is the key to ensuring the sustainable development of a family
business [6,24]. It is estimated that only 20% of the family business can be successfully passed down to
the second generation, and no more than 10% passed down to the third generation. Only about 5% of
Taiwanese family businesses have a succession plan, far below the global average of 16%, meaning
that most Taiwanese companies face succession problems, leading to family split-ups, crises, corporate
recession and even early termination of business operations.
Based on the existing literature on family business, starting from the theory of family business
succession, using grounded theory, we conducted field interviews to uncover and code the key factors
affecting succession. We interviewed Taiwanese entrepreneurs enrolled in a business inheritance
training class to explore the considerations and implications of the succession. Finally, this work
not only carries out an analysis of family business transmission and inheritance, but also analyzes
the influence of key decision factors and related improvement strategy through multi-criteria
decision-making methods.
The results show that the considerations for succession of authority in the family business are
multi-dimensional, requiring a complex decision-making process. Among the key considerations,
corporate characteristics, family capital and niche inheritance are the keys to family inheritance.
Without these important factors, the outcome of the succession will be doomed to failure. In addition,
the relationships of family affection and the trust and commitment of both the predecessor and
successor are important factors that cannot be ignored, especially in a rapidly changing competitive
market environment. With a correct understanding of the company’s environmental factors and future
development needs, family business practices can also be aligned with the family’s business traditions
and advantages, through the construction of the appropriate strategies and plans for succession [20].
By making the correct succession arrangements, the family business can finally ensure continued and
sustainable development.
Certainly, this study has some limitations. First, only five facets are included, and the variables of
interest are viewed from the perspective of Taiwan. Therefore, the scope of research can be expanded
in future to include additional factors such as the sustainability of the family business and long-term
orientation. Moreover, due to cultural differences, the criteria may not be generalizable or extendable to
other countries. In addition, other studies combining and using different MADMs can provide insight
into the considerations of family business heritage not found in this study. Future research can use
different methodologies, such as longitudinal studies, to study this issue from different perspectives.
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Abstract: Corporate social responsibility (CSR) implementation has been widely acknowledged as
playing a key part in enhancing firm value as well as achieving sustainable development. However,
up to now the extant works in the literature have yielded non-conclusive results regarding the
relationships between CSR and firm value. One of the possible reasons is that the studies ignore the
multi-dimensional characteristics of CSR—that is, they merely utilize a singular synthesized indicator
as a proxy to represent the corporate’s CSR performance as being unreliable and problematic. Thus,
this study breaks down CSR into numerous dimensions and further examines each dimension’s
impact on firm value. By doing so, managers can allocate their firm’s valuable resources to suitable
areas so as to increase its reputation and value. In addition, this research sets up an artificial
intelligence (AI)-based fusion model, grounded by fusion learning theory that aims at complementing
the error made by a singular model, to examine the relationship between CSR’s multidimensional
characteristics and firm value. Through different combinations of adopted strategies, users can realize
the most representative features from an over-abundant database.
Keywords: artificial intelligence; corporate social responsibility; decision making; firm value
1. Introduction
Forecasting corporate financial troubles has become an essential topic of interest over the past
few decades due to its great impact on publicly listed companies, current and potential stakeholders,
and even a country’s economy [1]. Financial resource providers need to evaluate the financial risk of a
corporate before they make a financing decision or grant credit judgments on firms in order to avoid or
prevent any tremendous financial shock and/or loss. Corporate suppliers and partners that conduct
credit transactions with corporates also require a more detailed illustration of their financial status.
If a prediction model is useful, then top-level managers can initiate some initial prevention such as
adjusting their capital structure or modifying their financial leverage to avoid any deterioration in
corporate status before financial trouble erupts. Current and potential investors can also utilize such a
model to change their investment strategy as well as allocate monetary resources to more profitable
places [2].
Multivariate discriminant analysis (MDA) was the most frequently utilized forecasting model
before the 1980s. Altman [3] introduced a very famous forecasting architecture, the “Z-score”,
that incorporated MDA with five financial ratios (i.e., working capital to total assets, retained earnings
to total assets, earnings before interest and taxes to total assets, market value of equity to book
value of total liabilities, and sales to total assets) so as to discriminate between healthy corporates
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and non-healthy corporates. Although this model performs a satisfactory job in forecasting quality,
it also comes with some statistical challenges, such as linear separability, independent predictors,
and multivariate normality that usually do not hold in real applications. To overcome these obstacles,
the literature has proposed the linear probability model (LPM) and logit or probit regression models.
Meyer and Pifer [4] employed LPM to handle the task of the corporate financial bankruptcy forecasting
task. Martin [5] assessed banks’ financial troubles by relying on a logit model. Dimitras et al. [6]
provided a detailed review of statistical-based approaches in financial crisis forecasting, indicating that
the logit model achieves optimal forecasting performance.
In contrast with those studies that have broadly examined financial crisis prediction and credit
risk forecasting, very few have looked into firm value forecasting. Poor firm management is widely
recognized as being the main trigger for a financial crisis, and thus firm value can appropriately reflect
the quality of corporate management. If managers can run their business with efficiency and target
maximizing shareholders’ wealth, then investors will likely pay more than average to own their stock.
The higher the firm value is, the stronger and more developed it is.
How to increase firm value as well as sound a corporate’s competitive edge turns out to be an
essential task in this highly turbulent economic atmosphere. Although coming up with some generally
accepted conclusions is quite difficult, it is widely acknowledged that corporates with good corporate
social responsibility (CSR, which considers the voluntary integration of social and environmental
concerns in a business operation and its interaction with stakeholders such as investors, shareholders,
employees, suppliers, bankers, and regulators) have the prescribed means for addressing the challenge
of globalization and increasing their competitive advantages (Organization for Economic Co-operation
and Development, OECD). That is the reason why so many executives and researchers have devoted
considerable amount of time and efforts to investigate the influence of CSR on firm value.
Although there are many different types of definitions and dimensions of CSR in the extant
studies, Carroll [7–9] defined four CSR dimensions: a corporate should (1) obey the laws and
regulations announced by governments in its daily operations, (2) make products or provide services
for customers to achieve suitable profitability in the process, (3) meet shareholders’ expectations and
protect their wealth, and (4) strengthen and increase human welfare or firm reputation. Based on
these perspectives, CSR consists of numerous factors, such as community involvement, labor security,
environmental protection, human rights, and business standards. CSR may also function similarly
to advertising, by enlarging a firm’s profit spread, increasing the demand for products and services,
eliminating buyers’ price sensitivity, and solidifying consumer loyalty [10–12].
Most research works attempt to identify the link between CSR and firm value in order to examine
why firms engage in CSR [13,14]. Unfortunately, there is no conclusive theory that can explain
the relation between CSR and firm value, although two dominant theories do exist. The agency
theory [15] indicates that corporates performing CSR activities see a decrease in firm value when
managers use the firm’s limited resources to draw benefits of personal reputation at the expense of
shareholders [16]. On the other hand, the conflict resolution theory notes that corporates with high
CSR activities can lead to higher firm value by mitigating conflicts of interest between managers and
investors, raising firm reputation, and enhancing firm profitability [17]. It also views CSR as a strategic
investment to increase a firm’s competitive edge. The existing research on the relation between CSR
and firm value is mixed and sometimes confusing [18]. One of the possible reasons for not reaching a
consensus conclusion comes from the effect of the quality–quantity trade-off among each one of the
CSR dimensions [2,19,20]. CSR encompasses economic, environmental, business, and social behaviors.
Only using one synthesized indicator as a proxy to depict a corporate’s CSR performance is not reliable
and trustworthy. Therefore, there is an urgent requirement to decompose CSR into some dimensions
and further examine the impact of each dimension on firm value.
How to determine the most essential dimension on firm value is quite similar to handling the
task of feature selection. The fundamental concept of feature selection is identifying a subset from the
original set of features without impeding the model’s forecasting performance as well as improving
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the quality of the data and facilitating the calculation efficiency [21]. However, most related works
that considered feature selection are based on one pre-decided method. It is widely deemed that
different method adoptions are likely to yield different outcomes (i.e., different selected features).
If we can apply a number of dissimilar feature selection approaches and then combine the selection
results, then we not only can realize the most essential feature that all the feature selection approaches
“agree” on, but also enhance the model’s forecasting accuracy over utilizing one feature selection
approach [22].
This basic idea of combining multiple feature selection approaches is inspired by the ensemble
learning theory—that is, the combination strategy is able to complement the error made by a singular
method. By doing so, decision makers can realize which dimension of CSR has the greatest influence on
firm value. Managers can then consider the potential implications to allocate valuable resources to an
appropriate place so as to maximize stakeholders’ wealth and sustain the firm’s reputation. The selected
outcome can then be entered into an emerging neural network-based model, namely support vector
machine (SVM), to construct the firm value forecasting model. SVM [23], grounded on statistical
learning theory, produces an optimal separating hyperplane to discriminate two dissimilar class labels.
There are some benefits in performing SVM [24]: (1) there are only two parameters to be decided, (2) the
solution of SVM is optimal and unique, and (3) the model has greater tolerance on extreme values.
Due to these advantages, SVM was performed by this study. Investors can take the proposed model as
a roadmap to adjust their investment portfolios so as to reach the goal of sustainable development.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the existing literature of CSR’s
impact on firm value. Section 3 proposes our research design. Section 4 shows the experimental results.
Section 5 concludes.
2. Literature Review
Corporate Social Responsibility and Firm Value
McWilliams and Siegel [25] indicated that corporate social responsibility (CSR) is deemed as
“actions that appear to further some social good, beyond the interests of the firm and that which
is required by law”. Based on this description, CSR activities not only have influence on investing
stakeholders such as bankers, suppliers, stockholders, and debt holders, but also have an impact on
non-investing investors such as buyers, community, public sectors, and others. CSR-related research
topics have been discussed for the last three decades or so with most of the discussions centered on
one question: Does CSR help to enhance firm value?
The “overinvestment hypothesis” indicates that the relation between CSR activities and firm
value is negative [16]. The agency cost theory stems from the separation of ownership and control
when top-level executives/managers have insufficient residual claims on a firm. Based on this theory,
executives/managers tend to use corporate resources to enhance their personal reputation and to be
entrenched as socially responsible managers at the expense of shareholders—that is, the managers
have an incentive to overinvest CSR beyond the optimal level, further resulting in destruction of
firm value. Galakiewicz and Burt [26] indicated that CEOs investing in philanthropy will result in
acquiring reputation and influential relations with local business elites. In the work done by Werbel
and Carter [27], they stated that CEOs’ membership in charitable institutes is positively related to
corporate giving. Barnea and Rubin [16] found that executives prefer to overly invest in CSR when they
do not bear any cost, but instead enjoy the benefits of increased personal reputations in the community.
According to the “conflict resolution hypothesis”, “stakeholder theory”, or “reputation-building
hypothesis” [28–30], one can contend that CSR enhances firm value by balancing the interests of all
stakeholders (i.e., investing stakeholders and non-investing stakeholders) and by eliminating the risk
of resource acquisitions [31]. Ruf et al. [32] indicated that the changes in CSR status are positively
related to firm financial performance. Wang and Choi [33] argued that a firm with good stakeholder
relations will contribute largely to its financial performance. Crifo et al. [34] stated that CSR activities
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help to eliminate the impact of information asymmetry. Thus, CSR activities can increase firm value by
reducing the conflict of interest between managers and non-investing stakeholders.
Even if many existing studies conclude that the relation between CSR and firm value is
positive, there is no concrete consensus so far [34]. One of the possible reasons is that CSR
activities are multi-dimensional and consist of social, environmental, ethics, and business behaviors.
Merely performing a synthesized indicator for CSR performance could lead to a confused result about
the relation between CSR and firm value [35]. Thus, there is an urgent need to decompose CSR into
some dimensions and further examine the influence of each dimension on firm value.
3. Research Design
3.1. The Research Sample
China has experienced amazing and admirable economic growth and improvement since
the 1980s, but this growth comes with high social costs and environmental pollution. In order
to overcome the challenges, the China government has encouraged firms publicly listed on the
Shenzhen and Shanghai Stock Exchanges to engage in CSR and provided some incentives to
motivate firms to do so, including the “green loan policy” and “green securities” [36]. Moreover,
in September 2006 the Shenzhen Stock Exchange provided guidance called “Shenzhen Stock Exchange
Social Responsibility Introductions to Listed Companies” for encouraging listed firms to perform
CSR activities and list them in their financial reports, while Shanghai Stock Exchange yields
guidelines requested the listed companies to disclose CSR issues, including “Notice on Strengthening
Listing Companies’ Assumptions of Social Responsibility” and “Guideline on Listed Companies’
Environmental Information Disclosure” launched in May 2008. Stated-owned companies controlled by
the central government still need to follow the regulation provided by State-Owned Assets Supervision
and Administration Commission of the State Council (SASAC) [37]. In light of the CSR guidelines or
regulations, the volume of CSR report disclosures or CSR activities has been growing dramatically
since 2008 [38]. Furthermore, some managers viewed CSR activities as strategic investments. By doing
CSR activities, firms can gain some benefits and competitive edges. To examine the relation between
CSR and firm value, this study takes the top 100 companies in China as a research sample. The data
were gathered from the Taiwan Economic Journal (TEJ) databank and Research Report on Corporate
Social Responsibility of China for the period 2013–2015.
3.2. The Dependent Variable
According to previous research works done by Sheikh [14], Lee, and Heo [39] and
Buchanan et al. [17], the firm value is determined by Tobin’s Q, which is computed as the market value
of assets divided by the book value of assets. The market value of assets is the market value of equity
plus the book value of assets minus the book value of common equity net of deferred taxes. It is the
most widely implemented measure of firm value [40]. Based on the information of Research Report on
Corporate Social Responsibility of China, we can see the top 100 companies’ CSR performance. The top
50% of firm values are designated as 1 “good performance”, while the other 50% are designated
as 0 “bad performance”. By doing so, this problem has been transformed into a traditional binary
classification task.
3.3. Combination Strategy
Due to the data being gathered from financial statements, some of them may be contaminated
by some degree of error, and thus data cleaning is an inevitable pre-process. Because decision tree
(DT) has the merits of being easy-to-use, is comprehensive, and automatically shifts through large,
complex databases in searching for and isolating essential features, two different kinds of DT (C4.5 and
CART) were conducted. A relative emerging soft computing technique, namely rough set theory (RST)
that can handle data with impreciseness, uncertainty, and vagueness, was proposed by Pawlak [41].
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It has demonstrated its usefulness in feature selection, knowledge reasoning, and granular computing,
and it also performed a satisfactory job in numerous research domains. However, no current
research, grounded on the fusion learning theory, has constructed an advanced model to examine
the relationships between each CSR dimension and firm value. To examine the effectiveness of the
fusion learning theory, this study introduces three different kinds of combination strategies: isolation,
combination, and union. The conceptual structures of the three different combination strategies are
represented in Figure 1.
Figure 1. The combination strategies.
3.4. Variable Definition
There are many methods to measure firm value, such as Tobin’s Q, economic added value, etc.
Because Tobin’s Q can be used to measure the values of tangible and intangible assets and the figures
calculated by it are closest to the market price, this study used Tobin’s Q as a method to measure firm
value. Tobin’s Q is defined as the market value of an enterprise divided by its assets. The higher the
value is, the better the investment opportunities and competitive advantages an enterprise has.





MV: a multiplication of the closing price of ordinary stock at the end of period t with the number of
outstanding common shares during period t. PS: a multiplication of the closing price of special shares
at the end of period t with the number of outstanding special shares during period t. DEBT: is equal
to current liabilities during period t minus current assets during period t, plus long-term liabilities
during period t. TA: is the total assets during period t.
Previous studies have yielded non-conclusive results regarding the relation between CSR and firm
value. One of the possible reasons is they ignored CSR’s multi-dimensional characteristics. To reach
a more conclusive and precise result, this study followed the “Research Report on Corporate Social
Responsibility of China” and divided CSR performance into four dimensions (see Figure 2).
The control variables are represented as follows (see Table 1).
1. DEBT: Modigliani and Miller [18] pointed out that debt financing affects a firm’s tax shield—the
more the enterprise financing, the higher the tax savings benefit, which can create firm value.
Therefore, this study considered it as one of the variables affecting firm value.
2. AGE: The measure method is to take the period from the establishment year to the current year
of the sample company as AGE. Calantone et al. [42] indicated that a company with a larger
AGE is more efficient in responding to market information and has better corporate performance
compared to that with a smaller AGE.
3. R&D: Grabowski and Mueller [43] and McWilliams and Siegel [25] suggested that more research
and development expenses imply better firm business performance. Therefore, this study
regarded it as one of the variables affecting firm value.
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4. SALESG: Mak and Kusnadi [44] and McWilliam and Siegel [25] indicated that an enterprise’s
revenue growth could affect the business performance of an enterprise. Therefore, this study
regarded it as one of the variables affecting firm value.
5. ROA: Sakhartov and Folta [45] showed that the return on assets is an overall effect index of
enterprise capital operations, as higher profits denote higher firm value.
 
Community responsibility Environmental responsibility 
Responsibility management
Market responsibility 
Figure 2. The corporate social responsibility (CSR) multi-dimensional structure.
Table 1. Independent variables.
Symbol Illustration
X1: Responsibility management Disclose the current situation of an enterprise’s responsibility management
X2: Market responsibility Disclose the performance of an enterprise’s market responsibility
X3: Community responsibility Disclose the corporate’s community responsibility performance
X4: Environmental responsibility Disclose the performance of an enterprise’s environmental responsibility
X5: DEBT Total liabilities/total assets
X6: AGE Current year—establishment year
X7: RD R&D expenditure/net sales revenue
X8: SALESG (Net sales income for the current year—sales revenue for the previousyear)/sales revenue for the previous year
X9: ROA Net profit after tax + Interest * (1 − tax rate)/average total assets
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4. Empirical Examinations
4.1. Data
This study collected 900 CSR variables of the top 100 state-owned enterprises, private enterprises,
and foreign enterprises from 2013 to 2015 in the Research Report on Corporate Social Responsibility
of China and gathered the variables related to firm value by TEJ according to the above-mentioned
samples. Because the foreign enterprises of China are not listed in China, it was difficult to collect
the variables related to firm value from the China part of TEJ. Therefore, 300 samples of Chinese
foreign-funded enterprises from 2013 to 2015 were excluded. As the state-owned enterprises in China
and private enterprises of China include unlisted enterprises, we had a total of 270 samples in this
study after deducting unlisted enterprises and ones that lacked data (see Table 2).
Table 2. Sample selection rule.
Sample Selection Process Sample Number
Sample number of top 100 state-owned enterprises, private enterprises, and foreign
enterprises issued by the Blue Book of Corporate Social Responsibility of China from
2013 to 2015
900
Minus: the number of enterprises that are not listed or ones in which the relevant
financial information is not able to be found in the Taiwan Economic Journal (TEJ) 630
Final sample number 270
4.2. Descriptive Statistics
The descriptive statistics of this study’s relevant variables are shown in Table 3. With regard to
the dependent variables, the median of firm value is 366.21. Based on whether it is greater or less than
this median, this study set the firm value as 0 or 1, where 0 represents the enterprise with a worse
firm value and 1 represents the enterprise with a better firm value. In the aspect of the independent
variables, among four indicators included in CSR, the maximum value of responsibility management
and market responsibility is 100, and the minimum value is 0, indicating that the highest score in
Chinese enterprises is 100 and the lowest score is 0 in these two indicators. The maximum value of
social responsibility is 95.5 and the minimum value is 0, showing that the highest score of Chinese
enterprises is 95.5 and the lowest score is 0 in this indicator. The maximum value of environmental
responsibility is 100 while the minimum value is 0, implying that the highest score obtained by Chinese
enterprises is 100, and the lowest score is 0 in this indicator.
Table 3. Descriptive statistics of the variables.
Variable AVG S.D. Q1 Median Q3 Max Min
X1 40.1 33.63 10 34.65 70 100 0
X2 43.61 27.78 18.3 47.35 65 100 0
X3 40.31 27.27 13.7 42.65 64 95.5 0
X4 33.78 28.1 6.7 31.1 58 100 0
X5 64.29 20.52 50.24 66.79 79.44 94.86 9.14
X6 22.84 20.24 14 17 24 107 0
X7 2.46 17.60 0 0.25 2.1 288.17 0
X8 1.16 17.80 −0.04 0.06 0.14 292.54 −0.41
X9 3.84 4.04 1.42 2.81 5.51 19.05 −13.33
Y 45,562.7 324,778.23 147.68 366.21 760.99 4,674,101.35 0.07
Y denotes the firm value; AVG: average; S.D.: standard deviation; Max: maximum; Min: minimum.
The average value of DEBT (X5) is 64.29, indicating the average ratio of total liabilities of sample
enterprises to total assets, while the median is 66.79, which indicates that the DEBT (X5) of half of the
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sample enterprises is 66.79; the average value of AGE is 22.84, indicating the average AGE (X6) of
sample enterprises; the median of RD (X7) is 0.25, which indicates that RD (X7) of half of the sample
enterprises is up to 0.25; the average number of SALESG (X8) is 1.16 while the median is 0.06 and at
least the SALESG (X8) of one half of the sample enterprises is up to 6%; the average value of ROA (X9)
is 3.84.
4.3. Results
To examine the effectiveness of the introduced fusion mechanism, this study divided the
experiments into three different scenarios: isolation, combination, and union. How to determine
a model’s forecasting quality is an essential topic in practical applications, with accuracy or error rate
being one of the most widely adopted assessment criteria. However, only relying on one assessment
criterion to identify a model’s forecasting quality is not reliable and robust. To overcome this problem,
two other assessment criteria—namely, type I error and type II error—were considered.
Table 4 shows the essential variables under three different scenarios. We can see that the most
essential variables are X4 (Environment responsibility) and X5 (DEBT). This finding is in accordance
with previous research studies [46,47], which stated that the debt ratio has the most significant impact
on firm value. In addition, Konar and Cohen [46] indicated that a firm with better environmental
responsibility normally has higher firm value, because these firms will focus on green production and
offer products with less CO2 emissions, thus helping out the firm’s reputation while also increasing
its profitability. Through a fusion strategy, users can realize the most representative features from an
over-abundant database. Managers also may consider the potential implications of allocating valuable
resources to suitable places and to formulating future policies that can reach sustainable development.
Table 4. The selected variables under three different scenarios (all samples).
Scenario Selected Variables
Isolation
C4.5 X1: Responsibility management, X4: Environmental responsibility,X5: DEBT, X7: RD, X8: SALESG
CART X2: Market responsibility, X4: Environmental responsibility,X5: DEBT, X6: AGE, X8: SALESG
RST X1: Responsibility management, X4: Environmental responsibility,X5: DEBT, X6: AGE, X9: ROA
Combination
C4.5∩CART X4: Environmental responsibility, X5: DEBT, X8: SALESG
C4.5∩RST X1: Responsibility management, X4: Environmental responsibility,X5: DEBT
CART∩RST X4: Environmental responsibility, X5: DEBT, X6: AGE
Union
C4.5∩CART∩RST X4: Environmental responsibility, X5: DEBT
Table 5 shows the model’s forecasting quality under three different combination strategies.
Support vector machine (SVM) was taken as a forecasting model. We see that the introduced fusion
model (i.e., union strategy) not only reaches the optimal forecasting accuracy, but also presents less
biased outcomes. This finding correlates to the concept of the fusion learning theory, which aims at
complementing the error made by a singular method [48]. It also has been widely deemed as one of the
most efficient ways to increase a model’s forecasting quality. Even a fraction of forecasting accuracy
improvement can translate into large future savings. Thus, constructing a forecasting model grounded
on the fusion learning theory is an urgent requirement in today’s highly competitive environment.
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Table 5. The forecasting results (all samples).
Scenario
Assessment Criteria
Accuracy Type I Error Type II Error
Isolation
C4.5 64.07 37.04 34.81
CART 62.22 40.74 34.81
RST 70.00 27.41 32.59
Combination
C4.5∩CART 72.96 27.41 26.67
C4.5∩RST 72.22 29.63 25.93
CART∩RST 74.44 25.93 25.19
Union
C4.5∩CART∩RST 82.96 17.78 16.30
To reach a more robust outcome, we further divided all the samples into two different groups: (1)
group 1 contains all the state-owned enterprises, and (2) group 2 contains all the private enterprises.
The selected features from each group are expressed in Table 6. We can see that the X4: Environmental
responsibility still poses considerable influence on firm value. The state-own enterprises invested
considerable amount of resource in R&D development so as to upgrade its industrial level. The private
enterprises focused more on profitability to reach a goal of shareholder’s wealth maximization.
Table 6. The selected variables from two different groups under three different scenarios.




C4.5 X3: Community responsibility, X4: Environmentalresponsibility, X5: DEBT, X7: RD, X8: SALESG
CART X1: Responsibility management, X4: Environmentalresponsibility, X5: DEBT, X7: RD
RST X2: Market responsibility, X4: Environmentalresponsibility, X5: DEBT, X6: AGE, X7: RD, X9: ROA
Combination
C4.5∩CART X4: Environmental responsibility, X5: DEBT
C4.5∩RST X4: Environmental responsibility, X7: RD
CART∩RST X4: Environmental responsibility, X5: DEBT, X7: RD
Union




C4.5 X3: Community responsibility, X4: Environmentalresponsibility, X6: AGE, X8: SALESG, X9: ROA
CART X2: Market responsibility, X4: Environmentalresponsibility, X5: DEBT, X6: AGE, X9: ROA
RST X3: Community responsibility, X4: Environmentalresponsibility, X6: AGE, X7: RD, X9: ROA
Combination
C4.5∩CART X4: Environmental responsibility, X6: AGE, X9: ROA
C4.5∩RST X3: Community responsibility, X4: Environmentalresponsibility, X6: AGE, X9: ROA
CART∩RST X4: Environmental responsibility, X6: AGE, X9: ROA
Union
C4.5∩CART∩RST X4: Environmental responsibility, X6: AGE, X9: ROA
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5. Conclusions and Further Research
The many empirical research works up to date have identified no conclusive pattern in the
relation between CSR and firm value. Ignoring CSR’s multi-dimensional characteristics is one of the
possible reasons for this absence of a consensus conclusion. Given this concern, this study followed the
“Research Report on Corporate Social Responsibility of China” to decompose CSR into four dimensions
and further examine the impact of each CSR’s dimension on firm value. The focus of previous studies
has been to identify “the single best” mechanism that is most precise for a pre-decided financial task,
but this reliance on a single mechanism may be misguided and could contain some biases. To reach a
more sound research outcome, a multiple combination strategy, grounded on the ensemble learning
theory, was conducted herein. The basic idea of the ensemble learning theory is to complement the
error made by a singular mechanism. Through different combinations of adopted strategies, users can
realize the most representative features from an over-abundant database and find the most influential
dimension on firm value.
The results herein indicate that X4: Environmental responsibility is the most essential element
on firm value determination. The reason is because the Chinese government has placed much more
emphasis on environmental protection and retains “vote power” over major decisions. In other words,
if a corporate pollutes the environment, then the government has the right to delist the corporate
regardless of major investors’ decisions. Managers of firms can consider the potential implications of
these results and allocate valuable resources to an appropriate place in order to enhance their firm’s
CSR performance, increase firm value, and reach the goal of sustainable development. Investors can
look to invest in firms that have better resource utilization efficiency so as to maximize their wealth
under anticipated risk exposure.
Certainly, this study has some limitations. First of all, this research was an exploratory study
carried out with a high level of technology and a small sample. Larger samples with greater explanatory
power will allow for more complex assessments in the future. Second, the effects of corporate social
responsibility implementation include economic, social, and environmental impacts. All of these effects
have short-term and long-term effects. Furthermore, some companies have implemented corporate
social responsibility for some time, but some companies have begun to implement corporate social
responsibility in accordance with government regulations. Although this study only attempts to
explore the impact of stock prices (Tobin Q). Future research can continue to explore the long-term
effectiveness of CSR through long-term concepts such as customer loyalty and/or sustainable value
index. Finally, other studies combining and using different multiple attributes decision makings
(MADMs) can provide insight into the unrecognized facets of CSR in this study. Future research can
use different research methods such as time series analysis and prediction method to continue to study
this issue.
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